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INTRODUCTION 

Like yesterday’s headlines, political orations do democracy, made a mockery of the parliamentary 

not as a rule remain news for any length of time. process. As the economic depression deepened, 

Yet there are occasions when parliamentary debates radicalism swept the country. By 1932, the National 

illuminate the political complexion of a country Socialists had again more than doubled their vote, 

and highlight the problems confronting it. to 13,750,000, while the Communists reached 

Such an occasion was the Plenary Debate on the 5,300,000; together these two held half the seats in 

Policy Statement of the newly-formed German the Reichstag. They abused its privileges and 
Federal Government, carried on by the spokesmen prerogatives and frustrated all constructive work. 

| for all political parties in the Bundestag at Bonn Nazi and Communist tactics so undermined the 7 

in September 1949. Both Statement and Debate ‘Structure of democratic government that it col- 
| are still of topical interest since they provide a lapsed before the goose-step of Hitler's cohorts. 

comprehensive roundup of political programs, Four weeks after Hitler's accession to power the 

temperaments and methods of approach on the Reichstag building in Berlin went up in flames. 

right, in the center and on the left. They show The conflagration and the propaganda campaign 

us how the issues that agitate Germans today are unleashed by it were part of the Nazi campaign 
reflected in the views of their political leaders. Of terror and intimidation. A week later, on 5 
True enough, such keynote speeches are made with March 1933, the last Reichstag worthy of the name 

one eye on the gallery and the folks back home, WS elected. When it approved the “Enabling Act” 

in Germany as elsewhere. Yet even promises and on 24 March 1933, it signed its own death warrant 

demands impossible of fulfillment at this time help and wrote finis to German democracy. One by one, 

the observer to evaluate the personalities and all parties were eliminated; by July 1933 only the 
parties that were the choice of the people of Nazi Party remained. The Reichstag lingered on, 

Western Germany in the elections of 14 August 1949. leading a sort of phantom existence. When it met 
Tho he first 4 ke f at long intervals, the deputies listened to a Hitler 

Horn were the te ree ¢€ ot or a national .reech, then ratified government measures unani- 
7 5 ant a parliament in seven een years. : us over a century mously. But the outer trappings of a functioning 

before, the middle-class revolution of 1848 had nae . . «a 9s 
culminated in the election of a National As- parliament remained and the Reichstag “deputies’’, 

| | . . mostly local Nazi bosses and hangers-on, drew 
sembly. Germany’s first democratic parliament as- f d | 

sembled in Frankfurt, but its high-minded ull deputy's pay. | 

liberalism soon proved ineffectual in coping with With the German collapse in 1945, this sham 
the entrenched forces running the country. By “Parliament” vanished. Under military occupation, 
1849, these forces were again in the saddle. After representative councils to give the German people 
a united Germany had been formed in 1871, a new a voice in the determination of their own affairs 

national parliament, the Reichstag, was elected in began to be elected at local level in early 1946. 

direct and secret suffrage by men over twenty- Gradually, elections were held at county levei, — | 

five. The electoral system was based on single- then, for the most part in 1946 and again in 1948, 
district majority vote. Dealing with such strong- at state (Land) level. 

Willed rulers as the | iron Cha neellor Bismarck The failures of both the Moscow and the London 
and later Emperor Wilhelm II, it was-a restraining . . ws 

, . ; Conferences of the Council of Foreign Ministers 
and democratizing influence even when it came off . . eae, . 
second best. in 1947 demonstrated the impossibility of reaching 

In November 1918 the Emperor was deposed and an agreement with the Soviet Union on the politica 
V : S S . wpe gs . 

and economic unification of Germany, wh h 
a democratic republic proclaimed. In its Article 22 y, which had 

. . are . . been called for by the Potsdam Agreement. In 
the new Weimar Constitution provided for a Reichs- f the deteriorati f th 1 volitical 
tag elected on the basis of proportional representa- view ° € deterioration oO © genera politica 

tion by direct, universal and secret ballot of both ‘Situation and of the Western German economy, 
sexes over twenty. In the first ardor of the which had been financed since the beginning of the 

Republic’s prime, the Reichstag was its democratic Occupation at great cost to the U.S. and U.K. tax- 
powerhouse. But when the Nazi vote soared from payers, the U.S., U.K. and French Governments 
1,075,000 in 1928 to 6,400,000 in 1930, while the Com- were thus forced to revise their position. In the 

munists boosted their total from 3,250,000 to “London Agreements” of 1 June 1948, the three . 

4,600,000 in the same period, the two groups, Occupation powers and the Benelux countries re- 

united in their common hatred of parliamentary solved to establish a Federal Government in 

a 5 |



Western Germany on the basis of a democratic lowed on succeeding days by eleven keynote ad- 

provisional constitution. dresses from spokesmen for each party. All these 

In August 1948; the legislatures of the eleven Speeches have been reproduced in this voluine. 

states of the Western Zones chose 65 delegates to Other representatives took part in the latter part 
a Parliamentary Council, a constituent assembly of the Debate. Their addresses have been omitted 

that met in Bonn to draft such a provisional con- here because they were, for the most part, in the 
, stitution. After this charter had been adopted in nature of repartee, rebuttals of the points made 
May 1949, a national parliament, the Bundcstag, by preceding speakers. Interruptions »by hecklers 
was elected on 14 August 1949 by free, direct, have been reproduced wherever they appeared to 
secret and universal ballot of all Germans over 21 facilitate an understanding of the Debate. 
years of age. In the Soviet Zone, no election above ~The Coalition Government of CDU, FDP and DP 

Land level has been permitted. This state of affairs (see p.13), sworn in just before Dr. Adenauer deliv- 

is one of the major obstacles that have hitherto ered the Policy Statement, is made up of center 

precluded the unification of Germany. and right-of-center elements whose views differ 
The Bundestag elections of 14 August 1949 were Widely on controversial topics such as centralism 

conducted under an electoral system in which Vérsus states’ rights,, planned economy versus 

about 60 percent of the candidates in each Land Jaissez-faire, parochial versus non-denominational 

were elected by single-district majority vote. Ap- schools, etc.. Therefore, the Policy Statement of the 
proximately 40 percent were chosen by propor- Government was eagerly awaited as an indication 

tional representation, on the basis of Land reserve Of the policies it intended to pursue. By the same 
lists compiled by each Land party headquarters. token, the Plenary Debate following it gave spokes- 

Votes were computed separately for each Land. men ‘for the Opposition parties their first opportu- 
The Bundestag assembled for its inaugural meet- nity to define their attitude towards the Government 

ing at Bonn on 7 September 1949. Two weeks later, 9" the problems it must grapple with. 
a Cabinet had been formed and on 20 September Resolved to do its best and to resist temptation, 

1949 Federal Chancellor Dr. Konrad Adenauer German parliamentary democracy for the fourth | 

delivered the Government’s Policy Statement, fol- time marches towards the future. 

% *& | 

| * 
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AREA AND POPULATION OF THE GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC 

| Land | Population *) | Square Miles | Capital | Population **) 

U.S. ZONE . | 

Bavaria — 9,327,500 27,112 Munich 800,000 | 

Bremen — 549,800 156 Bremen 450,000 . 
Hesse . 4,317,100 7,931 Wiesbaden 225,000 

Wiurttemberg-Baden 3,917,600 5,961 Stuttgart 500,000 

18,112,000 41,160 

BRITISH ZONE | 

Hamburg 1,555,200 288 Hamburg 1,600,000 
Lower Saxony 6,946,800 18,226 Hanover — 425,000 

North-Rhine/Westphalia 12,988,500 7 13,153 Dusseldorf 500,000 
Schleswig-Holstein 2,727,100 6,048 Kiel 250,000 

24,217,600 (37,715 

, | | FRENCH ZONE | 

Baden 1,289,800 3,842 Freiburg 125,000 

Rhineland-Palatinate | 2,900,300 7,665 Koblenz 75,000 
Wurttemberg-Hohenzollern 1,199,700 4,017 Tubingen 40,000 

5,389,800 15,524 

FEDERAL REPUBLIC 47,719,400 94,399 

BERLIN (Western Sectors) 2,085,100 188 | 

*) Figures from Central Statistical Office, Wiesbaden, as of 1 January 1950. 

**) Estimates as of 1 March 1950.



| CHRONOLOGY 

- The Genesis of the German Federal Republic 

1 June 1948: At the conclusion of the Lon- 5 April 1949: In Washington, the Foreign 

don Six-Power Conference, the * Ministers of the U.S., Great 

U.S., Britain, France and the | | Britain and France express their 
Benelux countries reach agree- “confidence” that the Parlia- 

ment on recommending to their mentary Council will “give the 

| Governments the establishment necessary attention” to the 

| of a Federal Government for Military Governors’ recommen- 
Western Germany. dations. 

1 July 1948: In Frankfurt, the approved re- oS . 
commendations of the London 8 April 1949: At the Washington Conference 

| Conference are conveyed to the of the U.S., British and French 
| Ministers President of the Foreign Ministers, the Occupa- 

eleven German Lander by the | tion Statute is approved, and 
U.S. British and French Mil- - the transfer of authority from 

itary Governors. | the Military Governors to 

| 26 July 1948: The Military Governors and | civilian High Commissioners 

| the Ministers President reach agreed upon. 

an accord on implementation of 22 April 1949: Acting under instructions from 

. London Agreement. their Governments, the Military 

August 1948: Meeting on Herrenchiemsee Is- Governors transmit to the Par- 

, land in Bavaria, a group of | liamentary Council the views of 
German constitutional experts the U.S., British and French 

and politicians prepare a pre- : Foreign Ministers on certain 
liminary draft for a provisional | aspects of the Basic Law. 

| constitution. 

i September 1948: The Parliamentary Council con- 8 May 1949: The modified Basic Law is 

a venes in Bonn to draft a pro- adopted in the Parliamentary 

, visional constitution (“Basic Council by 53 votes to 12. Of 

| | Law”). The 65 Delegates (27 the opposition ballots, 6 were 
: CDU/CSU, 27 SPD, 5 FDP, east by the Bavarian CSU, 

2 Center Party, 2 DP, 2 KPD), 2 each by Deutsche Partei, 
plus 5 non-voting observers Zentrum and Communists. 

a | from Berlin, all chosen by the ~ . 

legislatures of their Lander, 12 May 1949: The Military Governors of the 
| elect Dr. Konrad Adenauer as three Western Zones approve 

| | President. the Basic Law, subject to cer- 

22, November 1948: An aide-memoire clarifying the tain reservations contained in 

Military Governors’ interpreta- their “Letter of Approval’, and 

| | tion of certain parts of the at the same time promulgate 
London Agreement is presented the Occupation Statute. 

to the Parliamentary Council. 

10 February 1949: The Main Committee of the 18—21 May 1949: Ten Lander Parliaments ratify 
Parliamentary Council passes the Basic Law. The Bavarian 

the draft of the Basic Law in . Landtag rejects it while ex- 

third reading. pressly recognizing its validity 

| 2 March 1949: The three Military Governors once it has been approved by 

request changes of certain pro- two-thirds of the constituent 

visions of the draft Basic Law Lander. The West Berlin City 
| to bring it into harmony with Parliament, although not re- 

the principles of the London quired to express itself, 

. | Agreement. unanimously approves it, 

| 8 |



23 May 1949: The Bonn Parliamentary Coun- September 1949: A thirteen - man Cabinet is 

cil formally promulgates the | formed by Federal Chancellor 
Basic Law by its publication in 7 | Dr. Adenauer, named by Fe- 

the first issue of the Federal deral President Professor Heuss, 

Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt). presented to the Federal Par- 

liament and sworn in. Its 
14 August 1949: Elections for the Parliament members are: Vice-Chancellor 

| (Bundestag) of the Federal and Minister for the Marshall 
Republic of Germany take place Plan, Franz Blicher (FDP); 
throughout the Western Zones. Justice, Dr. Thomas Dehler 
Of the 402 parliamentary seats, (FDP); Economics, Professor Dr. 
CDU/CSU capture 140 and SPD Ludwig Erhard (CDU); I/n- 

131. The rest are distributed terior, Dr. Gustav Heinemann 

as follows: FDP 52; Bayern- (CDU); Liaison with the Federal 
| partei and Deutsche Partei 17 Council, Heinrich Hellwege 

each; Communists 15; WAV 12; . (DP); Reunion of Germany, 

Zentrum 10; Deutsche Reichs- Jakob Kaiser (CDU); Expellees, . 
partei (originally |§ Deutsche Dr. Hans Lukaschek (CDU); 
Rechtspartei; later Nationale Food and Agriculture, Dr. Wil- | 

Rechte) 5; 1 Dane (SSW) and helm Niklas (CSU); Finance, 
2 independents. Dr. Fritz Schaffer (CSU); Posts, 

, huberth - Trans- 
5 September 1949: The eleven Lander name 42 | Hans Schuberth (CSU); an 7 

; port, Dr. Hans Seebohm (DP); | 
(later increased to 438) Land ‘ 

a . Labor, Anton Storch (CDU); 7 
Cabinet Ministers as their re- wo . 
resentatives in the Bundesrat and Minister for Housing, Eber- | 

paesenyanves ness hard Wildermuth (FDP). After 
| Berlin names 4 non-voting . . 

| tati the swearing-in ceremony, Dr. 

mepresen auives. Adenauer reads the Federal 

7 September 1949: Both Houses of Parliament (the Government's Statement of 
) Bundestag and the Bundesrat) — Policy (Regierungserklarung). 

Oo assemble in Bonn for their 41 september 1949: The U.S. British and French 
inaugural meeting. . . wo 

: High Commissioners receive 

| 12 September 1949: Professor Theodor Heuss (FDP) Federal Chancellor Dr. Adenauer 
is elected Federal President by and members of his Cabinet at 

the Federal Convention with the seat of the High Commis- 
416 votes out of 800. sioner on the Petersberg near 

Bonn and take official cognizance 

15 September 1949: Dr. Konrad Adenauer (CDU) of ithe establishment of the 

| is elected Federal Chancellor | Federal Republic of Germany. 

by the Bundestag with a one- The Occupation Statute enters 

vote majority. into force, : 

Neote: Documents referred to in this Chronology are included in the volume “Documents on. the Creation of the 

German Federal Constitution’, published by Military Government on 1 September 1949. Copies may be obtained from 

the CFM & Research Branch, Foreign Relations Division, Office of Political Affairs, HICOG, APO 757. 
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RESULTS OF THE FEDERAL ELECTIONS ON 14 AUGUST 1949” 

| (Bundestag Elections) 

GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC 

Bundestag 
| | Per Cent Seats 

a, es | 
Eligible Voters 31,179,422 

Votes Cast 24,495,613 78.5 
Invalid Votes 763,215 3.1 

CDU/CSU 7,359,084 31.0 139 
| SPD 6.934,975 29.2 131 

FDP , 2,829,920 11.9 52 
KPD 1,361,708 5,7 15 
BP 986,478 4.2 17 

DP 939,934 4.0 17 
Zentrum 727,505 3.1 10 
WAV 681,888 2.9 12 
DRP 429,031 1.8 3 

SSW 75,386 0.3 1 

Miscellaneous and Independents 1,406,489 3.9 3 

Total 23,732,398 100.0 402 

*) as issued by the Wiesbaden Bureau of the Ministers President 
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RESULTS OF THE FEDERAL ELECTIONS ON 14 AUGUST 1949” | 

| (Bundestag Elections) _ : 

| U.S. ZONE | BRITISH ZONE FRENCH ZONE | | 

BT**) BT**) BT**) 
Votes %o Seats Votes 0 Seats Votes yo Seats 

: 7 Hamburg | | . Bavaria CDU/CsU 178,786 198 3 Baden 
CDU/CSU 1,380,448 29.2 24 | SPD 358,873 29.6 6 CDU/CSU. 277,276 = S11 7 

SPD | 1,075,416 228 18 PD ao 68 2 SPD 128,599 . 23.7 3 
FDP 404,145 8.5 7 DP 118,583 131 1 FDP 94,612 17.4 2 

KPD 195,852 4.1 DRP 10,838 1.2 KPD 22,790 4.2 

BP 986,478 209 17 _Miscellaneous \ 18.246 2.0 Miscellaneous _ 19,481 3.6 

WAV 681,888 144 12 & Independents | 
Independents 3396 O01 — Lower Saxony , a 

P . | CDU/CSU 593,691 176 12 Rhineland-Palatinate 

“Bremen _ ae toa 33 a CDU/CSU 702,125 491 13 

CDU/CSU 51,290 16.9 1 KPD | 104,132 21 SPD 408,905 286 7 

co SPD 104,509 344 3 DP 597,542 17.8 12 FDP 226,625 15.8 4 
FDP 39,228 12.9 DRP 273,129 =8.1 3 KPD 89,026 6.2 1 

KPD 20,530 6.7 eet 113,464 3.4 Independents 4,874 0.3 
: liscellaneous DP 54,569 180 1 A indewendents 306571 9.1 | 

es aneous \ 33.739 Wt — North-Rhine/Westphalia Wiirttemberg-Hohenzollern 
ndependents f CDU/CSU 2,481,523 369 43 CcDU/CcsU 267 964 539.1 a 

SPD 2,109,172 314 37 : , ov 
Hesse FDP . - 581,456 86 10 SPD | 85,670 18.9 2 

CDU/CSU 454,437 21.3 9  KPD 513,225 7.6 g FDP 69,271 15.3 1 

SPD 684,042 321 13 att 60L aes ao 10 KPD | 23,873 5.2 
FDP 597,081 28.0 12 entrum ? . | Miscellaneous 6,681 1.5 

| Miscellaneous 391.734 4.8 
KPD 142,539 6.7 2 & Independents _ ° . 
Independents 250,179 11.9 | Schleswig-Holstein | 

| ~  CDU/CSU | 428,956 30.7 8 
Wiirttemberg-Baden | | SDP 413,257 29.6 8 | 

CDU/CSU 542,588 31.0 12 aD | | 103,402 is 2 

SPD 441,237 25.2 10 ‘DP 169,240 12.1 3 | 

FDP 318,498 18.2 7 DRP _ | ' -27,066 1.9 

KPD 129,283 7.4 2 | SSW . 75,386 5.4 1 | 
“nore 9. . . 

& Indenondents \ 317,665 18.2 2 Ahoeelleneous x 606 0.9 ' *) as issued by the Wiesbaden Bureau of the Ministers 
| | 8 Independents \ 23,922 8.9 . President ; 

nnn bene ensrenenearnsseeennnenunasnsnensaenene ug ennanraneasinamsanaennnnesevanseanaracenen **) BT — Bundestag



COMPOSITION OF THE FEDERAL COUNCIL | 

(BUNDESRAT) 

, Land No. OF MEMBERS | BREAKDOWN BY PARTIES 
rer ee nner nae neem ennnemmeeener pment et EE 

| eDujest | SPD FDP "ZENTRUM 

| US ZONE | 
Bavaria . 5 5 . 

Bremen — 3 2 | 1 

Hesse | 4 2 2 

_ Wiirttemberg-Baden 4 2 1 1 

BRITISH ZONE | , 
| Hamburg 3 | 3 

Lower Saxony | 5 2 3 | 

North-Rhine/Westphalia | 5 2 2 | 1 
- Schleswig-Holstein ~~ 4 4 | | 

FRENCH ZONE | | | 7 
Baden | SO a} — 3 i 

- Rhineland+Palatinate ~~ | 4 2 28 7 | 
Wurttemberg-Hohenzollern 3 2 | 1 | : 

| PARTY TOTALS: | 43 7 20- 20. 2 oa | 

Four members represent Berlin in an advisory capacity (2 SPD, 1 CDU, 1 FDP) 
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GERMANY’S PARTIES | 

| POLITICAL GROUPS REPRESENTED IN THE BUNDESTAG 

_ Christian Democratic Union years a good deal of its strength ebbed away, but 

(Christlich-Demokratische Union — CDU/CSU) SPD continued to rank first in all subsequent 

140 Bundestag Seats elections until overtaken by the Nazis in 1932 and 

a prohibited by them in the spring of 1933. After 

The Christian Democratic Union (CDU), known 1945, it was revived with headquarters in Hanover 

as Christian Social Union (CSU) in Bavaria, polled and attracted 29.2 percent of the voters in 1946. 
31 percent of the vote in the elections of 14 August Except for the Communists, it is Germany’s best- 

1949, making it the largest party in the German organized, most homogeneous political movement 
Federal Republic. Chancellor Dr. Konrad Adenauer and has the largest number of registered dues- 
and eight Cabinet Ministers are its members, as paying members. Although an increasing number 

are five of the eleven Ministers President. of middle-class supporters have rallied ‘to its 
CDU is descended from the former Center Party banner, SPD is still essentially a working-class 

(Zentrum), founded three generations ago as a_ left-wing party. It now preaches social reform 
Roman Catholic political group. It was Bismarck’s rather than doctrinaire Marxism and strives for a 

chief antagonist in the “Kulturkampf” waged over planned economy. 
religious and cultural issues of domestic politics. 

After the democratic Weimar Republic had been ‘ . 

established in 1918, the Center Party became one (Fréie Pree Democrats arty FDP) | 
of its chief bulwarks. It had a stable following 52 Bundest Seat 
ranging from 14 to 19 percent of the electorate at 52 Bundestag Seats 
all times. In the summer of 1933, the Center Party At the polling stations in August 1949, 11.9 per- 

yielded to Nazi pressure and dissolved itself. cent of the voters in Western Germany cast their 
| Nazi persecution strengthened the bonds of ballots for the Free Democratic Party (FDP). Rank- 

Christian fellowship. When new political parties jing third among German parties, it is a member 

were. formed at the end of 1945, leaders of the of the governmental coalition, to which it has 
former Center Party decided to create an inter- contributed President Theodor MHeuss,  Vice- 
denominational middle-of-the road movement that Chancellor Franz Bliicher and two other Ministers. 
would endeavor to tackle political, social and The Minister President of one German Land is also 
economic problems in the spirit of Christianity. To an FDP man. 
underline that the new party had outgrown the h tory of FDP’s antecedents evokes the 

purely Catholic char acter of the old Center Party, tragedy of German liberalism, of the free-enter- 

a new name — Christian Democratic Union -— was prise middle-of-the-roaders. In the abortive demo- 
chosen. In Bavaria the party . adopted a slightly cratic revolution of 1848, German liberalism had 
different designation Christian Social Union its fleeting day of glory. After that it never at- 
(Christlich-Soziale Union — CSU), before 1933, the tained a position of real power and influence. The 

! Bavarian People’s Party (Bayerische Volkspartei) names of the political parties representing German 
had similarly been allied with, but separate from, liberalism changed almost every decade. In 1919, 

the Center Party. For all practical purposes, CDU non under the name of German Democratic Party 
and CSU form an entity today. (Deutsche Demokratische Partei) it was the third 
CDU/CSU stands astride the center of the Ger- member of the Weimar governmental coalition, it 

man political stage. Although it is split into many polled almost one-fifth of the total vote, but by : 
_ wings ranging from a Christian Trade Union leftist 1932) when it had been metamorphosed into the 
philosophy to die-hard conservatism, from ad- German State Party (Deutsche Staatspartei), it had 
vocates of a strong centralized government to up- dwindled to less than one percent and turned into 
holders of Bavarian particularism, its cohesion 4q party of leaders without followers. It stood for 
seems assured. anti-militarism, anti-clericalism, internationalism. . 

civil liberties and capitalism with a social 

Social Democratic Party conscience. | 
(Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands — SPD) Today’s Free Democratic Party, known as Demo- 

131 Bundestag Seats cratic People’s Party (Demokratische Volkspartei) . 
| ae ; in Wurttemberg-Baden, is, however, only a col- 
By attaining 29.2 percent of the popular vote in jateral descendant of the German Democratic Party 

the August 1949 elections, the Social Democratic and the German State Party. After it was founded 
Party (SPD) became Germanys second largest jn 1945, it attracted not only those who had sym- 7 
political group, trailing CDU/CSU by only nine  pathized with the liberal ideology of these two 
Bundestag seats. Five of the chief executives in the parties, but also individuals whose political home 

eleven Lander owe allegiance to SPD, as does the had been further to the right, in the ranks of the 
Lord Mayor of Berlin. German People’s Party (Deutsche Volksnartei), the 

SPD traces its spiritual ancestry back to Karl Economic Party (Wirtschaftspartei), and even the 
Marx, its organizational existence to 1869. Before German Nationalists (Deutschnationale Volkspartei), 
the first World War it had already risen to first early allies of Hitler. As a consequence FDP, and 
place among German parties. Social Democrats’ especially some of its regional organizations, finds 
supplanted the tottering Imperial regime by the- itself somewhat further to the right than its 
democratic Weimar Republic in 1918. With 45.5 predecessors. It advocates a strong centralized gov- 
percent of the vote, it emerged as far and away ernment, free enterprise, the curtailment of church 

Germany’s largest party in 1919; its nearest influence in public affairs. Many of its members 
runner-up polled only 19 percent. In the following are professional people and merchants. 
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Communist Party in’ Bremen, 17,8 percent in Lower Saxony, 13.1 

(Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands — KPD) percent in Hamburg, and 12.1 percent in Schleswig- 
15 Bundestag Seats Holstein; in the German Federal Republic as a 
ree whole, it captured 4 percent of the total vote. 

| There were earlier apostles of communist theory, 

but the actual precursors of the German Com- . . 
munist Party (KPD) were the Spartacists (Sparta- Economic Reconstruction Party 
kusbund), a revolutionary outgrowth of World (Wirtschaftliche Aufbauvereinigung — WAV) 
War I. Together with the left wing of the In- 10 Bundestag Seats 

dependent Socialists (USP), Spartacists founded | sn we | : ‘tical 
KPD in 1920, but it was not fully organized until scons a only the Paes on Oe oor etration Pasty 
1922. After that time the Communists never polled (W AV) has no visible roots in the pre-Hitler past. 

less than 8.9 percent of the vote; in the depth of It is the brainchild and personal preserve of color- 

the depression in November 1932, they attained a 54) Alfred Loritz, who founded it in late 1945. His 
peak of 16.9 percent. In the elections of August jy ogram is vague, but he exploited the grievances 
1949 (in which Eastern Germany did not, of course, 6¢ gisgruntled lower middle-class Bavarians so 
participate), they were down to 5.7 percent. The successfully that, with 7.4 percent of the vote, WAV 
KPD political line is identical with that of Com-  yeached third place in the Bavarian Land elections 
munists everywhere. of 1946. Through his alliance with an expellee 

| group, he boosted WAV’s share of. the Bavarian 
_ Bavarian Party vote to a stunning 14.4 percent in August 1949; 
(Bayernpartei — BP) in the German Federal Republic as a whole, this 
17 Bundestag Seats amounts to 2.9 percent. 

The Bavarian Party (BP) is the political organi- 
zation of Bavarians who are strong upholders of Center Party 
states’ rights and who believe in “Bavaria for the (Zentrum) | 
Bavarians”. Many of its members, most of 10 Bundestag Seats 
whom are Catholic and conservative, sympathize The Center Party (Zentrum), carrying on the name 

with Bavarian monarchism, whose aim it is to of the pre-Hitler Catholic Center Party, is actually 
votre the Royal House of Wittelsbach. The tie successor of the former Center Party’s left wing. . 
re logy. of the Bavarian Party stems from the ‘The strongholds of this left-of-center Catholic group 
1 ein. of the autonomy-minded wing of the are in the Ruhr and Rhineland, where it favors 
Pu eer Bavarian People's Party (Bayerische Volks- measures such as the socialization of basic industries 
Fe el) an er the “Bavarian Home and Royalist that do not meet with CDU’s unqualified approval.. 
cague . Although founded late in 1945, it was onlyin Only in North-Rhine/Westphalia, where it captured . 

1947 that BP actively entered the Bavarian political 98 percent of the vote in 1947 and 9 percent in 

arena. When local elections were held in Bavaria August 1949, has the Center Party succeeded in 

in the spring of 1948, the Bavarian Party, over- making itself an important political factor. In 
coming the handicap of inadequate organization Lower Saxony it gained 3.3 percent of the vote, in 
that prevented it from running candidates in many Schleswig-Holstein 0.9 percent. In the German 

localities, was the choice of 8.9 percent of the federal Republic as a whole, 3.1 percent of the 
electorate. In the Bundestag elections of August electorate cast their ballots for it. — | 
1949, this jumped to 20.9 percent of the total : 
Bavarian vote. The party being limited to the | 
confines of Bavaria, this corresponds to 4.2 percent German Reich Party 
of the vote in the German Federal Reoublic as a (Deutsche Reichspartei —- DRP) 
whole. | 8 Bundestag Seats 

- German Party . The German Reich Party (DRP) is a confedera- 
_ (Deutsche Partei — DP) tion of extremist nationalists, formed in January 

| : 16 Bundestag Seats 1950 by the National Democratic Party of Hesse 
. . (which, in the August 1949 elections, had concluded 

With two Cabinet Ministers, the German Party an electoral alliance with the Hessian Free Demo- 
(DP) As the third member of the governmental cratic Party) and the German Rightist Party 

coalition. Its nucleus is made up of Hanoverian (Deutsche Rechtspartei) of Lower Saxony. The 
patriots who mourn the disappearance, more than German Rightist Party, renamed National Rightists 
eighty years ago, of the kingdom of Hanover, and (Nationale Rechte) in the Bundestag, polled 8.1 per- 

would like to see the province of Hanover declared cent of the vote in Lower Saxony in August 1949; 
a separate Land. Many of them are Guelphs in the communal elections of April 1948, the 
(Welfen), monarchists who consider the British National Democratic Party gained 3.4 percent of 
Royal House the legitimate rulers of Hanover. the vote in Hesse. | 
Before 1933, the Guelphs were organized as a 
political party under the name of Deutsch-Han- . 

_ noversche Partei; in 1945 they emerged again as South Schleswig Electoral League — . 
Niedersdchsische Landespartei. Because the conser- (Stidschleswigsche Wéahlervereinigung — SSW) 
vative complexion of this group placed it at the 1 Bundestag Seat 
extreme right of the political spectrum as it existed SSW is the political party representing the pro- | 
in 1946—1947, reactionaries and chauvinists who Danish part of the population in northern Schles- 

did not greatly care about the Guelphs or Hanover- wig-Holstein, an area also known as South Schles- 
ian home rule one way or another began to flock wig (North Schleswig is part of Denmark), The 

to its banner. The party spread beyond Hanover party, which has a long history as the political 
to Bremen, Hamburg and Schleswig-Holstein. In arm of the Danish minority, polled 75,000 votes 

recognition of its changed character, it adopted or 5.4 percent of the total in Schleswig-Holstein, 

. the name German Party (Deutsche Partei) in 1947. corresponding to 0.3 percent of thé total in the 

In August 1949, DP polled 18 percent of the vote German Federal Republic as a whole. . 
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. Parliamentary Leaders and Cabinet Ministers | 

(in alphabetic order) 

DR. KONRAD ADENAUER (CDU), FRANZ BLUCHER (FDP), Vice-Chancellor and 

Chancellor (Bundeskanzler). : Minister for the Marshall Plan. 

Born in Cologne on 5 January 1876, the scion of Born at Essen 1896. Housing specialist and banker. 

an upper-middle-class family, he studied law and 1935-1938 departmental head of a Ruhr construc- 
national economics, practiced briefly as a public tion firm, since that time bank director in Diissel- 
prosecutor and as an attorney, then entered the dorf and Essen. After the German collapse, 

municipal civil service of Cologne in 1906. By member of the Essen City Council; of the Bizonal 
1912 he had advanced to Deputy Mayor, by 1917 Economic Council*), where he headed the FDP*) 
to Lord Mayor, a position he held until 1933. Faction; and of the Zonal Adivsory Council*), of . 
Before 1918 member of Prussian Upper House which he became chairman. During 1946-47 
(Herrenhaus) by royal appointment. During the Minister of Finance in North-Rhine/Wesiphalia 
period of the democratic Weimar Republic (1919 to (British Zone). Aided in the preparation of cur- 
1933), his influence mounted until he presided over rency reform. Deputy Chairman of British Zone 
the Prussian State Council and was commonly FDP since 1946; of Western German FDP since 
considered one of the three “Uncrowned Kings 1948; Acting Chairman after Professor Theodor 

of Prussia’, the man who exercised political con- Heuss resigned the chairmanship of FDP in 

trol over the entire Rhineland. Because he was order to accept the Presidency in September 1949, 
a member of the Catholic Center Party’s National Bundestag*) representative. German representative 
Executive and a determined fighter for Roman on the International Authority for the Ruhr. In 
Catholic causes, the Nazis compelled him to February 1950, first Cabinet Minister to visit the 
retire from politics in 1933. For the next 12 years U.S. while in office. 
he lived quietly, was twice briefly arrested by the 

Gestapo. In May 1945 U.S. Military Government HEINRICH VON BRENTANO (CDU), Floor Leader 
in Cologne made him a special adviser, restoring £ CDU Facti in the Bundest 
him to the Lord Mayoralty a month later. About °® action in the BDundestag. 
that. time Cologne became part of the British scion of a family of Italian stock (von Brentano 

Zone. Shortly thereafter, British Military Govern- di Tremezzo) prominent in German cultural and 
ment dismissed Dr. Adenauer for “non-coopera- _— political life for two centuries. Born in 1904 at 

ore ad Boneing Linh deen mateo Offenbach as son of a former Hessian Minister 
political activity. In December 1945 his political of the Interior and of Justice, he opened a private 
rights were restored. He became successively a practice as an 8 torney in Darmstadt in_ 1932. 
charter member of the Christian Democratic Affiliated with the pre-1933 Catholic Center 
Union (CDU)*); a member of the Zonal Advisory Party’), he became a 1945 charter member of 
Council*); a deputy of the North-Rhine-West- CDU*) in Hesse (U.S. Zone), Floor Leader of the 
phalian legislature; in 1948 President of the CDU Faction in the Hesse Parliament, Chairman 

Parliamentary Council*) and Chairman of its of the Western German CDU/CSU Constitutional 
Council of Elders; in 1949 a Bundestag*) repre- Committee, and a member of the 1948 Parliamen- 
sentative and member of the Presidium of the tary Council*). He is a co-founder of the German 

CDU/CSU Faction (Fraktionsvorstand). Finally, Electoral League (Deutsche Wahlergesellschaft)*) 
crowning a career of 43 active years in politics, and President of the Darmstadt Bar Association. 
Dr. Adenauer was elected Federal Chancellor for 
a four-year term on 15 September 1949 by 202 _ 
votes, 2 one-vote majority; 142 ballots were cast HERMANN CLAUSEN (SSW), sole Bundestag Rep- 
against him, 44 Deputies abstained, 14 were resentative of the South Schleswig Electoral League. 

absent. Born near Flensburg in 1885, he was a minor 
KARL ARNOLD (CDU), Chairman of the Federal railway official from 1912 until his retirement 

Council"), Minister President of North-Rhine/West- with the rank of Reichsbahnobersekretar, and a 
hali member of the Social Democratic Party”) from 

Dp a. 1922 on. He represented SPD*) in the Schleswig 

Born 1901 at Herrlisho6fen in Wiirttemberg. Leather City Council until 1933, was appointed Mayor of 

worker. 1924-1933 Diisseldorf secretary of Christian Schleswig by British Military Government and 

Trade Union, Dusseldorf City Councillor for re-joined SPD in 1945, then switched to the South 
Center Party*), member of Catholic Action. In Schleswig Electoral League (Stidschleswigsche 

1945 charter member of CDU%*). 1946 Lord Mayor Wahlervereinigung — SSW)*), the political group 
of Dtisseldorf, 1947 Minister President of North- representing the pro-Danish part of the local 
Rhine/ Westphalia (British Zone). In 1948 member population. Was elected Mayor of Schleswig in 
of Bizonal Landerrat*) in Frankfurt, in 1949 of 1946, an SSW Deputy to the Schleswig-Holstein 
Bonh Federal Council (Bundesrat)*). Elected its legislature in 1947, Deputy Chairman of SSW in | 

chairman on 7 September 1949 by all votes, with 1948. He is also Deputy Chairman of the “Std- 

Bavaria abstaining. . schleswigsche Vereinigung”’. 

*) see Glossary . 
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DR. THOMAS DEHLER (FDP); Minister of Justice. DR. GUSTAV WALTER HEINEMANN (CDU), 

Born at Lichtenfels near Bamberg 1897. Attorney, Minister of the Interior. : 
charter member of Reichsbanner Schwarz-Rot- Born 1899 at Schwelm in the Ruhr. Took degrees 
Gold*) and member of Democratic Party*). Forced in both political science and law, practiced law 
labor in 1944. Appointed Landrat of Bamberg in Essen. Since 1928 Managing Director of major 
County by U.S. Military Government in 1945. steel plant in Essen. Prominent layman in Pro- 
Named as Bavarian Attorney-General in 1946. testant Confessional Church during Nazi regime. 
Briefly Denazification Prosecutor-General, then Member of a right-of-center Protestant political 

| President of Superior Court for Bamberg Circuit eanter group, the Christian People’s Service 
(Oberlandesgerichtsprasident). Chairman of Bav- s ter tong Cored ea dravae of Reve oF cpu’) 

arian FDP"), Deputy for FDP in Bavarian Jegis- Zone) 1946-1949. In 1947-1948, Minister of Justice 
lature and Bonn Parliamentary Council"), Bun in North-Rhine/Westphalia. Now member of the 
destag*) representative. Council of the German Protestant Churches and 

) DR. EDUARD EDERT, Bundestag Representative President of its General Synod. | 

from Schleswig-Holstein. 
Retired t 5 » 1880 at Bad Oldesl on HEINRICH PETER HELLWEGE (DP), 

| etire eacher, born 1880 at ‘Ba esloe 1 Minister for Liai ith 

Schleswig-Holstein. Member of the Schleswig- Potor Maison wit the Bundesrat. 
Holstein Provincial School Board since 1921. On Born 1908 at Neuenkirchen near Hamburg. Em-_ 

behalf of the German Foreign Office, took charge ployee of import-export firms in Hamburg, after 

of cultural propaganda among the German minor 1889 in fashey's ghosery business at Neuenlirehen 
. ity in Danish North Schleswig after 1924. Trans- noversche Partei*) the Guelph monarehist ore. 

ferred to Magdeburg as school SUP erintendent ment to restore the Hanover Royal House. Cor- 
(Oberschulrat) in 1934, recalled to Schleswig-Hol- poral in army during “war Attor 1945 oh acter 

stein (British Zone) as Director of the Kiel State member and chairman of Niederstichsische Lan- : 
: Teache vs College trom an ee B. eer oon despartei*) and its successor, Deutsche Partei*), in 

the Executive Board of the SC eswis- Otsu which he is the moving spirit of the Hanoverian- 
Home ‘League (Heimatbund) and editor of its monarchist wing. Deputy in Hanover and Lower 

| monthly organ “Schleswig-Holstein”. To present Saxony (British Zone) legislatures, Landrat of 
a united front against the pro~Danish part ot the Stade, member of Zonal. Advisory Council*), 

local population and prevent a splitung-up Ol licensee and publisher of “Niederdeutsche Zei- 
the German wote, the German poutical parties tung” in Hamburg. Active in Protestant church 
in Flensburg (a town close to Danish border) affairs. Bundestag*) representative’ and floor 
elected him to the Bundestag*) as a “non-parti- leader of Deutsche Partei Faction. 
san” unity candidate in August 1949. After mak- 

ing the speech reproduced on p. yl, he joined PROFESSOR DR. THEODOR HEUSS, 

the CDU/CSU") Bundestag Faction as “guest pederal President. 

member” (Hospitant). 
: ° ‘Born at Brackenheim near Heilbronn in Swabian 
PROFESSOR DR. LUDWIG ERHARD (CDU), hurtembers on Nr Ji anuary oe as scion o 3 
wank ¢ : utheran clan o eckar river boatmen imbue 
Minister of Economics. SN a with democratic tradition. While studying art and 

| Born at Firth in Bavaria in 1897, he is a disciple political science, he refrained from joining one 
or tne famous sociologist Franz Oppenheimer and of the hidebound, usually militaristic fraternities 

a liberal economist who ieieves in iaissez-taire, (Korps), instead threw himself headlong into 
tor which he has coined the term ‘social free- agitation ‘for the liberal (freisinnig) movement led 

enterprise economy” (soziale Marktwirtschatt). by Friedrich Naumann, his political mentor. In 
During the Nazi regime, he was head of an in- 1908 he married Elly Knapp, daughter of a famed 
stitute tor industrial and market research in SE fsonomsts the officiating clergyman was 

Nurnoerg. As Minister of Economics in Bavaria oh sigian,. whil osor , her and musicolo at Fieune , 

(U.S. Gone) Irom 4945-1947 and Director or the E dite 1 “Die Hilfe” the Heilbronn“ Konkar-Zei- 
pizonal Kconomic Administration an Frankturt tung”: the lea ding’ li terary ‘an d poli tical journal 

since 1948, he was unaitiliated pouitically untul ne of the period, “Marz”; from 1918 on, the weekly | 
joned CU") in 1949. Honorary Protessor OF = «Deutsche Politik” in Berlin. From 1920 until the 
National Economics at the University ot Munich advent of Nazism, the lectured at Berlin’s non- 
since 1947. Bundestag*) representative. partisan Academy for Politics (Hochschule fur 

Politik), and represented the Democratic Party*) 

HANS EWERS (DP), Bundestag Spokesman in the Berlin. City Council and Reichstag*). In 
t ~ tsch . i" ) BSP | 1933 he was dismissed, two of his books burned. 

for Deutsche Farrel. . Under a pseudonym he wrote colorful and erudite 

Attorney and notary, born at Litbeck 1887. From cultural essays for “Frankfurter Zeitung” until 

1921 to 1926 floor leader of Deutsche Volkspartei*) the Nazis put a halt to it. Author of many out- 
in Liibeck city parliament, from 1929-1933 member ~ iss. Militers Govern A‘ter | rea Santino coht hie 

of Luibeck city government. Private practice 2 advice, made him a licensee of Heidelberg’s 
lawyer during Nazi regime. Member of Liibeck “Rhein-Neckar Zeitung” (he retained the license ~ 
city parliament since 1945, ot Deutsche Parte") until his election to the Presidency), and in the 

since 1947. Former DP") Deputy Chairman " fall of 1945, appointed him Minister of Education 
| Schleswig-Holstein (British Zone). Bundestag”) in Wiurttemberg-Baden. In December 1946 he 

~ representative. resigned, As charter member, then Land Chajr- 

*) see Glossary 
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man of DVP, the Wiirttemberg-Baden bra@mch of nomic Reconstruction Party (Wirtschaftliche Auf- 
FDP*), he headed the German delegation to the bauvereinigung — WAV)*). Deputy of Bavarian 
1947 Oxford Congress of the “Liberal World legislature. In January 1947 he was appointed 
Union”. The following year he was elected chair- Bavarian Minister of Political Liberation, in 

man of Free Democratic Party (FDP) for the charge of denazification. Dismissed in July of 
Western Zones. He was a member of the Wurt- that year, arrested on black-market charges, es- 
temberg-Baden legislature and of the Bonn Parlia- caped from detention and went into hiding for 
mentary Council*), where his tireless and suc- 13 months. Charges and counter-charges, uproar 
cessful efforts to reconcile deep-seated differ- and recriminations have formed the backdrop of | 

ences earned him the designation “Father of the his career since he was a young man. He has 
Constitution”. Elected Germany’s President by been engaged in a ceaseless violent intra-party 
the Federal Convention on 12 September 1949 for struggle. All 12 Deputies elected with him to the 
a five-year term. Bavarian legislature on the WAV ticket have 

resigned from WAV. | 

E DU), Minister for the Reunion ; a eenmane.. R(CDU) DR. HANS LUKASCHEK (CDU), Minister for 
Refugees. | | 

Born at Hammelburg near Wiirzburg in 1888, he ; 
worked as journeyman bookbinder, was named Born 1885 in Breslau, took law degree and enter- 
a Christian Trade Union secretary in 1918. ed the Senior Civil Service career. Member of 
Business manager of Christian Trade Unions in Center Party*), devout Catholic. Mayor and Land- 

- Western Germany 1924-1933, Center Party*) rat of Rybnik (Upper Silesia) 1916-1922, in charge 
Reichstag*) Deputy in 1933. Because of anti-Nazi of plebiscite in Upper Silesia 1921/22, German 
activity, he had to go underground in 1944. member of League of Nations Mixed Commission 
Charter member and Chairman of CDU*) for for Upper Silesia 1922-1926. In 1927 Lord Mayor of 
Soviet Zone and Berlin since 1945, he was depos- (‘Hindenburg (Upper Silesia), 1929 Provincial Gov- 
ed by the Soviet Military Administration in 1947 ernor of Upper Silesia. Forced into retirement 

and fied to West Berlin, where he became a under Nazism, he engaged in private practice as at- 
member of the City Council, Berlin representative torney in Breslau. Arrested after anti-Hitler putsch 

in the Bonn Parliamentary Council and publisher of 20 July 1944. In 1945 charter member of CDU%*). 
of “Der Tag”, British-licensed Berlin daily. Bun- During 1945/46 Director of Food and Agriculture 

destag*) representative and member of Presidium Department in the Thuringian Government, dis- 
of CDU/CSU Bundestag Faction (Fraktions- missed by Soviets; 1946/47 attorney in Berlin; 

vorstand). , . 1947 Judge in Hesse (U.S. Zone); 1948 Vice- 
President of the High Court in Cologne (British 

Dr. ERICH KOHLER (CDU), Speaker (Prisident) Zone). Since 1948 engaged in planning “Immediate 
of the Bundestag. | Aid” measures (Soforthilfe) for expellees. 

Born in Erfurt (Thuringia) in 1892. After taking DR. HANS MUHLENFELD, Acting Faction Leader 
nis degree in political science, manager of the  o¢ peutsche Partei. 
Kiel Employers’ Association and member of 

Central Executive Committee of German People’s Attorney, born at Hanover 1901. Member of the 
Party (Deutsche Volkspartei)*) until 1933. In- militarist and nationalist “Steel Helmet” veterans’ 
surance agent during Nazi regime. In 1945 Pres- organization before 19383. After 1945 charter 

ident of the Wiesbaden (U.'S. Zone) Chamber of member and first secretary-general of Deutsche 
Commerce, in 1946 Chairman of the Administra- Partei*). In 1947 County Supervisor (Oberkreis- 
tive Council of the Hesse State Bank. Charter direktor) of Bremervorde (British Zone). Member 
member of the Hesse CDU*), its Deputy Chair- of legislature of Lower Saxony; deputy of Bizonal 
man, member of the Hesse Constituent Assembly Economic Council*); Bundestag*) representative. 
and Land Parliament, member of the CDU/CSU | 
Interzonal Working Committee, and delegate to DR. WILHELM NIKLAS (CDU), Minister of Food 
the Bizonal Economic Council*), of which he waS_  anq@ Agriculture. 
elected Chairman in June 1947. | ’ 

. Born 1887 at Traunstein (Bavaria). Studied agri- 
= . . culture and veterinary medicine, embarked upon 

ALFRED LORITZ, Chairman of Economic Recon- a civil service career concerned with problems in 
struction Party (WAV) and Floor Leader of its the field of agriculture. From 1925 to 1935 Chief 
Bundestag Faction. of Department for Livestock Breeding and Animal 

. . . we . - Products in the Bavarian Ministry of Agriculture. 

Son of a high Bavarian official, he was born in Dismissed by the Nazis, he turned to managing 
Munich in 1902, studied law and was admitted to large estates. He joined CSU*) and was reappoint- : ! . ) an. ppoin 
the Munich bar in 1929. In 1931 he was appoint- -ed to the Ministry of Agriculture in Bavaria 

ed district leader of the German Economic Party (U.S. Zone) with the title of Staatsrat “(State 
Deutsche Wirtschaftspartei)*), but expelled the . . | ; 

( . DB ? tel Counsellor) in 1945. Professor at the Veterinary 
following year. He allegedly worked for the intel- Faculty of Munich University since 1947. Owns 
ligence service of a Western power in the thirties: a farm near Schliersee in Bavaria. Deputy 

In 1938 he launched an anti-Nazi undergroun Director of the Bizonal Food and Agriculture Ad- 
movement in Munich, escaped to Switzerland the ministration since 1948 
following year with the Gestapo on his trail. ) | " 
Makes the uncorroborated claim to have organiz- ; | Anim OT | 
ed the abortive November 1939 Burgerbrau beer- DR. ROBERT PFERDMENGES (CDU), Banker. 
hall bomb plot on Hitler’s life and to have been Born 1880. Reputedly one of Germany’s wealthiest 
sentenced to death in absentia by a People’s Court men, he acquired the Oppenheim ‘Bank in Cologne 
(Volksgerichtshof)*). In 1945 he returned to in 1933. Chairman of the Board of many com- 
Munich from Switzerland and founded the Eco- panies. Became financial adviser to Chancellor 

*) see Glossary 
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Briining in 1931. Dismissed as chairman of Cologne FRIETQRICH RISCHE (KPD), Communist Journalist. 

Chamber of Commerce by British Military Gov- ‘Born in Bochum 1914. Repeatedly imprisoned 
vernment in 1946. CDU*) Deputy in Bizonal Eco- during Nazi regime. After 1045 Communist jour- 
nomic Council. Bundestag*)representative since nalist in Ruhr (British Zone). Chairman of KPD*) 
30 November 1949, where he serves out term of Faction in Bizonal Economic Council*), member 
a deceased member. Considered a close friend of National Executive of KPD, Bundestag*) rep- 
and adviser of Federal Chancellor Adenauer. resentative. | 

MAX REIMANN (KPD), KPD Chairman and Floor DR. HERMANN SCHAFER (FDP), Second Deputy 

Leader of Bundestag KPD Faction. Speaker of the Bundestag. 

Born at Elbing (East Prussia) in 1898. Starting as Born at Remscheid (North-Rhine/Westphalia) in 
a miner in the Ruhr, he became achartermember 1892, he studied economics and political science, 
of KPD*) in 1920 and later a Communist func- was Manager of the Association of Executive 

tionary in the Essen and Hamm areas. Emigrated Employees (Vereinigung der leitenden Angestell- 
to Prague early in the Nazi regime, was arrested ten — VELA) in Cologne 1920-1934 and editor of , 
by the Gestapo 1939, kept in prisons and concen- its ranee fine Oilicial or a voluntary nea 
tration camps until 1945. Communist district insurance firm in Hamburg since 1935 (save for 
leader in the Ruhr (British Zone) since 1945, he ‘a thr ce~y ear interruption as an executive of has'b Chai £ KPD for the British Zone Goering’s Four-Year-Plan), its manager since 1946. 

_ fas deen Uaairman 0 or tne bri Chairman of the Association of Employees’ Health 
Since 1947, for Western Germany since 1948. Insurance Companies. Publisher of the periodical 
Sentenced to three months’ imprisonment by a “Die Freie Stadt” (The Free City). Member of 
British Military Tribunal in February 1949 for Democratic Party*) since 1920, of. its National 

_.making a subversive speech. Deputy to Bizonal Executive since 1925, of “Reichsbanner Schwarz- 
| Economie Council*) and to Parliamentary Coun- Rot-Gold’*) of the Austro-German People’s League 

cil*), (Osterreichisch-Deutscher Volksbund), and of the | 
| | | | Cologne City Council. Deputy chairman of Ham- 

, | . burg FDP*) since 1946, of British Zone FDP since 

HEINZ RENNER (KPD), Communist Leader. 1947, of PDP National Executive since 1948. 
Born at Litckenburg on the Mosel river in 1892, Member of Zonal Advisory Council*), Vice-Pres- 
he started out as a dental technician, but has ident of Parliamentary Council"), floor leader of 
‘been a Communist journalist for many years. He FDP Faction in Bundestag”). : 
led the Communists in the Essen City Council, | 

fled to the Saar in 1933 and to France in 1935, DR. FRITZ SCHAFFER (CSU), Minister of Finance. 

was extradited to Germany by the Vichy French Civil servant and lawyer, born in Munich 1885. 
in 1943. Released 1945, charter member of KPD*), — Chairman of the Bavarian People’s Party*) 1929 

- Lord Mayor of Essen (British Zone), Minister for to 1933. With title of State Counsellor (Staatsrat), 
Social Affairs, then Minister of Transport in Acting Chief, Bavarian Ministry of Finance, 1931 
North-Rhine/Westphalia in 1946-1948. KPD Fac- to 1933. Practiced law during the Nazi regime. 
tion Leader in North-Rhine/Westphalian legis- U.S. Military Government appointed him Minister 
lature, member of Presidium of Bundestag”) President of Bavaria in May 1945, dismissed him 
KPD Faction. | : in September and enjoined him from all political 
a activity. Restrictions lifted in 1948. Prominent 

. . figure of the particularist right wing of CSU, DR. FRANZ RICHTER, Chairman and Floor Leader ith following concentrated in “Old” Bavaria” 
of Deutsche Reichspartei Faction in Bundestag. Bundestag*) representative and member of 

Born in Turkey in 1911, he studied philology at oe of CDU/CSU Parliamentary Faction 

the German University in Prague, became a high- (Fraktionsvorstand). 
school teacher (Studienrat) in the Sudeten area | 
of Czechoslovakia. After serving in the German PROFESSOR DR. CARLO SCHMID (SPD), Deputy 
Army as an officer from 1940-1945, he was ex- Speaker of Bundestag; Wiirttemberg-Hohenzollern 
pelled from Czechoslovakia and resumed teach- Minister of Justice. 

ing at Luthe near Hanover (British Zone). Was Jurist, born in Perpignan (Southern France) in 
_ co-founder and principal, speaker for a local 1896 as son of a French mother and German 

nationalist splinter group, the “German League’. scientist father. Judge 1927-1939; lecturer on 
(Deutscher Bund). His insistence upon inculcating international law, University of Tiibingen 1929 

. his students with ideas generally considered as to 1939. In German military administration in 
savoring of neo-Nazism led to his dismissal in France during the war. Professor of international 
1949, whereupon he was nominated and elected law at Tubingen University from 1945 to date. 

to the Bundestag by the “German Rightist Party” At various times since 1945, held thigh office in 

(Deutsche Rechtspartei, DRP)*). In the Bundestag, Land WurttembergtHohenzollern (French Zone): 
it changed its name to “National Rightists” (Na- Minister President; Minister of Education and 

~ tionale Rechte) of which Dr. Richter became fac- Religion; State Secretary of Justice. Now Minister 
tion leader. At Kassel in January 1950, the bulk of Justice and Deputy State President of Wiirt- 
of the National Democratic Party*) of Hesse and temberg-Hohenzollern. Chairman ot South Wurt- 
the German Rightist Party of Lower Saxony temberg SPD") and member of SPD National 

| . | ; Executive since 1945. Chairman of SPD Faction 
combined to form the German Reich Party in Parliamentary Council.*) Member of Presidium 
(Deutsche Reichspartei)*), which he heads. In of SPD Bundestag*) Faction. Considered one of 

February 1950, his “National Rightists” adopted the wittiest, most erudite and dominant person- 
the new name. alities in German political life. . 

*) see Glossary oe | 
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HANS SCHUBERTH (CSU), Minister for Posts Frankfurt Bizonal Landerrat’), he was stripped 
‘nati of these functions after he joined the Bavarian 

and Telecommunications. . Party (Bayernpartei)*) in 1949 and attacked the 
Born 1897 at Schwabach near Nurnberg. Lost a Bavarian government. 
leg as World War I volunteer. After graduating 

from an Institute of Technology with a diploma nAnt | es 
in electrical engineering, he entered the service ‘““NTON STORCH (CDU), Minister of Labor. — | 
of the German postal system (Reichspost) in 1926 Born 1892 at Fulda, Hesse. Journeyman carpenter. 
and lectured on electrotechnics. at the Karlsruhe Functionary of Woodworkers’ Christian Trade 
Polytechnic. From 1945-1947 Vice-President, then Union 1920-1933, trade union chairman of Lower 

President, of the Regensburg, then Munich (Bav- Saxony 1931-1933. Insurance agent till 1939, 

aria, U. S. Zone) Postal Administrations (Ober- member of air raid police until 1945. Helped 

postdirektion). State Secretary for Posts and rebuild the trade unions in Hanover (British 

Telecommunigaations in the Bavarian Ministry Zone) 1945/46. From 1946 to 1948 chief of Depart- 
of Transport in 1947, elected Bizonal Director of ment for Social Policy of German Trade Union | 
Posts and Telecommunications in 1947. Member _ League. Member of Bizonal Economic Council 

of CSU*), but considered a technical expert, not — since 1947, Bizonal Director of Labor since 1948. 
a politician. CDU*) Bundestag*) representative. : 

DR. KURT SCHUMACHER (SPD), SPD Chairman pp FRANZ STRAUSS (CSU), Secretary-General 
and Floor Leader of SPD Bundestag Faction. of CSU. . 

Born 1895 as son of a civil servant at Kulm in +n} | ‘ce a West Prsia (part of Poland since 101) Took  Zaw%er, born in Munich 1045, Army service after 
egree in political science. Fought as officer in : ; : 

World War I, in which he lost his right arm. Canora) ot Schongau on pavana A. S. zon e). 

Political editor of a Wurttemberg SPD*) paper rarter member O14 | ) and 1s Secre ary~ 
from 1920 on. SPD Deputy in the Wiirttemberg general since 1949. Deputy of Bizonal Economi¢ 

legislature 1924-1931, in the Reichstag*) 1930 to | Council") and Bundestag") representative. 
1933; one of the leaders of the young Social ' | 
Democratic generation at that time. The National: VON BRENT'ANO (see BRENTANO, HEINRICH 

Socialist regime imprisoned him in concentration VON, page 15). 

camps for more than ten years. He was assigned 

anos (Biitieh fone as compulsory residence HELENE WESSEL (Zentrum), Chairman and Floor 
in , returne ere from a concentration . 
camp in 1945 to reorganize SPD, was elected its Leader of Bundestag Center Party Faction. 

chairman May 1946. Member of Zonal Advisory Born in Dortmund in 1898, this long-time social 
Council*). Left leg amputated in 1948, but con- worker in the German coal-mining area is the . 
tinues his strong-willed, rarely-challenged leader- first and only woman chairman of a German 

ship of SPD. Considered the leader of the political party. Author of two books on social 
Opposition in parliament and out. work, she has been active in politics for both the 

, old and the new Center Party*) since, as a girl 

DR. HANS-CHRISTOPH SEEBOHM (DP), of seventeen, se was nes oe typist for a soca 
sans - party chapter. Before 1933 she was a member of | 

Minister of Transport. . the Prussian legislature, after 1945 a charter 

Born 1903 at Emanuelssegen (Upper Silesia). Min- member of the reconstituted Center Party, which 
_ ing engineer and mine manager since 1931, direct- she represented in the legislature of North-Rhine- 

or of corporations and manufacturers’ associa- Westphalia (British Zone), in the Zonal Advisory 

tions (machinery, metals, oil). Since 1947 Chair- Council”), in the Parliamentary Council*) and in 

man of Brunswick (British Zone) Chamber of the Bundestag*). When Center Party Chairman 

Commerce. Member of Executive of Deutsche Dr. Stricker died in 1949, she was named Acting 
Partei*) since 1946, Minister for Labor and Re- Chairman. In October, she was elected Party 
construction in Lower Saxony 1946-1948. Deputy Chairman with 95 per cent of the convention 
of Lower Saxony legislature, of Bonn Parliamen- delegates’ votes. Together with Berlin’s mayor 

tary Council*) (where he voted against the Basic Louise Schréder, she is Germany’s outstanding ~ 

Law) and of Bundestag*). Member of Presidium woman in public life. | 
of DP*) Bundestag Faction. | | 

EBERHARD WILDERMUTH (FDP), Minister 
DR. GEBHARD SEELOS (BP), Floor Leader for Housing. 

of Bayerfpartei Faction in Bundestag. | Born 1890 in Stuttgart. Student of law and 
Born in Munich 1901, he entered the diplomatic political science. Member first of Wiirttemberg, 
service after obtaining his law degree in 1925. then of Reich civil service. Executive in official 
Secretary of Legation in the German Embassy in and semi-official organizations dealing with in- 
Madrid, later in Warsaw, then Vice-Consul in dustrial development, public housing and public 
Sydney (Australia), Consul in Lwow (Poland) works. Lieutenant-colonel and holder of the 
finally Counsellor of Legation in Copenhagen. Knight’s Cross in World War II. Minister for 

Army interpreter 1943-1945. Joined CSU%*) after Economics in South Wiurttemberg-Hohenzollern 
the war and was made.a Bavarian State Coun- (French Zone) since 1947 as member of DVP, the 
sellor (Staatsrat).. Appointed ‘Bavarian pleni- Wiirttemberg branch of FDP*). Sole Federal 
potentiary in the Executive Committee of the. Cabinet Minister from French Zone. Bundestag*) 

'Bizonal Economic Council*) and later in the representative. | 

*) see Glossary 
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Policy Statement of the German Federal Government 

| as delivered in the Bundestag on 20 September 1949 by | 

Federal Chancellor Dr. Konrad Adenauer of the Christian Democratic Union 

7 (Christlich-Demokratische Union — CDU) 

Ladies and Gentlemen: . | | | 

After the lengthy negotiations of the Parliamen- itself opposed to planned economy by a great 
tary Council and after the Bundestag elections on majority. A coalition between the parties who 
14 August, no time has been lost in completing rejected planned economy and those who sup- 
the establishment of the new Germany. ported it would have been directly contrary to 

the wishes of the majority of the electorate. Had 
FORMATION OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 42 Coalition between these parties nevertheless come 

_ about, the voters would have been justified in 
On 7 September the Bundestag and the Bundes- asking why ithe elections had been necessary at 

rat constituted themselves, on 12 September the all. The democratic idea, the conviction that par- 
Bundestag elected the Federal President and, on liamentary democracy is a necessity, would have 
15 September, the Federal Chancellor. Thereupon suffered in the broadest circles of the electorate, 
the Federal President appointed me as Federal notably among the voters of the younger genera- 
Chancellor on the same day. Today, on 20 Septem- tion, had a Government been formed which would 
ber, he has appointed the Federal Ministers as not have corresponded to the spirit and the results 
proposed by me. Thus the formation of the Federal of this election. It is therefore irrelevant and un- 
Government has taken place today, and the Occu- democratic to lambaste with words of reproach 
pation Statute has therefore also come into force. those parties which have joined together here in , 
Even though the competence of the Bundestag and this House to form a Government and to work 
the Federal Government is restricted by the Occu- together. In the same way, it is irrelevant to con- 
pation Statute, this development, this creation of demn the Social Democratic Party for not being 
the nucleus of a German State, should nevertheless ready to enter a so-called “Great Coalition’, One 
fill us with joy. | cannot expect either side to disavow just about 

everything which had heretofore been presented 
PROGRESS SINCE 1945 to ithe people as being right, after both sides had 

The progress in relation to the conditions which fought for their principles, in Frankfurt for almost 

have existed around us since 1945, and also as ‘WO years, after the electorate had _been called 
contrasted with conditions under the National UPON to decide and after it had given its judgment 
Socialist Reich, is great. We must, it is true, al- at the ballot box. | | 
ways remember that Germany and the German OPPOSITION NEEDED IN PARLIAMENT 
people are not yet free, that the latter still does . ; ; 
not stand on an equal footing with other peoples, On the basis of general political considerations, 
and that it is split into two parts, which is par- I therefore welcome this development. I am not 
ticularly painful. But at least, we do enjoy rel- Of the opinion that it would have better served - 
ative freedom as a state; our economy is on the the interest of the population as a whole, and the 
upgrade and above all we have once more the’ interests of Germany if one had set about to 
protection of the rights of the individual. No one eStablish some coalition between the CDU/CSU and 
among us may be robbed of his freedom and life the Social Democratic Party. I am of the opinion 
by a Secret State Police or by some similar organi- that the State needs an Opposition, that the latter 
zation, as was the case in the National Socialist as a political function in the State, and that only 
Reich and to our regret is still the case in large by the juxtaposition of a Government majority 
parts of Germany, i.e. in the Soviet Zone. These and an Opposition can true progress and an ac- 
assets, protection of the individual’s rights and Climatization to democratic thought be achieved. 
protection of his personal freedom, which we have 1am further of the opinion that, under the unstable 
not possessed for so many years, are so precious Conditions obtaining in Germany, it is a much 
that, regardless of all we still lack, we must be glad better thing that any opposition which may exist 

| that we enjoy once again these rights of the Should show its true colors in Parliament than that 
individual. : | it should run wild outside of Parliament in an un- 

| controllable manner because, gagged by the dis- 
REJECTION OF PLANNED ECONOMY -cipline of a broad coalition, it cannot expwess itself 

My election to the Federal Chancellorship and to any extent within Parliament. 
the formation of the Government are a logical 

consequence of the political conditions which had APPOINTMENT OF 13 MINISTERS 7 
arisen in the bizonal area as a result of the policy TI have proposed to the Federal President the 
of the Frankfurt Economic Council. The policy of appointment of 13 Federal Ministers. I am aware 
the Frankfurt Economic Council, the problem of that this figure will at first sight seem too high 
a “social free-enterprise economy” (soziale Markt- ito many people. I must emphasize that in our time, 
wirtschaft) as opposed to a “planned economy’, new tasks have arisen that demand the attention 
has so largely dominated our whole situation that of the State — here I refer to the question of 
a renunciation of the program upheld by the refugees — or that have assumed proportions ex- 

majority of the Frankfurt Economic Council was ceeding the capacity of one of the classical 
impossible. The question of planned economy Ministries. Here I refer to the problem of housing 
versus free-enterprise economy dominated the and of housing construction. Thus, several of the 

election campaign. The German people has declared Federal Ministries will have a limited existence.



Once they have fulfilled their tasks, or once their and the Occupation Statute, with the agreement of 
tasks have been reduced to normal proportions, the High Commission. Thus, laws presaged in the 
they will disappear again, leaving in existence the Basic Law will have to be promulgated, and legis- 

so-called classical Ministries such as Interior, lation which the Economic Council did not dispose 
Finance, Justice, Labor, etc... If one regards the of in its entirety will have to be completed. This 

number of Federal Ministries with due considera- work, which incidentally is all the more exten- 
tion for this point of view, one will not be justified sive because laws have in the past not always been 
in maintaining that the number is too large. The issued wi'th particular attention to exact wording, 
main point is that the ministerial apparatus as a as a result of the urgency of the matters concerned, 
whole be Kept as small as possible, and that the must not be rushed too much, so that we may in the 

Ministries be kept free of all admiyistrative tasks end achieve what we lost both in National Socialist 
which are not a part of ministerial responsibility, times and later: clarity, security, and unity of law. 
so that the necessary supervision and the working 
effectiveness of the Ministries are guaranteed, ad- SOCIAL JUSTICE 
ministrative costs are saved, and the Federal Furthermore, a great number of other tasks re- 
Ministers have time to fulfil their most important main to be undertaken by the Federation. At the 

task, the coordination of varied interests, along beginning of my discussion of them, I should like 
certain broadly maintained political lines. | to affirm with every emphasis the coalition 

MINISTRY FOR LIAISON WITH BUNDESRAT = Etiged in all their work by the endeavor to act 
Among the Federal Ministries, one is charged as social-mindedly as possible in the most genuine 

with the particular task of maintaining close and best sense of the term. The supreme guiding 
contact with the Bundesrat. I beg you to accept star in all our work will be ‘the effort ‘to relieve 
the setting-up of this. Ministry as token of the misery and to achieve social justice. 
earnest desire to make the Federal character of (Strong applause in the Center and on the 
the Basic Law secure, to guarantee the rights of. Right — 

the Linder, and thus to bring the work of the Representative Renner, KPD: “Frankfurt set 
Bundesrat into harmony with the activity of the the example!”) 

Bundestag and the Federal Government, so that 
harmonious cooperation will be vouchsafed. DISTRIBUTION OF REFUGEES AND HOUSING 

CONSULTATION ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS CONSTRUCTION 
a. . - From the multitude of tasks awaiting the Fed- 

Among the Federal Ministries, a Foreign Ministry eration, let me mention a few of the more urgent. 
is lacking. I have not acceded to the wishes, which Refugees will have to be distributed among the | 
have been brought to my attention, for setting up  qifferent Lander more equitably than hitherto. 
a Ministry for International Relations. I have not ‘This will be both in the interests of those Lander 

done so because, under the Occupation Statute, which are at present overcrowded and, above all, 
foreign affairs, including international agreements also in the interests of the refugees themselves. 

reached by or in the name of Germany, are a Housing conditions, which render impossible the 
matter for the Allied High Commission. But that social and ethical as well as political recovery of 
we have no such Foreign Ministry does not by the German people and make the lives of the 
any means imply that we renounce all activity IN refugees and the bombed-out so infinitely difficult, 
this sphere. The paradox is that, although Ger- will be improved by every means within our power. 
many’s foreign affairs are in the hands of the We shall encourage, by every method, housing con- 
Allied High Commission, all activity of the Federal struction 
Government or of the Federal Parliament, even in © , . 

Germany’s internal affairs, involves by its very Rich” applause in the Center and on tthe 
nature some sort of foreign relations. Germany is 18 

intertwined with foreign countries more than ever not by way of government construction, but by 
before, as a result of the Occupation, the Ruhr making funds available and ensuring that all pos- 
Statute, the Marshall Plan, etc. These matters will sibilities in the sphere of housing are exhausted 
be incorporated in a State Secretariat to be set up by the Lander. We shall, moreover, take steps to 
in the Federal Chancellery. Apart from this, I be- interest private capital in housing construction by 
lieve that the High Commissioners, as a result of appropriate, careful, and not over-hasty regula- 
the great responsibility which they bear, will take tions to relax control of compulsory housing allo- 
no important decision in foreign affairs without cation and government rent control. If we do not 
previously consulting the Federal Government. My succeed in interesting private capital once again 
experience during the few days in which I have in housing, no solution of the housing problem 
been in office completely justifies this assumption is possible. 
on my part. (Loud assent in ‘tthe Center and on the Right) 

VAST LEGISLATIVE TASKS The importance which we attach to these questions 

. . . ea ge a. . above all others is illustrated by our creation of 
Extraordinarily extensive legislative tasks await a special Federal Ministry for them. Its close co- : 

the Federal Government and the Bundestag. In- orqination with the Ministry of Economics is as- 
sofar as the competence of the Federation is CON~ sured. By means of this energetic encouragement 
cerned, the legislation promulgated in the eleven of puilding activity, we shall also achieve a general 
Linder must be examined to establish whether revival of activity in the labor matket. 

the same law applies in all of them. Further, laws . 
and ordinances which have so far only applied in ECONOMIC POLICY 

the Bizonal Area must be extended to what has In the field of economic policy, we shall continue 
hitherto been the French Zone; laws and ordi- to follow ‘tthe trend initiated so effectively. in 
nances promulgated by the various Military Govern- Frankfurt 
ments in spheres which now come within the _ h f 7 
competence of the Federation must be examined (Hilarity on ¢ e Lett —_ | 
and, where necessary, adapted to the present con- Representative Renner, KPD: “More than three 
stitutional situation arising from the Basic Law million unemployed!’’) 
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In the name of the Federal Government, I hereby danger of being outstripped in economic competi- 
take the liberty of thanking the top executives of tion unless it has outstanding achievements to its 
the Bizonal Economic Administration, as well as credit. Our particular attention will be devoted to 
all officials and employees, and above all the Di- the nurture and freedom of foreign trade. 
rectors of the various Offices, for the efficient work 

(Cheers from the Center and Right — Allow me in this connection to utter a few remarks 
- Representative Renner, KPD: “What about about the devaluation of the British pound and the 

Piinder?’’) consequences which arise for us therefrom. The 
, change in the value of the pound will probably 

My special thanks are due to the top executives  sis9 éause an alteration in the exchange rate of the 
for whom no opening could be found in the organi- wrest German Mark in its relationship to the 
zation of the Federal Government at this time! Dollar. We regret this measure, which has been 

(Exclamations from the Left: “Is ‘that so? What forced on us by international events, all the more 

a pity!’’) peeause the internal : stabuity ene Mark coulg 
. | . | ws _ . induce no such manipulation. e economic an 

ccono ay enHnE the principles of a free-enterprise financial policy of the last fifteen months thas con- 
Hil , t the Left solidated our currency increasingly from day to 
(Hilarity on the Left) | day, in the estimation of other: countries also, 

we shall of course, as always, have to guard against so that the adaptation now becoming necessary is 
falling victim ‘to doctrinaire rigidity. As hereto- simply a consequence of the English measure, just 
fore, we will have to adapt ourselves to changing as it is in other European countries. Without an 
circumstances in each case. We shall do away with equivalent measure on our part, the German export 
compulsory economic control wherever we can pos- trade would lose its ability to compete in world 
sibly justify our doing so. markets, and the foundation of our economic and 

(Cheers and applause in the Center and on the Social life would be jerked out from under us. 
_ Right — Interruption from KPD: “New price Together with the authorities responsible for Ger- 

boosts in the offing!”) man fiscal affairs, the Government is determined 
to achieve a just and organic coordination of 

We hold out the prospect that fuel rationing will economic necessities and social consequences while 
be abolished by January 1950, taking the necessary measures. The assumptions 

Representative Rische, KPD: “When there that have gained currency about the possible con- 
will be no market left for coal!” : sequences of impending financial measures go far 

beyond what is factually justified. There is no 
and the allocations of fuel for households increased reason to be alarmed since the anticipated changes 
in the last quarter of 1949, ie. the beginning of in the sphere of wages and prices will, as a whole, 
winter. lead to relatively insignificant fluctuations only. 

In the field of economics we shall, by means of ec I» ¢ h ist bench | 
competition and the constantly increasing integra- (“Hear, hear! from the Communist benches — 
tion of Germany’s economy into a world economy Representative Renner, KPD: “So it’s ‘insign- 

: (Interjection from KPD, “Marshall Plan!’’) ificant'") - 

systematically remove the structural faults which It will be the Government's particular duty in this 
have arisen in the German economy through connection to torestall social injustice and tension 

fifteen years of straitjacket and war economy. or speculative influences, 

_ (“Hear, hear!”, from the Center and Rightist THE DISMANTLING PROGRAM 

| | benches) The problem of dismantling, as it affects our 
Our every endeavor will be to employ as few hands industrial installations, is of concern to the whole 
and heads as possible in the distribution and ex- of the German people. There probably is hardly 

ploitation of economic production and as many anyone in Germany who opposes ‘the dismantling 
hands and heads as possible in the sphere of pro- of genuine war industries, but the destruction of | 
duction. | 7 large economic assets is not a matter which should 

(Applause from the Right — Heckling by KPD: be shrugged off abroad as a matter that has been 

-. “Is that the reason why there are so many decided once and for all. | oo 
_ Ministers?”) | | (“Hear, hear!” in the Center) | . 

We shall have to compensate for the lack of ‘he latest amendments to the list of plants slated 
technical training, caused by the National Socialist for dismantling was admittedly, from a superficial 

era and the war, by providing opportunities for point of view, a great concession to German 
improving this training. The German economy wishes, but, when account is taken of production 
achieved strength and greatness in the past to a capacity and value, German wishes were only ful- 
great extent by virtue of its skilled workers and filled to the extent of about ten percent. 

applied science. The sums of money which are at “ 1 a 
- present being expended in America and England (“Hear, hear!” on the Right) | 

for scientific purposes for the benefit of economic The question of dismantling is also a matter of 
production and competitive ability are enormous. great psychological significance. Large sections of 

: « | . the German people do not understand how eco- 
Representative Renner KPD: “For atom bombs, nomic. help can be given with one hand while 

° economic assets are destroyed with the other. 
The Federal Government will, in so far as its There is a belief among the German people that 
financial resources permit, work for the encourage- it is difficult to reconcile with this state of affairs 
ment of scientific research. It will stimulate Ger- the frequent declarations of foreign statesmen that 
man industry to do likewise. We shall only be able Germany is essential to European reconstruction. 
to hold our ground in world markets if we succeed The leading statesmen of the USA, England and 
in distinguishing ourselves by our achievements. France are at present gathered together in Wash- 
For a politically weak people always runs the ington. The whole German people would be happy 
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if this meeting could be used to submit the German TWO PREREQUISITES FOR INCREASE IN 

dismantling problem to reconsideration in the light CAPITAL | | 

of a benevolent study of German wishes. I believe An increased: accumulation of capital depends 

one may. cherish the hope that this will happen 4p the fulfilment of two prerequisites: a lowering 

in Washington. | of tax rates, and regaining the confidence of the 

(Cheers in the Center and on the Right) man who saves his.money. 

We are convinced that a reduction of the income 

CONCERN FOR MIDDLE CLASS tax will not decrease the overall yield. The present 

The Federal Government will concern itself par-  ahavior qate c or on ee oe eventing the 

ticularly with consolidating and helping the middle vationalization of industrial concerns, it is a deter- 

class in all its sections. | rent price for reductions in finished goods. A , 

(Cheers from the center benches) lowering of the income tax rates is absolutely es- 

I am entirely convinced that the nation in which sential, not only. vee snonkie polieye tax Chey muet 

the optimum number of members of the lower and be reduced at least to the levels agreed upon in 
middle classes are their own bosses will lead the June 1948 almost unanimously by the Economic 

most secure, the most peaceful and the best life. Gat and unanimously by "he Linderrat. We 

(“Quite right!” in the Center and on the Right) are certain that, after a few months of transition . 
the tax yield will reach its former level, or an 
even higher one. These measures should be put 

INCREASE OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION into force by 1 January 1950. Then, in the course 

In the future the functions of the Ministry of of 1950, a comprehensive tax reform must be 

Food and Agriculture will assume a character initiated. 

different from the one they have so far. borne. If this reduction of taxation is to create the 
Agricultural production must be improved and per- possibility for a greater accumulation of capital, 
fected to an extent greater than has been possible then an incentive must be provided to stimulate 
hitherto. We are still importing 50 percent of the actual accumulation of capital reserves rather 
foodstuffs we require. If the German economy 1S _ than a mere increase in non-essential consumption. 
to achieve a balance between exports and imports jt is necessary to restore confidence in national 
by the year 1952, it will be necessary to boost egislation among steady investors. This seems to 
agricultural production very considerably in order e-an obligation of primary importance in state 

to limit as much as possible the use of foreign ex- policy. The currency reform proclaimed by the 

change for food. The prerequisite for a speedy Allies involved avoidable social hardship, especially 
and continuing rise in agricultural production is in its effect on steady investors of all kinds. Speedy 
a further reduction of State control of economic investigation and action is indicated to determine 
life. Equally necessary is the creation of assured to what extent this failing can be remedied. . 

and stable conditions of production and sale for . 

agricultural products at prices which cover pro- 

duction costs of efficient average-size farms and FOREIGN ASSETS IN GERMANY 

at the same time allow the purchase of these pro- In order to regain the confidence of foreign 
ducts by lower income groups. A reorganization of capital as well, the blocking of foreign assets in 
agriculture will be necessary for the purpose of Germany should be lifted at an early date. We 
saving foreign exchange. If we are to attain this are prepared to do everything in our power to find 

; goal, we must have more enlightenment and a mutually acceptable agreement with those foreign 
instruction of the farming population. creditors who have borne such’ heavy losses for so 

Forestry, which produces one of the most im- long a time. | 
portant sources of raw material for the German 
economy must be put back on a normal economic REDUCTION OF OCCUPATION COSTS 

| basis as quickly as possible. The reforestation of We hope that the promised reduction of Occupa- 
cleared areas and the encouragement of timber tion costs will be considerable. This reduction would 
growing by peasants must be seen to as speedily be thankfully welcomed by the entire German 
as possible. population. It will form the basis for an active pro- : 

: motion of housing construction and the integration 

_ ACCUMULATION OF CAPITAL of the expellees. It will ensure the political, social 
Financial policy must form a part of general and economic consolidation of Germany. 

State policy, especially of economic policy. To as- 
sist in the accumulation of savings as well as in- EQUALIZATION OF FINANCIAL BURDENS 

dustrial capital will be our most urgent objective. We shall strive to complete the definitive equal- 

ey if we do everyining aT Oe PO en eee ization of financial burdens (Lastenausgleich) as 
ne accumu ation eu wren we y soon as possible, in order to remove the insecurity 
we expect, through the release of counterpart funds which has weighed heavily for so long both upon 
and iD one ee of ooetain noreign eat on those who suffered indemnifiable losses and upon 
truction of as th ve, 1 indeed business, which will have to provide the funds for 
struction of our economy is the principa’, jn indemnification. The legislative settlement must be 
the only basis for any social policy and for integra~ in consonance with the general spirit of tax and 
tion of the expellees. Only a flourishing economy fiscal reform The little people and those who suf- 

can in the long run sustain the charges imposed fereq minor losses should be handled with kid 
by the equalization of financial burdens. Only a gloves in the process 

flourishing economy can in the long run increase | ° 

state revenues to the extent required by the budg- 

ets of the Federation, Lander and communities if PENSIONS FOR MILITARY PERSONNEL 

these are to fulfil their tasks. Bear in mind that all As soon as possible it will also be necessary to 

these budgets must be considered from an overall solve by the Federal Law the problem of pensions 
point of view. | for expellee officials and for former members of 
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the military forces. This regulation cannot ignore Providing for the Integration of the War Disabled . 
the unusually rapid promotions in the armed forces into Economic Life must be amended to conform 
which characterised the war period, but it will with present conditions. Adequate subsistence al- 
nevertheless have to deal with army officials and lowances must be granted to totally disabled per- 
military personnel in a fair manner. sons and to the widows and orphans of war 

Representative Rische, KPD: “For the sake of casualties. It is necessary to create unified welfare 
a new German Army!” | pensions legislation for the whole Federal area. 

Why bring that up? We are not in the Soviet Zone, REORGANIZATION OF BASIC INDUSTRIES 
(Hilarity and applause in the Center and on The legal relationship between employees and 
the Right — employers must also be adapted to present circum- 
R tati Rische: “What ‘the Cabinet stances. Self-administration by the two social 

ie ic Ovi ist Ise f Ww ") partners must take the place of state tutelage. The 
heeds 1s a Minister of War: Federal Government upholds the principle that 

I can already see you parading in a pretty uniform! workers may join the trade union of their choice. 
(Hilarity and cheers in the Center and on the The Government will leave it to the appropriate 

| Right — : | employers’ and employees’ organization tq take, 

Representative Renner, KPD: “If that happens, >y virtue of free self-administration, any action 
you'll be an American general!”) calculated to further economic and social interests 

_ ; enar: nwt and better. understanding between employer and ! 
Is that so? Then you'll have to snap to attention employee. The sympathetic balancing of social 

. in my presence: a contradictions is an unavoidable precondition of 
(Hilarity and applause in the Center and on our people’s recovery. This balance must be 

—— the Right) achieved by the social partners themselves. The 
After this enjoyable interlude I will continue. recognition of the working class as an important 

component of social policy makes a reorganization 
DANGERS OF DEFLATION of the ownership structure in basic industries 

Deflation is just as dangerous as inflation. At [&C©Ssary: 
the present stage of our economic development, an (Cheers from the Center benches) 
active and bullish policy is necessary, a policy . 
which, without in the least endangering the cur- But it also seems to me one of the fun- 

: rency, will serve as an instrument for the advance damental principles of a sensible social policy that 
| financing of projects whose financing is already every. possibility for advancement be given to the 
assured in the foreseeable future,. either from couatect impor ane othe crophasis upon the bon. 
domestic sources or from counterpart funds. sibility of working one’s way up. | 

ASSISTANCE TO BERLIN (Cheers from the Center and Right benches) | 

Our particular concern will be devoted to the SURPLUS OF WOMEN 
city of Berlin. From the time of the currency a . 

reform up to 10 September 1949, that is to say in The surplus of women created by the war and 
about fifteen months. 414 million D-Mark have by the forced removal of men is a problem which 
been channeled from the budget of the Bizonal area deserves our particular attention. I hardly need 
to the Berlin Magistrate. - to iassure you that we are determined, in spite 

- (Interruption from KPD: “For the sake of the of all opposing tendencies, to stand by Article 6 _ 
cold war!”) of the Basic Law which says “marriage and family 

I "addition Berlin had received, up to 13 Septem- shall be under the special protection of the State.” 

ber 1949, 688 Million D-Mark from GARIOA funds. ae ote ee ee eee oa omen ox 
- The funds included in the Bizonal Administration’s large nurnber af women. it ig ae gtercie e “and 

1949 budget to cover the period up to 31 December =o iprehensive. We must endeavor to open up new 

Lao will be exhausted as carly as October, Since "professions and possibilities of training for women. 
it is absolutely necessary to discuss and decide SOU" that women who remain unmarried should 
upon the extent and continuation of assistance fo be at least some equivalent for the home comforts 

z hf . eq . a: . whic ey lack. shou ike to emphasize e 
be done by granting financial subsidies exclusively. importance of these problems, which we shall 

(Interjection from the Right: Provided we endeavor to solve as satisfactorily as possible by 
control the use to which it is put.’) establishing a department headed by a woman, in 

the Ministry of the Interior. LEGISLATION REGARDING WAR DISABLED — 
I have already mentioned that the Party Factions ASSISTANCE TO YOUTH 

who pave dened mn otnenent reeard ‘it and ae ave shall have to assist the young people, whose 
ormatl | - education in the family and at school has been 
supreme duty to act with social consciousness in deficient during the Wor and the confused times 

| all spheres. In the narrower sphere of social policy, which followed it. In general we shall endeavor 

Fear ee ee Niecy ts eect 19 EERE Que duties toward the younger generation wil n : : i ifferent from ‘that customary once upon 
policy to present conditions, As I have mentioned a time. Youth carries the future of Germany or ite 
before, the best social policy is a sound economic pands. | 
policy that provides work and bread for as many CIVIL SERVICE REFORM 
people as possible. In the aftermath of war and . j : 7 
of Germany’s distress, we will nevertheless have ‘The Civil Service law will have to be revised. 
a large proportion of people who must be helped Firmly and resolutely we stand on the principle 
in different and special ways. This is particularly of a career Civil Service. 
true of persons disabled by the war. The Law on (Applause in the Center and on the Right) 
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DENAZIFICATION sider it unworthy and incredible per se that there 
. | should still be individuals in Germany who perse- 

. mu unhappiness and damage has been caused cute and despise Jews because they are Jews.*) 
y denazification. | 

(“Hear, hear!” in the Center and on the Right) PRISONERS OF WAR . 

Those really guilty of the crimes: committed during Ladies ane gentlemen, I propose to touch upon 
National Socialist times and during the War must af its ne Set tus. G. and important topic. Because 
be punished with due severity, but, apart from this, , a ositi on Swhe ik cam A nas now been placed 
we should no longer distinguish between two 4, P | re it can take up more strongly moe aa ae , an before 'the question of German prisoners of 
classes of people in Germany, the politically reliable war and German deportees. Ther still milli 
and the politically unreliable. This differentiation of prj . or " ere are stilt millions ; ‘ , . prisoners in Russia. 
must disappear as soon as possible. (Interruption f the Right: “H R 

. ; uption from the Right: “Herr Renn 
(Assent on tthe Right) you listening?”) 6 enner, are 

| -We do not know what has*become of the b : NECESSITY FOR AMNESTY a of the between 
11/2 and 2 million German prisoners 

The war and the confused postwar period have (Representative Renner, KPD: “Ask Hitler!” — 
brought such great problems and such temptations Laughing and interruption on the Right) 
for many people that human understanding for a figure arrived at by deducting the number of 

certain offenses is called for. The question of an prisoners which the USSR | 
| : | . mod SR now claims to hold from 

amnesty will therefore be examined by the Fed- the number given in Soviet war com : 
eral Government, and the possibility will also be More or less the same thin : muniques. . . . . a } g applies to Yugoslavia. 
examined of approaching the High Commissioners E . 

in an effort to secure an amnesty for sentences (xciamation from the Communist benches: 
pronunced by Allied Military Courts. Ri a cOo nthe gina? — Shouts from the 
_ In the conviction that many people have already eats Czechoslovakia’) 
atoned for guilt which, regarded subjectively, is The fate of these millions of Germans, who have 
not heavy, the Federal Government is determined already borne the bitter lot of imprisonment for 
wherever possible to let bygones be bygones. It is oe is so hard, and the grief of their dependents 
nonetheless firmly determined to learn the neces- in r Sarnins th so great, that all nations must help 
sary lessons from the past as regards all those who their homes. qd thoi,  farnili and forced laborers to 
endeavor to upset the foundation of our State, an eir families. 
whether they be of a rightist or leftist radical (Cheers in the Center and on the Right — 
nature. + Representative Renner, KPD: “But , . oan . , : you won't. 

(Laughter and heckling from the Communist get anywhere by lying and hate mongering!”) | 
benches) Speaker Dr. Kohler, CDU: “Whom are you 

You hecklers over there aren’t really as radical as referring to, Representative Renner?” 
all that! | Representative Renner, KPD: “To those Ger- 

(Hilarity — Representative Renner, KPD: “And man parties taking part in this hatemongering.” _ 
you aren’t as social-minded as you claim!”) Speaker Dr. Konler: “I call: you to order. To 

row in remarks of this sort during the Fed- 

RIGHT-WING RADICALISM eral Chanceilor’s Statement of Policy is in- 
| ° Jurious ‘to the dignity of this’ House. Please, 

Anxiety has been expressed about German right- Mr. Chancellor, be good enough to continue!” 
wing radicalism, particularly by the foreign press. (Observation from Communist benches: “But 
This anxiety is certainly exaggerated. hatemongering is permissible!”) ao 

(“Very true!” from the Rightist benches) caer vr Adenauer resumes: Ladies and 
| . ‘gentlemen, ! , 

I regret it deeply that German and foreign news- thanks for the extensive help recived Bees, ri. 
papers have carried certain rude speeches. In that soners-of-war, above all to the Committee of “the 
way the speakers assumed an importance they International Red Cross in Geneva, which has done 
never had in Germany. | such infinite good for our German prisoners. We 

(Applause in th 1 ; . also thank the Vatican and the present Pope, who 
(App in e Center and on 'the Right) after the war was the first to raise his voice for 

But, ladies and gentlemen, one point I would like tly release of German prisoners, and who 
to emphasize again. Although we believe these endeavored to lighten the Jot of the ‘German pri- 
reports to be exaggerated, we all agree that we roners by generous gifts which he urged ‘the world 

must devote our fullest attention to the manifesta- to the e We likewise express Our heartfelt thanks 

tions of rightist or leftist radicalism that might pe ecumenical Council in Geneva for their 
‘eopardize the stat ° ‘ work; particularly in the Anglo-Saxon world have jeop e state. Let me say it once more: we they mobilized the f f ki 
will, if necessary, make determined use of the +h Orces of kindness of the Pro- 
rights vested in us by la testant faith. I would also mention the In'terna- 

y iaw. tional Organization of the YMCA, who have helped 
(Applause in the Center and on the Right — our brethren in all countries by their exceptional 

Exclamation from the Communist benches: Prisoner-of-war service. | 
“We've heard that one before!’’) (Cheers and applause in the Center and on 

Ladies and gentlemen! In this connection permit the Right) 
me to say a word or two about antisemitic trends *) Thi h i iti 
that seem to have arisen in a few cases. We ut- basis of the "stenographic trancerigt, was not contines 
terly condemn such trends. After everything that pv,/R° Octal text tee nde enauer's, Statement of 
took place in the National Socialist period we con- ernment Gazette) “of 24 September 1949. (ORclal Gove 
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We also heartily thank the Evangelic Aid Organi- an orderly and legal manner, our claims to these 
zation (Evangelisches Hilfswerk), under the leader- territories. | ' 

ship of Dr. Gerstenmaier, and the Caritas prisoner- (Loud applause in the Center and on the Right — 
of-war relief organization under the leadership of Representative Dr. Richter, German Reich Party 

the late Prelate Kreutz. —- DRP: “Please don’t leave out the Sudeten- 
| land, Mr. Chancellor!’’) 

GERMANS STILL IN EASTERN TERRITORIES 

Our work will also have to be devoted to the | EXPULSIONS FROM EASTERN EUROPE 
‘200,000 Germans who are at present in what was I must point out that the expellees were driven 
formerly East Prussia und Silesia as well asCzecho- out in complete contradiction to the provisions of 
slovakia, and who are being retained there as the Potsdam Agreement. In this Potsdam Agree- 

specialist workers or -as politically more or less ment, mention was .made only of a resettlement 
compromised persons. ‘Among them are many of the German population remaining in Poland, 

women who, in the first shock caused by the sur- Czechoslovakia and Hungary, and it was agreed 
render and in the hope for the return of their that every case of resettlement should be carried 
menfolk who were still prisoners, decided to be- out in an organized and humane manner. | 
come Polish citizens, but whose men have in ‘the I find it difficult to speak with the necessary 
meantime been released to Western Germany. The objective self-restraint when I think of the fate 
International Red Cross undertook tg negotiate of the refugees who have perished by the millions. 

with the Western Allies on the one hand and with | ee em wage 49 

Warsaw and Prague on the other about the transfer (Interjection from the Center: “Five millions!”) 

: of these substantial remnants of population. To our Let me, however, point out that no less a per- 
surprise the negotiations were later broken off by sonality than Winston Churchill protested publicly 
British Military Government, so far as we know, and formally in the British House of Commons, 
on the grounds that one must await the formation as early as August 1945, not only against the extent 

of the Federal Government. The Federal Govern- of the territorial expansion sought by Poland, but 
ment will also have to deal with the 300000 volunt- also against the practice of mass expulsions. 

' ary workers who signed contracts in France, Bel- ; oy a 

gium and England, so as to get out of captivity. Gexclama yon in Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “But 
Finally, we shall have to demand that proceedings © sign 7 0: ; 

against those Germans who have been retained in. Churchill described these mass expulsions as a 
Allied countries on account of alleged war crimes “tragedy of unimaginable dimensions” and indicated 
be quickly concluded with all safeguards for proper rea an My disawpese dere, eee on tesa Butish 

. legal procedure being vouchsafed to ‘hem. Foreign Minister Bevin declared that Great Britain 
_ (Representative Richter, German Reich Party was in no way obliged to support Polish claims 

— DRP: “It is high time that International 5 the Oder-Neisse line. The same declaration was 
Courts were established to try the war crimM- made by former American Foreign Minister Byrnes, 
inals on the other side!” — on 6 September 1946, in his well-known speech 

Retort from the Left: “Have we already reach- in Stuttgart. | 
ed that stage?”’) The Federal Government will devote its attention 

to all these questions and set itself the task of 

EXPELLEES seeing that our rights, too, shall be respected. . 

| The lot of the expellees is particularly hard. (Lively applause in the Center and on the 

The question of their future fate cannot be decided Right) | 
by Germany alone. This is a question the solution It will gather all the legal and material facts in 

of which can only be approached by international an aide-mémoire which will be published and sub- 
cooperation. It must, however, be solved if Western mitted to the Allied Governments. , 

Germany is not to become a center of political | | 

and economic unrest for a long time to come. RELATIONS WITH EASTERN BLOCK 

: ODER-NEISSE LINE | Ladies and Gentlemen! Even though I said in the 
| : beginning that our foreign relations will be con- 

Let me turn to a question which is very close ducted by the High Commissioners, I stated at the 
to our hearts here in Germany and which is vital same time that we are in close contact with all 
for us. It concerns the Yalta and Potsdam Agree- adjacent states, no matter whether our relations 
ments and the Oder-Neisse line. In the Potsdam with them are good or not so good. This Govern- 

Agreement it is expressly stated: “The three heads mental Statement of Policy would be lacking 

of Government reaffirm their opinion that the something if I did not dwell upon our relations 
final delimitation of the Western frontier of Poland with these countries. | 

should await the peace settlement.”” Under no © Representative Renner, KPD: “But don’t forget 
circumstances can we therefore be satisfied with a the Saar! oe? 
severance of these territories undertaken unilater- First of all. d t all to f t the Soviet 

ally by Soviet Russia and Poland. Union! alt, GO not allow me orge e sovie 

(“Hear, hear!” and lively applause from the (Merriment on the Right and in the Center — | 
benches of the Right, the Center and the SPD.) Interruptions from the Left) 

This severance contradicts not only the Potsdam nq for that reason I will begin with the Soviet 
Agmeement but also the Atlantic nae 3 ae Union. 

with which the Soviet Union also identified itself. . orm: . 
The provisions of the Atlantic Charter are quite Representative Renner: ai Po This part ot 
unequivocal and clear. The General Assembly of your speech was ghostwritten by an expert: 
the United Nations, in its resolution of 3 November Envy besets you, Herr Renner! | 
1948, requested the Great Powers to conclude peace (Hilarity — Representative Renner, KPD: “It 
treaties as soon as possible in accordance with would be -interesting to know what these 

these principles. We shall not cease to pursue, in peoples’ political questionnaires would reveal!’’) 
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We are funy prepared to live in peace with our THE SAAR : 

Eastern neighbors, particularly with Soviet Russia . : 

and Poland. We urgently desire that the present | aiet on y Sa I dare wd an according to my 

tension between Soviet Russia and the Western 4) ef, the Saar will not be an obstacle barring. 
Allies be peacefully resolved in the course of time. e way. 

But when I say that we desire to live in peace with France has economic interests in the Saar that 

Soviet Russia, we make it a condition that Soviet we must recognize. Germany has economic and 
Russia and Fo’and do aot deprive us of our legal national interests there. | | 
rights and allow our German compatriots in the “ a ” eas aes a>? 

Eastern Zone and Berlin freely to live the life that _ (Very true!” — Interjection: “Only interests?” ) 

corresponds with their traditions, their education But in the last analysis the Saar population itself 

and their convictions. | is naturally hopeful that its own economic and 
- national interests will be ‘taken into account. 

. REVISION OF OCCUPATION STATUTE - (Exclamation from KPD: “Wouldn't you like _ 
I have already explained elsewhere that the to say something about expulsions from the : 

Occupation Statute is, a step forward, a consider- Saar, too?”’)  . | 
able step forward, in comparison with the existing _ ; | aq: 
situation. Everything will depend on whether it All these interests shall be coordinated and 

will be implemented in the spirit which found ex- brought into a sy nthesis that will come about 

pression in the accompanying letter of April of within the framework of the Council of Europe, 

this year, from the Foreign Ministers of England, which we would like to join as soon as possible.*) 

France and the United States to the President of With genuine satisfaction and JOY I recall that 

the Parliamentary Council. This Note says that Foreign Minister Bevin told nre in a personal con- 
“the Foreign Ministers stress that it is a major versation this summer that the war between our 

| objective of the three Allied Governments to: en- two peoples was now over, and that our two 

courage and to facilitate the closest integration on peoples have ‘to be friends. | | : : 
a mutually beneficial basis of the German people 

under a democratic Federal State within the frame- ADHERENCE TO COUNCIL OF EUROPE 

work of a,European Association.” We are convinced 
that, if the Occupation Statute is interpreted in As I just said we would like to be admitted to 

this spirit, it will enable us to lead a soundly- the Council of Europe as soon as possible. We shall 

established life of our own and to make further cooperate gladly and happily in the work for the 

progress. oo, . great aims of this Council. I must point out that 

(Representative Renner, KPD: “Once upon a in Article 24 of the Bonn Constitution we have 

time you termed it a Colonial Statute!”) foreseen the possibility of transferring sovereign 

e . . rights to international organizations and _ of 

tom convinced Oranpation Se te ight of integrating ourselves into the system of collect- 

experience after 12 months, and in any case within ive aa for the preservation of peace. This 

18 months, as is provided in the Statute, they will SO | 

certainly come to the conclusion that it will be “The Federation will consent to those limitations 

possible to extend the jurisdiction of the German of its sovereign powers which will bring about 

authorities in the spheres of the legislative, ex- and secure a peaceful and lasting order in Europe 

ecutive and of the judiciary. . : and among the nations of the world.” 

libeuty Mr saying smithiae sbout esi hide I believe that this makes our Basic Law the most 
1 i € : } ; i * 
towards the Occupation Statute! The Occupation progressive among the constitutions of the world.*) 

Statute is not an ideal solution. Until the Occupa- We are determined to do all in our power to 

, tion Statute became effective, we were outside the follow the path envisaged in this Article in order 

pale of the law. By contrast with that state, the to secure peace in Europe and in the world. 

Occupation Statute is progress. After the complete 
collapse brought about by National Socialism, there 
is no way by which the German people can attain DIVISION OF GERMANY : 

liberty and equality once again, When discussing the peace of the,world and of 
Representative Renner, KPD: “Oh yes, there Europe, ladies and gentlemen, I must take up the 

is — a Peace Treaty!” issue of the partition of Germany once again. It is 

except by falling in step with the Allies on the our firm conviction that some day Germany will 
- path that leads upwards. There is only one way not be divided any longer. 

leading to liberty. With the toncurrence of the 
Allied High Commission, we must make every effort (Strong applause) 
to expand the scope of our activities, step by step. I am afraid there will be no peace in Europe 

while this partition lasts. The division of Germany 

GERMANY AS PART OF WESTERN WORLD is due to tensions among the victorious powers. 

There is no doubt in our minds, that by virtue These tensions, too, will pass. Once that has come 

of our traditions and our way of thought, we 2Pout we hope that there will be no further 
belong to the Western European world. We wich to obstacles to keep up apart from our brethren in 
maintain good relations, including personal ones, ‘the Soviet Zone and Berlin. : | 

: with all countries and especially with cur neigh- Representative Dr. Richter, German Reich 

bors, the Benelux states, France, Italy, England Party — DRP: “Or from the Sudeten Ger- 

and Scandinavia. The Franco-German antagonism, mans!” 
which has dominated European . politics for —W~~ ~~ _— 
centuries and has caused so many wars, so much *) This section on the Saar, translated on the basis of 
destruction and the spilling of so much blood, the stenographic transcript, was not .contained in the 

must finally be eliminated. official text of Dr. Adenauer’s Statement of Policy 
. published in the ‘‘Bundesanzeiger’”’ (Official Government 

(Lively applause) Gazette) of 24 September 1949. 
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For the time being the representatives of Greater the way that the United States have done and 
Berlin have an advisory vote only while working continue to do to Germany. It is our belief that 

with us in this House and in the Bundesrat. That history will record this attitude of the United 
is not to say that their votes are of less value States as a greater achievement than any of her 

because their ballots cannot be counted. No matter efforts during the war. I know that innumerable 

how compact the Iron Curtain that divides Ger- Americans helped us Germans in a spirit of 

many, it cannot dent the spiritual solidarity among genuine sympathy and fellowship in the time of 

Germans on both sides.*) | our utmost misery, when hunger and shortages 

. ge “ye a ge talked the country. The German people can never 
(Enthusiastic applause from Rightist, Center 0 _ ; . a 
and SPD benches) be able to forget this, and will never forget it. 

(Lively applause on the Right, in the Center 
CONCLUSION and from SPD) 

of the United States of America. I do not believe matters are within the competence of the Linder, 

that ever before in history has a victor power put all our work will be based on the spirit of 

endeavored to help a conquered country and to Christian occidental culture and on the respect for 
contribute ‘to its reconstruction and recovery in the rights and dignity of man. We hope that we 

"*) ‘This section of the division of Germany, translated shall succeed, with God's help, in leading the Ger- 

on the basis of the stenographic transcript, was not man people upward, and in contributing to the 

contained in the official text of Dr. Adenauer’s State- peace of Europe and of the world. 
ment of Policy published in the ‘‘Bundesanzeiger” (Of- . . 

ficial Government Gazette) of 24 September 1949. . (Long and vigorous applause) 
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Comment on the Statement of Policy of the German Federal Government | 

| delivered in the Bundestag on 21 September 1949 by © 

7 Dr. Kurt Schumacher of the Social Democratic Party | 
‘ 4, e e 

(Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands —- SPD) 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

The Statement of Policy of the Federal Govern-_ tions, is the declaration that the existing course of 

ment should not be regarded in isolation. It should Frankfurt economic policy will be maintained. 

be viewed in conjunction with the politics of the (Interjection from the CDU: “Thank God!”) 

parties which today form the Federal Government, In the same co ti few oth | k 

with the slogans of the election campaign, with the thi e same connection a iew olher very concrete | 
; . ; . ings have been indicated, such as the removal of 

declarations issued subsequent to the elections, estricti commodities f hich trolled 

with the methods adopted in the formation of the TCS UCHONS Um fCcmilar remarks were also mad 
Cabinet, and with the composition of the Cabinet PTiICeS SUL exes ea ees ee St | 
itself in regard to government allocation of living space 

° and government control of rents. 

SOCIAL POLICY . 
— EQUAL RIGHTS FOR ALL 

If one were to accept at face value that cardinal | . . . tmtor. 

part of the Government Statement of Policy which esting wo ittue ot ee OE pet orem mee e 

proclaimed that social justice would be the guiding interesting because of what it does not mention. 

iar or the aa heroiaainien program, then one wee We cannot imagine any democratic form of state 
ave to say: Wath such a program, in which the workers play so small a role that the 

Chancellor would have won a stupendous election Statement of Policy does not even mention the 

victory on i4 August over the policy of his Minister word “worker”, and we cannot imagine an effective 

li oy costs. te, ee ee crnan property social organism in which trade unions are left un- 
11C ney, . Me | Aah perly- mentioned. Failure to recognize that without the 

owning class, the overwhelming majority of ty hie trade unions, and the role they have played, the 

now backs the new Government, has certainly not German people’s situation would be much worse © 

established this Government so as to indulge In internally and externally seems to me rank ingrat- 
particularly heavy expenditures for the sake of the itude. We have also noticed the lack of fundamental 

people. recognition for the equality of men and women 

(Exclamation from the Right: “You imagine before the law, as laid down in the Basic Law. 

others will behave as you yourself would!”) We have noticed that lack although we appreciate 
oe the obliging expatiations of the Chancellor’s State- 

The Government has now come forward with J ment into the field of the difficulties experienced 

declaration which contains a number of soci by unmarried women. Out of this thesis there arises 

promises, albeit not exactly defined. Clearest was a large number of tasks for the Government, and 

perhaps the one regarding tax reduction. We, too, we should like to know how the Government 

agree that the structure of the German tax system proposes to deal with them. - 

must be radically reformed, since neither its OPPOSITION DEFINED | 

revenue nor its efficiency is up to the standards , 

required by the state. But if tax reduction were Now, we are the Opposition, and there has been 

. the main basis of economic recovery, it would clash unbelievably naive discussion among the German 

with social achievements on the one hand and public as to what an Opposition is. That idea of 

occupation costs on the other. It is unlikely that Opposmon ws Government wach generous'y 

social achievements and tax reductions can be equally g enerously underra tes the functions © f one 

impIeMented eee eee contin ‘h* Opposition has its roots in the authoritarian state, 
ancelior made “ond; ae 1€V it be as and the ideas of the authoritarian state still seem 

upon a number of con sitions, whic , it may pe & to be very much alive in many of the minds of 

sumed, we not we r alized in the imme en this House. An Opposition does not do its job of 

reve ead the like, Go we muxt conclude that SuBporting the state if it ite Govecrenent Tevties. 
ue, a IKE. OO | XY tt : edera overnment or e vernment parties. 

tax reduction is an immediate probability, while We have a Government which is quite cold-blooded 
social achievements are likely to slide off into the in its defense of the property-owning class, and the — 

| realm of mere consolations. Opposition will have to be just as cold-blooded in 

tact cht: “Wait . cain, its defense of the interests of the working popula- 

(Interjection from the right: “Wait and seet’) tion. Egotism loves to appeal to feelings of fellow- 

Why? Do you have that much time?” ship. The Government and the Opposition will 

(Hilarity and loud applause from SPD) | Howeven a jheiz_ qualities wren the Opposition 

The idyllic tone of yesterday’s Statement of sticks to its fundamental principle that it is up to 

Policy has perhaps caused some astonishment. Its the Government to produce, from within the ranks 

‘tenor was “Things aren’t as bad as they look”. To of the Government parties, the majority necessary 

that we can only retort: “It looks as if everything for the adoption of its laws. 

were a good deal worse than the Statement of (Observation from the Center: “You're against 

Policy makes it out to be”. Ultimately the real everything as a matter of principle!”) 

heart of the matter, the point on which we have Pardon me, you remarked that I am “against every- 

a clear avowal of the Federal Government’s inten- thing as a matter of principle”. I think it is my 
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duty to reply to that interjection. I cannot express among the German people, a shift even more pro- 
everything I have to say in three sentences. nounced than the distribution of seats on the basis 

Representative Dr. Hans Freiherr von Rechen- | of the election returns shows. This pressure from 

| berg, FDP: “But you ask the Chancellor to ‘the Right may have a paralyzing and disturbing 
do that!” : Phtect, the teperoussions of ween wil be elt ght 

. . rough to the Center. lt is therefore understand- 

‘ wean Chancellor spoke for 82 minutes, which able that, in an effort to'counter dangers from alll 
Sa ie tonser. , sides, refuge has been taken in social assurances. 
The Opposition cannot therefore be a substitute But it then remains incomprehensible why every- 

-for the Government and assume the responsibility thing which is now offered to the working masses 

when some of the Government parties are, on oc- in Germany in the form of promises for the future 
| casion, _afraid of assuming responsibility. The has so far been prevented by the economic policy 

_ Opposition is a component of state life, and not a conducted in Frankfurt. The methods used in the 
behind-the-lines reinforcement pool for the Gov- formation of the Government, the length of time 

ernment. When there is opposition, the powers of needed to bring it about and the way in which 

the Government are circumscribed and its total power in all spheres in the state has been handed 

domination is forestalled. The Opposition’s un- out — all this has not made too happy an impres- | 

equivocal nature forces all parties, whether in the sion on the German people. The whole business 

Government or in the Opposition, to show their was conducted too hurriedly and in too commer- 

hand by the way in which they act. It would be a_ cialized a manner, with too much political election 
mistake to permit the political parties to continue a  arithmetics involved, to make a convincing and 

line of propaganda that conceals their true charac- straightforward impression on the population. For 
ter. Actions must speak. But it is equally right that example, if one were to take all the men who | 

the Opposition should not exhaust itself in flat were promised ministerial portfolios without, in 
opposition to all proposals of the Government. The the end, getting them, and assembled them as a 

nature of opposition is the continued effort to Party Faction here, it would certainly not be the 
impose on the Government and its parties the con- smallest one in the Bundestag. oo, 

structive intentions of the opposition by means of _ ey egy 
concrete proposals regarding concrete situations. _ (Strong applause and hilarity) 

| , As regards the organization of the Government, we 
| DEMOCRATIC GOALS must state clearly that, to take the word of im-— 

Inherent in the spirit and composition of this portant men now in the Government for it, we have 

Government is the great danger that this new state been endowed with more ministries than seemed 
may become an authoritarian organ for the defense necessary before. There are three excess ministries. 

of the property-owning class. The composition of Moreover we are concerned about the internal 
the Government and the tendencies expressed organization of the ministries. The Federal Chan- 

yesterday have indicated that the first Weimar cellor yester day declared himself m favor of a 

--period — if comparisons are permitted — has been Aree? Civil Service. This principle is in need of 
completely bypassed and that we are already in a development and modification with regard to 
second period of complete restoration of the past, Cficiency and to abolition of the caste system. But 
With features strongly reminiscent of the days great political significance attaches to it if the Civil 

before World War I. This brings with it the danger etVice 1s to be a trustworthy instrument in the 
of the alienation of the worker from the state, a hands of democratic constitutional Goveramént. 
danger which we as an Opposition wish to combat. Here we emphasize that in the new organization 
We cannot allow the present political complexion f the administration, men of all political creeds 
of power to become stabilized. It is the task of Who support the constitution must be acorded 
the Opposition to keep matters in flux with a view Cqual rights in appointments to the civil service. 
to the chances of evolution towards a democratic (Applause from the SPD benches — “Listen to 
and social goal. — him!’ and “Oh yeah?” on the Right) 

| : . The gentlemen who heckle me seem to confound 

EQUAL TREATMENT FOR YOUTH their participation in the Government with the fact 

Much of what was said yesterday was retro- that there are large employment agencies in x- 

spective. I should like to say clearly that the most istence. 
benevolent of exhortations, and the somewhat (Assent on the Left — Shout from the Right: 
worn-out remark that “youth means the future” “In the bosom, of SPD!’) SO 

do not mean much to youth. Our youth wants a | “ 3 | 

firm foundation, a positive outlook on life founded EQUAL LANDER TREATMENT 

on the bedrock of social policy, and treatment on In the organization of the Government we must 

an equal basis. Youth can even do without moral undoubtedly devote particular attention to the post 

sermons and exhortations. It cannot give up the of the Minister of Finance. We insist that a Federal 

wish to be a factor of equal importance in state Minister must with even justice exhibit the same 

and popular life. | . principles and the same wishes when dealing with 

an any German Land. We cannot permit. a Finance 

«= EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF MINISTRIES Minister to succumb to the temptation of acting | 

The formation of the Government dots the a yee Laeds) ting of an exaggerated love for his | 

and crosses the t’s of the Government’s Statemen . , 

of “Polley It bears ‘the hallmark of 14 August*): aay nlc tne Left ? Rept Patan Dr. Geb- 
Admittedly its formation took longer than had been : t th t 08; a a be t : *D 4 (BP): “To a Sociale 
expected. The methods adopted were not as un- . **” at wo e Too pad: yo. oe 

| equivocal as the election results of 14 August are What does someone like you know about Socialism? 

~ made out by the Government parties to have been. Can you spell the word? ee 

The Government reflects the shift to the Right (Strong applause and hilarity on the Left) 

*) Elections to the Bundestag were held on 14 August *) A reference to Finance Minister Fritz Schaffer’s 

1949, . - symppathies for Bavarian federalism. 
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Without the equal and fair application -of minister for dealing with the Bundesrat? The 
financial sovereignty, no help for weak Lander is broad lines of policy are decided by the Chancellor, 

possible and there is no hope of overcoming. the he has his officials to implement them. This is 

crucial social problems, particularly of providing merely an artificial creation to bind a certain pol- 

assistance in the cardinal question of refugees. The itical party to the Government. | 

elections in the Lander with low tax revenue have (Loud applause from SPD) : | 

shown that a chance for radicalism (under present a: . 

circumstances this means right-wing radicalism) ‘24, Jadies and gentlemen, we need no special 
. : Ministry for Eastern Affairs. We don’t even need 

always exists where an army of refugees is massed . 
d where unemployment is greater for the reason a State Secretariat under the Federal Chancellor. 

an ; y cates | ' We need a department in the Ministry of the In- 
| (Exclamation. Fuehb it!’ — More exclama- terior to deal with concrete questions of relations 

_ tions irom the nl | 7 : with the Eastern Zone, and with a large number 
Now listen! I hope you will not ask that a of social and administrative problems in the same. 
democratic German entertain sympathy for the sphere. By establishing a department in the 
radicalism of the Right. The thing we dislike most Ministry of the Interior, we would demonstrate 
about rightist radicalism and hyper-nationalism is that from the German point of view the relation | 
that its repercussions are bad for Germany! between the Federal Republic and the Soviet Zone 

___ (Applause from the SPD) a certainly involuntary consequence of setting ap 
For this very reason, help must be given to the 4 gnpecial’ ministry, the danger might arise that 

Lander with insufficient tax revenues, since it 1S these matters will’ come. to be discussed on the 
Interesting and painful for us that nota word was imfemational level, of forelgn relations. | Social 
to be heard in yesterday’s Governmental Statement arly ag 1945. It was also the first German party 
of Policy| about financial equalization, nor about = hich approved, on 31 May 1947, the attempt to 

communities, their self-government, their great gy ert some force of attraction on the Eastern Zone __ 
tasks, their social burdens and the whole complex through an economic and administrative stabiliza- 
of questions which confronts each German citizen tion of the Western Zones. But the basic direction 
every day. We announce our strongest opposition of this policy cannot be laid down in a Ministry 
if the Basic Law should be robbed of he pny for Eastern Affairs — these are matters affecting all 
tendency expressed in its spirit and its letter, In (4 Germany, subject to the full responsibility of 
favor of pronouncedly hyper-federalistic measures. the Chief of the Government and to responsible 
We want no revision of the Basic Law by admin-  (qoperation by all the parties in this House. 
istrative organs, by selection of personnel or by : | 
the creation of precedents. | | : 

| =. FREEDOM ONLY IN UNITY 
We were pleased at first when we heard of the 7 

proposed establishment of unified legislation in the In order to remove misunderstandings, intentional | 
eleven Lander, until it occured to us that unifi- ™isunderstandings, I should like to say that German 
cation can be achieved by the adoption’ of two unity is only possible on the basis of personal and 
standards: that of the most progressive Land, or Civic freedom and equality. It is possible only if 
that of the most backward. We may perhaps be ‘human rights are equally valued and respected | 
permitted to hope that we shall hear further state- in all Zones of Occupation. | 
ments on this point on the part of the Government. (Cheers and applause from SPD benches and 

, sporadic applause from the Right) 

USELESSNESS OF THREE MINISTRIES But German unity is not possible if it takes the 

When we look at the organizational structure of form of unity as a Russian province or as a Soviet 
Ministries and administrative organs, we cannot satellite state. 
avoid the feeling that they are the result of an Spirited assent fro P 
opportunistic short-term policy, which had to form i (SP a ms D and Center benches) 
a government and could only do so by such Re lations between the parties here suffer from a 

methods. As a result, developments in this sphere ™€Jor handicap arising chiefly from the fact that 
may now be guided into the wrong channels, and i the Eastern Zone the CDU and LDP still exist, 

can lead to a hypertrophy and unhealthy growth technically speaking, and that in their upper levels 

of ministries and administrative organs, As I said, they are Government parties. As Government 
we have three Ministries too many. parties they are fully responsible for all develop- 

(Interjection from the ‘Right: ‘Which ones, © ments in the Eastern Zone. 
please?”) (Cheers and applause from SPD) | 

We need no special Minister for ERP. Either he AS we don’t care for this perversion and this com- 
will have nothing to do, or he will have too much Mingling... 
to do because he has become a Super-Minister of (Interruptions from the Right: “Look at Grote- _. 
Economics holding the whiphand over all economic, wohl! There are dozens like him!”) 
financial, and social departments. | Well. we kicked out 

In view of the hitherto uniformly unfortunate , * L oe snot , 
utilization of Marshall Plan funds, we demand the ( aughter on the Right) 
submission of a plan of expenditures and a sub- but you remain the same “Nuschkotes!” —*) | 

sequent detailed report, to be approved by Par- (Great hilarity — Cheers and applause from 
liament, of the use of such money. But we do not. SPD) ] 
want a special minister. Least of all do we want —W...... | 
to hear, on flimsy grounds of a diplomatic nature, . *). Otto Grotewohl, old-time Social Democrat, joined 

how necessary it is that German interests be cee ee ee raed et oone “etna oct 
resented 1 Paris by men of Cabinet Frank. That’ Republic’. Otto Nuschke, ,pre-Hitler Democrat, 1945 
sort of striped-pants thinking is somewhat out charter member of Soviet-Zone CDU, became its chair- 
of date. ? | man when Jakob Kaiser swas forced out of the position 

, : ss os 5 e Sovie ilitary ministration, is now D t 
Nor do we need a special Minister for Liaison Minister President of the Soviet Zone “German Dom= 

with the Bundesrat. Why should there be a special cratic Republic”. @ 
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NO. COMPROMISE WITH COMMUNISM Herr Reimann, political experience shows that 
ahs . . there are not only wolves in sheep’s clothing, but . 

In ‘this policy we must beware of a reversion to , vs > alethine! , 
the missionary illusion of the “bridge’’ theory. also sheep in wolves’ clothing! 

Similar illusions arose in 1933 from the hope of (Great hilarity and applause — 

reaching a compromise with a totalitarian opponent Speaker Dr. Erich Kéhler, CDU: “Permit me to 
who grabs everything, a compromise designed to interrupt you for a moment I presume that 
preserve one’s own political existence and in- ou had b f the H . ind 
dependence. We must not slip into recognition of y h no de the. 0 k h ouse in ves’ 
“block politics” as practiced in ‘the Soviet Zone. el ni oem ma Til e Temark ‘sheep in wolves 

| In reality they are nothing but the dictatorship clothing’?” —- Hilarity) | 
_ of the strongest Government party, and of the With your permission Mr. Speaker, I should like 

Occupation Power backing it. to leave the decision on that point to Herr Rei- 
With all due regard for the fact that one cannot mann. a 

always remain detached from the facts of every- wy oe 
day life, we should refrain from such things as the (Renewed hilarity) 
two Godesberg round-table conferences.*) 

I can understand that the character of certain AID FOR BERLIN 
| gentlemen in Germany caught cold in the icy winds When we discuss the question of German unity, 

or ne oO en Some of aes gentlemen are today then we cannot pass over the question of Berlin. 
the secon d Godesbers meeting. we “may perhaps Berlin does not want charity. It does not want 

. express the fond hope that political Y speaking ourselves give us to philanthropic airs. Special 
. they onl caught a slight cas of niffles & financial aid for Berlin is not a matter of voluntary 

y y & sug © s . contributions. It must be incorporated into the Ger- 
(Hilarity) . man Federal Republic’s budget -as a standing integral 

The Communists consider the initiators of such part. Nor must we be content with grants from the 
meetings as tools of Soviet policy. The new Com- public purse. We must, by the granting of credits 
munist line is interesting not because it reveals and the awarding of contracts, give more aid to 

- gomething about their tactics, but because by its Berlin in the economic sphere than has hitherto 
very, nature it cannot be anything but the car- been the case. In this field, where the egoistic 
rying-out of orders given by their Soviet masters. interests of Western manufacturers may clash with 

Now, ladies and gentlemen, such temptations the interests of Berlin production, we of the Ger- 

are not offset by uttering primitive and pathetic man West have by no means done as much as we 
counter-declarations but by presenting an attractive should have. Let us not forget that we cannot, on 
picture of German national and social life. In the the one hand, enter the Berliners’ fight on the 

| view of the Social Democratic Party, democratic credit side of the ledger of the German Federal 

socialism is the best possible basis from which Republic and then, when some lesser interests of 

this attack can be defeated. our own are at stake deny Berlin things that are 

(Applause from SPD — Representative Dr. Vital necessities. Berlin has the will to become a | 
(ADD aus Hans Albert von Rechenberg, FDP: USY ‘workshop and a taxpayer. But if this will 1s 
“They are fed up with Socialism!”) to prevail, we need another line of economic policy 

Oo The Communists try it by ever ossible means and, among other things, the fulfilment of promises 

Since the first German Republic was formed we ta noe cary tis Summer i” Beriin by a represen- 
have been wooed more than a dozen times. It still “°"’° °° “™ “SECTS Government. 
makes little impression on us to hear the hoofbeats | | 
of the galopping Trojan cavalry. | GERMAN UNITY 

But, ladies and gentlemen, make no mistake Though many people may regard with relative 

ational front is move dangerows today, due to the ond, temporary equanimity this state of schism 
. — ; , xermany, we Social Democrats cannot do so. Tne 

{ntellectual and political devastation brought about question of German unity intrudes into every other 
slogans preaching social evolution but those political question affecting Germany. This question 

pleading for a nationalist revolution that. can well cannot Pe sre om me 8Ee en oesale regare 

jeopardize German unity, and the embryonic Federal practical policy denies or prevents the unification 
| le den es . of Germany on a democratic basis. Nor can we 

man people is once again ripe for the use of major agree to making German unity a subject of poitial 
nationalism and neo-fascism. We must meet this finagling or an instrument of agitation in the hands 
danger ° | of a political movement. It is our desire that, ir- 

eer. j h +H . h respective of differences of opinion in social, political 

Since, jnesdenta yt qd gent h to c or the “om and cultural matters, the cause of German unity 

lots for me vn the recent “Glection of the Federal | be a subject tor equal warn of teens and equal 

President, I would like to draw their attention to political determination in all parts Ot : mmany: 
. an awkward contradiction. In the East the author- . 

ities hew closely ‘to the line expressed in the slogan GRATITUDE TO RELIEF AGENCIES 

ony ne aly bat alco phyeieally” anniniated, mot - If the Federal Chancellor yesterday, quite rightly, 

tion camps are filled with those who do not comply. | snowed t copenon of ‘thre thanissworthy wor of 

Could the gentlemen of the Communist Party ex- [7Ore!sn an domestic organizations, we we come 
plain to the working masses of Germany how come the fact. We would, however, have liked the 
they are a house divided against itself? Federal Chancellor not to have remained so bound 

| _ @ ks . up in the conceptions of his own world. In this 
vive my Max peimann, er S chu noche) connection my thoughts went out to the Worker’s 

_ : ao - Welfare Organization (Arbeiterwohlfahrt) and its 

#) See Glossary, p. 95, gp odesbere Talks” efforts. I had to think of the great relief work of 
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foreign workers’ organizations, and also of the and weak. Spiritless statements and a rueful accent 

Quakers, Mennonites and Jews and their relief are of no help in this connection. It is not only the 

| organizations. duty of international socialism, but of every Ger- 

It may conform to the nature of politics to think man patriot, to train the spotlight on the fate of 

relatively lightly of the efforts of opponents and German and European Jewry, and to offer all the 

one cannot take offense if antagonists do not sing help that may be necessary. 

the praises of each other’s efforts from the roof- - 7 

tops. But the fact, for instance, that the fight of (Applause from SPD) 

German Social Democracy on behalf of the Ger- Hitler’s barbarism brought dishonor on the German | 

man prisoners-of-war was just glossed over people through its extermination of six million 

did not leave us with a particularly happy impres- Jews. We have to bear the consequences of this 

sion, considered from the point of view of national dishonor for an unforeseeable long time to come. 
policy. — : ony thirty thousand out of a huneres thousane 

/ erman Jews live in the entire territory o e 
ANGLO-SAXON AID four Zones today. The majority of them are elderly . 

We Social Democrats offer our heartfelt thanks people or invalids. Even they experience, again 

for the tremendous effort of the American people and again, shameful and degrading incidents. No 

and the American taxpayer on behalf of the Ger- political movement in Germany should forget that 

man people. But yesterday’s thanks would have any nationalism bears within itself the seeds of 

made a greater impression, even on American ears, antisemitism, and that all forms of antisemitism 

if they had not entirely ignored the fact that the bear in themselves the seeds of nationalism. Any- 

British taxpayer and the English people, without thing along these lines means, in fact, the voluntary 

distinction of party, have done a great deal for the self-isolation of Germany in the world. Anti- 

needy German people at the cost of sacrifice and semitism indicates an ignorance of the great con- 

self-denial. tributions German Jews have rendered to the Ger- 
I regret to have to point out that many people Man economy, to German intellectual life and 

abroad have shown considerably more understand- German culture, and to the fight for German free- 
ing for the social distress of the Germans than dom and German democracy. Today the German 
many a German. It is painful, but must be said, people comes to grips with the construction of a 
that German Social Democracy simply cannot find new Germany. It would be in a better position 
it in its heart to express its thanks to the German if it had in its ranks those forces’ of the Jewish 
hoarding profiteers. | intellect and of the Jewish economic potential. 

(Applause and hilarity on SPD benches) ~ (Applause from SPD) 7 

AID TO WAR VICTIMS NEW TRADE RELATIONSHIPS 

To remember the disabled veterans was doubtless Now a new difficulty has arisen through the 
praiseworthy, but something a little more concrete crisis of devaluation on an international scale. One 
would be rather more necessary. In 1945, the Reich gets the impression that people in Germany, and 

Law for Veterans Welfare (Reichsversorgungsgesetz), perhaps in other places besides, do not quite realize 

the social value of which was considerable, was that a destiny is beginning to be fulfilled which has 
rescinded with a stroke of the pen by the Allies, been in the making for decades. It has been 
who probably intended thereby to exercise a policy prompted by a new distribution of industrial pro- 
of practical antimilitarism. It would be a good duction, by the fact that other Continents which 
thing if the Federal Government could decide to formerly used to supply raw materials and food- | 

announce a new Reich Veterans’ Welfare Law, stuffs are today themselves industrialized and have 

modified to suit changed conditions, to provide for as a consequence impaired the whole trading posi- 

those severely disabled in the war, and for the tion of Europe. This antiquated political and eco- 

widows and orphans of war casualties. For the nomic structure of Europe is the root cause of its 

problem posed by those who have so greatly suf- impotence. Major dollar transfusions are essential 

fered is how to bring these young people back to for the maintenance of life in the near future, but 

normal life, how to imbue them with a positive even they cannot bring about a permanent cure. 

attitude towards the state. A spirit of warm com- : 

radeship transcending the manipulation of financia’ INADEQUACY OF ECONOMIC POLICY 

\ OD: ‘ Sj , ; . Ss] 

ane cee Meee eve this goal a prerequisite” Having been stuck in a dead-end road for several 
| years, we now take part in the give and take of 

VICTIMS OF FASCISM the European economic community. Our new status 
found its first expression in the undertow that 

On tHe other hand one omission cannot remain dragged us into devaluation. 

uncontested: after all; the German forces of | . « 7 

resistance to Nazism and the German victims of (Interruption from CDU: Remember the So- 
fascism belong among the few assets of the German cialist experiments of Great Britain!) 

people and of German foreign policy. No word was No, you didn’t understand my last three sentences. 
said by the Chancellor about these people yester- Please see to it that you know them by heart for 

day. One cannot be against Nazism without re tomorrow! 
membering the victims of fascism. One cannot fee ppey os de. . a 
enthusiasm for helping certain classes of the under- (Hilarity among SPD Deputies — Heckling) — 
privileged — however necessary aid for them may Now comparisons will probably be in order, com- 
be — if the victims of fascism are arbitrarily parisons with countries alluded to by the gentlemen 
relegated to a position giving precedence to the who just interrupted me. In this field familiarity 
rights of others. with the subject would be a distinct advantage. 

ANTISEMITISM (“Very good!” from the SPD benches — Inter- 

What the Governmental Statement of Policy had jection from the Right: “Let us hope sol”) 
to say yesterday about the Jews and the terrible One need only compare the special situation of 

Jewish tragedy in the Third Reich was too insipid Great Britain, with her chances of checking the 
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effects of devaluation on wages and prices, with Gentlemen, all you seem to have read about plan- 
the special situation of Germany. Quite aside from ned economy and _ investment control are the 

their share in the burdens of a lost war, the broad cliches of electoral propaganda! 

masses of the German people are more impotent (Unrest — Representative Dr. Freiherr von 
in the face of devaluation than the working classes Rechenberg, FDP: “The Nazis gave us an ex- 
of any other European nation. And why are they ample of that sort of thing!”) 
more impotent? Because they are less cushioned ? 
socially than any other people in Europe, due to Excuse me, but if I remember rightly it was the 
the inadequacy of real wages as well as the majority of you gentlemen who were Nazis, and _ 
thwarted equalization of financial burdens, and due not Great Britain! | 
to the way in which currency reform was fixed to (Animated cheers and applause from the SPD 

: - their disadvantage. When the Federal Chancellor benches — Unrest and agitated shouts from _ 

| declares that only a flourishing economy can bear the Right “What impudence! Call him to order!” 
the weight of the equalization of pnane burdens, — The speaker raps his gavel. — : 

then we can only infer from that that the appro- . . . 

priate Governmental circles are not exactly over- Speaker Dr. Erich Kéhler, CDU: “Representa- 
enthusiastic about a radical and unequivocal tive Dr. Schumacher, I have a question to ask 
equalization of financial burdens. This means the you. Did I understand correctly that you just 
postponement of an _ equalization of financial | ye parte this taney ‘You were the Nazis, 
burdens. : ut not Great Britain’.” | 

After all, the sor of equalization we need is an What I said was: The majority. 
equalization conducive to a large-scale change in , 

the pattern of property distribution, and above all , Nicht and loud boos in the Center and the 

in the pattern of income stratification. I do not Right — ; 

believe that a new workable democratic state can Representative Heinz Renner, KPD: “Mr. 
be built up as long as the present social structure Speaker, aren’t you familiar with the political 
persists. We have learned that even today our real questionnaires of certain deputies?” — Unrest — 
wages are below the real wages prevailing else- | 

where in Europe. This relationship can hardly be Speaker Dr. Kohler; “Representative Schu- 
said to hold true when we look at the larger part macher, I believe it will be conducive to the 

| of those who possess real wealth. This coming quiet progress......” — 
winter there will be a further threat to wage scales, | wo gg . . 
because lifting of the remaining economic controls Seat prom roe ent: There's P Pussian ar= 

- has been announced. This will make itself felt you. 
above all in the index of food prices and rents: Continued interruptions — 
Upon this situation, namely the weakened socia ss;  eeuars | 
position of the working classes in Germany, de- apeax Or con Kanler ° Ds eae pease a nd 
valuation has now been ‘superimposed. We should like ¢ presemlative Ur. schumacner, ou 
show sufficient respect for the facts and have the ike to point out,......— | 
honesty to say that quite a number the soothing Interruptions from the Left — 

ills administered in the last few days were no we cer as . 
compounded of chemically pure ingredients. The Speaker Dr. Kohler: “Ladies and gentlemen, I 
complete segregation of the external exchange am speaking now and I beg of you not to inter- 
value of the D-Mark from its domestic purchasing rupt me and to stop heckling. | 
power is impossible: such segregation can be main- Representative Dr. Schumacher, you accused 

tained to a restricted degree only. And even that part of. this House of being Nazis.” 
only if the Government introduces special measures. Representative Max Reimann, KPD: “Rightly 

so!’ 

| PRICE POLICY | Speaker Dr. Kohler: “I' draw your attention to 
Above all other things this holds true of our | the fact that the Denazification Laws ...... 

price policy. One cannot ask people to save when — Loud guffaws from KPD and SPD benches — 
prices are rising. A savings movement is feasible Interjection: “All the same, they were Nazis!” 

only when prices are firm or, if possible, falling. 7 _ 
One cannot pursue our present economic policy -..... Settled this question in its legal 
and then drop a remark like that of the Federal aspects. Such characterizations will complicate 

Chancellor’s about “insignificant changes in the this debate. I therefore appeal to you, Dr. 
wage and price structure’. The remark as such Schumacher, not to repeat these epithets.”) 

was commendably frank, but is still failed to pr, Schumacher continues: Of course I shall abide 
indicate the seriousness of the matter. These by the directives given by the Speaker. However, 

_ changes will not be insignificant unless State J should like to state for the record that the term 
subsidies are forthcoming. But the possibilities for “Nazi” was introduced in this not altogether per- 
State aid, especially in the form of a constructive tinent context by interjections from the Right side 
price policy, have been annihilated by Germany’s of this House. Perhaps we will come to terms more 
economic policy during the past fifteen months. easily if certain gentlemen would focus their at- 

(‘How true!” from the SPD — Heckling from tention on two considerations. In the first place, 
the Right) we are not afraid of them, and in the second place 

Great Britain’s better position at this time is annaai manera necessitates a certain discipline 
directly attributable ‘to the fact that she has a ° a 

functioning system of planned economy with con- (Cheers and applause from the SPD benches 
trols over investment. : — Great unrest and turmoil on the Right — 

(Hilarity and interruption from the Right: “Is Interjection: “No insults, Mr. Representative!” 

that why they had to devalue?’ — The Speaker raps his gavel — . | 
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Speaker Dr. Kohler, CDU: “Dr. Schumacher, I diminish the deficit.of our balance of payments. 

am forced to interrupt you once more. It is Today we must spend 25 per cent of our Marshall 

- inadmissable to maintain that any of the parties Plan funds on sea transport of German imports. I 

in this House are afraid of debate. Here all should like to draw the attention of the Federal 

factions have the same rights. That is why Government to the opportunity we now have of 

| I have to reject this statement most emphatic- obtaining the release of the fishing and cargo boat 

| ally. Please do not furnish me with another categories decided upon in London. 

opportunity to take recourse to other forms of THE FUTURE OF HEAVY INDUSTRY 
reprimanding you!” | Now. fellow Revresentati | _ 

, . | . , presentatives, what we have today 

Applause on the Right — Unrest and shouts ji, g state which we Social Democrats regard as a 
on the Left: “This is intolerable!) state largely devoted to the restoration of economic 

Dr. Schumacher continues: In that case I should Bourbonism. We have a state whose leadership, so 
like to state for the record that the progress... Wwe are atraG may be tempter fo unlize certain 

. ads provisions 0 e Basic Law for the purpose o: 
(Constant unrest and interjections from | the treating the masses of the population as inanimate 
Left — Representative Reimann, KPD: “Dr. ; ‘ | 1 as 

.s ‘ I . + as objects. We will have to counter this in all fields 
Kohler, if you think you are still presiding S. Y 7 ie \ 
over the Economic Council, you are mistaken!”) of policy by our positive Social Democratic creative 

: a | will. This applies, for instance, to the equalization 
I should like to state for the record that the Pro- of financial burdens as well as to socialization, 

gress of this session has been rather disorderly, which has not been struck from the agenda in 

and that the gentlemen of the other side of this snite of the election results. We would have liked 
House considered it convenient to prevent orderly to know how to interpret that solitary passage, 

progress of this debate through causing a constant which seemed so out of place in the Government’s 
racket and unrestrained heckling. But let us return gtatement of Policy, about a change in the owner- 

to the subject. I would not wish to deprive the shin status of heavy industry. It would have been 
gentlemen here of the opportunity of learning ojearer if the Federal Chancellor had spoken of 
something. - the property status, and even more clear, if he 

(Hilarity and heckling from the Right) | had explained what he actually meant by a change 
It is precisely the low level of real wages which in ownership status. Perchance a restoration of the 
has made the German economy and the working ownership status of the former proprietors? Or 
classes in Germany particularly vulnerable to a some pallid form of pseudo-socialization? Or certain 
new threat. It would be a good thing if all sections forms of foreign capital investment? I have here a 
of the population could be induced to keep the rate Catholic daily paper published in Switzerland, the 
of devaluation lower than appears desirable from “Neue Ztircher Nachrichten”. In its pages the 
the selfish point of view of interested circles Federal Chancellor speaks about the Ruhr industry 
among importers and exporters. Great Britain now and the necessity for modernizing it with the aid 
has the chance of sidestepping the wage-price of credits. In this connection he suggests “. .. here 
spiral to a great extent. Germany’s chance is very we have the possibility of foreign investments, 
much smaller precisely on account of the Frankfurt including French ones, which would entail not only 
economic policy. economic advantages but also important prere- 

quisites for greater secufity’ 

| WAYS TO KEEP PRICES DOWN © (“So that’s it!” ¢rom the SPD benches) 
In the Government’s Statement of Policy we we would have liked some details about all this. 

looked in wain for recognition of the fact that Ger- 
man prices are not exclusively based on domestic FULL EMPLOYMENT — 

costs. There are other prices based on imported We should like to have heard, too, how matters 
foodstuffs and textile raw materials which are im- stand with our major economic preoccupation, 

ported from abroad. Any price fluctuation here namely with the increase of employment oppor- 
must in every case influence the living standards tunities. The policy of full employment is inextric- 
of the consumer. We would have liked to hear what ably bound up with every positive policy connected 
is to be done to avoid the nefarious consequences with refugees and housing. It is impossible to 
of price rises of imported goods. We would have isolate these problems from the overall economic 
liked to learn how things will look in regard to, situation. Each one meshes with the next. Even 
the supply of bread and other essential groceries to the most important problems are merely aspects 
lower-income groups. We would have liked to hear of the cardinal problem of full employment. In 
something about a subsidy program, in these fields this respect, too, please compare Great Britain and 
above all others. For surely you cannot believe the Germany of the Frankfurt economic policy. 
that the faces of the poor can be ground still deeper Housing construction and aid for the refugees and 

_ into the dust, that this policy can be pursued until the poor is impossible without planning and con- 
real wages and the purchasing power of old-age and trols. PROFITEE 
invalidity pensions will dwindle into nothingness! | R FITEERS _ 

Now, fellow Representatives, we have accumulat- We should have liked to hear how it is planned 
ed a certain amount of fat. We have certain pos- +o counter the exploitation for private profit of a 
sibilities of intervention. There is, for example, the boom predicated upon the concept of unfettered 
possibility of applying a constructive price policy. free enterprise. We have seen war profiteers, in- 

There is the struggle for the reduction of Occupa- flation profiteers, hoarding and dismantling prof- 
tion costs. There is the possibility of purchasing teers living off the fat of the land. Now the danger 
foodstuffs from abroad more economically. Then Of reconstruction profiteers is in the offing. Per- 

there is the possibility of obtaining additional aid haps we will learn in the course of the debate 

from abroad in the field of relief for refugees What measures the Federal Government is prepar- — 
and expellees. ing to forestall this development. | 

| MERCHANT MARINE | SOCIALIZATION 

Allow me to mention one further point, namely Socialization is not only an economic but also a 
the resumption of our own merchant service. It political problem. In a functioning democracy, and 
would serve to earn foreign exchange and to especially in our country after Germany’s ex- 
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periences, money cannot be the measure of al] planning in determining the relative priority of 
things in politics. Our people would not stand for various products. The allocation of credits would 
it, nor would the theory and practice of European be determined by these priorities. To ensure the 

peace. The sanctity of property will be challengec proper utilization of credits, controls would, how- 
with an intensity hitherto unknown. | | ever, be necessary. The experience of the last 

The economic picture, especially of the last nine 1° months has taught us that otherwise we would 
months, has been dominated by an abundance of merely see the construction of additional factory 

false predictions and forecasts. But try as one may, Capacity not needed for our national economy. 
no matter what point of view one starts with, one The time factor does not allow me to outline such 

: cannot escape the fact that the market is gov- @ credit program and such a roster of priorities 
erned by the amount of national income, more 1 detail. 
particularly by the proportion of the national in- It must be said, with regard to price policy, that 
come in the hands of the broad masses. As long as_ the effect of price dictatorship on the basis of 
the social yield shrinks and the real wages drop agreements between the big merchants and manu- 
while unemployment rises, the turning of the eco- facturers has been worse than prices fixed by the 
nomic tide cannot be brought about. decree of some bureaucratic agency, no matter how 

abhorrent it may be made out to be. On the 
BANK DEUTSCHER LANDER basis of our eee T acar Mat current meen 

In the last few months we have heard a great Omic policy tends to maintain the monopolistic 
deal of discussion about the issuance of additional Fpeents In our Feonomy: tt can see the danger 
credits and currency. I should like to take this at new monopones and cartels will arise. 
opportunity of saying that in our eyes the orthodox 

financial policies of the Bank of German Lander SOCIAL HOUSING 
(Bank Deutscher Lander) hamper our economic A shot in the arm for the building industry must 
development. It is not only the personnel at the not be twisted into a policy whose alpha and omega 
top which appears to us to be unsuited for pro- it is to provide incentives for private capital. 
viding impetus to the German national economy, Otherwise the fruits of housing construction will 

but also its whole organizational structure. ‘be beyond the means of rentpayers. What is to be 
primarily encouraged is the building of housing 

FOREIGN INVESTMENT which the middle and lower-income groups can 
When drafting blueprints for the future, we afford. Such housing must take precedence over 

should fight shy of reliance on large amounts of the construction of commercial premises, suf- 
private foreign investments. We have, I think, ficiently stimulated by present taxation policy and 
certain grounds for the fear that the stream of by the possibilities afforded by barter during the 
funds from abroad will hardly be greater than Yrecent period of inflation. 
Germany’s own contribution. , Now we do have the announcement of a build- | 

| ing policy as outlined by the Federal Chancellor 
INCREASE OF PRODUCTION yesterday. But before becoming head of the Gov- 

The task which confronts us is boosting the ernment he sang a_ different tune. Then he said 
- volume of production, at a rough estimate, by a that the Federal Government would provide a 
third of the present output in agriculture, industry home for every German. Well, the Frankfurt 
and handicrafts, But such a boost in the volume €Conomic policy has proceeded in a different 
of production can be successfully achieved only if direction in this field also, but we will see to it 

- there is a parallel reduction of prices. This is only that the Government is reminded of these words 
possible by rationalization and by a concentration Of the present Federal Chancellor, from the cradle 
of the economic potential upon mass production. to the grave. | 
Unless prices are cut simultaneously, deficient (Hilarity and assent among SPD Deputies) 
purchasing power could not absorb increasing out- . ; . 

put. In that case, the building up of excess stocks The Social Democratic Party has presented to the 
would result. | German public its Plan “A” for the construction 

. AGRICULTURE of a million dwellings in four years. I should like 
| to take this opportunity of alluding to a whole 
Turning to agriculture, I should like to say _ series of other projects, in particular those pro- 

_ that here, too, a good deal is lacking. I am not so posed by communal associations, which are well 
unfair as to require a survey of the multitude of worthy of notice. 
problems in one brief Statement of Policy lasting 
an hour anda half. But certain outlines of policy _ EXPELLEES 

should have been indicated, not just the negative One cannot consider the housing question apari 
announcement that rationing will be lifted. Goods from the expellee question. The fate of the ex- 

that will be on free sale are mostly those whose  pellees is dependent upon the existence of a unified 
prices, should remain at fixed levels during the _ Federal finance agency. The Lander will not be 
present period of devaluation, lest the entire wage able to solve this problem. I warn against a policy 
structure collapse. whereby problems are taken up by the Lander 

Agriculture has other problems as well. We still from the communities and passed on to the Federa- 
do not possess a uniform land reform. Exchange tion, whereupon the Federal Government commends 

of fields to permit rational cultivation (Flurbereinis them to international succor. International aid is 
gung) is not yet an accomplished fact. We have a necessity, but there is also a general German 

- geen very little of the resettlement of expellees on obligation towards the expellees. No one will be 
. vacant farms. The problem of the Import Balanc- able to persuade us that everything that could have 

ing Fund (Importkasse) must still be tackled. - _ been done for the expellees has been done. I also 
raise my voice in warning against sidestepping this 

PLANNING OF PRODUCTION great task of economic and social integration of 
If our economy is to recover, mass purchasing the expellees by apostrophying the Oder-Neisse 

_ power must be boosted by lowering prices, in- Line. One can only oppose the Oder-Neisse Line 
creasing wages and the complete cessation of after social and human obligations towards the 
luxury goods manufacturing. But this calls for expellees have been met. , 
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A critical word is in order concerning the allo- transformation of the Ruhr Authority, a trans- 
cation of credits for expellee enterprises. It must formation which puts no barriers in the way of 
be made clear to other countries that the way in socialization and which removes an all-important 
which dismantling is now handled makes the solu- blemish, namely, the fact that in this Ruhr Statute 

tion of the refugee problem extraordinarily diffi- all conceivable physical questions are regulated 
cult. | | but no mention is made of the people who create 

EXPELLEE PARTICIPATION IN PoLtTics the material wealth, We consider it a regrettable 
The expellees themselves, as a segregated group, importance and right to act of the German and 

will certainly not be able to realize their wishes. international trade unions. 
They will have to become integral parts of Ger- 
man political parties and of German political life. CULTURAL POLICY 
If the expellees turn to right-wing radicalism, it . 
would mean a reversion from _ social reality to ij Ladies and gentlemen, we have also heard very 

. as. saya | ittle, only one or two sentences at ‘the end, about 
nationalistic illusion. Freedom of movement for the currents of cultural voli What did h 
expellees, equalization of financial burdens be- a th t Pp fn f a toy fc Ty, 
tween the Lander and the _ concentration of all We learne dt thi na ft tha hi unerory sormu ae 
forces to solve a problem which is truly a German e learned nothing of that which it is necessary 
ati 1 bl — that is what this question to learn in view of the struggles in Bonn and the 

national prooiem | at Is a nature of the election campaign. It is not possible 
requires. to fight out very tangible and variable power grabs on 

THE DURKHEIM RESOLUTION the basis of timeless and eternally valid laws of 

Surely you have heard of the Social Democratic ™orals and faith. We must be sure that concrete 
resolution adopted in Diirkhéiri? You have been Wishes will be thrashed out here in a spirit of | 

able to undertake a critical appraisal of the 16 meeting each other half-way. But we have been 
points. Whether you agree with or reject their concerned lately with phrases we have heard ut- 
particulars, they are an inherent component of tered to the effect that Christian social policy is 

the activity of Social Democracy as a party of the merely one aspect of Christian cultural policy. In 
Opposition in the new German state. other words, cultural policy takes precedence over 

| social policy. We disagree. The social factor is not 
THE RIGHT OF CO-DETERMINATION subordinate to any other factor in human society. 

But no less important is the economic and social an © Soclas rat “too. tne Saht a ae ‘the «thn: 
significance of the trade union program. For us, right standing far above those parental rights 

the workers’ right of co-determination is not con- which were so carefully sidestepped yesterday. I 

fined to the factory but involves the right to an believe that I can quote a personality whose moral 
equal say in German economic life. and religious significance cannot be sullied even in 

(oud Beene) from SPD benches — Heckling the clash of ideologies. I refer ‘to Mahatma Ghandi 
from the Rig . who said: “To the poor God appears in the shape 

I believe that if we wish to make a contribution of bread”. 
to German unity, we should work along the lines Wea will accept no measures which exploit the 
of giving the working masses social prestige and fortuitous circumstance that the German State is 

an equal voice in economic matters. I cannot split. We only accept measures drawn up in such 
enumerate here all the planks of the great social a way that they would apply to the whole of 
and political platform of the trade unions, all of Germany, measures which express the cultural and 
which Social Democracy undoubtedly advocates. social intentions and convictions of the entire Ger- 
But there is one point I must make. If you are man people in all four Zones. | 
in favor of German unity, then make Western 1 | t 

Germany a magnet in the fields of social policy (Lound applause on the Left) 
and the prestige accorded to the worker! The “FRONTIER CHANGES IN THE WEST _. 
power to mould society will bring about national ; 
unity and shape a German nation which, in co- In the course of surveying our relations with | 

operation with the rest of the world, has faith in . Other countries, we have also heard something 
itself and its future. about frontiers. It is high time to point out that 

back in 1945 SPD was, for quite a long time, the 
FOREIGN POLICY only party to oppose the Oder-Neisse Line both in 

The Federal Chancellor devoted a part of his Germany and before the forum of world public 
speech yesterday to Germany’s relations with the OPimuon. | 
other powers. Unfortunately he did not outline any (“Very true!” from SPD benches — Protests 
plan or conception for a progressive German for- from the-center) 

. eign policy. But, ladies and gentlemen, it is impossible to limit 
With regard to the Occupation Statute, I should the discussion of frontier problems unilaterally to 

like to say that to me its greatest advantage lies one of the contestants. Even the apparently small 
in the prospect of its early revision. I appreciate frontier adjustment in the West have a psycholo- 
that the ‘tenor of this document is. more friendly gical and political significance quite out of keep- 
than that of other documents which preceded it. jing with their material importance. The advantage 
I fully recognize the fact that one can work within accruing to the other party as a result of such 
the framework of this Occupation Statute. What frontier corrections in any one case cannot, to mv 

we regret, however. is the lack of concrete pro- mind, outweigh the damage done to Germany’s 
visions regarding rights and duties and the fact that tryst in the international solidarity of democracy. 
very broad formulations have been used. We feel that too much of the old anti-European 

THE RUHR AUTHORITY = PRU SU fnfenl Tela fonshins between he Eure: 
Neither did we hear anything about the Ruhr of a real new “Europe”, which alone can enable | 

Authority yesterday. The Social Democratic Party us to overcome the great economic and political 
declared from the first day that its aim was a problems encompassing the whole Continent. 
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THE SAAR Germany has slipped once and loses his firm foot- 
The Saar is now in the forefront of discussion. ing in the political struggle against the Oder-Neisse 

Although it would certainly be in Germany’s inter- line. . 
est to discuss the Saar Constitution of 1947, we do In this connection we should certainly be strong- 
not wish to do so now, lest we bar the way towards willed in discussing the issue of dismantling. At 
Franco-German understanding. But notwithstand- the same time we should contribute to the crystal- 
ing that Constitution, one aspect of the Saar ques- lization of arguments used by all sides. We are told 

| _ tion is clear. The German people in its entirety that the world, after its experiences during many 
wants the Saar to remain within Germany politi- decades of German history, is concerned about its 
cally. security. That may well be. But this alone does 

Representative Dr. Franz Richter, German not illustrate the whole complex. Those concerned 
Reich Party—DRP: “Your comrades in the with security should say openly who constitutes a 
Saar have forgotten that, Dr. Schumacher!” security threat. We want to instil in the German 

Do you by any chance have Munich and the role People, politically and psychologically, an under- played by certain other powers in mind? standing for the security needs of our next-door _ 
, neighbors. On the other hand, it must become 

(Renewed heckling) clear that certain methods of disputation are not 
Pardon me, but the Social Democratic Party of the the right ones to employ with us. We do not turn 
Saar (SPS) is an independent political party not into nationalists just because we defend a crucially | 
affiliated with the German Social Democratic important part of our economic substance, more 
Party. It has slipped your mind that the Saar Gov-_ than four years after the cessation of hostilities. _ 
ernment consists for the most part of members of 4 
a party which is closer to you than to me. Anyway, ae 

' fellow Representatives, I do not think it is appro- : STEEL “CAPACITY 
priate to discuss a national question with these Nor should the impression be fostered that the 
methods and on this level, : Germans consider this defense of our economic 

(Loud applause from SPD) Substance 2 test of strength with the Allies. To 
Si eeme bou a sah: evoke that impression is tantamount to poisoning 
the rang oor the ™ oapout the Saar Js striving for the atmosphere. It should sink in what steel capa- 
Of course I do not know whether we will reach city the Germans are really fighting for. It 1s not, 
complete agreement. The creation of an independent ater all, We rapacny of Ane Germany which is 
Saar State and its representation in the Council th vthre We tex Germany 7 1 eactl covered by 

| of Europe seems to me to be a threatening barrier ] c j est le "od Hon ad t exac y € same 
to the development of European cooperation. If. we fendi or stee _ 0 lath nillion y we ape now cee 
tolerate an independent Saar State in the Council der ing; ti Cart 2 Tminon tons, under t e 

| of Europe and postpone discussion of a settlement twenti: atc Ca met of Hermann Miller in the 
of this question until we get to Strasbourg — I wenlles. This should be recognized as a basis for 
interpret the Chancellor’s speech as implying this | discussion. One should also take into account that 
— then we have already accepted a fait accompli We have since acquired an additional population 
which it will be very difficult to annul. consisting of 7% million refugees. It should be As a matter of principle the underlying thesis of zee pan ane Scope of recone ruction, pare 
German foreign policy should be that important e needs of jousing, justily an extraordinary 
material considerations must never be jeopardized tree demand for steel. Finally, we should be given 
just to meet an urgent deadline. Such urgency is e opportunity to export steel and steel products 
probably a fictitious one anyway. Social Democracy to other European countries, if only because we 
has been subjected to attacks, most of them un- must expor t to | counterbalance Our food imports. 
warranted, for over 80 years because of its inter- [he policy adopted towards us by certain foreign 
national nature. At a time when no other party in countries, combined with the F rankfurt economic 
Germany did so, SPD, in its Heidelberg program policy, _will pr event us from making German 

of 1925, made the United States of Europe a pivot @COmomic life a going concern without American of its foreign policy. assistance after the end of 1952. 
| - | ! _- As early as 1945 we openly stated our position. 

FRANCO-GERMAN COOPERATION ’ Wea have now exhibited the same frankness, and 
I take it that you will credit us with an honest the world has no reason to be surprised as a result. 

desire for a unified Europe. You will have gather- In all these questions we hope for the achievement 
ed the same impression from the section of my Of a compromise that will redound to the satis- 
speech dealing with economics. But, ladies and faction of all concerned. It is well within the realm 
gentlemen, in the last analysis the vital goal of Of possibility. But we must say openly that, for 
Franco-German understanding cannot be achieved reasons both economic and political, we neither 
by high-sounding pledges, but only by objective can nor will renounce that which for us is not 
democratic discussion of the problems at hand. subject to renunciation. 
Even here we should refrain from issuing blank: - 
checks. To do so would only further certain ten- CONCLUSION 

Stor ond coder ee ee aR se Pats Now, ladies and gentlemen, in broad outline this 
_ - masses of the German people towards international °%. fe net er ae of the SPposition, as contrasted 

_ cooperation. Europe means equal rights, ladies and ve a wie “overnment. 2 1s not that our gentlemen! emands are in every case diametrically opposed. 
, Many of the things we demand seemingly do not 

(Loud applause from SPD benches) even appear in the Government’s program. We are 
Nothing should be accepted which might pre- not simply the antithesis of this Government, but 

judice the provisions of a peace treaty. Not only an independent movement. And thus, in conducting 
_ would we thereby irresponsibly weaken our posi- our opppsitional policy, we shall always keep in 

| tion in the West, but we should also weaken our mind that it is our goal some day to achieve a 
position in the East. He who compromises by con- parliamentary majority in this House for Socialist 
‘ceding the political separation of. the Saar.from Democracy. © | | a 
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Comment on the Statement of Policy of the German Federal Government | 

| delivered in the Bundestag on 21 September 1949 by 

Dr. Heinrich ,von Brentano of the Christian Democratic Union 

(Christlich-Demokratische Union —- CDU) 

| A HISTORIC HOUR latter — cannot have gathered from it that the 
Ladies and Gentlemen: , Cabinet of our Federal Chancellor Dr. Adenauer 

: . so has any intention of creating a property-owners’ 
I ‘believe there is no one in the House who can state. | 

have remained unaffected by the impression which (Renewed assent from Center and Right — 

the last few days and weeks have made on Interjection from the Left: “Frankfurt Eco- 
each one of us. In these few days and weeks, after nomic Policy!’’) 

me ae Law went into nels oe, first nowy. Later on in my speech [I shall also have occasion 
erecte erman pariament assembled in order tO to touch upon the Frankfurt Economic Policy. | 
implement the Basic Law, in order to organize this , 
state anew, in order to manifest, for the first time, (Interjection from the Left: “That would be 

_ the reality of the German Federal Republic, thus instructive!”) 

taking an active part in German history for the On the contrary, if I. recall to mind yesterday’s 
first time after many years of compulsory political. Governmental Statement of Policy, which, as stated 
abstinence. | | by the previous speaker, lasted for 82 minutes, and : 

I think it is a good thing at a moment like this if I also recall to mind his own speech of today, 
to recall the past, since the Germans, while inclined Which took more than 90 minutes, then I must 
to have a very strong feeling for their cultural %@Y: I believe I heard a program yesterday, where- | 
tradition, seem to have a remarkable aversion ®S today I heard criticism which was labelled as 
against acknowledging a political tradition, perhaps a program at the tail end. 
due to a dim feeling that the German people have (Lively approval from Center and Right) 

it often peundered in ne fateful Cecisions. But If the previous speaker stated that the Govern- 
‘ is a good and proper thing to recall the past, mental Statement of Policy had left out a number 
or a review of the past is the one thing which of things and that, in particular, it did not show 
may be most helpful in guarding us from faults the policies the government intends to pursue, then 
committed in the past, faults which have led Ger- [ can only. state: the speaker who preceded me also 
many down a false path not only once but re- left out a number of things, and I am quite willing 
peatedly. to grant him that this was due to lack of time. 

We should also remember in this context that But neither did /e reveal the policies he intends 

one hundred years ago Germans assembled in the +o pursue! . 
serious-minded endeavor to create a new German (Interjection from SPD: “He did, too, in the 
and democratic fatherland, and we should further field of housing policy!”) : 
remember the sincere efforts which united Ger- . ta ag OS 
mans in 1919 in the attempt to create a new struct- Ladies and gentlemen, as I said: it is very use- 
ure, after a grievous political, economic, and mili- ful to review what happ ened in the recent past, 
tary collapse. ? a “in addition, a retrospective survey of the Weimar 

° Republic seems especially called for. At that time, 

7 in the years that proved decisive, it happened that 
NO REVIVAL OF A BYGONE ORDER those whose task it should have been to protect 

Here already I should like to deal with the ex- and defend German democracy, not only fought 
positions of the previous speaker and to assure ach other, but, even worse, allowed themselves 
him: The Federal Government, which yesterday 10 be overrun by the foes of democracy. This, 
delivered its Statement of Policy before you, has ladies and gentlemen, must not and shall not 
no intention to revive a bygone order, and I think happen again! ~ 
you should not, after this declaration, impute such 
intentions to this Government! ° | DENAZIFICATION 

« . ” . The previous speaker was right in stating that 
( Hear, hear!" from the Center and Right) we are confronted by a special danger, a danger 

Ladies and gentlemen, the pronouncement was which I also consider to be great, i. e. that of being 
made that it was to be feared this Government overrun by a national revolutionary movement 
would consider it its task to. revive a bygone which might feed on the desperate living condi- . 
order and to re-establish an authoritarian property tions of large segments of our people in the East. 
distribution state, We shall not be able to ward this danger off — 

(Interruption by SPD: “Property-owzers’ state!’’) wat Oe ree Stine yesterday — we th the methods 

or rather a property-owners’ state. I think we és ” “Dp; 
should not make such imputation right at the (“Hear, hear!” from Center and Right) 
beginning of our political discussion That system of evaluating political questionnaires 

&< ” . has failed dismally, as had been foreseen from 
(“Hear, hear!” from Center and Right) the very beginning by quite a few sensible Ger- 

for whoever followed the Governmental Statement mans. It reminds me of the attempt to keep out an 
of Policy attentively without doubting its sincerity imminent danger by drawing a pentagram on the 

— and I think there is absolutely no reason for the threshold, trusting in the devils’ beneficial habit 
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of using the same door always. Although I like to nouncements and wishes for German unity which 
hope that this habit has not changed in the mean- emanated from the other political parties. 
time, I believe it to be a false assumption that the (“Hear, hear!” from Center and Right) 
same demon might enter the body politic. In their Should th | thele be unacquainted ith 

horrendousness the two demons may be as indis- |) thi ey nevertne th e 2 e a th 
tinguishable as two peas in a pod. Nevertheless em, then I must say, they may have rea e€ 
they will not be identical. We should therefore not wrong newspapers. 
indulge in this form of polemics against the recent (Hilarity in the Center and on the Right — 

past — I mean that we should not use this method Interjection from the Left: “The licensed 

of unsuccessful denazification — but should see to press!’’) 

: it that the basic conditions that might lead to a THE EAST ZONE 

new assault on democracy no longer exist. : 
Ladies and gentlemen, I also consider it entirely 

ROLE OF THE OPPOSITION wrong to ay. stress upon Poca differences er 
. . . opinion right now, when we discuss German uni 

In this connection, ladies and gentlemen, I should under the aspect of the East. I do believe that Dr. 
also like to say -a word with regard to the state- Schumacher’s remark about “Nuschkotes”*) was 

ments of the previous speaker. When dealing with 4. unfortunate slip 
the part to be played by the Opposition he declared . " « . 
that a rather naive discussion on that point had (Interjection from the SPD: “It was nothing 
been started in the press. I assume the speaker but a retort!) 
was thinking of some characterizations of the Op- A revly can be a bad slip, too. 

position’s mission which have in fact been contained Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “Then 
in various articles. In my opinion, these were by it would be fair to equally reprimed him who 

no means naive. I even venture to assume that the provoked the retort!” a 

speaker would not have stressed the naiveté of , h di 
: these concepts if he were installed on the govern- ! don’t know who provoked it. 

ment bench. In that case he would welcome it if Representative Dr. Schumacher, SPD: “We 

the Opposition were to abide by these ideas which shall bring that up in the Steering Committee!”’ 

he now deprecates as naive. | For, ladies and gentlemen, we are fully aware of 
J personally hold the view that, as far as the the intricacies of politics in the East, but you also 

state is concerned, the Opposition’s task ranks with know that Herr Nuschke is not the representative 
that of the Government itself, and with that of of CDU. | 
the Government parties. But I am also convinced Representative Rudolf Ernst. Heiland, SPD: 
that an Opposition limited to negation alone would “But he was received by Herr Adenauer, right 

| not fulfill this. task. Anyone who opposes for the here in this building!” 
sake of opposition, or, let us better say, for the 
sake of propaganda, sins against the spirit of He was not received by Herr Adenauer, he just 
democracy and sins against the life of the German Came in and sat down next to him. | 
people. Of course I can understand the contention Representative Heiland: “In his office!” 

of the speaker who preceded me that it is not the You may discuss that with Herr Adenauer. You 

Government, or the government parties who can know that not Herr Nuschke, but Herr J akob 
determine the worthiness or unworthiness of the Kaiser, who is sitting here, is the representative . 
Opposition. But I do not think anyone would dare of CDU in the East Zone. It is also for this reason — 
to advance such a claim anyway. ~ that he has taken over the Ministry for the Ger- 
How necessary It is, ladies and gentlemen — tO man East (Ostministerium). Ladies and gentlemen, 

say a few words about it — that we in Germany | regret the remark I referred to all the more be- 
clearly ‘understand the tasks we all have been cause it compels me to state that it was not the 
charged with by the elections, and that we try to (CDuU of the East Zone which, under Jacob Kaiser’s 

_ solve them by common effort within the frame-  Jeadership, endangered German unity but the de- 
work of the possible, may be gathered from the  plorable failure of the Social Democratic Party in 
statements made by Dr. Semumacher. Fe was per- the East Zone. 
ectly right in saying — and here I underline every . , 
word of his — that above all things the problems (Acclamation vom re fugnt eand en tt — 
lying before us in the field of foreign policy, the I 5s tier from SPD: “It’s th mM he eit 
problem of putting our relationship with foreign nterjection irom pn) een who are ih 
nations on a new basis, can only be solved by the concentration camps: ) 
common effort. Opinions as to ways, methods, dates In making this statement I do not mean to accuse 

: and character of actions required may vary in this those whom we all know, the innumerable sincere 

field, but certainly — the speaker who preceded me Social Democrats who have defended liberty. Their 
put it the same way — no fundamental differences leaders, however, were miserable failures. 

of opinions exist as to the common aim. - (Interjection from SPD: “Herr Kaiser was part 
There is another problem — here again I concur of the East Block!” — More Interruptions) 

with the speaker who preceded me — which can fet me return to the main subject, after these 
only be solved by cooperation of all those to whom = gtatements on my part had become necessary in 

German unity means more than a figure of speech. ¢onsequence of a remark which had unfortunately 
However, J cannot ee aot 7 must say M he been made. 

the previous speaker’s claim that it was solely the | «nteut | ten ; 
SPD which first raised the call for German, unity. t or ponte " eer ea vine too nepeat it 

This assumption may be based on the fact that now that we are speaking of the German East, be- 
me Soca. Democrauit Party was the first, and per- —catase only in the light of the German past can 
aps hitherto the only one possessing an organiza- al 3 ler Saretified 3 oe | 

tion good and tightly-knit enough to enable it to unit eed TY etd tres anne Ps Son 

speak for all of German Social Democracy.But I y- me eee 
cannot assume, ladies and gentlemen, that the 4.4, q 
gentlemen of the Opposition did not hear the pro- Nusehke. to followers of Bast Zone eu leader Otte 
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tinuity of the German state. We are here toorganize very last to reject such a demand; on the con- 
a new state, not to create a new state. We there- trary, I hope that youth will make farther-reaching 
fore have the right to speak about the restoration demands, and the young people I know do indeed 

of that unity, by referring to the Basic Law and demand more. I believe I can maintain that youth 
its Preamble, in which we set as our goal the demands, more than anything else, integrity in 

_ preservation of Germany’s national unity. It need political life. It does not want to become involved 
hardly be stressed that we, too, can visualize Ger- in sgniteful political disputes. Youth has sound 
man any ony ma unites Germany do, which vision and, as I say, a sound nucleus. It invisages 
the fundamenta Dee USES Oo ene an the restoration of a genuine community, but not 
equality, as well as respect for dignity of man, in th ense of th bused Nazi | t of. 

are vouchsafed. We therefore have ample cause in c, sense Of | € abuse azy concep 0 a 
and every right, as was done yesterday, so today people's” community (Volksgemeinschaft). I be- 

and ever again, to project our thoughts beyond lieve we can only appeal to youth and gain its co- | 
the Zonal borders to East Germany. Let it be Operation if we do everything in our power not 
inscribed in our minds, let us ‘convey our to place such obstacles in its path towards partici- 

greetings to it. Tomorrow our work shall be devot- pation in political life. | 

ed to it. Ladies and gentlemen, the previous speaker went 
It is because we were of the opinion that a prob- on to deal with the underlying principles of the 

lem of a very special nature has to be solved in Government’s Statement of Policy. As was to be 
this field that we have established a Ministry for expected, he started out by contending that every- 
the German East (Ostministerium) — this I should thing that had been said was bad. I think that was 
like to say in reply to an objection along these 15: the proper manner of debate 
lines. This Ministry is not, by any means, intended - : ° 
to enter into international relations with the East, Let me first discuss the statement that the tone 
as has been insinuated; its existence should, on the of the Government’s Statement of Policy was idyl- 
contrary, make it apparent to the Germans in the lic. I can only express myself to the effect that 
East Zone that we of the Government, of the gov- many had quite a different impression, that many 

ernment parties, and of this whole House are not’ did not refuse to let the seriousness of the Gov- ° 
content to long for the unity of Germany, but are ernment’s Statement of Policy sink in. For a Gov- 
resolved to lay the groundwork for it within the ernment’s Statement of Policy to be impressive, 
framework of the possible. We are ready to listen emphatic pathos is certainly not a requisite. But | 
to the East Zone, to follow developments there. Whoever merely caught the idyllic tone in listen- 
The existence of this Ministry of the German past ing to our Chancellor’s words, without perceiving 
is a token of our readiness to make all those tne genuine concern for Germany’s future, has, I 
psychological and material preparations which believe. not listened full 
must have been completed by the time this wish eve, mot listened carerully. a . 
for unity is realized. After all, we cannot blind 
ourselves to the fact that over there in the East ECONOMIC POLICY : 

, Zone, under the rule of the Soviet Union, sociolog- | 
ical, structural, and economic changes have taken As was not to be expected otherwise, the Opposi- 
place. They could not possibly be rescinded or alter- tion’s main attack was directed against economic 
ed overnight once German unity is restored. Iam policy. And it has already been clearly and un- 

_ therefore confident that the Ministry for the Ger- mistakably stated in the Government’s Statement 
man East has a genuinely German, a genuinely polit- of Policy that we are determined to hold fast to 
ical function, and that we could certainly not have the course of the Frankfurt economic policy. I 

done without this Ministry. I believe I can say think the Opposition should make the best of this 
that we have found the right chief for it in the fact for the time being. . 
person of my friend Jakob Kaiser. | laught | | a 

Ladies und gentlemen, as I stated before: the (SPD laughter) | 
previous speaker’s address, which he himself To begin with we do not think that the argu- | 
chooses to describe as a program, was to a large ex- ments put forward by Dr. Schumacher yesterday 
tent prompted by lack of confidence. are apt to divert us from this course. | 

(Interjection from the Left: “He has his good ‘(SPD interjection: “I am convinced of that!’’) 

reasons!’ ) It is not our opinion that planned economy is better 

I think it is a vice inherent in German politics in suited to relieve our present economic plight. In 
general, and in German post-war politics in par- this connection it was stated that the masses of the 
ticular, that we are wont to approach each other people must not be. treated as a-mere object. My 
with distrust, or at least to consider others less reply is that we stand for the principle of human 
straightforward than we believe ourselves to be. freedom, also in the economic field, for this very 

| : +4, ary reason: because we want to release the people and 
(Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid: SPD: “Cer- the individual from the undignified position of be- 
ain people sometimes cannot be as honest as. treated a: biect. becaus tt 

they would like to be!’ — Interjection “Are (98 treated as a mere opject, pecause we want to 
y ae 5 wns make them the masters of their fate. We also be- 

you referring to yourself?” — Hilarity — Dep- . es . ' 
hmid: “No!”) lieve that we better serve our German people by 

uty Dr. Schmid: ° | | ' holding fast to this principle of a free economy 
In the interests of our political tasks in general it | , ae eq - ) 
is my hope and wish that those barriers between (SPD _ interjection: “What about social ten- 
parties erected by mutual distrust and based on _ Sions?”) , 
blind dogmatism shall some day be eliminated. since we maintain that the individual especially 

will be better served in a free economy than as 
YOUTH | subject of the discretionary fancy of some bureau- 

Somebody has mentioned youth. Youth was cratic agency. , 
stated to have only one demand, namely the recog- . (SPD interjection: “Iif he has no ration cou- 
nition of its equality. We would certainly be the pons, he must have money!”) 

Al



TAX CUTS ing doubts as to the truth of any statement that is 

Ladies and gentlemen, in this connection it has "0t to your. liking. Are you seriously claiming the 
‘also been critizised that the Government’s State- ™omopoly for social thinking? 
ment of Policy, while emphasizing the necessity (“‘Hear, hear!” from the Center and Right) 
of a tax cut, did not at the same time lay stress Do you seriously mean to claim the monopoly of 
upon an increase of production as the indispens- jj... s alone able to mend Germany’s social order? 
able prerequisite for a reduction of costs and thus : | ° 

for a balancing of supply and demand. I think both (Interjection from the Right: “Very good” — 
: points have been misunderstood. It has been em- | . ee | | 

phasized that we need a tax reform and a tax eRe nay SPD: “How can you make 
cut, so that saving and investment capital will ° 

. once again be accwmulated. This has been recogniz- Don’t you think we feel at least as much social 
ed in principle by the previous speaker. But we responsibility? And we do not, as has been said, 
certainly do not believe that we can cut taxes to just talk about it, but we are going to act on it! 

| an extent that would reduce revenues below the (“Hear, hear” and applause in the Center and 
level necessary for continuing to meet our social on the Ri ght — Disorder and exclamations from 
obligations. Ladies and gentlemen, please believe the Left. “That’s an IOU which won't be re- 
me that government policy will certainly not be deemed!” — 
that short-sighted, and believe me that the Gov- ° oe 
ernment parties are above -all things in dead Representative Dr. Schmid: “There is a certain 

| earnest about their social responsibilities. difference, Herr von Brentano!) 

(SPD interjection: “We could gather as much There is a difference, the Lord be praised for it, 
from the Frankfurt economic policy!” — else you would not be in the Opposition. | 
Re ee the Right: “You cannot prove the (Representative Dr. Schmid: “Some people 

: yt) | want to help oth d believe that i ial . p others an elieve that is socia 
To the best of my knowledge, I do not believe that action!” — | 
any measures detrimental to the social welfare in- « . . 7 
surance holders were decided upon at Frankfurt. CDU’ retort: Not bad, if that is what ‘they have 
The Social Insurance Adaptation Law did certainly in mind!" — 

‘not have any detrimental effect upon their econo- Representative Dr. Schmid: “But that is ‘car- 
mic situation, but I am always prepared to be itas’, then!” — : 

taught better. | CDU retort: “Caritas, shmaritas!”” — 

SOCIAL POLICY Speaker Dr. Erich Koehler, CDU: Deputy von 

In this connection the previous speaker indicat- Brentano has the fioor, and not the members 
ed that the Government’s Statement of Policy had of this House!’) 
neglected assurance for the laboring man, for the 
worker. I should like to state for the record that TRADE UNIONS | 

this point was not neglected. The Government's It has been asserted that one looks in vain for | 
Statement of Policy expressly sets forth that social 4 reference to trade unions in the Government’s 
and economic interests will be left to the free self- - statement of Policy. After all, ladies and gentle- 
administration of the associations and unions. In- men, is it necessary to make special ‘reference to 
creasingly cordial relations between employers and the trade unions as long as two trade union re- — 

employees should be the goal. | . presentatives are Cabinet members? 7 
(Interjection from the Left: “Is that all?’) (“Hear, hear” from CDU) 

In connection with socialization it was also set Does not this alone suffice to convince you of our — 
forth that social recognition of the working class desire to work with the trade unions, not against 

must bring about a reorganization of the owner- them? And do you believe to render the trade 
ship status of basic industries. Dr. Schumacher be- unions a particularly valuable service by always 
lieved he could infer from this statement that the consitituting yourselves their spokesmen? It is not 
government might be aiming at restoring the prop- by any means solely members of your party that 
erty rights of former owners. are found in trade union ranks. Yow detract from 

(SPD interjection: “We just wanted to ‘know the trade unions’ importance and degrade them in 
what was meant!”) | the eyes of the public when you think you can 

use them as catspaws for your politicking. I feel 
It seems to me that anyone reading this statement [| can tell you that if you continue trying that, then 
fannot misinterpret it, unless he wishes to misin- the trade unions will no longer follow you. 

erpret it. ps | .  (“Hear, hear” from CDU — SPD interjection: 

| (Hear, hear!” on the Right) “Leave that to the trade unions!” — Shouts on 
Ladies and gentlemen, as has already been stated, the Right) | | 

our wishes and opinions cannot be exhaustively Yes, I shall leave it to the unions. Ladies and 
laid down in a Governmental Statement of Policy gentlemen, the previous speaker. was perfectly right 
lasting 82 minutes. Whoever wants to become ac- in emphasizing, in this connection, that the eco- 
quainted with them should read the Ahlen Program nomic development of the new Federal Republic, 
and the Dusseldorf Platform. and consequently the fulfilment of its social tasks, 

| (SPD interjection: “What, do these two cover the Was seriously endangered by recent events, not 
same ground?” — least by the revaluation of the currency, by the | 

| - | . « devaluation of the English Pound. And I further 

Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “Herr think I can fully agree with his statement that 
von Brentano, | they were interpreted subse- any change, any revaluation of the parity of the 
quently, weren’t they?’’) : D-Mark, for which no international rate of ex- 

Ladies and gentlemen, I do not believe that you. change exists as yet, must and will affect the 

are either serving or promoting the debate by rais- entire price structure. I think I may assure you | 
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. that the Federal Government, too, has recognized As recently as 14 August they certainly had the 
this fact and has already considered this problem. intention of taking their place on the government : 

It has further been stated — and I think to this bench. | | 
I can also agree for the moment — that these (“Very good” from the Center — 
complications, especially in the currency field, are SPD interjection: “How do you know that?” — 
largely due to the economic and structural changes . & " 

| to which Europe was subjected during the past 15 CDU exclamation: He even wanted to become 
or 20 years. These were the years which were Federal President!") | 

| generally devoted to rearmament in preparation I have already pointed out the necessity of creat- 
for the war, and which had to be devoted to that ing a Ministry for the German East. The ERP 
purpose to some extent. These developments forced Ministry whose necessity is recognized by our- 
not only European but also other countries in the selves and by the Government, , 
direction of increasing self-sufficiency, which in SPD interjection: “Sj hen?” | 
turn led to the loss of numerous markets. I agree ( interjection: “Since when? ) 
with the previous speaker that it has therefore has special tasks which cannot and should not be 
become all the more necessary. to do everything in performed by the Ministry of’ Economics. And the 
our power to promote the European idea, asit has establishment of a ministry to secure close liaison 
already been laid down in the Basic Law. Here between the Federal Government and the Bundes- 
again I underline the slogan of the previous rat should serve as token of the Federal Govern- 
speaker, who outlined the ultimate goal in these ment’s considered intention to do everything to re- | 
words: Europe means equal rights. alize the federalistic aspects of the Basic Law. 

But I feel that in discussing devaluation and the (SPD interjection: “Through a man who brand- 
economic policy we intend to carry through, we ed the Basic Law a concoction!”) 
should not entirely disregard the fact — and Dr. | 
Schumacher himself has demanded respect for This was made clear ‘in yesterday’s Governmental 
facts — that this devaluation of the English Pound Statement of Policy. Ladies and gentlemen, I be- 
has certainly been caused in part by the economic lieve there is a greater necessity for this now than © 
experiments of the British government. ever before. For we must not disregard the fact 

ccrns 3 . that in the last few years developments in Western 
(Quite true” from the Right — Germany took place in eleven different Lander. 
Representative Rudolf Ernst Heiland, SPD: Depending upon the kind of Occupation Power and 
“It was caused by Hitler’s war, Herr von political structure, they underwent variegated 
Brentano!”) development. Many high: minded people will nave 

: . . to work to transform this heterogeneity into unity 

oe oy, rea, cear Soot representat ve ae once again. The Federation’s and the Lander’s 
e . ‘ ubt ly rea ' nitain, oo, has to sulr goodwill will be equally called for. The establish- 
rom the consequences of a lost war. | ment of this Ministry is not due to exaggerated 

‘(Shouts and hilarity) and hyper-federalistic considerations. I trust, Dr. 

One may almost call it a lost war. But we should Schumacher, that your fears in this respect are un- 
not shut our eyes to the fact that a good measure Justified. | ; = 

of blame for Britian’s present economic difficulties Representative Dr. Kurt Schumacher, SPD: 
is due to her economic policy. | “Herr von Brentano, how about a Minister for 

(“Very true” from the Right) | Cenitralistic Trends?” | | 

| a , vaae That would indeed be a violation of spirit and 
That is why we in Germany are not willing to jetter of the Basic Law. I do not think you need 
enter into such experiment lest we arrive at the t 5 have any apprehension concerning such hyper- 

same results. federalistic ideas. The Basic Law, which was adopt- 
| (Interjection from KPD: “What are you going ed by the votes of your party, too, has laid down 

to say tomorrow when your Government car- clear delineations in this respect. We intend fo 

ries out a devaluation, too? Whose fault will abide by them, because we want to live up to the 
it be then?“ — _ 7 | a Basic Law. a. | 

: Interjection from the Right: “The fault of the | CIVIL SERVICE | | 

British government!” — | Your apprehension lest intent and letter of the 
_ Representative Dr. Kurt Schumacher, SPD: Basic Law be violated by the way of personnel 

With every word you utter you are ‘strength- policy is similarly uncalled for. The Government’s 
| ening the position of the new German State!) Statement of Policy yesterday espoused the prin- | 

| ciple of a career Civil Service. This principle is 
NUMBER OF MINISTRIES likewise supported by the Government parties. Of 

_ I should like to deal with a further question civil service must are te. ‘he system Or en ite 
broached in connection with the issue of economy former | oy pe F een ve . - | pattern. Career civil service shall not be- 
and the solution of social problems. The question come what it may have been once upon a time 

oes pee poniated whether the Cabinet is not the abuse, of a caste system (Berechtigungswesen)*), 
1 . we or 1ts end resuit. 

Oe dnterjection: “They were even ‘short one (Interjection from the Left: “The goal of be- 
| chairs) | | | coming a flunkey of the state!”) 

In this connection the remark was made that it . | : ag) 
might be possible to form an entire Party Delega- You may rest assured that we are going to build on 
tion by assembling all those who in the end failed new foundations. But especially in the light of per- 

; _ no sonnel policy applied in recent years it becomes 
make ne nea nie ate olde _ AoW eee ee evident that, now more than ever before, we need 

he uttered that vemerk. oleagu the restoration of a body of genuine career civil 

. (Interjection:from the Right: “Very. likely’’) *) see Glossary, p. 96. 
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servants conscious of their responsibilities. On the We said the same, Herr Dr. Schumacher! It was 

other: hand I ask that they support the state un- not the task of the Federal Government to occupy 

equivocally. . | | itself with tasks coming exclusively within the 

or st gg. | competence of the Laender. I emphasize “exclusive 

Unieriecton. from the Right: “On a non- competence” in order to forestall any erroneous 
partisan basis!”’) . ideas. 

Incidentally, please do not fear that we will set (Interjection: “Of course, ours is a Rhineland- 
up employment exchanges here. I might well say, Palatinate culture, and not a German one! — 
in this connection, that according to my own ex- . . 

perience I hardly know of a more efficient em- Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “Why 
ployment exchange than the Social Democratic are our cultural policies at variance?) 

Party. : 
| 

(Lively agreement in the Center and on the FOREIGN POLICY | 

Right — Interjection: “That’s all over now.”) In addition, the previous speaker dealt with the 
question of foreign policy. I have already respond- 

| WAR VICTIMS ed to a few points and, as I stated, it is my belief 

that there is complete agreement in our funda- 

ram preseuing in proper order io aid any im urea hg hueie be rehab . wo . ement f e D ! ! 

Pression et a pumposely sapped war comp aint steps we are determined to take. There is nothing 

I think you must have overlooked the part of his I should regret more deeply than to see P arty dis- 
. j putes muddy the problem of foreign policy, and 

speech which reads: obstruct its handling along clearly defined, un- 

| “Fnactment of uniform pension legislation for emotional lines. Undoubtedly there are questions 
the whole of the Federal Republic is a neces- for whose solution all segments of the German 

sity.” people must cooperate. Foreign policy, as well as 

This corresponds exactly to the request put forth German unity and the expellee and refugee ques- 

by you, and I am glad to note that my views agree tion, are issues that can be solved by common 
with yours on this point. | effort only, never by working at cross-purposes. IT 

. , Lge, any think in these fields it is our duty to put aside 

(SPD interjection: “But not in practice!”) all disagreements. It is our duty not to endanger, 

In order to put forth such practical proposals in by fighting each other, possible solutions that are 

his Statement of Governmental Policy, the Federal in the interest of the entire German people. 

Chancellor would have had to put all the draft | 

bills of the following year before this House, and _ GENERAL REMARKS | 

you can hardly expect him to have progressed that Ladies and gentlemen, I stated at the outset that 

far only a few hours after the formation of the it was not the object of the Government’s State- 
Cabinet. Do not put forward any claims and de- ment of Policy, and could not be its object to 

mands which yourselves know to be impracticable: outline all the problems facing the German people. 
Several days would not have sufficed for that, for 

PERSECUTEES 7 we all know that hardly any generation has been 

It has further been stated that the Government’s confronted with the multitude of problems we 
Statement of Policy, quite apart from failing en- shall have to cope with. That is the inevitable 

tirely to deal with other essential points, paid only heritage of the disastrous regime lying behind us. 
insufficient heed to the tragedy of those persecuted It led Germany not only into a military collapse, 
and injured by Nazism, and to the tragic situa- but caused the shattering and destruction of her 
tion of German and displaced Jews. Ladies and material, political, economical and ethical assets 

gentlemen, above all other things the Federal in 1940. It will be a long time before these assets 

Chancellor chose grave words when discussing can be restored. And we will need to proceed with 

antisemitism. That it was unnecessary for him to great care to revive confidence abroad, to con- 
dwell expressly on the problem of political perse- vince people abroad that the. distorted features 

cutees may be gathered from the fact that such displayed by the German people from 1933 to 1945 
political persecutees are members of his Cabinet. were not their true face. We must convince them 

| a eye that the genuine, the moral, the potent forces of 

_ (Loud interjections from the SPD — the German people, far from being exhausted, were 
Representative Heinz Renner, KPD: “Why then merely buried during those years. I trust that the 

did he speak at all?’’) last four years have convinced many a skeptic. For 

. . what the German people have accomplished in 
You have heard why. You may gather from it these years to lift themselves up by their own 
that the Federal Government is sufficiently familiar bootstraps — by the laboring masses in the Ruhr 

with the tragic fate of the political persecutees. spearheaded by the laboring masses in the Ruhr 

: 7 and elsewhere, have accomplished — that, ladies 

| CULTURAL POLICY and gentlemen; I venture to say, is unparalleled. 

It has also been claimed that the Federal Chan- Their morale is being appreciated abroad, but each 

cellor failed to expound the policy he plans to O7© of us must also pay whole-hearted tribute to it. 
rollow in the cultural field. Ladies and gentlemen. ~ (Applause in the Center — | 

think he knew very well what he was doing when | . . Seer: 
he sidestepped this point, because he had first Representanve roe Renner, KPD: “Higher 

studied the contents of the Basic Law most care- wages would be better!) . 

-fully. According to its provisions, cultural policy I do not believe that all wage earners are think- 
happens to be a responsibility of the Lander. ing along such primitive lines as indicated by that _ 

Representative Dr. Kurt Schumacher, SPD: | interjection. 
“What did you say during the election cam- Representative Heinz Renner, KPD: “But at 

paign and in Bonn?” | least those who do not. have enough to live on.” 
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The statement I just made will show you that I have already pointed out that it is our considered 

the solution of the social problem by cooperation intention to live up to the spirit of this Govern- 

is really close to our hearts. As the Federal Chan- mental Statement of Policy as well as to its letter. 

cellor put it, it is the guiding principle of our There is no one among us who believes that we | 

work, That holds true even though we may differ have become rulers by assuming responsibility. We 

as to methods. It happens to be our’ conviction are all permeated by the conviction that those in 
that dialectical Marxism, viewed from the aspect positions of responsibility must be the first to 
of the state’s historical growth, was, I should like serve the entire nation. We believe that the road, 
to say, a period comparable to the era of storm which the Government’s Statement of Policy show- | 

and stress (Sturm- und Drangperiode) in the evo- ed us, is the only one that can lead our German 

lutionary development of our people. We are of people once again to a better future. 

the opinion that an artificially revived class - Ladies and gentlemen, do not believe that we 
struggle | mean unlimited freedom when speaking of a free 

a economy. Unlimited freedom is anarchy. We, too, 
(Laughter on the Lett) | know that freedom deserves support only when > 

is not suited to bring about the abolition of social jt is properly applied, when those who invoke 
contrasts. : liberty are conscious of the limitations . | 

(Interjection from the Left: “Because you do (“So that’s it” from the Left) 

not understand its meaning. — D: “It imposed by obligations towards the community. 
i i » KPD: “It is you . . 

aoe es cnine the class struggle!) y Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid: “We have 
: oe " some two hundred years’ experience in the 

Destructiveness is a criterion of any strugeles ae matter!” | | 
i ej ne lead t ve 
ts nature it can never lead to a construct Ladies and gentlemen, all this is also part of the 
S ° | economic and social program. The Minister of 

- We want to travel a different road. We want 3 Economics has already had his say about it, I be- 

go forward on the road I showed you. In accord jieve and he will tell this House more about it in 
with the Basic Law we want to give man freedom future. We all know that the past economic epoch 
and dignity by making him the center of public, has not only hurt the consumer, but corrupted the 
political and economic life. producer also. There are producers galore who felt 

Ladies and gentlemen, I think we are not mis- happier under a_ state-managed protectionism, a 
taken in holding the opinion that, in traveling this controlled economy, guaranteed quotas and all the 
road, the substance of Christian thinking will back rest of the trimmings. , 
us up. I would even venture to assume that the « ep? 4 ; 

previous speaker completely misunderstood the (“Hear, hear!” in the Center) 
words of a man of such earnest and moral purity We have pointed the high road to economic free- 

as Mahatma Gandhi. If Mahatma Gandhi said: “To dom for them also, ladies and gentlemen, even 

the poor, God appears in the bread’, then he did though they may be reluctant to travel it. - 
not intend it to convey the meaning which I be- . hmia: “ _ : 
lieve I must attribute to your comment, based on Representative D r, carlo Se mid: They like 

. pegs seree to follow that road! 
oversimplification and a somewhat materialistic . 

approach. | Don’t you believe that! Many of them are today 
a > ¢ PD 7 : harking back to the possibilities they enjoyed under 
(“Hear, hear!” from SPD — | the tender care of a not always incorruptible 
Representative Carlo Schmid, SPD: “Herr von machinery, while their own responsibility was 
Brentano, that was a cheap gibe!”) | negligibly small. 

| | : - | (“Hear, hear!” from the Center) 

CONCLUSION . We will travel this road, ladies and gentlemen, 
Ladies and gentlemen, I have endeavored to elu- in the spirit of the Constitution as it was created 

cidate the Government’s Statement of Policy from by us and adopted .by us, and as the Federal Gov- 

my party’s point of view, and I have endeavored ernment pledged itself to uphold it in full con- 
to discuss the views of the largest Opposition party. sciousness of its responsibility before God and man. 

(KPD interjection: “That was a bit thin.”) | (Loud applause from Center and Right). 

— - * % 
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Comment on the Statement of Policy of the German Federal Chancellor 

delivered in the Bundestag on 21 September 1949 by 

Dr. Hermann Schafer of the Free Democratic Party | 

(Freie Demokratische Partei — FDP) _ 

| COMPLEXITY OF SITUATION - position and of his Party Faction. Through coopera- 
. ; tion, tempered by criticism and by constantly keep- 

Ladies and Gentlemen: ing a watchful eye on the Government and the 

Yesterday the Federal Chancellor opened his dec- coalition parties, he would like gradually to impose 
laration by pointing to the historical importance of upon them the Opposition’s pattern of thought. 

this juncture, to the repercussions that will follow This attempt, ladies and gentlement, can and 
in the wake of these days when a new German ship should be made. None of us will raise any objec- 
of state is being launched. Such a moment in his- tions to it. However, I doubt whether the argu- 
tory implies a special responsibility and obligation. ments we have been listening to have strengthened 

It means also that from the very start we have to our conviction that this attempt is being under- 

be conscious of the conditions and restrictions taken in the right way. For what I gathered from 

under which the government will be able to func- these arguments were quibbles, more or less nega- 

tion. The whole situation cannot be boiled down tive in nature, and not attempts actually to con- 

to oversimplified concepts. The aims we propose to vince, actually to make it clear to those who are 
achieve cannot be defined by using terms such as now the pillars of the Government that they have 
restoration, revolution, and the like; on the con- to change their ways, or that there are reasons for 

trary, hedged in by certain well-defined presupposi- departing from the program mapped out by the 

tions and restrictions, we shall have to put the flesh Federal Chancellor yesterday. , 

ef political reality upon the bones of the constitu- | . 

tional skeleton provided for in the Basic Law. ABSENCE OF REVOLUTION | 

ESSENCE OF DEMOCRACY Ladies and. Gentlemen! We have. to start by 

bearing in mind one basic fact: this new German 
We are supposed to create a democracy. Democ- democracy was born under an unlucky star because 

racy neither consists of formal provisions alone, jit is not the outcome of a political revolution 

nor of the instrumentalities of tangible power. Its  prought about by the initiative of the people them- 
internal stability and force stems chiefly from con- selves. This new state was born: in the wake ofa 

vention, tradition, and recognition of rules bind- military conflict and a military collapse that des- 
ing both sides in political intercourse and political troyed and upset both the foundations and the 

discussion. The time has come when this should  pasic structure of political life'as it once existed. 
also imply the necessity of recognizing the positive Jn contrast to the situation when the Weimar Re- 

value inherent in political discussion and even in public was formed, the Government is now con- 

the clash of opinions. In this respect, what holds fronted by the necessity of reconstructing the polit- 
true of one’s personal life is also true of politics. ical and administrative machinery from the ground 

| Human knowledge grows out of discussion, out of up. It is true that we make use of some begin- 
the interplay of views. Thus we gain wider op- nings and preliminaries. First, the communities 
portunities to examine and sharpen our perception, were reestablished after a fashion, then the Lander 
to give it a final gloss. This is also the purpose of were formed on the next-higher level, and now this © 
the discussions we shall carry on in this House. federal Republic is about to unite them. All the 

Through our discussions we must do our part to same, this state is not yet running like clockwork. 
consolidate this embryonic State by helping it to : 
become rooted in the popular mind. INITIAL TASKS 

FUNCTION OF THE OPPOSITION Ladies and gentlemen, the first conclusion to be 
. drawn from all this should be to give the Gov- 

Ladies and gentlemen, our task of making people ernment a few weeks. In that time it could tackle 

. visualize political reality does not permit us to sit ractical political work and, in the first place, cre- 

back and take it easy where debate Is concerned. ate the organizational tools to conduct German 

The two previous speakers have talked a good deal = policy with. I believe this work and activity is of 
about the functions of the Opposition. I do not in- much greater value to the German people than a 

tend to underestimate these functions. I have just syyititude of theoretical dialectics designed to show 
alluded to their importance when speaking about how certain decisions might be misinterpreted. Due 
the meaning of discussion and the momentum it {5 the extraordinary political conditions surround- 
provides for increasing and sharpening ones per- ing the birth of this State the Government will 

ception. Granting that, I should nevertheless like jaye to take sides in far-reaching conflicts. In its 
to distinguish between two different types of OP- deliberations it will have to take into account all 

position. There is the type represented by people those contingencies connected with the Occupation 
who are determined to support the interplay of Statute and the Ruhr Statute 

democracy and the State, making it a going con- " | 

cern. There is another type, determined to reject 
the state as a matter of principle, which has noth- RELATIONSHIP WITH OCCUPATION POWERS 

ing in common with an Opposition concerned with Ladies and gentlemen, there is just one thing I 
constructive participation in the development of should like to point out in this connection. The 
political life. spirit in which these so-called Statutes are ad- 

Fellow Representative Dr. Schumacher has just ministered will be decisive. Therefore I am very 

outlined what he considers the mission of the Op- much concerned that special emphasis should be 
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placed upon the covering letter that accompanied NEED FOR PATIENCE : | 

the draft of the Occupation Statute when it was As I have already said, this Cabinet, in blue- 

brought to the knowledge of the Parliamentary printing the machinery of state, will have to face 
Council. At that time, certain proposals designed to problems of a more difficult order than those con- 
govern the relationship between the Occupation fronting, let us say, the Government of “its day 

Powers and the embryonic Federal Republic were artery the adoption of the Weimar Constitution. We 
expressed. Our efforts to set a new, genuine, vital Wil) nave to give the Cabinet time. We must hold 
state rooted in the popular mind will have a chance our horses in putting forth demands and submit- __ 
to succeed only if. these proposals are followed. ting motions. In the beginning it is more important 

that the state put its house in order. : | 
THE GOAL: EUROPEAN FEDERATION . 

In all our deliberations on economic and social DANGER OF STATISM 
problems We shall always have to realize that this In the process certain considerations come to 

. political nucleus we are about to set up as a state the fore. Ladies and gentlemen, during the last 

in the area covered by the three Western Zones, few decades the general trend of events has led to 

that this fragment of an integral Germany can 4 hypertrophy of governmental functions in all 
become viable only within the framework of a countries. Such a multitude of functions have been 
European Federation. Only in such a framework  gelegated to government, so many others have been 
can the potentialities of the new state ibe safe- grabbed by it, and government has had to provide 

guarded. The brunt of governmental policy should the facilities or machinery for so many others that 
be devoted to these aspects, which are more esseN- the superabundance of governmental functions will 
tial than any differences of opinion on domestic really render democracy ineffectual. When govern- 

| policy. It is my belief that in this field there should ment undertakes too much, it becomes mysterious 
be no split at all between an Opposition that Up- and an impenetrable maze. Up to a point Parlia- 
holds the state, and the Government parties. | ment can bring its weight to bear only when gov- 

ernmental functions do not exceed the boundaries 
BETWEEN WEST AND EAST of necessity and indispensability. If the machinery 

| ' . | . | of goverment proliferates until it has turned into 
The fact is, we have to achieve more than that. 4) impenetrable maze that even Parliament cannot 

We are faced by a deeply tragic historical con- keen in ch aft , : var 
. | : rn ep in check and fully comprehend, then it is the 

stellation. The worst part of the legacy bequeathed Administration which actuall : . 
: . . ey } ally governs without let 

to us by the terrible period of despotism was the or hindrance, even though democracy may form- 

failure to realize that two new centers of gravity, allv prevail ; y y 
ot epochal strength and power, have emerged in yP . . . : 
the West and in the East. This trend had become Representative Dr. Josef Baumgartner, Bayern- 
quite distinct as long ago as the ‘thirties. At the partei: “That is what happens when you set up 
present time, ladies and gentlemen, the chasm a centralistic state! Sir, you cancel out your 
separating two worlds runs through this country. own arguments! 
That is the most malignant aspect of the legacy left I am doing no such thing. I was discussing the 

behind by frantic careerists. To counteract the con- extent of governmental functions. Whether these | 
sequences of such a development and to regain functions should be centralized or assigned to an 
German unity requires a high degree of political agency at some intermediate level is a matter of 
concentration. It requires a determined effort to practicability. Why should there be considerations | 
transform this state we are establishing into a other than those of efficiency in appraising the 
real nucleus for crystallizing afresh German unity. pattern and structure of political life? 

| When measured against such an effort, the topics (Enthusiastic assent from the FDP benches — 
which have, for the most part, been discussed Representative Dr. Josef Baumgartner, Bayern- 
today seem petty in my eyes. partei: “You keep referring to the State rather 

than the Confederation!” — Hilarity) 

PEACE ON THE BASIS OF LIBERALISM I have to admit that from the Basic Law I have 

In consideration of what the Federal Chancellor strane ee concen ts ae ee duration 
said along the same lines I should like to empha- ? a . ? 

size in this connection that we feel the necessity B ederal Republic and State are somehow identical. 
of achieving a peace status soon. What is more, the (“Very good!” from the FDP benches — Pro- 
establishment of a peace status for this territory tests by Bayernpartei Representatives) | 

of Central Europe is a prerequisite for bringing ' 
about, safeguarding and maintaining world peace. — NEED FOR ECONOMY 

Let us resurrect the belief that the relations of But let me get back to the need for utmost 
men and nations must again be governed by the economy which must be the Cabinet’s watchword 
idea that this earth really has room for all of us. in blueprinting the organizational and administra- 

Peace can take hold if the relations and connec- tive agencies of the State. In the first place, this 
tions between the nations are built upon a truly is necessary for fiscal reasons. In view of the 
social foundation. But this will only come about Multitude of urgent calls upon the public treasury ~ 
when the strands of fruitful spiritual economic and 2° one could assume espns an permiting . 
personal relations between people on both sides of vention In the 0 an d place, failure to practic 
the frontiers make up the warp and woot of the strict economy would obscure the operations of 
social fabric. At this moment, when we are about government and hamper Parliament fn keeping 
to set up this state and to live up to its standards,I tans on it. Government must concentrate on essen- 
cannot but repeat that extensive, nay untrammeled tial services only. It would really be necessary 

liberty and freedom for persons, goods and ideas tg elaborate on this once more, but since time is 
are the crucial prerequisites for us, for this state, short I do not want to go into detail. The pertinent 
but also for the prosperity and attainment of peace concepts have been formulated in the arguments 
the world over. on the pros and cons of administrative reforms 
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and related topics, arguments that have been going mentioned by fellow Representative Dr. Schumacher. 
on for decades. He spoke of the dangers represented by nationalist 

Inevitably personnel policy will play its part in revolutionaries (nationalrevolutionére Gefahr), to 
- tackling this issue. In this connection I can only my mind overstating the case. To be frank about 

repeat und underline what the Federal Chancellor it, I do not feel that such a threat exists. Nor do 
said in regard to the necessity of an integral and _ I consider it either good tactics or wise to glamor- 
carefully trained career civil service. It is not our ize the danger by inflating it beyond life size. 
intention, it has not even occured to us, to en- « py 
courage or practice the spoils system in filling ( Hear, hear!” from FDP benches — Protests — 
career positions. Above all, ladies and gentlemen, on the Left) | 

we do ‘not propose to favor hacks now on the pay- But, ladies and gentlemen, if this danger is to 
roll of party and union machines over civilservants. pe combatted, it is, to say the least, the wrong 

The objection was raised just now that I neglect psychological approach to stick to laws, regulations, 
the Lander in discussing the projected administra- questionnaires and institutions whose only effect 
tive structure. This prompts me to point out that, jt is to stamp a second-class citizens people who 
as the Federation begins to function, it will take sre eonscious of no guilt. Such treatment degrades 

over a good many r esponsibilities that havehitherto them socially and forces them into an attitude 
been in the province of the Lander. AS a conse- —=_ where they seek salvation in revolution. 
quence, very drastic rationalization measures in the : 

Lander governments are well within the realm o 
possibility. In this respect I can only refer to the CIVIL LIBERTIES 

| example set by Wiirttemberg-Baden. I ask and On the other hand this does not prevent us from 
suggest that its sagacity in practicing economy and taking up the cudgels against the abuse of civil 
rationalization will be followed by other Lander liberties. We certainly do not care to repeat the 

without long discussions. - - mistakes made by the Weimar Republic. He who 
rejects freedom cannot claim the benefits of civil 

SUPREMACY OF LAW liberty. Along ‘these lines, ladies and gentlemen, it. 

Ladies and gentlemen, it is crucial for the future Meena Cad oneruiee jal night disturb, au 

of the State and, I would like to say, for its struct or endanger the consolidation of a free state 
stature in the eyes of the public, that after a by again abusing our freedoms 
decadé and half outside the confines of the law ° 
we should really rear this State upon the bedrock (Interjection from the Right: “The small parties 
of law. Not only the relationship between officials are entitled to freedom, too!’’.— Hilarity) 

should be governed by law and justice, but also Of course! I did not deny small parties their free- 

the rel ationship of Bovernmen’ ane aoministraten. dom. But after all, the freedom of the small parties — 
of citizen and state, and that between citizens. must not be construed to mean that they. are 
In this respect, too, there must be a feeling what entitled ¢ rivilese 
the state is for, and how far it can go, That is in nutled to privileges. . 
line with my remarks a little while ago about the 
necessity of concentrating state functions on that — SOCIAL PROBLEMS 

which is essential. It is possible to pass too many -Ladies and gentlemen, when speaking of the 

laws, ladies and gentlemen, to be overwhelmed necessity to grapple resolutely with ‘the social 
by such a mass of regulations that nobody knows obligations of our time, the Federal Chancellor 
or can tell any longer what is permissible and yesterday gave expression to the responsibility we 
what is prohibited. Once that stage is reached, we consider paramount. Here too, we have to cope 
have slipped back into the old state of affairs that with the disastrous inheritance of the past. The 

prevailed especially in the period when a controlled monstrous fate of the millions of people expelled 
| straitjacket economy was flourishing, a state of from their homes, from their economic basis, is 

affairs in which violation of the laws becomes a_ {the social problem of our time, at least the heart 

universal sport. . of all social problems besetting us. It is necessary 
| | to see to it that war damages should not rest solely 

DENAZIFICATION on the shoulders of those who happened to catch 

I should like to call attention once more to the ‘%¢ in the neck. That sentiment has already been 
quotation used in this House by the Federal Presi- Voiced by previous speakers and I welcome this 
dent when entering upon his office: Justice En- ‘Substantial agreement. Here we must apply the 
nobles a People. This, ladies and gentlemen, holds S8reat ethical principle that each one of us must 
equally true of all those provisions which had to ¢lp to bear the burden of his fellow man. To 
be adopted as provisional measures in the course discuss. ithe entire problem of equalizing financial 

of the successive transformation of national life burdens would lead us too far afield. However, we 
from despotism to this development which gradu- 40 not share the view that it would be sufficient 
ally leads to democratic patterns. All those laws to seek a solution of this extremely difficult and 
and regulations which, in the last analysis, created Complex problem by setting up a rigid schedule 
second-class citizens, human beings with lesser Of pension claims. Equalization of financial burdens 
rights, must be eliminated. I take it there is no based on the merits of each individual case still 

doubt that we are not going to protect criminals. seems to us ‘the better and more desirable solution. 

It is, however, incompatible with the principle of In this connection it is necessary that we do not 
equality before the law that people who erred, content ourselves with talk about the rights of 

| and who, on the basis of lies they had succumbed these German expellees to their traditional home-. 
to, believed they had to go along outwardly with lands. Nor can we feel that we have done our 
certain developments, should now be treated as duty when we refer to the need for extensive 
permanent second-class citizens. foreign aid. It is our first duty to exert ourselves 

} . . : . » to the utmost, to exhaust our own resources for 
Representative Rische, KPD: “Schacht, too?” coving this most difficult problem, This all-im- 

All this, ladies and gentlemen, is of the greatest portant issue of our time is the touchstone of our 
importance, in particular from the point of view _ social attitude. 
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DISABLED VETERANS ECONOMIC POLICY 

This brings me to the special respect and regard The most important factor in the whole fabric 
we owe to those other victims of the war, the’ of social policy is that, instead of discussing prob- 

| disabled veterans. These matters will have to be lems of distribution, we devote more attention to 

discussed in detail once bills providing for disabled the question of increasing output and assets. After 
veterans are introduced. The goal we must strive all, one can distribute only that which has been 
to realize is the creation of a solid and uniform produced. From this point of view an economic 
legal basis for the support of all victims of this policy boosting productivity, assets and output is 

war, along the lines of the legislation for the a dynamic social policy in the best sense of the 

disabled that was formerly in effect (Reichsver- word. Do we wish to be aboveboard and serious 
sorgung). about living up to the social postulates I have 

LABOR LEGISLATION mentioned? That can only be done on the basis 

of an economic policy that will enable us to afford 

Labor legislation will have to be developed such thing as an equalization of financial burdens; 
further because, ladies and gentlemen, the forms improvement of living conditions of disabled vet- 
of social life have become more intricate and com-_  erans, widows and orphans of war casualties, the 

plex. That includes the laws governing individual disabled, etc.; the reestablishment and rehabilitation 
and collective employment contracts. Just one of German social insurance institutions; improve- 
word about this. In its time the Weimar Republic ment of social welfare; progress in the field of 
could claim to have developed the most progressive public health and social hygiene. It is true that we 
labor legislation in the world. It seems to me that consider these aims impossible of achievement 
the wish to take up where the Weimar Republic under the yoke of straitjacket economy in which 
left off will be adequate at this time as an overall we are told what to do. Our situation today is 

| token of good intentions. . roughly comparable to that of nations in the | 
. pioneer age, when they, too, had to start from 

SOCIAL SECURITY scratch. We are in a situation reminiscent of Europe 
| . | : , fter the Wars of Liberation at the beginning of 

The attainment of social security by means of a . . 
| social insurance and social welfare is another es- the nineteenth century, atter another tyrant had 

sential task. To us, one consideration is paramount. ™&arched across the Continent and had been over- 
Living standards and ways of life must not be ‘thrown. At that time, too, the towns had been 
levelled off and standardized through this social destroyed and traffic paralyzed, everything was at 
insurance and this system of providing for the ups low ebb. | 
and downs of life. It is rather our conviction that Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “But 

we must do everything to avoid, to the greatest that man introduced freed f 
extent possible, the standardization and strait- fel R ace ne om of trade, my dear 
jacketing of human life. Economic progress flows cllow Representative! 
from the differences between men, their abilities True enough! But, my dear Representative Dr. 
and talents. In contrast to the trend of the last Schmid, at that time the great era of technological 
few decades we hold that the German Social Insur- revolution was not launched by setting up brain- 
ance system must ' Pee saved from re PAT and trusts and an omnipotent bureaucracy. Instead, the 
present danger 0 ecoming something like a mercantilism of the absolute sovereigns was abol- 
domain of Privy Councillors, of specialized ished, as were the guilds and all those vrivil 
functionaries (Geheimratsgewerbe)*). It is rather whi ch restricted th gu tj ; fessi al acti hes 
our opinion that we shall have to develop social PC TES tric € citizen's protessional activities 
insurance institutions belonging to the insured 224 his right to acquire property. Men were freed 
themselves. If genuine self-administration is ‘rom their chains and enabled to advance as far 

| adapted to the distinct and varying needs of social 8 their abilities warranted. 
welfare, then there will be close and individualized (Applause in the Center and on the Right — 
relations between the insurance institutions and _ Interruptions from the SPD benches) 
the insured. There should be no dispute about the . ; wh 
necessity of compensating them for ‘their lost funds. Certainly I know that there are two sides to it: 
The only question is whether to do so by annual Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “I 
lump-sum payments or by making up losses through presume you are also aware of the saying: 

‘surance institutions. This last’ method) would MaKe hay while the sun shines’. Things are . ! not quite that si : 1? 
guarantee a stable financial basis sufficient to 4 simple, my dear colleague! 
secure payments to claimants. True enough, It is not a simple matter. 

The crucial question is how t 1: | 
YOUTH PROBLEMS that will sparkplug an economy of crosperity. ‘The 

Youth has been the focus of much of our Question is not how best to retard, obstruct, and 
eloquence today. But after all, ladies and gentle- corrupt economic life. ° 
men, what really counts is our success in fitting | ‘ . 

the rising generation into the workaday world of Heekling frown the cone "es on mn e Right — 
our state and our society. To achieve that, ladies industry! Wh 1 " the. bi wane nepresent 
and gentlemen, it is necessary to smooth its path. NaUstLy: ere else are the biggest fish?”) 
We must create suitable facilities for training and I have to confess that I do not know. I am not 

advanced instruction, we must nave vocationa’ one of those who are ready to malign someone at 
guidance agencies and employment exchanges the drop of a hat simply because they are pre- 
directed by persons with actual management ex- judiced 
perience who can appraise the qualifications and 7 

| employment opportunities for each individual. Representative Schoettle, SPD: “Well, who 
—_ | pays the bribes? If bribes change hands, the 

*) See Glossary, p. 97 money must come from somewhere!” 
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According to my observatinos, a good many people the pay envelopes of skilled labor. Quality derives 
have greased the palms of other people. I do not from th® intellectual energy used in transforming 
know of any class or section of the population matter. Since that is so, one of the Federal Gov- 
that was not involved in these things, passively ernment’s early tasks will have to be the setting © 
or actively. up of scientific institutions to perfect our technical 

. . | methods. After the loss of all our patents, scientific 
(Heckling trom the Sr planing this “e oe institutes are all the more essential. If they will 
Retort: “Don’t be so mo dest!”) " spur technological advance, they should receive 

" ° ‘ special priority among government projects. 
Ladies and gentlemen, it would be fascinating : 

to continue this give-and-take. However, there is STATE MONOPOLIES . 
a time limit for speeches and I must restrict myself . ; ; 
to basic principles. To get back to the point, the One thing, ladies and gentlemen, I should like 
pivot of our considerations must be the unleashing to emphasize from the start. We shall never agree — 
of the forces of economic competition. The pursuit to the establishment of new state monopolies or 
of success must become a vital factor, so that monopoly administrations in any field. Just as we 
more goods will be produced. Bear in mind our reject private monopolies and are willing to ad- 

dependence on world markets. Just visualize what vocate the speedy passage of an anti-trust law, so 
| central planning is like! What does central plan- Wwe will oppose any attempt to concentrate economic 

ning mean? In the first place it means that the and administrative powers in one hand by the 

territory for which one plans is isolated from the establishment of new monopolies. They would be ~ 
interplay of economic relations with the world. strongholds of power in. our political life, and 
If that were not so, proper planning would be might be used to undermine democracy. 
abortive. : 

: (Interjection: “Look at Great Britain!” — Pro- LAND REFORM , 
tests from SPD) An expansion of foreign trade relations will have 

| | to be accompanied by an exhaustion of all pos- 
FOREIGN TRADE sibilities for supplying our own needs. It is quite 

clear to all of us that it is far more important to 
| That is the one side of the coin. We will not take bold measures for increasing agricultural 

make any progress by utilizing primitive concepts yields than to carry on _ doctrinaire discussions 
_ dating from that nineteenth-century era in which about the desirable size of farms and land hold- 

a lowbrow Marxism was the vogue. Just how do ings. An increase of agricultural yields is impos- . 
you see the problem? It is all-important for us sible without speedy adoption of legislation dealing 
to procure imports through trading with the world. with the ownership status of agricultural property 
It is simply impossible to produce food, clothing, in cases where fields are too scattered for 
textiles and raw materials from our own materials economical cultivation (Flurbereinigung). Soil 

in our own country. improvement is also imperative, especially the 
(Interruption from KPD: “Isn’t that what the Opening-up of resources in Northwestern Germany. 

| Marshall Plan is for?”) Really effective pest extermination that goes 
; beyond dabbing at symptoms will help to increase 

You should know that the Marshall Plan is only agricultural yield. In addition, it will be necessary 
a temporary device that will come to an end after o further the cultivation of root crops. 

a few years. Then we will face the crucial problem 
of paying for the imports we need so desperately. HOUSING | 
Imports can only be paid for by equivalent ex- 
ports. This is a very simple rule which no amount The heart of our whole economic policy, as we 
of heckling can invalidate. see it, is housing construction. For that reason we 

If we want to achieve this expansion of our Welcome the establishment of a special Ministry. 
: foreign trade, we need, after all, an enormous Which will highlight the crucial importance of 

amount of unfettered initiative and, above all, housing construction. The existence of the Ministry 
willingness and readiness to run a risk. Well, ladies 8ives us the assurance that housing will not be 
and gentlemen, I canot imagine how you can pos- Undertaken as additional responsibility of some 
sibly evoke a venturesome state of mind by telling 80vernment department, but that this Government 
the people: “All well and good, you may go ahead considers it as a matter entailing special responsi- 
and risk something. If it goes wrong, it will be bilities. A certain venture spirit would not be out 
your hard luck. If you make a success of it, every- of place here. Needless to say, I do not advocate 

thing will be taken from you!” How willingness objectionable and dangerous inflationary experi- 
to take a risk can be encouraged under such con- ments. Yet it will be necessary to risk a certain 
ditions I do not know. My psychological insight well-considered degree of credit expansion, at least © 
does not stretch far enough for that. ) in order to be able to meet the urgent need for 

‘Such considerations make it necessary for the advance financing. | 
Federal Government to use its best efforts to set — 
up a system of trade representations abroad as FINANCIAL AND FISCAL POLICY 
soon as possible. | . ' Here we arrive at something I should like to 

At the same time it should endeavor to improve Tecommend to the Cabinet as an urgent request of 
and facilitate our foreign exchange situation by ™Y friends: strict coordination of economic and 
promoting the operation of a German-owned financial policy. At any rate, the two should not 

merchant marine based on the German shipbuild- € at cross-purposes. What we must avoid above 
ing industry. . | _ everything else is a crumbling or disruption of the 

| . unity, interrelationship and common effort of 
SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTES economic and financial policy due to jurisdictional 

| conflicts. That would result in friction and impair 
Finally, ladies and gentlemen, there should be _ the efficiency of the Government’s economic policy. 

no doubt that our exports must be primarily In addition we wish that. all economic measures 
| quality goods, much of whose cost flows back into should be based on the realization that the territory 
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of the Federal Republic is an integral economic prepare budgets or’ to plan the utilization of in- | 
unit. All measures or decisions in the sphere of vestments and revenues as long as the Occupying. 
economic policy should be taken with the realiza- Powers do not limit their demands, and so long 
tion in mind that we can only meet our countless, as we cannot be sure that they will abide by these | 
enormous and variegated social obligations if the limitations. . ~ 

entire economic potential of the Federal Republic 
is coordinated and put to work as an integral unit. COHESIVENESS OF COALITION 
_ Asi have already said, this will only come about _ Ladies and gentlemen! The Federal Government 
if we adopt a tax policy, and in general a systeM ig g coalition government. This means that political 
of collecting public revenues, that will not drag parties of differing opinions with lend oul oer 

Germans down to a level where they cease to think divergent political backgrounds have united te 
about providing for their own future. A change - form a government. When deciding to enter 0 
in thinking is overdue in this respect. It should be this course. my friends and T were Guides bw ane 
our aim to restore living standards that will not consideration that no coalition otro th an the 
make workers and employers dependent upon present one was conceivable to start the new stat 
public welfare after retirement. It is absurd to 6p its way, in view of the circumstances and one 
make such heavy deductions from people’s income ditions governing the formation of this state. and 
that they will have no recourse but to rely on in view of the course and outcome of the election 
public welfare later on. campaign. No closely-reasoned attempt has hitherto 

ACCUMULATION OF CAPITAL the coalition would have “succeeded. besten ot This brings me to another important point con- mind the political complexion of this House. Under 
cerning taxes and deductions. People must be given these circumstances, there is no sense in denying or a chance to accumulate capital so that they can doubting the cohesion of this coalition. It is an 
dip into genuine capital reserves for purposes of essential feature of coalitions that they encompass 
initial financing. This will only be possible if our different political opinions. That does not mean 
currency policy does not intermittently jeopardize that a coalition government must be unstable. The 
the confidence of savers in their savings accounts present situation imposes upon us such a multitude 
and of the insured in their insurance policies. Here Of pressing and incontestably essential tasks that 
we see a great and very difficult task that calls for there simply cannot be any differences of opinion 
much tact by those responsible for the economic mong coalition partners about our determination 
policy of the Cabinet, to bring about the realization of these practical 

. tasks. There may be occasional differences about 
DECENTRALIZATION OF FISCAL . questions of procedure, or about secondary issues. 

ADMINISTRATION Where our immediate tasks are at stake, those to be 
coped with forthwith or in the near future, I do not 

Ladies and gentlemen, my political friends in the think that the coalition will be endangered as long 
: Parliamentary Council have found it very difficult as were are all animated by the desire to cooperate 

to accept the provisions of the Basic Law dealing loyally. I should like to make this clear in view 
with the distribution of taxes and the system of of attempts to put the efficiency and cohesion of 
fiscal administration. These provisions were not this Government into question by overemphasizing 

adopted upon the initiative of this constituent that fact that, after all, it is constituted by three 
| assembly, but to a large extent under the prompt- __ parties, 

exp ressky that by aoing ‘alo ne with the * ertinent Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “No- 
- . eas . body has done anything of the sort!” provisions of the Basic Law dealing with decen- | 

tralization of the German fiscal system, and with Ch yes, it happened. . 
the conceptions motivating those who insisted upon . . . ; 
including these provisions, we have agreed to the There is ne my. thing i should like to mention. \ f : d tabl Many people consider it glorious to sing the praises . maximum of Concessions we regard as acceptable. of uncompromising rigidity. In fact, creative real- 
We should like to emphasize that we shall oppose, ity in politics has always b , th 
with all the determination at our command, any  ¢ompromise ys been the result of 
attempt to put a liberalized interpretation upon : 

- the Basic Law provisions regarding financial policy. (Interjection from SPD: “The only question is, | 
We shall oppose further fragmentization or de- what sort of compromise?”) 
centralization or actual weakening of the financial Creative policy, effective policy is almost never a 

authority of the Federation. : flowering of chemically uncontaminated ideas, but 

OccuPATION costs fe nuand’ty'uphtld ‘our gutionl conception a 
In this connection I should like to draw the our basic attitude. At the same time the will to 

Government’s attention to the urgent necessity of achieve a synthesis in practical political work will 
grappling with the problem of occupation costs guide us in our future relations with this Gov- 

immediately. The present state of affairs cannot ernment and this House. 
continue. This request must not remain a topic of (Loud applause on the Right and in the 
theoretical contemplation. It is impossible to Center). . 
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Comment on the Statement of Policy of the German Federal Chancellor 

| delivered in the Bundestag on 22 September 1949 by 

Hans Ewers of the German Party 

(Deutsche Partei — DP) ; 

THIS MOMENT IN HISTORY have to find her place among the nations of 

Europe. We consider it a blemish that the desig- 
Ladies and Gentlemen: nation adopted by our West German State, namely 

The hours we in Bonn live through from the ‘Federal Republic of Germany”, might be mis- 
middle to the end of September witness the birth- interpreted unless it is without fail taken in con- 
pangs of a new German state. At times we of the Junction with the wording of the preamble of the 

| older generation had hardly ventured to hope that Basic Law, and unless one keeps in mind its in- 

our eyes would be privileged to watch these events. Completeness. It might have been preferable to 
When I visualize the passing parade of the past have adopted a designation for our new state that 
few decades, then it strikes me — if I may speak Would have stressed its provisional and preliminary 

for myself — that just about twenty years ago character. 
austay Stresemann’) passed away. He may well COALITION FOREORDAINED 

ave bee m: tatesman 0 pean . 
stature whom Cevmany a produced in this cen- We are furthermore of the opinion that the mood 
tury. His death signalled the gradual demise of Of the German electorate revealed by the election 
the German Republic and German democracy. By results of 14 August made it necessary to form the 
way of Briining’s**) Emergency Decrees (Notver- ‘%°rt of Cabinet that now exists. That development 

| ordnungen) they stumbled into the Third Reich, Was not written in the stars. Let us assume, for 
which boasted that it would last a thousand years ¢xample, that the election campaign had been 
at least. We survived the Third Reich. Once again ™arked by differences of opinion on foreign policy 
we stand at the cradle of our mation and state, between the two major parties in this House, who 
tested and steeled by experiences which befall together hold two thirds of all seats. In that case 
other nations perhaps only in the course of a 1 for my part would have considered it an in- 
thousand years. escapable necessity to achieve a compromise before 

: proceeding. Sorrow and distress enough face us in 
ENDORSEMENT OF GOVERNMENT POLICY the months and years ahead. Make no mistake 

a about it — the acid test of politics, the true art of 
Here and now it is incumbent upon us to com- politics, is in the realm of foreign policy. Concern 

ment on the Statement of Policy of the Federal with domestic matters, that is to say with the 

Chancellor. It was upon myself, a member of the setting of our own house in order, of necessity 
Deutsche Partei (German Party) not elected in ranks second. The woefully wretched fiascos of our 
Hanover, that my parliamentary Party Delegation foreign policy twice within a quarter century are 
conferred the honorable task of commenting upon due to the preeminence which we have accorded to 
this Statement of Policy in its name. domestic affairs forever and anon. However, since 

With a minor exception, which I am going to the election campaign there have been no dif- 
allude to in the course of my speech, my Party ferences of opinion with regard to foreign policy 
Delegation endorses the Chancellor’s Statement between the two major parties, I may even say 
fully and unequivocally. OS between any of the parties, save for the extreme 

(“Hear, hear!” on the Left) Left. This unanimity inspires me with the hope. 

, that the Government may count on the support 
We approve and endorse this Statement not only of even the Opposition in this House, whenever it 

in its general tenor but also in its formulation, and endeavors to gain concessions for us Germans from 
that applies to each and every phrase. We hope some foreign authority or from the Occupation 
and wish that the Government will be able to ful- Powers. I imagine I had better say from the High 

fil everything promised to the German nation and Commissioners, for they are now civilians and no 
the German people in this Statement. longer a “Power”. | 

In the name of my parliamentary Party Faction 
I have been charged with adding a few clarifying THE BLACK-WHITE-AND-RED FLAG 

| and corroborating remarks to some aspects of the . i. _ y . 
Chancellor’s Statement of Policy. : Thus the issues that divide us in charting the 

future course of the German people are to be found 
- FEDERAL REPUBLIC A TORSO in the domestic area. They are to be found in the 

_ a economic sphere, which, according to my obser- 
We most emphatically insist that anyone who vations, was the focus of all the sound and fury 

Speaks or “acts in the name of the German Federal. of the whole election campaign. In this sphere we 
Republic bear in mind, whenever he makes any of the Deutsche Partei (German Party) were fully 
statement or move, that at this time we are nought aligned with CDU and FDP in the election cam- 
put 2 rae the pasment of a state, a rudimentary _ paign. | 
entity. We are, I would almost say, the embryo of : < . ey 
a future Germany which, divested of tutelage by Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “Just 

foreign powers and within her 1937 fronti ill a trifle more tinged with the jingoism em- 
seeeten Pow frontiers, Wi blemized by the old Imperial colors of black- 

*) 1878—1929; German Foreign Minister 1923—1929; leader white-and-red, weren’t you?” a 
of German People’s Party. . © an? *. : . **) Born at Munster 1885; Reich Chancellor 1930-1932 as NO, that isn’t quite it, Professor. When I say we 
member of Center Party; now teaching at Harvard. were “fully aligned”, that does include the black- 
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white-and-red colors. It includes them, let me state Oh no, not at all. My recollection is very clear. It 
this once and for all, if only because the other is a fact that all this trooping to the polls had 

| parties pretty well fell in line with us. become irrelevant. That is how the man in the 
street felt. Perhaps the professors thought other- 

(Guffaws on the Left) wise. | 

You may laugh, but they did so fall in line! (“Give it to him!” from the benches of Deutsche 

Representative Renner, KPD: “In other words, Partel) | . 
e co | enauer’ are black-white- oe , the colors oF pcenauer's flag are black-whi _ SPD YARDSTICK NO LONGER VALID 

. : uy! The average German did not see that there was 
Time will show! oo any point left to the holding of elections. Why? 

Representative Renner, KPD: “If that is SO, Because SPD, altough it may not have won the 
then it won’t be long before we'll be singing = so-called revolution of 1918, certainly profited from 
the old national anthem ‘Germany, Germany jit, When some social issue was at stake, all parties, 
Above Everything’ (Deutschland, Deutschland across the board from left to right, and even 
uber alles) again!” | including NSDAP, watched to see how SPD would 

Indeed, we want to sing it again in the near future! react. Altough SPD did not quite measure up to 
| the present-day standards of Dr. Schumacher in 

| “Hear, hear!” on the Left) the matter of hidebound dogmaticism, politicians 
As a matter of fact, we are firmly determined nevertheless looked up to it as preceptor in all 
to do so! questions of social policy. That was the reason why 

no party could risk any step that could have been 
(Unrest on the Left) exploited to its detriment by SPD in the next elec- 

May I proceed? | tion campaign. I am glad that we have left this 
Interjections) sort of schoolmasterish atmosphere behind. | 

( | Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “Per- 
REASONS FOR JOINING COALITION ae ; the | schoolmaster has taught you some- 

As I was saying, all wings of the coalition parties aama # ° have 
were of one mind about the fundamentals of eco- the nt where. ot at weave now reached 

nomic policy. As a consequence we of the Deutsche 1 (nic policy not fashioned in the Social Democratic 
Partei were faced with the difficult decision mould 
whether to participate in the formation of this —— _. | 
Government, bearing in mind that we are a grow- (Applause from DP — Hilarity on the Left) 

ing and expanding party that had scored initial Beware of any ideologies based on the class 

successes in a relatively | limited area of the West struggle. Beware of setting the workers against the 
German Federal Republic. This decision was not middle class. If there be good citizens, you will 
an easy one. We were not guided by the sole’ fing them among the workers. 
criterion of propaganda, however. We had made 
certain promises to our voters and we had always (Applause on the Right) 
made it clear that we are not afraid of respons~ Representative Renner, KPD: “What a cheap 

ibility. To meet those promises we had to consider performance!” 
it our national duty not to refuse the call from the | oo 
major parties. Beware, furthermore, of making the negation of 

— Marxism the common denominator of opposition to 

Now that we have heard the Statement of Gov- Social Democracy. Prior to 1933, it was the frantic 
ernmental Policy we do not for a moment regret endeavor to be anti-Marxist at any cost which led 
this decision. the so-called bourgeoisie astray. Gentlemen of the 

Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “No coalition, and also gentlemen to the Right of us, 
reason in the world why you should!” let us in good time search for a positive cause to 

More than any other party, the Social Democrats Pranket . eoanony Well comes re ore es 
are aware of the difficulties inherent in such nego- most of it ° ? ~? } | 
tiations for a coalition. a 

oo. , (“Quite right!” from the DP benches — Laughter 
(Interjections from SDP: “How do you know?”) — and interjections from the Left) | 

How do I know? | Because of my long years in Indeed, let’s turn it into something that even 
experience in parliamentary life. the man in the street can grasp! Slogans alone will 

(Interjections from SPD: “Is that so?”) not do the trick. From that point of view the gov- 
. ernmental coalition is inevitable. It is the obvious 

Ladies and gentlemen, for those reasons Con- ytcome of democratic election results, their clear- 
| siderations of national policy dictated the formation qj sequel 

of this Government. For one of the factors that dis- As for the details of the Governmental State- 
rupred me Weimar Republic and in the end thrott ment of Policy, I should like to deal with a few 
~ mens | aspects only, from -my personal point of view as 

| (Interruption from the SPD benches: “People well as on behalf of my Party Delegation; to pro- 
of your stripe!) ceed otherwise would of course make it impossible 

the deplorable circumstance that in those days, to keep within the speaking time normally allotted. 

prior to 1930, there was no real point to elections. (Interjection from KPD: “But won’t you at 

Why? Because practically nothing changed after least let us in on your governmental program?”) 

the elections. I shall deal with the things we care about, not 
Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “Aren’t with those the Communists would like to discuss. 
you a little off on your dates when you talk It will then be up to Herr Reimann to do likewise 
like that?” and plead the Communist point of view. 
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COMMON-SENSE LEGISLATION ESSENTIAL my point. While the census of 1946 shows that 5,9 . 
. | | : . ercent of the total population of Western Germany 

: First of all my Party Delegation would like to live in Schleswig-Holstein, 38,2 percent of all 
give its full backing to the Federal Chancellor's jofugees within the Federal territory live in Schles- remark that an enormous amount of legislation is |; g-Holstein! } 
awaiting us. May I, as a jurist, in a few words ° | 
give my blessings to the trend of the legislation. (“Hear, hear!” on the Right) 
We are today faced by the jumbled debris of legis- These statistics mean that hardly one-sixteenth | 
lation, not just because the unified character of of the whole population is, I must say it, afflicted 
German law has been undermined, but rather be- by two-fifths of all refugees. These unfortunate 

| cause all those laws regulating a controlled econ- people, stranded on our shores, live under con- 

omy lag behind actual conditions in a manner _ ditions unbearable for them and bound to create 
that is really deplorable. It is an impossible situa- strained relations with the indigenous population. 
tion that offenses punishable by law are perpetrated Let me declare the following in this House. I 
everywhere, are accepted as normal by everyone and hope with the consent of our Danish Delegate, 
even committed by every member of this House. Clausen: The entire Schleswig problem — it be- 

(Applause from the DP and FDP benches) comes the South Schleswig problem when viewed 
i, . from Denmark, the North Schleswig problem when 

It is simply untenable that there should be open seen by us — is nothing but an expellee problem. 
references in the press to a black and a sray tiving together in the rural areas is intolerable 
market. That is monstrous, it undermines the = for both parties and must in the long run lead 

respect for law, leads to corruption, to unbridled directly to nihilism. People, native-born nearly as 
egotism, and in the last analysis to the law of the much as refugees, who are unable to find a home 
jungle. We watched that sorry spectacle during the have no nother alternative but to look for salva- 
past few year’s amongst all social classes and circles. tion in chaos. The distress is so great that we must 
Certain of its after-effects are with us even now. ask the Federal Government at once, preferrably 

The Federal Government has to put a stop to yet today, to make use of its authority to issue a 
this. The laws must not offend against man’s decree providing for a redistribution of expellees. 

natural rights, against his right to live. They have Unless that is done we must anticipate some kind 

to be framed in such a way that they are bound of a breakdown, which would inevitably spread 
to elicit the respect of any decent person. If they like wildfire from us to Lower Saxony, where con- 
are violated, the offender must be held up to gen- ditions are not quite as bad, but bad enough. It 
eral contempt as a lawbreaker. He must not merely would just as inevitably spread to Bavaria which 

. be punished by some hapless judge who himself is also afflicted with German expellees from the 

committed the same offense but the day before. Southeast. Such a redistribution of expellees has 
Thus, and thus alone, can legislation be morally top priority among the measures my Party Dele- 
justified. . _ gation must demand of the Government. | 

Then I would like to examine a sentence from | 
EXPELLEES IN SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN Dr. Schumacher’s speech, or better from the aca- 

| demic lecture on economic maxims current in the 
Now I come to a problem we people from middie of the last century which he delivered to 

Schleswig-Holstein have very much atheart,namely ini House. It was a sentence so illogical as to be | 
the expellee problem. I believe that here I can striking in a professorial lecture. 
speak for all my fellow-citizens of Schleswig-Hol- 7 ; | 
stein in this House, whatever their political affili- (The speaker raps his gavel — 
ation. Speaker Dr. Kohler, CDU: “Representative 

Ladies and gentlemen, may we here give you a Ewers, may I call your attention to the fact 

resume of the experiences of our small state, which that as a matter of principle all members of 
owes its existence to an English decree? The prob- this House make speeches only!”) 
lem of the expellees is not only a problem affecting 

solely these most miserable of the German people, REVISION OF ODER-NEISSE LINE 
but also the indigenous population, as I will show I beg your pardon. Dr. Schumacher’s speech; or 
vou. The following figures, as compiled by the  petter his address, am I permitted to say that? 
Schleswig-Holstein Bureau of Statistics, apply to contained asentence of startling illogicality. He main- 
the state of Schleswig-Holstein, previously a Prus- tained that the question of the Oder-Neisse Line 
Sian province. With an area of 6,4 percent of the could be tackled in the sphere of foreign policy 
whole Federal territory, and 5,9 percent of its only after we Germans had settled the expellees 
population, Schleswig-Holstein collects only 3,8 per- in an adequate manner. This assertion is illogical 
cent of taxes on property. and transactions, and is because, as soon as we would succeed in settling’ 
awarded only 3,7 percent of credits to private them, incidentally a task as impossible as squar- 
enterprises. Its savings per capita amount to a mere ing the circle, the housing problem could no longer 

| 3,8 percent of the corresponding figures for the serve us as grounds for making us ‘the masters © 
Federal Territory as a whole. Savingsbank accounts of the Oder-Neisse Line again. True enough, we 
ran to 32 DM per capita Schleswig-Holstein on do not look at this question from the housing angle 
1 October 1948, as contrasted with the Federal only, but consider this area as German homeland, 
average of 48 DM. This means a ratio of exactly a territory linked to our hearts by the ties of love. 
two thirds of median savings in Western German However, it should be clear to everybody that we 
area. The second-lowest state, Bavaria, at least has will in the long run be unable to settle the poor 

42 DM per capita, that is to say 10 DM more for outcast East Germans suitably and satisfactorily 
each individual than Schleswig-Holstein. What is in the remnant of Germany that is ours at present. 
the cause of this shocking poverty in a land which We cannot give them a real home. This problem 

hitherto never had the reputation of a distressed cannot be solved at all without blunt and unequi- 
area? A land which, on the contrary, thrived in its | vocal discussion about the Eastern border. I would 
own peaceful way in a beautiful country bordered like to make this very clear because I am myself 
by the North Sea and Baltic coasts. What, then, is a Deputy from one of the Lander upon which the 
the cause of this poverty? One figure will prove burden of the refugee problem weighs most heavily. 
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DENAZIFICATION | | many ore Nazis do not unconditionally own up 
. to such political “guilt’’, at they use evasions 

noth ao int hn be, cma problem, pnere the and that even Hanns Johst*) tolerates his classi- 
a SCU . mm atin “cc 1 9 ‘ . 

speech of the Federal Chancellor, a point already jy cation 8 oe eee efoto Dt ee 

mentioned by previous speakers which I only want responsibility for the Deutsche Partei in Schles- 
to touch on briefly. It is the categorization of the wig-Holstein, and I would acknowledge and bear - 
German people by order of the Occupation Powers,  tpj, responsibility before any forum. | 

which was carried out with such great enthusiasm a ects 

| by some Germans. This categorization is completely (interjection from the Left: “Stick to the Gov- 
incompatible with truly democratic institutions. | ernmental Statement of Policy!”) 

The punishment of guilt and of offenses should I am talking about denazification at this point. 
. be up to the judge of the Criminal Court. If nec- & , . py 

essary let us establish political panels of the (“Dont talk over your head! ) : 

regular courts in order to sit in judgment over Oh no, by God, I don’t consider myself that inter- 
and punish those of whom we all know that some esting. — We are opposed to categorization. We 
of them offended against the law. | | Gemand that “offenders : gullty only from 8 political 

oe gs an » point of view be punished no longer. Violations 
| (Interjection from the Left: “Dr. Schacht") of laws and morals should be punished, but not 

It is good that you mention Dr. Schacht. The political errors. — 

name of Dr. Schacht seems to be one of the pills 
which you cannot swallow. A word on that subject. | AUSTRIA | | 

Dr. Schacht is quite a typical case. Being a highly I am going to say a few more words, which will, 
intelligent, clever economist he committed the error [| hope, not prompt such turmoil and laughter. 

of believing that by joining a totalitarian move- When speaking of the neighboring states we will 
ment he might change the course of events. have to come to terms with, the Federal Chancellor 

(Disorder on the Left and interjection: “You, failed to mention Austria. This may have been the 
too, err!”) right thing to do because, after all, our relations 

, . 7 ‘ But i ' with Austria are by no means restricted to foreign 
Unfortunately this error was widespread. But in  olicy. Austria is a country, which, not only by 

contrast to... | its language but also by its culture, belongs to us 
(Tumult and heckling) as a brother nation. Masters like Mozart, Bruckner, 

. | Grillparzer, Schubert or Hofmannsthal are German 
| : rtd ere ves agent so aoe eet one men of genius of Austrian origin, just as there are 

ou | . erman geniuses of all conceivable origins. Inter- 
Schacht’s error, however, should be distinguished yational Fordese shall never alter this Pact, mer 
from all other errors committed by hundreds of : 

thousands of other quite clever men, because in | 

| contrast to other followers and forerunners, he THE WORKING CLASS 

broke away in time. Commenting on the final points of the Statement 
(Interjections on the part of the Communists: of Governmental Policy, I have to say that we 
“In time?” — Laughter on the Left) are participating in the Government as long as the . 

. | wos Federal Chancellor lives up to his proclamation of 
He broke away at a time when the pernicious Pe . wo : ; | 

interference with our German economic . life, and the cabinet h social ar attr me nd coctio, not 
especially the liquidation of the Jews in November ‘MOUSH. We nave no dou that broad sections of 3 
1938, had not yet begun. Up to that time he had the working class gave us their votes, I do not / 

shielded the economy. And he not only broke away. need to remind the gentlemen from Schleswig-Hol- 
It should not have remained a secret even to the stein of the results in the various electoral districts. : 

Communists that after 1938 Dr. Schacht played a Up there they nae me effect of a shock. But none- 
leading role in the Resistance Movement. It is only J2CteSS we absolutely refuse to call ourselves a 
due to chance that was not killed off quickly prior oon oo Wor cers? Panty. Nea 5) ational 

to 8 May 1945. He is a typical Resistance man. in strongest contrast to SPD, we hold that it is 
(Loud guffaws — Interjection from the Left: impossible for a single class to achieve any progress 
That's for the birds! heen vane cant rep at the expense of other classes. We are not only 

laughing!’ — The speaker raps his gavel) for the workers, but with the same determination 

If you think that facts are funny, I can’t help for farmers, tradesmen, scientists, and professionals. | 
it. I did not make any wisecracks, but if that is It constitutes the art of domestic policy to weigh | 
what you want, I might oblige. the potential of these classes for exerting their 

I briefly outlined the historical facts. The influence. What needs to be said in this respect 
question is whether one wants to spotlight his Will be said later on. But we are completely aware 
conduct prior to 1938 or thereafter. For the rest of the fact that a Cabinet attempting to govern 
he has committed no crimes, and from the point contrary to .the interests of the most numerous 
of view of political guilt I consider him as being Class, namely the working class, would dig its — 
outside stereotyped categories. | own grave. 

I live near the Eastern frontier, a short distance Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “Don’t 
from the Iron Curtain. It takes me only 5 minutes worry, it will!” | 

by jbus from my apartment to the Tron Curtain. 4 will not! It may be a very dangerous game t 
Deutsche Partei in taking root in Schleswig-Hol- P!@y the prophet, Professor! Hitler, too, prophesied 
stein. You may conceive of that as guilt. I myself a erent deal. You might lose your pants in the. | 

maintain it is merit of a high order, and I would Pp " 

not change my mind even if a court should later *) Former President of the Nazi ‘Reich Chamber of 
on find me guilty on that score. I regret that so Literature’ ; 
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: OPPOSITION TO NATIONALIZATION the last thing we wish is to be mistaken for East 

In this respect, one reservation has to be made. E/bian reactionaries. We are aware of topical 
The Federal Chancellor spoke of the ownership problems: believe het he future ane have no links 
status of the key industries of the Ruhr. If this Wi" :3° Past Oe NaN he Gemnan charester 
should mean that the ownership status is to be What 1s true and fine in the German character. 
changed in such a way that the titles are, at least , 
partly, transferred to a workers’ collective, then NO FOREIGN-STYLE DEMOCRACY 

we believe that an exceedingly bad service would We identify ourselves in particular with the 
be rendered to the workers. Such a measure might Federal Chancellor’s declaration on rejecting all 
perhaps benefit the functionaries of the workers’ anti-democratic trends. We are a party of German 
organizations. Therefore we should like to warn democracy or of a democratic Germany, the 
emphatically against such manipulations as well as emphasis being equally strong on both words, on 
against nationalization of these plants, the adjective and the noun. We absolutely refuse 

to ape foreign democratic forms, whether hawked 
NOT A HANOVERIAN PARTY by England, America or France. We want to form 

Ladies and gentlemen, after commenting on the 2, democracy of German origin and stamped in the 
Statement ef Policy of the Federal Government 1 German mould. 
want to add some general remarks on what, in (Interjection from KPD benches: “A democracy 
line with our preliminary remarks, are our inten- stamped in the German mould — that’s: what 
tions and our character and why, speaking with the world can’t wait for, in order to live 

| Herr Renner, we fit into the coalition so smoothly. happily ever after!”) 
So many witless absurdities about our Deutsche By no means is this intended to make the world 

Partei have been published in the press — in a jive happily, but rather to bring peace and a 
certain opposition press, but also in the foreign happy life to our own people. To use Dr. Schu- 

licensed press — that one might be led to believe macher’s academic phraseology, this democracy 
that outside of Hanover our party consists of really has to turn into a matter of heartfelt Ger- 
blockheads and idiots. a man sentiment if it is ever to prosper. It cannot 

(Interjection from the Left: “You hit the nail be decreed simply by laws and orders issued by | 
on the head!” — Hilarity) the Occupation powers, but this heartfelt German | 

Jt is always dangerous to underestimate one’s S¢ntiment has to be awakened. We, on the Right 
political opponent. One should preferably take him Wins of ts mouse, consider it our ate task to 
for more intelligent than he really is. accustom the erman people, especially German 

i . « youth, to a democratic form of government. We do 

Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “But not wish to indoctrinate them, for God’s sake, 
you violate your own rules! having been indoctrinated enough, but we wish to 

We are no idiots. guide them so that they may not look down upon 
(Hilarity). . democratic government as something contemptible. 

. ) . The indoctrination we have passed through during 
It is no secret that the cradle of Deutsche Partei the last four years with the blessing of the 

stands in Lower Saxony. But in the meantime it Occupation Powers, or under the tutelage of demo- 
should have come to the notice of all men of  oratic bunglers, was not exatly promising. 
clear judgment that we are a party that has ex- 
panded beyond the borders of the Land, and that AGAINST EXAGGERATED RADICALISM 
we were therefore bound to change our character J 
in some ways. It would, after all, be an absurd | The talk of a nationalist revolutionary movement 

imposition to demand that we in Schleswig-Hol- is of course exaggerated. It derives from the pub- 
stein should advocate Hanoverian interests. In fact, _licity which the world press devotes to every foolish 
we are far from doing any such thing. This is why and doltish remark made in a meeting by some 
we were attracted very early by the German  heckler or speaker, even though a court may later 
program of the Niedersichsische Landespartei*), rule that he is insane. The speeches which I 

regarding this party as something needed by the delivered in meetings, however, are almost never 
German voter who felt homeless in politics. We reported. : 
thereupon allied ourselves to this party which is (Hilarity on the Left) . 
now represented in the Government. 

YOUTH AND DEMOCRACY | 
NURTURING THE INDIVIDUAL . ; 

. | . . To get back to the talk of a nationalist revolu- 
We did so not to cultivate the masses, but to tionary movement. Youth is to be found neither 

nurture the German individual as the most eminent on the Left nor on the Right, but politically per- 

pillar of our national policy. Each German indl- haps all over the place. Certainly it can be found 
vidual is bound to his homeland by natural law, in droves on the soccer field. And perhaps this is 
I might even say, by Divine command. He grows aj] to the good. But do you want to know what 
up within his family, as a member of his tribe, youth, from the extreme Left to the extreme Right, 
and through it coalesces into the German nation. does not care for the least little bit? I’ll tell you. 
These natural ties, however, bring with them ft no longer cares for slogans. 
certain duties, such as the right to enjoy freedom Interiecti fr the Left: “It doesn’t “at 

| which implies the duty to practice tolerance. Free- (Interjec ton rom ne eee oesn't walt 
dom — I ask everybody to remain aware of it — a new wart) : ee 
may only be demanded by him who is also willing Their ears are still ringing with them. The din of 

to grant it to others. And tolerance is the first rule the Third Reich’s loudspeakers keeps roaring in 
of freedom. Our attitude may be described as their ears, and their minds are haunted by the 
ethical conservatism. But we absolutely refuse to slogans that confronted them on streamers every- 
include the term “Conservative” in our name, for where. After that came the ruins. The slogans are 

—— of no use, but setting a good example through one’s 
*) The Niedersdchsische lWandespartei, nucleus of demeanor may be. 

Deutsche Partei, was a Hanoverian Monarchist (Guelph) 
group. See p. 98. (Interjections and hilarity on the Left) 
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You may laugh at that, Herr Renner, but if you experienced and what become their second nature 
laugh, youth will not follow you. Better watch your’ will have an effect and not what a party may _ 
own demeanor. That would be far healthier for profess by means of laws and publications. 
your movement. The lesson which youth has learn- We feel that German democracy will have a 

ed in six years of war is to watch other people’s chance if all truly democratic parties — the Com- 
example and demeanor. Youth is familiar with the munists expressly excluded — adopt a common at- 

| difference between ninety-day wonders with insig- titude of looking upon our democracy as a state 

nia of rank on their shoulders and real he-men. organism endowed with proper self-respect. We 
This ability to distinguish between a real he-man  gpoyld not merely accept it as a, shall we say, 

and somebody who happens to be of higher rank gollective cooperative, which was the attitude in 
is in their blood and serves as their guidepost. You weimar times. | 
may be sure that respect, reverence and awe can | | 
never be taught to young people through lectures. THE NATIONAL FLAG 

Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “Per- | oO | . 
eae anid In this context I personally, not speaking for my 99 ’ 

haps through paramilitary training? | Party Faction, would like to ask the gentlemen in 
They can be taught by example only. That is the this House: Is that display of flags outside suppos- 
way to win most of them over. Such has been our ed to flutter in the breeze as long as the Bundes- _ 
experience which I make available to you even tag remains in session? That would be too festive 
though it might deprive us of an advantage. The for my taste. It was quite proper in the beginning, 
same lesson applies to democracy. but should now be reserved for holidays. I do not 

(Heckling by Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD) object to raising the federal colors on the flagstaff 
yD hmid , above this House when we are in session, to 
hes he elt beg of you, listen to me for once  gisnify that the House is at work. However, I am 

without heckling. , frank enough to ask whether such a display of 
Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “But flags in front of this building will in the long run 

you make it so tough for me!” enhance the reputation of our Federal Parliament 
and of our Republic, and whether it tis suitable to 

NO DEMOCRACY WITH UNPRESSED PANTS have this House decorated permanently in so festive 
The d ¢ the Wei ished b a manner. This sort of thing can also be overdone. 
wee op ee gy Or me Melmar era perished pe~ There is still another point which was already 

cause of its lack of style, I would almost say be- . . wo ge 
cause of its unvressed pants touched upon in interjections. Even democracy 

ump P " needs its symbols. As to the colors black-red-and- 
(Hilarity and wisecracks) gold, which unfortunately appear only as black- 

‘ ae - - in th *) there are few objec- The German people, and particularly the politi-  Ted-and-yellow in the cloth,*) the 
cally disinterested masses, want to have someone tions to be raised from the historical point of view. 

to look up to and to worship, they want to be able (Tumult on the Left — Excited shouts from the 
to say: “Those are impressive and dignified rep- SPD: “Throw him out!” — Interjection: “No 
resentatives.” Nazi speeches!”” — Exclamation from SPD: 

. . “These provocations will have to cease!” — 
Representative Renner, KPD: “That is why Chorus: reStop it!” — The Speaker raps his 

they fell for Hitler!” , gavel — | 

They scrutinize the demeanor shown by the demo- Speaker Dr. Kohler, CDU: “Representative 

cratic leaders. Ewers, you just referred to the colors being 
Unfortunately the hour of birth of our jnde- black-red-and-yellow. Were you alluding to 

pendent state was marked by a deplorable lack of the colors of the Federal Republic?’ — Exclama- 
the social graces. When Federal President Heuss tion from SPD: “Of course!’’) 
had been elected, the Left wing of this House ° ; . : 
thought it possible to treat him only as the man Representative Ewers retorts: What I said was 

nee a that the colors black-red-and-gold can only be 
as such, not as the embodiment of our governmental endered black-red-and-vell in the cloth of 
authority. When the members of this House rose the fla as Diace-red-and-yelow In the cloth o 
from their seats to honor him, the Social Democrats e fag. 
as one man remained seated. This lack of the social (Agitated interjections from SPD: “Throw him 
@races caused utmost indignation jn our ranks. I out!” — The Speaker raps his gavel — 
must emphatically caution against such conduct. If - . ; —— 
by contrast, one of your gentlemen had been elected Speaker Dr. Komert Deputy ewers, the words _ 
we would have saluted in him only the statesman ed by you evoke the impression that you were : te | criticizing the colors of the German Federal who is our Chief of State, not the man as such. . . . vy ge vawss Republic laid down in our Constitution. Our We must under all circumstances demand such are . constitutional colors are black-red-and-gold. I demeanor in a true German democracy. Only when am not inclined to accept another desi ti 
that is the case would I feel justified in holding of these colors.” — P esignation 
that the spirit of democracy may become “a matter : m 
of heartfelt sentiment’, as Dr. Schumacher desired Strong applause In the Center and from SPD) 
it in speaking of Germany’s unity. Not what is Re , ° : . | ee : : : wae presentative Ewers continues: It was far from | 
prescribed by law forms the basis of our life but, ine to utter anything at all against the colors of 
citing Dr. Schafer’s words, what is considered to } 

be right according to custom, good manners and *) The colors of the new German Federal Republic 
decency. are black-red-and-gold, as were those of the democratic 

. . Wei Republic of 1918—1933. T thei 
(Interruption from the Communist benches: | for the institutions of democracy, nationalism and Navie 
“Are we getting back to ‘blood and soil’?”) who boycotted the black-red and gold colors, made it a 

| practice at that time to refer to them with a disdainful 
Those are the forces that mould men and deter- = “plack-red-and-yellow”, or “black-red-and-chicken-drop- 
mine the shape of things. Only what men have pings”. : 

BT | | -



our state as laid down in the Constitution. That fatherland endeavoring to become part of the 

would show I am wanting in deportment. All I European community of nations. 
wished to indicate was that these colors, alas, have : + ndt ! ok 

' not conquered the hearts of large segments of our ven “em from SPD Now make an 

electorate, although I should like to emphasize that " 
there is nothing to be said against these historically I am coming to the end of my comments. Ladies 

unobjectionable colors. and gentlemen, it has been my task to explain on 
| ; | behalf of my Party Delegation in what spirit we 

(Loud heckling from the SPD benches) decided to participate in the Government, so that 
| - you may. know exactly whom you are dealing with. 

NATIONAL ANTHEM You may rest assured that we do not consider 
It is most deplorable that we have no federal OUrselves as reactionaries by any means. 

anthem and I do not know what prevents the left (Persistent loud heckling) 
: wing from. reintroducing the national anthem . 

bestowed upon us by their Reich President Ebert.*) We cannot revive the dead bones of the past and 
pee . - | we feel no longing to restore what no longer exists. 

I consider this anthem an expression of our German . 
character suitable even for a peaceful German We are looking forward to the new land of the 

| future. We hope and trust that under the newly- 
*) The anth ferred to is the so-called Deutschland- ¢Stablished Federal Government the first steps into 

lied aneeema re erred to ismme seven’ = semen the still clouded future may not be entirely devoid 
Germany: ane tn Above Everything: of blessings for the entire German nation. May I 

| Friedrich Ebert, a Social Democrat (187i—i925) was Conclude my address with Goethe’s brief exhorta~ 
Reich President from 1919 to 1925. tion: “We bid you to hope! 

% % 7 
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~~ Comment on the Statement of Policy of the German Federal Government | 

. delivered in the Bundestag on 22 September 1949 by 

Dr. Gebhard Seelos of the Bavarian Party 

| : (Bayern-Partei — BP) oo 

THE BAVARIAN PARTY AND FEDERALISM render more difficult a sincere reconciliation, and 
+ . a permanent understanding, between Germany and 

Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen: France. Without these a true European community 

Before dealing with the Government’s Statement and a sincere, universal atmosphere of peace will 
of Policy, I want to speak in principle about the never come about. . 
framework within which Bayernpartei’s (the Ba- | ot _ ) 
varian Party’s) participation in the work of the (Assent arom eta tha ee any 
Federal Republic appears possible. Before this . gn: 
forum of Germany and the world, Bayernpartei One should not pay lip service to the European 

(the Bavarian Party) welcomes the opportunity to idea while at the same time provoking the distrust 
touch upon a question which arose when Bavaria of the world by promoting a centralistic state. Only 

| refused to endorse the Bonn Constitution: the Ba- a federalistic Germany, for which we are struggling 
| varian question. As long as relations between passionately, vouchsafes a peaceful Germany. Only 

: Bavaria and the Federation are not defined anew, a peaceful Germany can become a member of the 
the Bavarian question will be a perennial one in European family of nations. For these reasons Ger- 
politics. We declare emphatically that we Bavarians, many will have to be a federalistic state if it 
too, want Germany. We merely have another con- wishes to survive. 
ception of her constitutional structure, a conception 1 . 

derived from the hard lessons of German history. (Strong applause from Bayernpartei Protests 
: . ~ . from SPD) 

The ever-increasing concentration of power under ; 

Prusso-German leadership brought down upon us 7 GERMANY AND AUSTRIA | 
two world wars in succession. We believe that | . 
peace can best be safeguarded for Germany, to Because of its centralistic character the Bonn 
which we are wholeheartedly devoted and which Basic Law, many of whose features are in line 
is our country in good times and bad, through a with the Weimar Constitution, excludes other Ger- 
federalistic structure of the new state. The Ba- man countries, such as Austria, from the German 
varian state and the Bavarian people will feel at community forever. Because both Bavarians and 
ease in such a truly federalistic Germany, because Austrians stem from the same stock, we Bavarians 
we would not then be under the necessity of being can never contemplate German matters without 
constantly on our guard, perturbed about our very bearing in mind their repercussions and the im- 
existence as a state, and thereby forced into a pression they create in Austria. 
defensive position against our will. Bavaria was an action from th,  « ahian | 

independent state for 1400 years, with boundaries Fee een nee on neg en bos sro?) . 
. that underwent few changes until Hitler reduced | . 

her to a mere province in 1933. Bayernpartei has The same Prusso-German circles. who ag long 

become the guardian of Bavarian patriotism. ago as 1866 drove Austria out of the German 
int “oti on th t Confederation, were at work again in Bonn. We 

(Loud interruptions in the center) understand fully that for Prussians their capital, 
_Its_ federalistic ideology evoked an impressive Berlin, remains the constant focus of reflection 
vote of confidence from the Bavarian population and perturbation, but do not deprive us of the 
in the federal elections. Although election results Privilege to let our hearts beat warmly for our 
had demonstrated Bayernpartei’s strength beforethe ustrian brother nation. _ 
beginning of the Bonn negotiations, it was, contrary (Exclamation: “Munich, the Capital of the Nazi 
to all democratic custom, completely excluded from Movement!’’) 

negotiations on the Bonn Constitution. Thus we Well, if you bring that up, let’s talk about the 
cannot be held accountable for the Constitution, counter-movement, too! 

which seriously undermines Bavaria’s integrity as We Bavarians believe that only by speedy inte- 
a state and opens the floodgates to excessive gration into Europe can real protection be gained 
centralism. from the dangerous tendencies of a new Prusso- 

(Interruption: “Are you referring to Bavarian German state believing only in force. : 
° 99 

cenitralism, by any chance?’) : THE BAYERNPARTEI IN BONN 
_ FEDERALISM AND EUROPE , We combat the centralistic Bonn Constitution 

We Bavarians view a centralized authoritarian because we consider advocacy of a federalistic 
state in the Prussian manner, to which the trends Germany to be a crucial question facing the Ger- 

| wags . man and Bavarian people. 
of the Bonn Constitution point... Cnt ti f the Cent Reall 

e, ae . . ge ee ean nterruption from e Center: “Really, since 
_ (Agitation and interjections: “Bavaria!” — The when do you advocate this federalistic point 
Speaker raps his gavel) of view?”) 

as a political danger, since it obstructs or eveh = The Bonn Constitution has been forced upon us 

_ precludes Germany’s integration.into- Europe, and by the London Agreement of 1 July 1948, which 

the realization of a European community. Such a_ provides that two thirds of the Lander can compel 
centralized authoritarian state would, moreover, the rest to adopt the constitution. But majority 
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resolutions cannot force a state to compromise or Speaker Dr. Kohler: “I should like to repeat 
yield its sovereignty. As soon as an opportunity the question, Didn’t you mean the eR 
presents itself, Bayernpartei will therefore initiate that had been designa ed as temporary by the 
a revision of the Federal Constitution in the spirit Federal Chancellor‘ 
of states’ rights. When that’ time has come, we What I referred to was only the putative length 
will voluntarilly grant the Federal Republic all of time during which they would exist. 
those necessary rights which it has now obtained Speaker Dr. Kéhler: “Representative Seelos, I 

through compulsion. must beg of you ito be a little more careful with 
(Interjection from Bayernpartei: “Up 1 new such comparisons in future.” 

it was an order of Military Government, noth- We noted with amazement. that the Reich Ministry _ 
ing else!” _ Retort from the Right: “What an of the Interior was assigned the first place among 
unsuspecting angel!”) the ‘Ministries of the Cabinet 

Why is Bayernpartei represented in the Bundes- (Interruptions: “It’s not Reich Ministry — we 
tag by Deputies, in spite of this negative attitude? aren't in the Foreign Office any more! It is 

Because we propose to exhaust the few federalistic now Federal Ministry!”) : 

potentialities of the Bonn Constitution to limit, a tant functional field 
to the greatest extent practicable, the centralistic pince mee most ee fio of the R 1€. Ss oF 
tendencies that are so strongly represented in this relugee matters, the questions 0 e Reunion i 
House; and to put an end to anti-Bavarian dis- Germany, matters of the Bundesrat — are already 
crimination in the economic and financial spheres, allotted to separate ministries, we fail fo, under 
a discrimination which has come to be regarded Stand why such pre-eminence is attributed to the 

| Ministry of the Interior. After all, domestic ad- as a matter of course. oo . : , 
ministration and police are within the competence 

THE CABINET of the Lander. We are almost compelled to suspect 
. . ; that plans are afoot to trespass into the very few 

I will now discuss the Federal Chancellor S sovereign rights vested in the Lander in the fields _ 
Cabinet. We looked forward to Dr. Adenauer’s 0v- Gt qomestic administration and of the police. For 
ernment in an unprejudiced frame of mind, since that reason we will keep a watchful eye on the 
we considered it the logical outcome of develop- work of the Federal Ministry of the Interior. 
ments during the past years. We did not accede : 2 

| to various suggestions that we join the Cabinet, (Ironical cheers in the center) 
: because we wished to safeguard our freedom of The Cabinet contains no fewer than five Super- 

action for our federalist goals and demands. Ministries, e.g. those for the Marshall Plan, for 
| . ge a | Housing, for Refugees, for the Reunion of Ger- 

(Interjection from | the oy Weren't you many and for Liaison with the Bundesrat. We do angling for a Cabinet post?’) approve of a Ministry for Refugees because of ‘the 
The composition of the Cabinet and the Govern- decisive importance of the refugee question, but 

mental Statement of Policy by the Federal Chan- we consider the creation of four additional Super- 

cellor fully justified our anxiety. The Federal Ministries nothing but a very serious impediment 

Cabinet, if only because of the great number of of the functions of government. It may well ex- 
Ministries and the extent of their jurisdiction, will haust itself in Jurisdictional struggles and rivalries 
lead to an increasing accumulation of power for about competence. It is understood that these 
centralistic purposes. The government bench can no Ministries are charged with vital ‘tasks, but sound 
longer accomodate the multitude of Ministers. No g80vernmental experience has shown that these 
one could have anticipated such an inflation. could be processed, and competetently disposed of, 

—— much more satisfactorily by State Secretariats or 
(Heckling: “Remember that this is not the by top-level civil servants within the various 
October carnival in Munich!”) ministries (Ministerialdirektoren). We are afraid 

The recommendations of the Organizational Com- ‘that excessive jurisdictional conflicts of the various 
mittee, in which top experts discussed the efficiency ft ederal Ministries will impair states’ rights when 
and number of ministries for weeks on end and t see wish to dictic their say about the 
determined that nine or ten would be best, have Cent of their own jurisdiction. 
simply been brushed aside. (Unrest and hilarity — The Speaker raps his 

(Exclamations from the center: “Isn’t that too gavel) | 
bad!” — “Those were no experts!”) at is to) pe regretted that the creation of these new 

. . , uper-Ministries was not predicated upon serious 
This Js not merely a question of the number or necessities of state, . but upon the transparent lust 
individual ministers, but of the multitude ° for prestige of political groups. To us the establish- 
bureaucrats riding into office of each minister’s ment of the Ministry for Liaison with the Bundes- 
coat-tails. We cannot comprehend how such an rat does not spell a guaranteed solution of the 

| inflation of the governmental ymachinery can be problem of states’ rights. In our view this problem 
justified in view of our people’s misery. will be solved only when substantial recognition is 
The Federal Chancellor assures us that some of granted to the demands of the Lander. 

the ministries will be temporary phenomena only. Now to the personalities that make up the Federal 
We would like to remind him of the well-known (Cabinet. We must point out that in our eyes the 
fact that it is the temporary hutments that last Government’s federalist character is placed in 
longest. jeopardy when it includes such outspoken centralists 

(Hilarity — | as Herr Storch and Herr Kaiser. | 
Speaker Dr. Erich K6éhler, CDU: “What do you (Hilarity in the Center) | 

mean by hutments?”) In Frankfurt, Herr Storch completely disregarded 
| Hutments are a temporary expedient, but they al- the interests of the Lander and imposed the 

ways last longer than planned. heaviest financial burdens upon them, without see- 
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ing to it that they could be met. We will keep an tralized concentration of power that came about 
eye on the Ministry for the Reunion of Germany, after the voices of the various Lander had been 
to prevent it from turning into a Ministry for  stilled. These voices might have been able to oppose 
Liquidating the German Lander. News dispatches this nationalistic, imperialistic drive for power by 
that this Ministry, or part of it, will Wve, to Ber the Nazis. : | in; prompt us to redouble our attitude of watch- ; 
fa waiting. What goes on here? Is it planned to (Strong applause from Bayernpartei — Protests a . ; ho from SPD — Interruption from SPD benches: split the Cabinet in two, so that one part would be Oo h > 99) 
located in Bonn and another in Berlin, with other Where was the Brown House? In Bavaria!”) 
agencies in Frankfurt? Or is it planned to revs Yes, and the biggest Nazis were in Berlin! 
art of the Government from the orbit of contro . . « 

exercised by Bundestag or Bundesrat? In that case Representative es carlo Schmid, SPD: “After 
we proclaim our violent opposition here and now. abs you invented ie — 

(Unrest) : Representative Dr. Josef Baumgartner, Bayern- 
- - — ae partei: “Those were the Prussian officers around The Adenauer Cabinet is a federalistic-centralistic Ludendorff and Hitler!” — 

two-faced one. Storch and Kaiser hold forth on _ 
one side, Hellwege and Schaffer on the other. We Representative Franz Strauss, CDU/CSU: “And 
can only hope that this two-faced body will turn the Foreign Office crowd!” — 
the mild and smiling features of federalism towards Speaker Dr. Erich Kéhler, CDU: “Ladies and 
us more frequently. | Gentlemen, now that this interlude of interrup- 

Representative Franz Strauss, CDU/CSU: “Is tion and conversations is over, Representative Dr. 
it your own face you are referring to?” _ Seelos will proceed.” | 

One is almost tempted to hold that a federalist We have carefully examined the Government’s 
who has become a cabinet member is less dangerous, Statement of Policy to determine whether we may 
and can be taken in tow more easily, than a expect an exhaustive application of the few fede- : 
federalist who is content to work within the Party  ralistic tendencies contained in the Bonn Con- 
Faction only. After all, the federalist in a cabinet stitution. This hope has been grievously disappointed. . 
must of necessity go along with, and approve, cen- 7 oe a 
tralistic statements of policy and measures. ewe from the Center: “Thank God for 

Representative Hans Schiitz, CDU/CSU: “What Inas | , | | . . ; ” peech lasting an hour and a half, the Federal 
we need is a good Bavarian plenipotentiary! Chancellor, to all intents and purposes, dealt with . 

the question of federalism in one sentence only. 
THE GOVERNMENT STATEMENT OF POLICY The remainder of his address was devoted to down- 

Ladies and Gentlemen, before I proceed to discuss to-earth problems. The speaker of the Government 
the contents of the Government’s Statement of Parties, too, barely alluded to questions of federal- 
Policy, I would like to state that its whole tenor ism and the problems that trouble the Lander; this seemed to me to be lacking in the human touch. holds true even of the spokesman of _Deutsche 
True, this Statement of Policy was cast in one Partei (German Party). Because of all this lack of 

| mould and touched on almost all problems. emphasis we are very much concerned about the 
. . « . small likelihood of realizing our federalist aims 

Representative Heinz Renner, KPD? “Not quite in the House. The spokesman of the Free Demo- 
correct! eratic Party in particular went beyond even the 

ait at: cold as § es Bonn Constitution by lashing out against the way 
pu . are oS oe as by ne major so atien. the in which the question of states’ rights, as it applies 
SPD opposition as well as the GDU ruling party. to the collection of revenues, was settled. It is not 

) ' ead . ‘ . t that it was the Allies who insisted on They did not radiate the inner passion which the COZrect baat it was | : , . | : | . | states’ rights’ in this question of revenues. We population would have had the right to expect after B . had put forward very tangible demand 
17 years of misery and after 10 of blood and tears. ; what re a i } y tang as 
One might have been led to believe that material 1" ‘at respect. 
things make up an individual’s entire life. Representative Heinz Renner, KPD: “You 

Representative Franz Strauss, CDU/CSU: pr ofit from things as they are, you Bavar- 
“Where were you during the war?” ians! . 

The overall problems that precipitated us into this When discussing fields in which the jurisdiction 
terrific disaster were almost never touched upon. of the Lander is to be preserved, the Government’s | . Statement of Policy dwelled almost exclusively on 

Representative Franz Strauss, CDU/CSU: cultural questions. As for all other spheres of 
Which y ou helped to bring about! We served activity that were alluded to and which, according 

as soldiers! | a to the Constitution, are part of the Linder’s con- 
Beyond question these problems do not concern current legislative rights, it was regarded as a 
tangibles only. They impinge upon spiritual mat- matter of course that they should fall within the 
ters. The Government’s Statement of Policy and competence of the Federal Government. Not a word 
the statements of the major parties touched almost about the sovereignty of the Lander. 
exclusively upon social and material tensions and (Interjection from the Left: “Thank God for 
upon the strained relations between the Opposition that!”) | 
and the Government parties, but they evaded the : ; 
tension prevailing between the Federal Government The term used was never Bund (Federation), but 
and the Lander. | always Staat (State). We are impelled to tell you, 

re cen dle ps Mr. Chancellor, that we have become sensitive in (Interjection from SPD: “That will come!”) such matters. Where federalism comes into play, 
_ Why, after all, did we slide into this misfortune? we look with concern to the future developments 
Not because, by any chance, so many people were of governmental policy. Dr. Adenauer, your title 
badly off under the Nazis, but because of this -cen- is not Reich Chancellor, but Federal Chancellor!:- 
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OPPOSITION TO POLICY OF BIZONAL have welcomed it had Dr. Adenauer gone into 
ECONOMIC COUNCIL greater detail.on this question, since it would have 

Our concern is intensified by the Chancellor’s calmed topuletion. of large and hard-hit sectors : 
statement ‘that he will carry on the policies of the | . | 
Bizonal Economic Council in Frankfurt. Many | We especially welcome the assurance of the Fed- 
measures of the Frankfurt administrative agencies eral | Chancellor that, both in the interest of the 
in the field of economics have encountered violent particularly hard-hit Lander and.of the expellees 
opposition in Bavaria because they were predicated themselves, the distribution of expellees among ‘the 
upon lack of understanding for Bavarian require- various Lander will be equalized. These assurances 

ments, and because they recklessly exploited the correspond to an emphatic demand of Bayernpartei. 
centralized power of government against Bavaria. May we now ask that these measures be carried 
The policy of the Economic Council in Frankfurt out speedily and effectively, so that a diminution 

- was marked by fatal contradictions and by a of the load will soon be felt, and this hardship may 

double standard in dealing with problems of 800 be mitigated.to a certain extent? 
industry and agriculture. Where industry was con- (Interjection from CDU: “Let us hope you do 

cerned, the goal was to loosen and abolish the not appeal to the Federation for help!’’) 
restrictions inherent in a controlled economy. In 
the agricultural sphere controlled economy was ; | 
preserved, even though the actual situation did not FOREIGN POLICY 
require it. In substance we also agree with the Federal 

The Federal Chancellor has gone so far as to an- Chancellor’s Statement on Foreign Policy although 
nounce that in the sphere of food and agriculture We would have wished that it had contained some 

the jurisdiction of centralized agencies is going kind words for Austria. 
to be expanded. We consider that announcement a (Anniany rtat | . 
first fatal result of Article 74, Paragraph 17, which (Applause from Bayernpartei benches) 
assigns, in general terms and without limitations, The speeches of the Opposition and of the Gov- 
aid to agriculture as well as support of farm and ernment convey the impression that there is qa con- 

forestry production to the concurrent jurisdiction stant squabble about priority with regard to the 
of the Federal Government. These provisions were issue of foreign policy, which concerns the German 
included in the Constitution in disregard of the people as a whole. It is, after all, grotesque that 
strongest warnings by the Bavarian Farmers’ Asso- any party, no matter what its name, claims the 

| ciation (Bayerischer Bauernverband), merely be- Tight to have been the first to broach the problem 
cause the bureaucrats of Frankfurt needed these Of the return of our prisoners of war, or to have 
provisions to expand their future powers. We had been the first to reject the Oder-Neisse border. . 

hoped that these powers would be used most Representative Carlo Schmid, SPD: “Do you 
sparingly. But now we gather from the announce- reject it, too?” , " 
ment of the Federal Chancellor that we may ex- | , " | 
pect a dangerous offensive against the jurisdiction It seems to me that this attitude is in contrast to 
of the Ministries of Agriculture in the individual the way in which such matters are dealt with in 
Linder. , the most powerful, big states, such as the United 

Enlightenment of the farming population; as well States and England, where issues of foreign policy 
as aid to agriculture, is a preserve of the Lander re considered issues of the entire people. As a 
and of the competent Linder ministries..We can PO00F afflicted and downcast people we can even 
only hope that the new Federal Minister of Agri* less afford to drag this controversy down to the 
culture will soon get rid of both the memories and 0west level of party politics when tackling ques- 

- the atmosphere of the Frankfurt administration fons Sac as oun German t onhenl and the common 

Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: tt i man People. ; 
“Bravo!” t is true that we view the Occupation Statute 

from a different angle. The Occupation Statute 
SOCIAL PROBLEMS was decided upon by the Foreign Ministers of 

We fully agree with Dr. Adenauer in his em France, Great Britain and the United States on 
>i one : u- 8 April 1949, almost six months ago, when the 

phasis upon aiding the middle class. What we miss _ situation was an entirely different one. We do not 
is greater attention to the demands of the working eyen know whether the Occupation Statute, which 
class. It cannot make up for this deficiency that is g foreign-policy measure, was ratified by the 
Herr Adenauer, in an incomprehensible concession parliaments of the three powers. We are thus all 

to the Socialist wing of CDU, postulates the demand the more amazed that the Federal Chancellor, in 
for a new ownership structure of basic industries. the speech he made yesterday — not, however, in 

_ (“Hear, hear” on the Left and in the Center the mimeographed reJlease of his speech — accept- 
| — Hilarity on the Left) ed this Occupation Statute as a basis for discussion. 

It is not quite clear to us how Dr. Adenauer can ‘From the first we considered it at most as a 
square this postulate with his economic platform, ‘Security mortgage of the Military Governors, which 

| which is the stimulation of a free economy and W®€ intend to liquidate as soon as possible. We 
of private initiative. Industry now sees itself placed WOuld be grateful for more information about the — 
in jeopardy by a new wave of socialization Procedure by which the Military Governors pre- 
emanating from the present Federal Government. sented this all-important document yesterday, and 

. _ about the reaction displayed at that moment by 
Representative _ Franz Strauss, CDU/CSU: the Federal Government.. These things are of the 
Carlo Schmid is most afraid! greatest historical significance, and will have far- 

‘We welcome the kind remarks of the Federal reaching repercussions among the entire population - 
. Chancellor about the possibility of ar Tete the of Germany. 

hardships which currency reform inflicted upon : are:  « 
people who had been saving their money for a Representative he Renner. KED : “T could 
long time, since before the Third Reich. This is a ei you abou ose repercussions: 
Bayernpartei demand of long standing. We would Keep it to yourself, I am not interested! 
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BERLIN I do hope that he will be able to imbue the CSU 
We gather from the Federal Chancellor’s ex- members .of the Cabinet with the same conviction, 

planation about aid to Berlin that in 15 months because as recently as early this year CSU adopted 

more than one billion marks have been channeled an electoral law which codified this division of 

. there. Thus the economy of Western Germany has human beings into two classes. 
been deprived of this amount for its reconstruction. 7 

For that reason we checked the Government’s : : . 

Statement of Policy in vain for a hint that, if aid : CONCLUSIONS 
to the afflicted city is to be continued, there will | | . 

be insistence upon control of the use to which such AS the debate proceeds, we will define our at- 
money is put. Be it known that we are not willing titude towards certain other points. In this general 

to tolerate, under whatever guise, the Socialist ex- debate, I would like to content myself with these 
periments of the Berlin Socialist administration! essential statements, emphasizing once more that 

(Applause from Bayernpartei — Shouts from We will observe with sharp-eyed attention future 
SPD: “So that’s it!) trends within the Cabinet, as shown by the fede- 

This issue would have afforded an opportunity ralistic and centralistic steps it may take. If legis- 

to give a thought to those areas struggling hard latien is federalistic in character, you can count on 

for their very life, because the way in. which SBayernpartei’s cooperation. To a disastrous cen- 
borders were drawn under political aspects caused tralism, we throw down the gauntlet. This attitude 
them serious economic harm. One such case are jis consonant with our over-all advocacy of a fede-. 

the areas of Northern Bavaria that have been alist Germany, with our rejection of a centralized 
severely restricted by dual frontiers, by projections Germany. We believe in G but 1 | 

into the Bavarian territory of the East Zone border, any. WE. ve in Germany but, gentlemen, 
and by the severence of all links with Czecho- bear in mind that it is only as Bavarians that we | 
slovakia. We have taken the liberty to submit are Germans. | 
certain bills for relieving the distress of these areas, (Loud Applause from Bayernpartei — | 
and we trust that these bills will meet with the. PP yernparver Protests) 
support of all political parties in the same way as Anyone who endeavors to deprive us of our mil- 

the bills on aid to Berlin. lennial Bavarian State places the existence of Ger- 
As for denazification we fully agree with the many in jeopardy! - , 

Federal Chancellor’s view that it is high time to i. 

| end the existence of two classes of human beings (Hilarity and protests —- Loud cheers and ap- | 
‘in Germany. plause from Bayernpartei — Persistent inter- 

Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “You joctions — Unrest — The Speaker raps his | 

have every reason for holding that opinion!” gavel) | 

BS  * * | 

% 
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Comment on the Statement of Policy of the German Federal Government | 

| delivered in the Bundestag on 22 September 1949 by 

a Max Reimann of the German Communist Party 

(Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands —- KPD) 

| HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT paper. For that very reason it is not fortuitous 
| Ladies and Gentlemen: that this Government represents a collection of 

representatives of German heavy industry and 

The Federal Chancellor described thedevelopment financial tycoons. For both, German and Amer- | 
of the West German State at the outset of his ican, are closely intertwined. 
Governmental Statement of Policy. While listening 
to this description I let my mind roam over the | | 
pistorical roe peement of this State and thought | OCCUPATION STATUTE 

ack to those forces abroad that gave the orders The Ch nl f the F 
to establish it. At the same time I also remembered = an oath to uphold the Bee ua ent swore | 

those Germans who carried out these orders be- convey the impression to the German people that 
cause they feared that Germany as a whole might the Basic Law of the Parliamentary Council, pro- 
be developed along democratic lines. mulgated on 23 May, represents the true Constitu- _ 
May I go back to the very source? I remember tion of this West German State. 

Ten an American d the’ the “New York Herald- In actual fact, however, things are different. | 
tl tw Pi h wa e al 4 purpose of the Govern- jt did not happen accidentally that, on the day 

thes , ber ~ in it ready ‘ planned at that time, in after the formation of the Government, the Occu- 
these terms in its issue of 16 March 1949: pation Statute was put into effect by the three 

“The projected West German Government is High Commissioners. In that way the High Com- 

| reduced to the status of a colonial administra- missioners once again made crystal clear what the 
‘tion operating not under one viceroy but three real Constitution of this West German State is. | 

, the French, British and U.S. Military Gov- When political measures are taken in future, this 
ernors, or their civilian successors.’”*) state of affairs will have the opposite effect, to all 

I cannot outline the character of this state more imtents and purposes, from that which the Federal 
clearly than was done by this newspaper. Thus Chancellor , Pc weeses to present to us in his 
it is obvious that this Government or, if I may ‘Statement of Policy. 
repeat the words of the “New York. era (Observation from the Center: “Is that so? 
une”, is “colonial agency” wit r. Adenauer ; : r 1 

at its head, meets the wishes of the gentlemen in Then we'll emigrate to the Soviet Zonet”) 

Washington. The Federal Chancellor declared that, as a result 

(Interruptions from the Center: “Shame! We or the al bbe ae sae the Ruhr Statute, the 
won’t let him get away with it!’ — Constant ate d wi th fc etc., Germany 18 more Closely inte- 
exclamations — Persistent unrest — The Pres- &*4 wi oreign countries than ever before. 

: ident raps his gavel — _ So that you will not interrupt me again, Mr. 
. t « | Speaker, I draw your attention to the fact that I 

Dr. Kohler, Speaker of the House: Represen- am quoting the Federal Chancellor, In his Govern- | 
tative Reimann, will you yield? mental Statement of Policy, the Federal Chancellor 
We constituted the first Bundestag (parliament) now describes as “integration” what he earlier 

of the Federal Republic of Germany on 7 Sep- termed the “dictatorship of foreign ‘powers” and 
| tember 1949. On 12 September we efeched the a “colonial statute”. At the same time the Chancel- 

50 Sente sate, ane eon torn esiden , the. con. lor tried to make us believe that the High Commis- 

stitution of the German Federal Government. sioners will consult the Feder al Government before 
; " . taking any important decisions. Exactly the con- 

With the exception of yourself, Representative trary will be the case. 
Reimann, I believe there is nobody in this I should lik mn to d ttenti 
chamber who could, by any chance, ascribe to sno ike once again to draw your attention 
this procedure the characteristics of a colonial to the fact that the Occupation Statute, in the 
agency. I protest and point out that I will take hands of the three High Commissioners, constitutes 
the necessary measures if you should repeat the real political basis of the Western German 

your description of the German Federal Re-_ State, precludes a Peacy Treaty and draws a veil 

public as a colony or a colonial country.” of uncertainty over the length of the Occupation. 
. The formation of this Government is accompanied 

Applause from the Center and Right — Inter- | . ay | 
jection from the Right: “Herr Reimann, you by the clanking of rolling tanks in the Ruhr Valley, | 

may tell that to the Russians or in the Russian by the blows of sledgehammers destroying our 
Zone! Have you seen the returnees from peacetime industry so that German competition 
Russia?”) can be eliminated from world trade. 

Reimann resumes: Mr. Speaker, I want to make (Violent disagreement in the Center and on 
it clear that. this term did not originate with me, the Right — Many shouts from the Center: 

but that I quoted the term used by an American “Soviet Zone!’’) 

yy Actually. yt le t ; by Joseph Even though you will shout a good deal while I 
*) A , this i Oo m colum osep T inte 

Alsop “asserting that the French have brought about the address you, I intend to tell you what you need 
state of affairs described. to hear! . . 
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| MARSHALL PLAN “Honest Money for Honest Work!“ Workers, officials, 
employees, small farmers and many others always — 

I well remember, when the Marshall Pian was labored honestly. Back in 1945 the workingman 
announced in 1947, that West German politicians \- 2° the first to clear away ruins and debris, to 
spread fancy illusions among the people about the bring order into traffic snarees and to get the fac- 
imminent revival and flourishing of the German tories running. But he was never paid honest 
economy. On 20 June 1948 Professor Erhard an- mone in return 

nounced additional miracles in the offing. } y ° 

All warnings by far-seeing politicians in the (Exclamation from the Right: “As bad as in 
Economic Council were disregarded. Relief was the Soviet Zone!’’) - 
expected from a separate West German currency Goods produced, before currency reform and 

and from the Marshall Plan. Today the Chancellor thereafter enriched those whose policy had brought 
is forced to admit, in his Statement of Policy, that these ruins and this catastrophe down upon our 
there is a danger of deflation or inflation in his peads. During the days of the currency reform 
West German State. Professor Erhard already voiced the demand now 

(Deputy Strauss, CDU: “Both simultaneously?”) repeated by the Chancellor in his Statement of 
; Policy, i. . the call for an accumulation of capital. 

It is my impression that the economic theorles ja ccymulation of capital to increase profits, but not: 
expounded by the Chancellor in his Statement of to satisfy the requirements of the population! That, 
Policy lack a sound foundation even more than jn 4 nutshell, is the aim of the economic policy of 
those advanced by Professor Erhard on the day the Government. That is why the Chancellor’s 
of currency reform. The latter based his economic Statement of Policy completely omitted any 

policy upon the stockpiles of hoarded goods and mention of the self-sacrificing work performed by 
praised hoarding as a patriotic deed. workers and employees during the past four years. 

DEVALUATION AND EXPORTS WAGES AND PRICES 

But whence does the Chancellor derive his con- The Chancellor had this poor consolation for the 
ception? Is it from the currency devaluation now population of Western Germany: “There is no 

in progress? The present devaluation of currencies reason to be alarmed, since the anticipated changes 
is, after all, the symptom of an intensified battle in the sphere of wages and prices will, as a whole, 
for the shrinking capitalist markets, of the struggle lead to relatively insignificant fluctuations only,” 
waged by international high finance for the big- Thus spoke the Chancellor in his Statement of 
gest slice of world exports. This more intense com- Policy. The complexion of the Government leaves 

petition, which had in its wake the devaluation of no doubt that the burden resulting from devaluation 
the D-Mark, will result in increased curtailment of the D-Mark will be shifted to the shoulders of 
of Western German exports and a blockade of its the working people, just as it was shifted in the 
foreign trade. In this connection I remind you of case of currency reform. For the second time in 

the view of British exporters that German pro- two years currency manipulations, from which only 
ducts are their most dangerous competitors in capitalists benefit, are carried out on the backs of 
world markets. | workers. employees and artisans, of people with 
On the other hand compulsory imports of Ameri- small savings accounts, of those drawing sickness 

can goods will boost living costs of the population or old-age pensions, and of the middleclass. 
in Western Germany enormously.. Devaluation of 

the D-Mark lowers the floodgates for American FREE ENTERPRISE AND MARSHALL PL AN 

financiers wishing to export capital into Western 

Germany. This is what the Federal Chancellor did Ladies and Gentlemen! The fifteen months that 
ask for. have elapsed since currency reform have given us 

. “ a clear picture of the meaning of the term “free- 
Representative Strauss, CDU: ; Better than to enterprise economy” (soziale Marktwirtschaft), that 

| export human beings to Russia! was proclaimed once again by the Chancellor. Free- 
But he failed to explain that the German Econ- enterprise economy spells the integration of the 

omy will be sucked dry and sold out by such economy of Western Germany into the Marshall 
American capital exports. Plan, and its subordination thereto, with all the 

All countries within the Marshall Plan and favor- "Sequences inherent in Marshall Plan policy. 
ing the old-style capitalistic system, the so-called I am deliberately referring to Marshall Plan 
free-enterprise economy (soziale Marktwirtschaft), policy, having gathered the impression that even 
are affected by this currency devaluation. It shows the most ardent advocates of the Marshall Plan now 
up the disruption of the capitalistic economic see their hopes dwindle away. I did not, for 
system, in contrast to the soundness and stability instance, hear the Chancellor allude, in his State- 
in the face of crises of the Soviet economy, of the ment of Policy, to certain pronouncements of | 
economy in the People’s Democracies, and also of Marshall Plan Administrator Hoffman or certain 
the Soviet-occupied zone of Germany. In these freleases of the Paris HRP Head Office. Both of 
areas a strong economic system managed to emerge, them said, and I quote, that “the Continent, in spite 

. of American aid, cannot stand on its own feet 
Representative Strauss, CDU: “Ask your own economically by 1952”. Together with currency - 

son!’’*) devaluation, this announcement forms the funda- 
because the workers, and allied with them the ment on which the Chancellor rears his policy of 
democratic elements of the middle class, endeavor a free-enterprise economy, and orates about an 
to attain the democratic new order by virtue of upward trend. When proclaiming the Marshall 
their own strength. Aan aa 1947, Marna said that ms Plan was 

. | ; | _ tention nt irected against hunger, poverty, despair an 
brings veval vat 77 Pivrescoe cirhard’s. slower. chaos. And what is the outcome two years later? 

| | * We have currency chaos, a devaluation in its initial 
*) Max Reimann’s son had recently fled from the Stages. More disappointments along the same lines 

Soviet to the British Zone. are in store. 7 
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Ladies and gentlemen, look into the latest UN In other words, it was no coincidence that, in 
report dealing with the state of the economy in his Statement of Policy, the Chancellor completely 
1948/49. It says that for the first time after the sidestepped the demands of the trade unions for 
war, production has begun to stagnate and that the the right of co-determination in the plants, and 
number of jobless is constantly increasing. In in the economy as a whole. It is no coincidence 
Western Germany alone there are 1200000 un- that he even ignored the demands of the Catholic 
employed, and the same number working only short Day participants at Bochum, of the many thousands 
shifts. The Chancellor commented upon that devel- of Catholic workers. Perhaps that shows the fine 
opment with these words: “Our economy is gaining hand of the Vice-Chancellor. 

ground!”. Indeed a rather curious manner of gain- The Chancellor assured us that his Government 
ing ground. would act in a “social way’. It would act, and I 
Because of these difficulties in the various coun- quote, “as social-mindedly as possible, in the most 

tries, the U. S. Group of the International Chamber authentic and best sense of the term’. Ladies and 
of Commerce accuses the adherents of the Mar- Gentlemen! Has not our people listened to promises 
shall Plan of inability to act boldly and urges of that sort before, from other German govern- 
drastic measures. In this connection my eyes were ments? 

opened for the purpose and goal that must have 
been envisaged when a Ministry for the Marshall GOVERNMENT PLEDGES ON HOUSIN G 
Plan was established. The accomplishment of these Now let us examine what the Chancellor did 

drastic measures, that is to say the lowering of promise to the different social groups. As for pro- 
the standard of living of the working class, is to mises, this Government takes the cake, particularly 
be the task of Vice-Chancellor and ERP-Minister Dr. Adenauer. 

Blucher. Anyone who watched RP-Minister To the homeless he promised housing. How is it 
Blicher in the Economic Council knows that, IN to be procured? The Chancellor asserts that the 
consonance with the interests of German and Federal Government will put money at the disposal 
American financiai capital, he will acquit himself o¢ the Lander. They must then exhaust all their 
well of this task. possibilities. But whence will the money come? 

In addition he has been entrusted with another The Chancellor left this question unanswered. Can 
mission, namely controlling the Social Democratic funds be siphoned out of the bankrupt treasuries 
Ministries of Economics in the various Lander. This of the various Lander? 
permits us to assume that the financial bosses of He explained that rents shall be determined in 
Western Germany will have the whiphand over gych a manner — in other words, raised to such a 

the economy from that angle, too. level — that private capital, financial speculators, 
Under the impact of the Marshall Plan crisis, will show more interest in building houses. You 

social tensions will increase in Western Germany. yourself, Mr. Chancellor, certainly don’t believe 
This Government will not solve a single social that in view of present conditions — soaring prices, 
problem. It seems to be aware of it. How else to an increasing number of bankruptcies or closing- 
understand the Federal Chancellor’s threat against down of workshops involving artisans, small 
‘leftist radical’? elements? It means that this Gov- businessmen and small home-owners — that in 
ernment of Dr. Adenauer is ready to use the police view of such conditions these persons could them- 
power of the state to combat hunger and further selves dig up the means for housing construction. 
pauperization. That is an old custom ofallreaction- The Chancellor made it unequivocally clear how 
ary governments. he envisages the solution of this problem, namely 

by providing safeguards for profitable business 
transactions. In practice this means the end: of the 

LABOR RELATIONS public housing program, which the CDU/CSU pro- 

The Chancellor said: “Legal relations between mised to the population in its election platform. 
workers and employers must be regulated in ac- Inadequate wages and the starvation pensions doled 
cordance with the times!’ How does this Govern- out to the old and disabled would, if rents were 
ment interpret the term “regulation in accordance increased, compel these groups to crowd together 
with the times’? In North-Rhine/Westphalia, the _ still more closely in jam-packed rooms. Low-income 

legislature resolved to socialize the mining industry. families who succeeded in building a small home 
In Hesse the socialization of certain industries is by dint of hard work will be forced to move into 
provided for in the Constitution. The Military cellars or attics and to rent out their other rooms, 
Governors cancelled these democratic decisions by if they want to retain title to their property. 
a stroke of the pen. This, I presume, is what the To build houses through capital accumulated by 
Chancellor means by “regulation in accordance increased rents will be impossible under present 
with the times”. In the same way the democratic, economic conditions. The Communist Parliamentary 
constitutionally-guaranteed right of co-determina- faction has introduced certain bills dealing with 
tion was suspended in Hesse, Bremen and Wiirt- housing construction. They instruct the Federal 
temberg-Baden. Seeing that this is one of theplanks Government to inform the Occupation powers that 
in the platform of the governmental parties, theChan- jt is no longer in a position to defray the high 

cellor considers ‘this, too, to have been “regulated costs of Occupation, and therefore proposes to cut 
in accordance with the times”’. them in half. Part of these savings are then to 
What the Chancellor means by “regulation in be used for housing construction. 

accordance with the times” is the buttressing of 

the position of those who already hold ‘the strings 
- of economic power. With cold-blooded and mature EQUALIZATION OF FINANCIAL BURDENS 

deliberation he intends to exclude all economically During the election campaign CDU promised an 

weak segments of the people from any protection equalization of social burdens. The FDP did like- __ 
by the state. | wise, But now the Chancellor says, and certainly 

That exposes the character of this government. he does so as spokesman of the parties in office, 
Even in the days of the Weimar Constitution lip that in the long run only a flourishing economy 
service, at least, was paid to the duty of the state can bear the load of the equalization of burdens. 
to give protection to the economically feeble. But is the economy really flourishing in this 
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Western German State? Ig there any hope that it Adenauer Cabinet now in office and the pre-Hitler 
will flourish in the foreseeable future? As long as  Briining and Papen Cabinets are _ spotlighted. 
present economic policies continue, only dreamers Workers and very many citizens hold that we are 
will hope for a boom in this Western German coasting down the same slippery slope as in the 
State. cays of the weimar Republic after 1918, only with | 

Dr. Adenauer knows, just as we do, that, under sreater momentum. . 

the provisions of the Ruhr Statute and of the When this Government was constituted all those 
Marshall Plan, Germany’s economy cannot recover. who have learned from the past recalled such 
Nevertheless he declared that speedy passing of the memorable dates as 20 July 1932 and even 30 Jan- 
Law for Equalization of Financial Burdens can be . uary 1933.**) There is justification for recalling 
expected. The same pledge was already made in events of this sort. To our mind, the Government 
1948. If we take into consideration the present platform, which ignores the demands of the major- 
complexion of political power in this Western Ger- ity of the population, namely the working class, 
man State and the Government’s policy of protect- provides evidence enough. Let me quote a few 
ing the property of heavy industry, then we can examples, to show what stage we have already 
look forward to an Equalization of Financial reached. I received a letter from an official of the 
Burdens that will spare those responsible for the Social Democratic Party in Schleswig-Holstein in 
war, and leave the victims of Hitler’s war empty- which he points out that the elements forming the 
handed. Government here at Bonn are preparing to re- 

PLANNED ECONOMY place the Social Democratic government in his 
Land by one of the right wing. Many Social 

The Chancellor explained in his Statement of Democratic workers from Hamburg have told me 
Policy that he will continue to pursue the politics that in the clertion Compaen. for wert ety coo 
of the Frankfurt Economic Council, and that he e rigntis O auncned a fuli-scale atta 
will see to it that the principles of free enter- against all progressive positions. Its aim was to 
prise prevail against those of a planned economy. smash the traditional SPD-KPD majority, thereby 
In this connection, gentlemen, your propaganda ousting — so they themselves say — the Social 
deliberately treats planning and Hitler’s controlled Democrats from the government. 
economy, which was based upon compulsion, as if Some people ask me why I care who holds the 
they were the same thing. There is no common key positions in the Western German State, seeing 
ground between that controlled economy we lived that I reject it. My answer must be that, true 

through for fifteen years, and the planning we _ enough, we reject this Western German State and 
demand. Naturally we can neve amen a planned fight consistently for the unity of Germany, 

- r Government, . ; economy se cite eo aware of +t. Planned (Vigorous heckling from the Center and Right: 

economy does not mean rationing and strangling Of Russia!’’) 

of distribution; nee coer measures wine but now that this Western German State has been 
introduced by the same gentlemen who today constituted, very much against our will, we do care 
advocate a free-enterprise economy. What planning who holds down the key positions in this state, we 

means is the organization and management of do care about the nature of its economic, social 
production in accordance with the requirements and cultural policies. 
of the population and with unrestricted ere 

tion. It is precisely this planning of production tha . 
the gentlemen representing a free-enterprise eco- COOPERATION WITH SPD 

nomy oppose, because, before production could be I will go one step further. The Communist Party 
planned, the trust barons would have to be stripped pas Jearned its lessons from the past, especially 
of their power. But even in today’s Statement of fom the pre-1933 period. I only wished that other 
Policy, Dr. Adenauer no more than P roTessOn parties, too, would have learned their lesson from 
Erhard openly dared to hold his protective han the past, the SPD in particular. And what is that 
over the trust barons. That is why, when Dr. pis ‘jesson we have learned? All those have to 
Adenauer or Professor Erhard indulge in polemics close their ranks, in a common militant front 

against a planned economy, they never They against reaction, who want to prevent a repetition 
attempt to argue against planned production. They of events such as those of 20 July 1932. All those 
resort to cunning arguments against planned must join in that common front who want to stem | 
distribution, which no one among us likes. , At the the onslaught of the Rightist block against the 
same time they evoke memories of Hitlers he demands of trade unions, workers, employees, of- 
pulsorily controlled economy, so as to ma Sh 5. ficials and the middle classes, as well as all those 
concept of planned _production appear aS a NOb- who do not want workers, trade unionists, Social 
goblin to the man in the street. Democrats and other progressive elements to be 

forced out of their positions, to be replaced by 

THE POLITICAL SITUATION representatives of the property-owning block. 

. The strength of all progressive forces of our 

Ladies and Gentlemen! After d ver ers people lies in common action by all. Only reaction 
menges’*) plans for tax re “ite nan ‘Go acop nt has benefited from fragmentization and division. 
by the Federal Chancellor, aiter this Government Oi, reaction can do so in future. For that reason 
was constituted, and on the basis of the election I state frankly that we are alwa repared + 

Its I was informed of a number of opinions tate irankly ys prepared to 
Tesu . d . ircles. Th ss arrive at joint agreements with Social Democrats 

current in trade union circles. inese opinions “hors, in factory, parliament and elsewhere, so as to repel 
the same ground _as discussions among workers, the onslaught of reaction against the positions and 
employees and citizens who are members of SPD rights of the working population ’ 

and also of CDU. These discussions highlight the g Pop 
fact that the same forces are dominant in industry (Laughter and shouts from the center) 
and administration today that brought disaster WW 

upon our people. The parallel trends between the **) On 20 July 1932, then Chancellor von Papen deposed 
-_- the Social Democratic government of Prussia by force; 

*) See p. 17 on 30 January 1933, Hitler was named Chancellor. 
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That hurts, doesn’t it! But I know that we are here about a magnet, I am optimistic enough to 
on the right track to put an end to your careers. retort that it is not the Western German State 

Dr. Schumacher, I do not believe that you had with its Adenauer-Blucher Government which will 

fallen prey to the delusion that our votes for you Serve as a magnet for the people, but the new 
were tantamount to acceptance of the anti-Eastern democratic order of the Soviet Zone of Occupation. 

policy which we hold to be harmful. I shall touch (Loud applause from the Communists — Pro- 
upon this subject once more later in my address. tests from the center — Turmoil — Shout: “He 
At this point I want to state distinctly and clearly does have a sense of humor!” — The Speaker 
that our vote for Dr. Schumacher’s candidacy in raps his gavel) | 
the election for a Federal President was a sym- TRADE WITH THE EAST 

aoe aon tent acy t Sirs re eryah one, weet Mineo? me ro adumbrate upon the recent Foreign 

especially in the factories, against a repetition of ins ers Conterence in Paris. There was muc | 
ee > * . talk in this House about the unity of Germany not 

the Briining and Papen policies. We are combatting . 
: being abandoned. The Federal Chancellor went so 

the attacks on the wages and rights of the workers . ee . 
| . . Sg far as to appoint a Minister for the Reunion of | 

and of the working population by this ‘“author- G. The 4 t to be attributed t 
itarian property-protection government”, as it was ermany. The importance to be attributed to your 

owals of German unity is highlighted by the way | branded by Dr. Schumacher. avowal y y me 
‘ ; in which the Frankfurt Economic Administration 

Dr. Schumacher » you did not mince words when has until now refused to carry out the recommen- 
discussing ‘the present government. You mentioned ations of the Paris Foreign Ministers’ Conference, 
that the shift to the Right was even more signifi- which proposed that economic relations be resumed 
cant than is revealed by the distribution of par- through direct contact between the existing eco- 
liamentary seats. You recalled the situation during nomic authorities. It seems to me, however, that 
the second period of the Weimar Republic. _ thousands upon thousands of manufacturers and 

It seems to me, however, that there is a contra- businessmen facing shutdown or bankruptcy demand 

diction inherent in your concept. In the eighty the resumption of economic relations with the 
years’ history of the German working-class move- East Zone. | 

ment, the point was driven home again and again Trade with the East Zone is the bridge leading 
that capital is international. Should this point have to resumption of trade with Eastern and South- 
been forgotten now? It would seem to me that it eastern Europe, too. For where else do you want 
applies in the Western Germany of today more _ to export to after the pound sterling has been de- | 
than ever before. Surely the restoration of the old valuated by 30 percent and the D-Mark by 20 per- 
bosses after 1945 would have been impossible cent? I happen to know that thousands of British 
without the influence of American high finance. firms are sending their offers and sales represen- 

This restoration of the economic Bourbons which tatives to Poland and Czechoslovakia. I cannot 
we witnessed after 1945 would surely have been jmagine that there are businessmen in Germany 

impossible. Or do you happen to believe that so witless as to let the competition get its foot into 
socialization was suspended and the right of co- the door first. I even hold that business will force 
determination of the works councils abolished by those politicians to change their tune who, out of 

representatives of American high finance so as_ short-sighted considerations, reject trade with 
to serve the interests of democracy and of progress? astern Europe. Business will see to it that they 
These measures were taken on behalf of German act in the best interests of the German economy. 
and foreign big business. It is therefore impossible In this connection I am reminded of a cynical 
to wage a persistent fight against the attacks by syemark in a foreign newspaper. The “New York 
German big business, while on the otherhand making ferald-Tribune”’ writes as follows: 
concessions to American capital. I am glad to note TL: | ‘ sy 

that leading trade unionists and Social Democrats slice rue mat me siogan soon or ae td 

are realizing this unacceptable contradiction and pues to hae, , die 4 “th mermany st u i 
are even taking up the struggle against the Marshall for worl 4 as K ts let : 5 “he G struggle 
Plan and ‘tthe Ruhr Statute in public. or world markets, iet It be the Germans. 

| THE MINISTRY FOR THE REUNION 
MAGNETISM OF THE SOVIET ZONE OF GERMANY _ 

In their fight against the attacks by the property- We do not want that to happen. We Germans do 

owning block and reaction, the working class and ot wish to die, we want to live. For that reason 
all progressive forces in Germany are now €N- we advocate East-West understanding, the establish- 
trenched in a stronghold buttressed by industrial ment of a joint economic commission consisting of 

reform, land reform and school reform as carried the existing economic agencies, and a unified 
out in the Soviet Zone of Occupation. economic policy. The establishment of a Ministry 

(Unrest — Shouts of: ‘Forced labor!’’) for the Reunion of Germany serves neither the 

Inevitably the changeover in both economic basis German economy nor does it contribute to German 
and social superstructure in the Soviet Zone is not Conciliation. This Ministry is monstrous, since it is 
a simple matter. When a new economy and admin- 2 Ministry for the Continuation of the Cold War. 

istration pulls itself up by its own bootstraps, This is also shown by the fact that the Federal 
growing pains are bound to assert themselves. Of Chancellor did announce its formation, but, in his 

course there were initial difficulties due to the Statement of Governmental Policy, completely 
division of Germany and to the fact that there ignored a political event of such magnitude as the 
was no heavy industry in the Soviet Zone of Paris meeting of Foreign Ministers, and the recom- 
Cccupation, so that it will have to build up its mendations they issued. 
own heavy industry if the division of Germany | 
should persist. Be that as it may, it is an establish- THE ODER - NEISSE FRONTIER 
ed fact that the people themselves are overcoming In his Statement of Governmental Policy the 

these obstacles to an ever greater degree. Dif- Federal Chancellor mentioned that he would, by 
ficulties will be overcome. At this point, however, means of orderly legal procedure, press claims to 

a crisis is approaching and if there was some talk the regions beyond the Oder-Neisse line. 
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Just what does the Federal Chancellor mean by Deputy Speaker Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: 
“orderly legal procedure”, after he has rejected the “Ladies and gentlemen! Please let the speaker 
only legal basis proclaimed with the utmost solem~ have his say! The Oder-Neisse Line was referred 
nity by all four Occupation Powers, the Potsdam to in. the Governmental Statement of Policy. 
Agreement? . The speaker is entitled to discuss it.” — 

(Interruptions: “Legal basis’ doesn’t mean a “Hear, hear!” from the ranks of KPD — Ex- 
thing! What is your attitude to Potsdam?”) _ clamation from the Right: “But not when he 

; . 1? 
You, Mr. Chancellor, cited the Potsdam Agree- goes back to Adam and Eve! ) 

ment all of a sudden, and pointed out that the On 13 May 1943 Mr. Benes sent a cable to 
definitive frontier adjustment was to be arrived at Masaryk about his negotiations with Roosevelt. 
in the course of a Peace Conference. It strikes me The cable was worded as follows: 
as very strange that you should be quoting the “He” —- Roosevelt — “concurs with the view 
Potsdam Agreement and referring to a Peace Con- that it is necessary to reduce the number of 
ference. It seems to me that you, Mr. Chancellor, ‘Germans in Czechoslovakia as much as pos- | 
are revealing yourself as a might-have-been politi- sible through resettlement.” 

cian equipped with hindsight. After all, it has been To this cable by ‘BeneS, Masaryk replied by 
your policy ‘° preven ane Potsdam Agreemens Cable No. 186 dated 29 (May 1943: 
rom being put into practice. You have encourage «cc nnacti. «4 , Norwz7i 

the Western Powers to deviate from the Potsdam fe Saeco ne iter Cabinet the United 

Agreement. If I remember correctly it was you wie States Government iis also advocating a trans- 
went out of his way to welcome the Occupation fer of the Germans in Czechoslovakia, I told 
Statute. It was you who,, by establishing of a him” — namely Bogomolow, the Soviet rep- 
Western German State, prevented the conclusion resentative — “that we expected the same 

of a peace treaty with a Government representing support from the Soviet government and that 
all of (Germany. we were not satisfied with their statement 

In your Statement of Governmental Policy you that this was a matter concerning our 

quoted Mr. Churchill and announced the distribu- domestic affairs.” 

tion of a memorandum. Mr. Chancellor, permit me In view of these documents, to which I could add 
to do likewise and quote Mr. Churchill at this time. others, a question arises. How is it possible that 

On a7 October 1944 Mr. Churchill addressed the the Western Allies, who were so eager to lend 
British House of Commons. At that time he said, their support to the expulsion of the Germans, and 
and I quote: who participated in laying down the Oder-Neisse 

“The Poles are at liberty to enlarge their ter- Line, are today taking such a strong stand against 
ritory to the West at the expense of Germany. the measure they themselves had championed? 

In that case the Germans would have to be Representative Strauss, CDU: “What do you, 
expelled” — for that was what he suggested as a German, have to say about the Oder- 

— “all Germans would have to be expelled Neisse-Line?” | 

from the regions in the West and North ac- The answer is simple enough. Because... 
quired ‘by Poland. Expulsion — I continue (Interjection from the Center: “Behave like 
to quote Mr. Churchill — “is, as far as we a German!”) 

can see, the most satisfactory method and te Because things did not happen as you would have 

_ One promising the most en uring resu S TOF liked them to happen, because Poland and Czecho- 
the future. It will be a clean sweep. slovakia got rid of Anglo-American influence! 

Thus spoke Mr. Churchill in 1944. He continued as (Shouts from the Center and Right: “So that’s 
follows: it!’’) 

“T am not alarmed by the prospect of the I daresay that if Poland were still the old Poland, 
uprooting of populations, not even by these with a Pilsudski government, or one of the same 
large-scale transfers which are better feasible stripe, then no Churchill and not even Mr. Truman 

under modern conditions than ever before.” would raise the question of revising the Oder- 

That much for Churchill. In the late fall of 1944, Neisse Line. | , 
Mr. Roosevelt sent a letter to Mikolajczyk. He (Interjection from the Center: “But we Ger- 
wrote, and I quote: mans would!) 

“Tn case the Polish Government and the Polish If Poland had such a government, then Western 

people should desire to resettle their national German politicians would be forbidden to demand 
minorities, after the new ‘frontiers have been a revision! 
drawn, there will be no objections raised on (Representative Renner, KPD: “Excellent!” — 

the part of the United States Government. Agitated interruptions from the Center and 
We shall,” writes Roosevelt, “on the contrary, Right — 
do our best to facilitate such a resettlement.” Representative Strauss, CDU: “Will you come 

On 13 May 1943 Mr. Bene’ — here is something right out and say what you, as a German, have 
for the Sudeten Germans, who were so vocal to say about the Oder-Neisse-Line? ) 
yesterday, to chew over — “ If there were a Polish government led by the 

be te . | peasant leader Mikolajczyk, backed by the Vatican, 

(interruptions from all sides and unrest) (Agitation among Center and Rightist Deputies) 
On 13 May... then I daresay, Herr Adenauer, you would not call 

(Constant interruptions) for a revision of the Oder-Neisse Line, . 

I am coming to the point! You won’t go begging (Heated interruptions from the Center and 
for comebacks. rest assured! } Right, boos and catcalls: “Incredible!” — Great 

“yo” ° turmoil — Shouts: “Aren’t you ashamed of 
(“We don’t care for your answer!” — Turmoil — ' yourself, as a German?” — “Throw him out!”) 
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no more than you put forward such demands with (Applause from the Communist benches, — Ex- 
reference to the Saar! clamation from the Center: “You disposed of 

(Constant heated clamor from the Center and the homeland of 12 million people!”) 

Left: “Some nerve! Low life!” — The Speaker A revision of frontiers would not only be a disturb- 
raps his gavel — ing element in our relationship with Poland, but 

Speaker Dr. Kéhler: Deputy Reimann, your Would in the long run lead to war! 
time is up!) Representative Renner, KPD: “Hear, hear!” — 

Reinmann resumes: I am about to conclude. If the ppat must not happen! Our people must not be 

Polish Government were a British satellite, Mr. sacrificed on the altar of a third World War! 

Churchill would even be prepared... Agitat 

- (Agitated interruptions, boos) (Agitation) 
| : nan th. | The Oder-Neisse Frontier is the frontier of peace! 

: to move the frontier up to the Spree. (Constant vehement boos and catcalls — Tur- 
(Continued heated boos and catcalls, shouts of moil — The Speaker raps his gavel — Heated , 

“Low life!” shouts: “Withdraw, withdraw!) 

Representative Renner, KPD: “Who behaves 7 will not withdraw until I have had my say. 
like low lives around here?") (Continued turmoil — The Speaker raps his 

Because things did not happen as had been antic- gavel) 

ipated, because Anglo-American influence was Speaker Dr. Kohler: Representative Reimann, 
eliminated, because of these things a revision of since yesterday .. . 

frontiers now seems to be desirable. 
| | a] (Continuing widespread commotion, 

| (Turmoil) boos and catcalls — Shouts of: 

For that reason the German people is being incited “Throw him out!’ — 

against the nations of the East. Repreentative Strauss, CDU: “To 

(Representative Renner, KPD: “Hear, hear!” Moscow with him! Why don’t you : 
* . 999 _~ 

Hilarity in the Center and on the Right — Boos) get into uniform? 7 
A war aim is being held out to the German people. Rep adeery Reimann: “Twill 

Representative Strauss, CDU: “Go and join Ladies and gentlemen! 

them. We don’t even care to see you here!” 
| , Continui idespre io 

If the gentlemen on yonder side of the Channel, if (C Shanta Agent ot Moscow! Paid 

the American imperialists were strong enough, they agent provocateur!” " 

would move the frontier forward to the Vistula or 
even further to.the East. Representative Reimann: “It’s you 

‘ pry 
Representative Renner, KPD: “Hear, hear!” Poult) an agent provocateur: 

Hitler already tried his hand at this sort of thing. Representative Reimann, you just declared that : 

(Interjection from the Center: “We demand the _ the Oder-Neisse Line was the line of peace. 

old frontiers back again!”’) (Persistent unrest) . 

Through this catastrophe the German people was All parties that have voiced their views here 

punished for its allegiance to a madman. since yesterday have, as one man, rejected the 
Representative Strauss, CDU: “You are fol- Oder-Neisse Line as Germany’s frontier. I 

lowing in the footsteps of that other madman!” would like to state that for the record. 

It should be incumbent wpon every German politi- (Applause in the Center and on 

cian who thinks realistically to tell the German the Right) 

people the truth about this situation. . When you speak as you do, you are guilty of 

Representative Renner, KPD: “Hear, hear!” the provocation of the over-whelming majority 

That would be a good deal better, and more useful rh House. For that reason, I call you to 
an ni +a, aie ap~ ni _ O ! ; 

sor our people: nae ustening to such war-monger (Cheers and applause in the Center 

ng speeches day aler Gay: and on the Right — Exclamations 
(Lively protests in the Center and on the Right) and hilarity from the Communist 

The German people, which after two world wars benches.) 

had to put up with two disastrous defeats, which Representative Reimann, I call your attention 
sacrificed millions of its men, should not be driven to the fact that your allotted speaking time is 

into a third World War on behalf of foreigners over. | 
and of the imperialists who were restored to power (Loud shouts from the Center and 

here in Germany, from the Right: “Stop him! Get 

e ° e 
. 

1? 

(Agitation in the Center and on the Right) down!) | 

because such a war would end with the destruction Representative Reimann... | 
of our people. We want to live in peace and friend- Representative Strauss, CDU: “Get 
ship with all nations, especially with the nations down, get down! Stop talking!” — 
of the East and Southeast. Tumult) | 
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Representative Reimann... minute to bring your discourse to an end. 
(Persistent clamor: “Stop it; make pnereatter, I shall refuse to recognize you any 

an end to it! Get away from ger. | 
| there!” — (Enthusiastic cheers and applause — Protests 

Representative Reimann: “I will from the Communist benches) 
not budge!” — Representative Reimann resumes: The struggle for 
Representative Strauss, CDU: “Stop Germany’s unity is the paramount problem facing 
it! Get down!”) the German people. That means bringing about 

At thi int t . fat German unity, forming a unified German Govern- 

is point a spectator, in the garb ofaformer sent and concluding a peace treaty with it, 
German soldier just released from a Russian 
PW camp, made his way across the floor to- (Interjections from the Communist benches: 

wards the Speaker’s rostrum, pointing to his “Very true! Hear, hear!”) 
ragged clothing and shoes while passing the after the conclusion of which Occupation troops 
benches of the Deputies amid considerable must be withdrawn from all of Germany by the 
hubbub and agitation. Part of the CDU Deputies deadline that is to be established. 
leave the floor).*) | 
Ladi d t] ‘ll ] tak Representative Neumann, SPD: “If that is so. 
adies an gen emen, will you please take you guys will be the first who’ll have to leave!” 

your seats again; the session has not been 

recessed. We herewith declare our readiness to work and 
(By order of the Speaker, the fight for these aims, together with all like-minded 
spectator is led out of theChamber forces. Once we have a unified Germany, with a 

Representative Rische, KPD: “This Unified, democratic economy, 
is a well-organized provocation!” (Interruption from the Right: “Moscow dictator- 

, Representative Renner, KPD: “This ship!) | 

young man spent the entireevening then German will be a peace-loving state. 
here yesterday! It is a provocation : ee . 

| that has been planned since last ave Strauss, CDU: “Your one minute 

night!’ —- Heated protests on the " 
Right and in the Center — and will render many contributions to the peace of 

Representative Rische, KPD: “You, Europe and the world. | 
too, are responsible!”’ (The Speaker raps his gavel) 

Representative Reimann, KPD: Speaker Dr. Kohler: Representative Reimann, 

“You sent people to the gas your one minute is up. I hereby refuse to 

chambers! You yourself did!’’) recognize you. 

Ladies and gentlemen, will you please listen Reimann resumes: This will come about... 
to me for a minute! (Heated shouts: “Stop him, stop him!) 

(Persistent violent commotion) much more quickly than you can even imagine. 
Proceedings and results of this session of Par- (Strong applause from the Communist benches 
liament are watched not only by the German — Persistent boos in the Center and on the 
people but by the whole world. It is my opinion Right , . ight) 
that we should bring this session to an end in 
a dignified and respectable manner. Speaker Dr. Kohler: Ladies and gentlemen! The 

Persistent . or Federal Chancellor has asked to be recognized. 
( ersisten turmoil — Interjection: { hereby recognize him. | 
He committed treason!’’) 

Representative Reimann, I would like to state Dr.Adenauer, Federal Chancellor, CDU: Ladies and 
for the record that your allotted speaking time 8entlemen! Representative Reimann stated that I 
— please listen to me, Representative Rei- would not demand a revision of the Oder-Neisse 
mann — began at 11:40 hours. It is now 12:50 Line if there were still a Catholic Government in 

hours. According to the rules of order, a speech Poland. May I ask the Speaker to call Represen- 
lasting beyond one hour must be approved in ‘ative Reimann to order because of this affront? 

plenary session. I hardly believe it will be (Vigorous exclamation: “Excellent!” and ap- 
necessary to attempt to gain the consent of the © plause — 

plenary session to extend your speaking time . ec : | 
beyond one hour. I hereby give you one more Representative Renner, KPD: “Everything ac- 

cording to command!’’) 

*) Apparently with the acquiescence of Speaker Dr. oO Vio: llowi ~ 
Kohler, CDU Deputies had brought two men ‘into the Moreover, I have to make the following state 
Chamber who claimed to have just returned from Soviet ™ent in the name of the Federal Government: we 
PW camps. As a reminder of conditions in Soviet Pw regret that this Chamber and the Speaker‘s rostrum 
camps, they flaunted their dilapidated German uniforms were profaned through a speech such as that 
and shoes with gaping holes. It was later revealed that : a : al a. 
the one who made his way across the floor of the Bun- deliver ed by Representative Reimann, a speech 
destag, Thilo Wagner, has a long criminal record. flying into the face of German interests. 
Never a prisoner of war of the Soviets, he tramped | eo ge aa) 
through Germany as a hobo since April 1945. The record (Enthusiastic assent and applause) 
of the second demonstrator, Siegfried Kluger, also lists . . . . 
concivtions for fraud. Both were later arrested and The Federal Government does not consider it 
sentenced, compatible with its position, its responsibility, or 
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its dignity to listen to speeches of this sort in the House! Last night everything was arranged to 
future. . have this man stage his show here today! It 

(Persistent cheers and applause) was superb play-acting! 

Representative Renner, KPD: “That last sen- Representative Strauss, CDU: “He was here to 

tence was very weak indeed!” demonstrate to you the result of your policies!” 

Speaker Dr. Koéhler: Ladies and gentlemen, I do (The Speaker raps his gavel) 
not have the transcript of Representative Rei- ‘ — aos 

. mann’s speech at hand. To the best of my Representative Renner, KPD: eons it ve 
recollection, I had stepped outside when the ot a t 2” gave these peopie something to 
incriminated expression was used. eat mstead: 

(Interjection from the SPD benches: “Mr. (Persistent commotion -— The Speaker raps 
Speaker, will you please restore decorum! his gavel.) 

These demonstrations go on and on!”) Ladies and gentlemen, I will check the trans- 

Representative Renner, KPD: “I move that it be _ cript of Representative Reimann’s speech, and 
ascertained who brought this intruder into this thereupon take the necessary steps. 

, x * 
" 
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| Comment on the Statement of Policy of the German Federal Government 

delivered in the Bundestag on 22 September 1949 by | 

Alfred Loritz of the Economic Reconstruction Party 

(Wirtschaftliche Aufbauvereinigung — WAV) | 

ACTIONS, NOT WORDS mass of our people can be raised to a living 
. standard which makes life worth living. This is 

Ladies and Gentlemen: well within our possibilities. We got the stuff for 
When listening to the Federal Chancellor’s State- it, in more than one respect. Our people is as 

ment of Governmental Policy the day before yester- dilligent and industrious as ever. There must be 
day, we heard a number of declarations that were other reasons why progress is not as great as 
most thoughtfully balanced and very aptly formulat- we would wish and as it would be possible at least 
ed. The Federal Chancellor elaborated his platform, in those fields where there is no interference by 
telling us how he and his Cabinet visualized their foreign powers. — 
short-term functions in a variety of fields, such as 
the economy as a whole; the elimination of un- SPEED IS OF THE ESSENCE 
employment; housing; the welfare of disabled We have a list of requests to submit to the 

veterans, expellees, and other strata of the popu- federal Chancellor and his Cabinet. We shall not 
lation. waste any words on tearing the Federal Chancellor’s 

Ladies and gentlemen, we of WAV would like tO gneech apart. By no means! We simply wish to 
make the following comments in this: connection. 61] him on behalf of our constituents what we 

We do not care whether really all classes were expect the Government to do. It is too early to dis- 
alluded to in these statements. We do not care  cyss in detail what steps the Government will take. 
whether one class might have been alloted three We shall see. I already made it clear that we shall 
sentences more and another one sentence less iN jydge the Government by its actions and by ab- 

the Governmental Statement of Policy. We are not  ‘golutely no other yardstick. We shall scrutinize 
interested in the words that were chosen. We have the work of the Government with an open mind, 
heard so many Statements of Policy these past few neither with a jaundiced eye nor with advance 

years, and they are all as alike as two peas In a Jaurels. There is just one thing we should like to 
pod. Probably they are bound to resemble each ask the Government: get to work as soon as pos- 
other a good deal. In view of the all-pervading ible the misery of our people cries to heaven. 
misery of our times it is deeds, not words, that , 
count. Therefore we shall apply the Biblical say- EXPELLEES 
ing that by their fruits shall ye know them. We i, 1 | 
shall judge this Government by its fruits, and by It is imperative to tackle the expellee problem 

its fruits alone, not by the degree of its skillful- properly. It disgraces our culture that millions of 
ness in turning a phrase. We do not propose to expellees have to dwell in miserable wooden 

scrutinize each comma in the Chancellor’s address hutments 
with a magnifying glass. Far be it from us! we (Interjection: “In air-raid shelters, too!’’) 
shall see what this Government will accomplish. ‘te righ | ir-raid shelters. part 
We freely admit that the fruits will take some tim? oie mee and the op en air! - ena m cepotione 

to ripen. But time is short. There is but one ad- Who cannot even call a wooden cabin their home, 
monition we have for the Government: Hurry, or who prefer not to live in it during the summer 
hurry, for the distress of our people is dreadful. because these cabins, as is well known, are infested 
I am almost tempted to say that each day we keep with lice and are in so run-down a condition that 
the Government ‘from tackling its tasks is a wasted it is simply impossible to live in them. My friend 

day. . Goetzendorff, an expellee himself, will, at a later 
(Loud applause on the Right) date, take the liberty of discussing the expellee 

problem in greater detail. 
MISERY EVERYWHERE | 

THE ODER - NEISSE LINE 
Ladies and gentlemen, wherever you look the . J 

plight of our people is exceedingly great. On the There is one thing I note with pleasure in the 
streets, in the refugee camps, among the disabled Statement of Governmental Policy, namely the 
veterans who frequently lack even the money to Government S hard-hitting pronouncement about 
buy an artificial leg, among the war widows and the Oder-Neisse Line. Regardless of party al- 
war orphans, among the middle class that is being legiance none of us will ever acknowledge the 

improverished all over again today. After all, it is Oder-Neisse Line. 
precisely the small businessmen who are badly off, (Loud applause) 

while the big black-marketeers are doing very well. 

What are the assets of the small businessman? A CLAIM TO SUDETEN TERRITORY : 
handful of bad debts he cannot collect. And how However, I found one thing lacking in the Gov- 
is business in general? The outlook is rather bleak,  grnment’s Statement of Policy. We are no less con- 

I would say. . cerned with the fate of Germans in Bohemia and 
_ We are unable to share the optimism that things Moravia than in Silesia and Pomerania, in East 
are improving splendidly. True, things are on the russia and all these other German territories. 
upgrade in this country for hundreds of thousands “ hear!” the Right 
of bigshot black-market operators, but the broad (Hear, hear!” on the Right) 
mass of the population does not participate in this German Bohemia belongs to us, to Germany, just 

boom. To our mind the payoff is whether the great as much as Silesia, The Germans in Bohemia 
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declared for the record in 1919 that they had become most essential items of expenditures in the budget 
part of the new Czech state by brute force, that of the man in the street were permitted to rise, 
they would never recognize this German-Bohemian namely his rent money. Rent is just as important 
region as lawful Czechoslovak territory. Far be it a figure in the budget of the man in the street as 
from me to imply that the Federal Chancellor are his basic living expenses. Woe to us iff rents 
omitted this deliberately. It may merely have been should rise! I even believe that I am speaking in 
forgotten in the course of his speech. This assump- the name of thousands of house owners in saying 
tion was the reason for an interjection on our to them that an increase of rents is not even what 

part. I believe the Federal Government shares the reasonable house owners are driving at. Obviously 
opinion, which all of us hold, that German-Bohemia we must reach the point where money becomes 
is just as much German territory as Silesia, available for apartment repairs. We full well know . 
Pomerania and East Prussia! how things look in this sector. But boosting rents 

; is not the way. We must embark upon quite a dif- 
ECONOMIC AID FOR EXPELLEES ferent course, by reducing the insanely high burden 

; of taxes which house owners have to bear. After 
eens, and gentlemen vot cannot hoving. for a all, today’s house owners are nothing but messenger 

repatriation of the refugees, not with hoping that boys for the tax collector. 
the horrible wrong inflicted upon the German (Cheers from the benches of WA'V) 
people at Yalta and sulbsequently will be redressed. , Lay 3 . : | 
We have to integrate the expellees into the domestic we can race nis prob wnbhe we, another way t 
economy without delay. Then it will become evident hou 5 nos tay acd ot © urgen 

: : | , seoit use repairs without increasing rents, because any 
fro, Boh that Me skills ey brougnt wit? oom rent increase would immediately set off the infla- 
rom Bohemia, Moravia and elsewhere wi : 7 * a 

veritable goldmines not only for the refugees but onary vily e a ony must at ong oat bring Gown 

also for the indigenous population. As examples 4) 5. seo ots the Lan der the B nd vl en oh a 
for such transplanted industries I should just like ha ve to find wave to naake othe Me ; to th ow 
to point to the Gablonz costume-jewelry industry”) The O vache tak eh os 0: vet 
and the Graslitz musical-instruments industry**). ur ently © | u 5 ey oO | e ot Iso Anes ay it 
We therefore commend the fate of the refugees TT b "he ta OF the F nd Tal G ao tte i ot 
and of the transplanted industries to the special no dir in th | tis . tie “of the Tander hey ine 
ttention of the Federal Chancellor and the Cabinet. COOrcinating the activities of the Lander, thereby a bringing them in line for the benefit and advantage 

of Germany as a whole. Above all we warn the 
UNEMPLOYMENT Government against raising rentals in any manner 

| The second and equally urgent problem is un- Whatsoever. 
employment. We hope and expect that the Federal CURRENCY DEVALUATION 
Government will focus all its energies on tackling | . . | | 
this question. We caution against appraising the There is something else the Government must : 
situation in an academic way that might possibly beware of. A few pertinent ‘sentences were contain- 

be appropriate in a college lecture hall when ad- ed in the Statement off Policy, but we at least feel 

dressing sophomores who are to be initiated into that they cannot be interpreted clearly and une- 
the theoretical principles of economics. Such an duUivocally. We caution our Government not to 
approach is, however, completely misplaced when follow the example of other countries blindly and 
dealing with practical problems. We caution against Vaout investigation, We. waer She res quite 
letting the unemployment figures find their own = 7 : . ‘ ae Lovernmen 

level. We caution against thie theory with all the ae taking me plunge even if the ones took ee 
emphasis at our command because you are not st. We warn against a currency devaluation. We 
dealing with cold metal and an inanimate pendulum, fort oy Fer easing cf the currency. Un- 

b ith human individuals. And the individual rbunat — | ss unfortunately —- we ar 
must be the pivot of the state. That alone is true pape jabeade hinted ti sone eatenyents of 
democracy, everything else is humbug. We warn € : y minted at in the Predera’ Cnance!- 
against letting the unemployment figures find their ‘or Sy eon tty Povey: aney amount to: Don't 
own level. The number of unemployed is big Tr. ur pretty as, 1 on e as toug 
enough already, far too big as a matter of fact. all that! If we devaluate the D4Mark by 20 or 
Come what may, we must use our best efforts to 30 percent, maybe the prices of imported goods 
eliminate and reduce it. | will only go up by a few percent, a rise that may 

be unnoticeable within the general price structure. 
Under no circumstances will jit throw the entire 

NO RENT BOOSTS . . 
wage-price structure out of kilter.” We do not have 

I cannot wholly agree with the optimism of the any faith in this soft-soaping theory. And why? 
Governmental Statement of Policy when it holds Because anyone who has attended lectures on eco- 
that an increase of activity in the construction nomics for two terms knows that such statements 
industry alone could largely do away with un- were made by every government after every cur- 

employment. Things are not as easy as all that: In rency devaluation. In the past decades we have 
particular I should like to warn you against robbing witnessed currency devaluations in rapid succession 
Peter to pay Paul by finding work for certain un- all over Europe. What was the result? 

employed while rendering unemployed other mu Let us look at the famous devaluation of the 
orens o | rousands | Che daily Ache for W aay French france in 1936, which is usually adduced as 

That, however, would be the upshot if one of the 2, typical example. Let us look at devaluation in 
? ’ other countries. What was the result? A few months 

*) Gablonz (Jablonec) is a town in the Sudeten area of later the prices of essential goods had adjusted 
Czechoslovakia, once the center of a famous costume- themselves to the original level once more, i. e. to 
jewelry industry. ht on the Sudet the inherent gold value. The effect of all such 

**) Graslitz ((Kraslice) is a small town in the Suceten devaluations spent itself after a few months. Those 
area of Czechosiovalia, once famous for NS musical- who suffered and were duped in the process were 
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the people who do honest work, the workers, the Then we shall easily manage to produce at lower 
employees, the small shopkeepers. prices for export also. Else we might not be able 

(Cheers from the benches of the WAV) io The fove OF Beitish nomeetition one market 
Those who suffered were the people whose wages As I said before: this problem must not be ap- 
and incomes could only limp painfully behind proached from the theoretical angle, even less s0 
rising prices. in view of the fact that for a long time to come, for 

We do not believe that a devaluation of the D- years and maybe for decades, we shall have to rely 

Mark in this country would fail to have a marked on the importing of enormous quantities of ad- 
effect upon the price level, if not immediately then ditional foodstuffs and other goods from America, 
in the long run. We are on the contrary convinced for which we shall not be able to pay right off 
that following upon the heels of currency devalua- the bat. 
tion the entire wage-price structure will start to For these reasons a mechanical currency devalua- 
burst at the seams. This is liable to cause the most tion would spell only loss and no gain. Bearing in 
harmful tensions and quarrels in Germany. In the mind the importance of such a measure, we beg of 
end the only result will be that confidence in the the Government, to say it once more, under no 
D-Mark, so laboriously built up, will be wiped out. circumstances to go along so complaisantly in 

ee | 3 | imitating the British example. After all, we Ger- 
(“Hear, hear!” from the WAV) : . ; ’ mans do not have to act like trained poodles and 

Britain achieved at least one thing by its devalua- eagerly jump through every hoop stretched in 
tion: reducing its public debt by something like front of us. 
30 percent. Our position is vastly different, because | a 
our public debt was largely wiped out by currency (Cheers and applause from WAV) 
reform. This advantage of devaluation will not That much for this problem. 
redound to our benefit. For us it brings only dis- : | 
advantages — I stress the word disadvantages. I BUREAUCRATIC EXPANSION 
have no faith in the advantage of a devaluation of 
the D-Mark. The less so since for many years to However, as I said before, we can only keep the 
come, perhaps for decades to come, we shall have currency at its present level if we greatly reduce 
to import considerably greater quantities of goods production costs by cutting taxes. I have great 
than we are able to export. apprehensions, for what usually happens is this: 

(Hear, hear!” from the WAV) five. top-level ‘vil servants wiih the Sano 
We must not unilaterally join the pound sterling Ministerialdirektor as division chiefs, followed by 

block and follow in its footsteps. On the contrary, twenty senior civil servants with the rank of 
we shall have to seek support for a long period Mijinisterialrat, and so the apparatus grows and 
from the one currency that has remained stable grows by its own momentum. Even if the minister 
this time, namely the dollar, in view of the fact himself puts on the brakes, his subordinates see to 
that America will, and to a large extent shall have it that the brakes are not too effective and that 
to, furnish our imports for a long time to come, more and more personnel is hired, for they have 

without equivalent German export proceeds peng to justify their presence on the payroll. It has 
been able he ath Ones t ar breals-even. Pom 45 aS always been the bureaucrats’ favorite method of 
een reached, the advantages Of a evaluation documenting their indispensability to accumulate 

undertaken at this time will have vanished because 4 maximum number of files so that the final 

word ete an tion vould have adjusted them- quyarterly or annual report can stress the ministry’s 
: €. extensive work load. However well-meaning the 

I am of course aware of the fact that we do not Minister’s determination to nut on the brakes — 
have complete freedom of decision in all spheres. and I can already discern a smile, the smile of | 
Unfortunately it is not yet up to the Federal Govern- confirmation, on the government bench — 
ment to have the last and only say in these mat- anite —_ (th | fer. 
ters. That, believe me, is not a reproach levelled (Hilarity Cheers and applause from WAV) 

against the Federal Government but against dif- however much the brakes are applied, ladies and 
ferent quarters. I cannot believe, however, that gentlemen, there are times when the senior civil 
the Allies would simply ignore a determined and servants win out against their minister. 
clear appeal to world public opinion by the Federal This tendency has to be nipped in the bud, and 
Government. an appeal to the effect that we do we beg the Government on bended knees to be 

not want a devaluation of our hard-earned D-Mark. economy-minded when blueprinting the table of 

Ladies and gentlemen, we of WAV are deeply Organization. - 
worried over this problem from which hundreds (Renewed loud applause from WAV) 
of other problems may spring, especially now when Ww ble + fford i 

seasonal unemployment is bound to rise with the e dv h unable to *t or all any longer. We al- 
approach of winter. Prospects for the future fill us rea ie ave a phan ae y over staffed bureau- 
with deep anxiety. The devaluation of the pound cratic apparatus to a i] the Gonna Lander. Are 
sterling will no doubt compel us to lower our ex- W®© ton Pate 0 i e le ederal bureaucracy 
port prices, but this will have to be achieved by Wh op oil dts 1 y fers Shi a en bigger? 
means other than currency devaluation. We have to NO ti Se 0 Aa? - D all this? In the last 
bring about this price reduction by, at long last. taba, it Is Above: ie or t the economy and our 
relieving industry of a large part of the simply boo ded b this a ito "De ant t 6 Government to 
unbearable tax burdens weighing down manufactur- e guided by this motto “Do everything to keep the 
ing and all industry. We can do it. In olden days governmental machinery as compact as possible; 

it was said that the tithe and no more could be for the efficiency and quality of ‘by ministry 
exacted from the peovle. How happy would we be ficiale in inverse Fatio to € number of its 
today if profits in industry, and the taxpayers’ in- oriclais. 
come, were only tithed! We must have a tax cut. (Loud and general assent) 
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That is a fact well-known to anyone who ever was to those millions of our fellow citizens who were 
in charge of a ministry, be it for ashortperiod only. decent and honest, who did their duty and suffered 

eyes eae og | . indescribable misery. Our gratitude goes out to 

Giarity aicnw? Are you speaking those who were at the front without being mili- 
0 D " tarists, likewise to those who had their place at 

Everyone in this House regardless of party affilia- home, who helped their neighbors to put out fires 

tion will agree with me that it will be the great without expecting a cash reward for it. Lastly 
responsibility of this Federal Parliament to prevent many thanks are due to our entire German people . 
a bureaucracy of civil servants from building up an which has been conducting itself admirably since 

overstaffed administrative apparatus here. Other- 1945, 
wise it may simply be beyond the taxpayers’ (Applause from the WAV) 
resources to support it. | 

PP with the exception of a few hundreds of thousands 

of bigshot black marketeers, currency profiteers 
HIRING FOR CIVIL SERVICE and similar sordid characters who squeezed gold 

I should like to repeat a phrase coined within the out of the misery of our people. 
WAV as early as three years ago. I am always (Hear, hear!”) 
pleased when such phrases are subsequently picked ’ ° 
up and repeated by the major parties. We do not Thanks should have to be given to-all those, and 
want to see it happening that any one political party, we should have welcomed it if the Governmental 
whatever its name, turns itself into an employment Statement of Policy had dealt with it in detail and 
agency for all those hundreds, nay thousands, who explicitly. 
are already applying for positions in the new Fed- The conduct of our people has been admirable. 
eral Civil Service. If it is, true, as some mewspapers [| am asking you what other peoples would have 

reported, that on a single day more than 700 job conducted themselves with such discipline, decency 
applications from all kinds of officials found their and peacefulness on a monthly ration of 150 grams 
way to Bonn, then I do not envy the Federal of meat, 75 grams of fat and nothing else except 
Chancellor and his Government the task of sep- for a little bad bread and a few pounds of potatoes? 
arating the chaff from the grain. Out of this mass, Those were the conditions under which our people 
out of this mountain of job applications those with lived. Our most glowing thanks must therefore be 

real ability — they are likely to be few — must be addressed above all to the millions of housewives 
selected to fill the intermediate-level slots with who made superhuman efforts to carry on. For 
people who can really produce. that reason we particularly welcome the fact that 

| the Federal Chancellor made special reference to 

WAR CASUALTIES | women and women’s problems in his Governmental 
| Statement of Policy. 

Ladies and gentlemen, there are a number of | 
further extremely important problems about which 
we should like to make a few remarks. There is the INCREASE OF PRODUCTION 
problem of disabled veterans, war widows, the Ladies and gentlemen, the Federal Chancellor 
dependents of war casualties. Anyone who has ever quite rightly said in his Statement of Policy that 
seen the inside of the miserable slums in which we cannot forever and ever rely on foreign coun- 

these decent people live finds it hard to believe’ tries for gifts of all the things we are unable to 
that people have to exist under such conditions on produce and to buy ourselves. We must increase 
20 or 30 Marks a month. It is admirable how our our industrial output. It is the crux of govern- 
people bears its cross. But this must not lead us mental activity to find ways to increase production 
to think in this House that, because it worked like in our country. True enough, I have to stress it, 

this until now, we can continue to muddle through this cannot be done according to a blueprint. | 
for some time to come. We must not imagine that 
those poor devils will not open their mouths. No, PLANNING AND FREE ENTERPRISE 
at long last we must take comprehensive measures ei her hiner 
on a federal basis for the welfare of those poorest doumatincm on eee t to go by blueprints and i ‘ Vs . nt n this sphere. Slogans are of little of the poor. They did nothing but their duty, their significance here. We beli that th wo 
duty towards their fellow-citizens. They did not i » We Deheve that the Minister of y y Economics and the Government will : . , ; . ; | . will have to deter- 
march to the battlefields out of enthusiasm for war, mine empirically, as they go al hat sh 

far from it. All of us, or almost all of us sitting “? cy 0 along, what s ould or , ‘ . should not to be done in each single case. Nothin here, know in what a depressed mood entire regi- , . ; : ; ae & ? can be achieved in this sphere with either p a panacea ments marched away on 25 August 1939, how de- or h : , " . . gray theory. One thing, ladies and gentlemen, pressed, without a smile on their faces, these must ‘be abolj . olished. It cannot be tolerated that in men went to the front. They were ordered to go, it man | ; , 
; us | .4 y parts of Germany timber cannot be sold to- was not of their own volition. At the front they did oe . thei ; sa: ain day because of insufficient demand, because there eir duty towards their fellow citizens, their com- is not enoush - 

. gh construction in progress. I know of . 
rades, whom they carried out of danger when they | brickmills | i ; . , . lis near my hometown that even restrict 
had been wounded and whom they even carried and reduce output for lack of demand of brick | 
back from among the barbed wire entanglements. : | TICKS. | 
It is to those people that we of the WAV want to (Exclamation on the Right: “Because there is 
express our special gratitude. no money around!”) 

(Cheers from the WAV) | You see, such things must not happen in future. 

Ladies and gentlemen, the Federal Chancellor 
justly expressed his most sincere thanks on behalf GOVERNMENT PUMP-PRIMING 
of the entire German people to a whole series of Equally intolerable is the situation here in 
German and foreign organizations, the Red Cross  Bizonia, where more than 250,000 building workers 
and many others, for what they did for our fel- are unemployed, while there is work galore to keep 
low citizens. I think we have to express additional them busy for decades. Here we ask the Govern- 

thanks, namely the gratitude of our whole people ment to step in energetically. At the same time 
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we caution against looking for salvation in an un- This situation calls for intervention by the state, 
restrained credit expansion. We would welcome an by the German Federal State, at the earliest pos- 
entirely different step, namely a reduction in Gov- sible time. 
ernment expenditures, in particular expenses for . CONCLUSION , 
the ten thousands of civil-service positions either 
artificially created without necessity in the last few Ladies and gentlemen, much could still be said 
years, or else filled with incompetents. Through With reference to the individual items of the Gov- 
abolition of all these positions substantial savings ¢rnmment program. We shall save ourselves the 
would be effected, large enough to permit enormous trouble of discussing it at length here. For every 

| amounts to be diverted to housing and other meas- ‘our of which we deprive the Government by this _ 
ures urgently needed. debate is lost to constructive work. 

(“Very good!” in the center — The Chancellor 
| AGRICULTURE applauds — Merriment) 

A previous speaker here talked at length on the In the next few months we shall see how this 
support of agriculture. He said that we must at all Government is going to manage. We shall see in 

7 costs raise agricultural production through inten- the next few months whether this Government 

sified root crop cultivation. Let me add a word to will continue in the old, worn-out rut or whether 
this. he situation aay | is such pat te some it will embrace new, constructive ideas apt to | 
being reduesd many ene ion on one of nari promote our economic progress after all this time. 

cultural laborers are either not available or can- a a aw pee areadly ne oement the ill 
not be allocated by the labor exchanges. You see, ave to submit to a thoroughgoing depate on SA 
these are some of these faulty arrangements in the ‘topics. May I repeat once more, however, that unt 

new Federal Government’s intervention, for it Government without either malice or advance 
really is high time. How can we possibly intensify laurels. We shall judge it by its deeds. My wishes 
root crops and sugar beet cultivation, known to accompany the Government that it may accomplish 
require enormous amounts of labor, if the farmers a great many good deeds for the benefit of our 
do not even have sufficient labor at their disposal poor German people and our poor German father- 
to continue present cultivation methods? land! 

(“Quite right!” from the WAV benches) (Applause from the WAV and from the Right) 

| % * | | 

| * : 
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Comment on the Statement of Policy of the German Federal Government 

delivered in the Bundestag on 22 September 1949 by 

Helene Wessel of the Center Party — (Zentrum) 

ZENTRUM AND GOVERNMENTAL COALITION _ distorting the picture which others have of the 
German man in the street. | 

Ladies and Gentlemen: Each one of us knows how difficult it is to re- 

I take the liberty of commenting on the Govern- C°mstruct Germany. The previous speaker has out- 
ment’s Statement of Policy as spokesman of the anes now thes of jen were, as Wwe know, 
Zentrum (Center Party) Delegation. At the outset eprived 0 eir tnancial security so that today I would like to make it clear that the Zentrum they hover barely above the subsistence level. But 
(Center Party), not being aligned with the gov- 5 We contemplate all this, we should not forget 

ernmental coalition known as the Small Coalition, what hap pened during the Hitler war bey ond Ger- will support all proper and just measures of the ™@ny's borders, and what terrible heritage the war 

Government, but will reject and combat everything left in its wake elsewhere as well. 
my political friends and I myself consider to be 
improper and unjust from the point of view of FOREIGN POLICY 
public welfare. We consider it our duty to prevent This foreign political situation is part and parcel 
arbitrariness and the abuse of power, to advocate of the actual situation. It must serve as foundation 
tolerance and respect for the human personaity » stone for the policies pursued by the current crop 
freedom and justice. We consider it our ead © of German politicians. Only if they act accordingly, 
serve truth and, if necessary, to expose en only if they employ the principles of reciprocity 
forces and trends endangering state and com- tg induce foreign countries to show adequate 
munity. understanding for our circumstances — only then 

The ppoesmen of the pany qictions m ris ithe he eee to condact a sound roreign poricy: 
House, bot. ose supporting the Government an ithin the framework of European re ilitation, 
those of the Opposition, have expounded their basic the German people among _ others was greatly 
attitudes and their platforms. Their statements helped by the Marshall Plan. As far as the Western 
convey the impression that, while holding divergent hemisphere is concerned, Germany has certainly 

_ ideas, they also have many views in common. We _ reached a milestone on the political highway which 
cannot help feeling that something more all- made the creation of this Federal Republic possible. 
embracing than this Small Coalition could have The impact of the first Federal Government is 
been achieved, had efforts been made right from beginning to be felt now. It is certainly painful to 
the beginning to search for the common denominator know that Germany’s sovereignty was restored to 
rather than to dwell on the issues that divide us. her only subject to restrictions, which become 

evident in the control exercised by the High Com- 
GRATITUDE FOR AID FROM ABROAD missioners. As is well known, the High Commis- 

O goal is the rebuilding of Germany stoners co not amt their Supervision to Gemocratic 
ur common §& en rehabilitation and to guarantees of peace an 

with shorteet eo increasing momentum on steoved security. The ack of sreedom in the field of orggn 
: Si . rade alone points up the situation in whic er- 

residential districts, to find a solution for the prob- many finds vereelf ‘today. None too soon can a” 

lem of expellees, to prowice social Security f the different, a real and lasting order be brought 
for the most poverty-stricken seemen S OL about. It will be one of Germany’s most important 
people are necessities no one can refuse to sup- quties in international relations to convince the 
port, whether ne re wan oe oe victor states of the necessity for a peace treaty 
ment or at o e position. 3 with Germany. 
necessities be gainsaid by foreign countries. After Ladies and i ae . gentlemen, more than fifty-two 
Bee oense of oe otaely the. poniey ‘ ot Nations months have gone by since the cease-fire sounded, 
ka. hoes ; | and de jure we are still in a state of war. One 

ate one weet countres ee ointed eee bs conference has followed another, but the problem 

the Federal Chancellor. We witnessed the aid ot evened nothing mot b eon Seed Bet ane 
rendered by the victor nations and states of this 0a seal that a decision i ing if E hell 
second world war. In addition to those cited by OC8C Tees qd Y : te hom, 1S order Tt 3 the tr. ned 
the Federal Chancellor — the Red Cross, the Vatican, of the. an pu 1Us . nati in th + th "Third Tage > 
the Ecumenical Council in Geneva — we think 0% the European situation that the Third Reic 
there should be mention of the aid given by the managed to entangle all Europe in its downfall. 
Quakers, the Salvation Army, the Mennonites, the Together with Germany, Eur ope has been dragged 

Scandinavian countries and Switzerland. We should ‘© the brink of the abyss and is today dep endent 
also think of the assistance given by all those col america Se ene iS waat 288 te pees | 
organizations, and individuals too, who, sometimes our own foreign policy. We see ourselves. faced 
by dint of personal sacrifices, took care of families ‘th th + ¢ fi iti 1 into thi 
in Germany or extended a helping hand to German ™? e necessity of litting ourselves into this reli f izati world political situation, of considering the German 
Tener organizations. question in this context. That question can only 

Ladies and Gentlemen, it is compatible with our be solved within the framework of Europe, unless 
sense of national dignity to be grateful for this we want to adopt the belief that we must cut 
assistance. We should have the courage to defend ourselves off from Europe. So it should be among 
this truth even against those Nationalist hot-air the most important duties of this Government, 
peddlers who are back at the old stand, fatally especially in view of the complexion of the Cabinet 
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that has been formed now, to take the proper years. We do not have to be afraid that they will 
position in foreign politics, and also to make this convey a distorted picture of Germany to the world 
position clear to the German people. _ that surrounds us. 

May I add here that I do not want to imply that 
there would be no place for diplomats of the old 

OPPOSITION TO NATIONALISM school. It should only be pointed out that, in view 
Certainly, ladies and gentlemen, Germany iS of the rather large choice, a very careful selec- 

located in the center of Europe; but let us refrain tion can be made and high standards set. I do not 
from the nationalistic conceit that in world politics have the impression that this hint comes too soon; 
Germany is the heart of Europe. We need a wise, JI only hope that there is still time. 
carefully balanced policy, and I should wish that 
in future this necessity will not even be forgotten RELATIONS WITH EE ASTERN GERMANY 

in election campaigns, because nothing harms us as Th ti heth CG h 

much as that silly attempt to outdo nationalism e question whether we Germans nave any 
at its own game. The Zentrum did not suffer be- choice but that between East and West is part and 

cause of its clear-cut refusal to make any conces- parcel of a realistic view of politics (Realpolitik). 
sions to nationalism in its electoral meetings. We discussed it in this House today with consider- 
Anyone acting differently must bear in mind that, able animation, but none the less I think it would 
though our German people has great gifts for be mistaking the historical facts and mission of 

intuitive adjustment. to the genius of foreign oa Pepe ot we en curses no omer choice 
languages and cultures, to historical ages an an at between Hast an est. e canno 
epochs. it suddenly loses all perspective when abandon our tradition, our past, our history, all that 
dealing with the living realities of other nations we have become and all that we are, without aban- 
and, unlike most of the peoples on this earth, doning ourselves. That is why no choice between 
starts to revel in daydreams and wishful images. East and West is incumbent upon us. We cannot 
We have every reason, ladies and gentlemen, to ‘turn away completely from either the one or the 

love our people. Because we love it, we must Other side. I believe nothing woul be more catas- 
preserve it from constantly falling prey to its od oy qian any aggravation of the tension caus- 
weakness and faults. Today more than ever we affirm again . d again how greatly we are con 

have every reason to bear in mind the true shape cerned with the achievement of an understandin 
of things and to live up to the phrase we all like bet East d West. Unde . t cans 

using so much, the claim that we are political nol 4 ast and west. Sheer no circumstances 
realists (Realpolitiker). Ss ould the ‘world get the impression that such an 

understanding would not be welcome to us. Today 
a chasm seems to be opening up between Europe 

SELECTION OF DIPLOMATS and Russia. Should we not want to become untrue 

Please let me state here that this basic attitude 0 ourselves, it cannot be our task to widen or 
will have to govern the kind of German diplomat who onan mis gult. f After all, puussia wed be the 
is going to represent us abroad in future, initially boy vi tie « tw hich v nite. d Goran . At arise 
in the field of foreign trade and very soon, I hope, y Virtue of wiich a united Germany might arise. 

in the whole sphere of foreign politics, My political e oiojesuna) trom tie angle. i there i ts be riends an in no way fail to recognize tha : ie. : 
among the diplomats of the old school there have any political point and value to the East Ministry, 
been men of integrity, representatives of what is best men ‘ must ore ine on einai Te aondition lest 

- in Germany, men for whom the world still enter- | 0 so on the - re . n, i 
tains respect today. Just the same it is a fact that the impression be created among Germans behind 
the former exclusiveness of the Foreign Office the Iron Curtain that they are being written off 
(Auswartiges Amt) precluded highly-qualified and forgotten. It must ‘be the aim of an East Minis- 

-_-personalities from entering the diplomatic service. try to increase the chances for an understanding 
We strongly caution against considering the between all partners. 
fraternity alumnus as the man predestined for the I know that these words may not be to the taste _ 
foreign service. of certain people, but I believe I have articulated 

: ny what is in the hearts of all those imbued by true 
(Lively assent from Zentrum and SPD) national feeling. I do not need to stress here that 

We also warn against sending abroad only blue- the Zentrum, by its very nature, is found in the 
blooded barons or counts on the assumption that ranks of the most bitter opponents of Communism. 
only they are qualified to represent German But there is only one kind of victory in this struggle. 
democracy. My political friends would welcome it Jt is achieved through optimum accomplishment 
with special satisfaction if the Federal Govern- here in the West, through bringing about real pro- 

ment would not follow in the footsteps of the gress, through seing to it that the individual is , 
Weimar Republic in this respect, but would have judged on his own merits. Then the European idea 
the courage to follow a different road entirely. will conquer the East instead of Bolshevism shap- 
Already accounts are being bandied around of the ing the face of Europe. 
way certain people of the old school are pushing In saying this, the Zentrum does not fail to ap- 

themselves forward, how they crowd anterooms preciate that it is up to the Federal Government to 
and try to keep themselves in the public eye make German war prisoners and deportees their 
through the submission of special memoranda. The snecial concern and to induce all nations, through 
Federal Government would be rendering the Ger- the medium of a wise foreign policy, to help in 
man people no service by lending its ear too  satting these poor people returned to their homes 
readily to such applicants. The time has now come, as soon as possible 
we think, to train the spotlight on a new type ° 
of representative for German interests abroad. | 
Certainly I would not put those at the bottom of EUROPEAN UNITY 
the list who during the Nazi years accumulated The need for an intra-European agreement be- 
foreign background involuntarily. We have comes ever more apparent in the light of overall 
businessmen and journalists who lived abroad for American policy. It is within the framework of _ 
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such an intra-European agreement that both the REVEALING SOURCE OF PARTY FUNDS 

Eastern problem and the problem of the German The Federal Government could quickly furnish 
population living beyond the Iron Curtain will have convincing proof of its democratic aims by formu- 

to be solved. lating the Political Parties’ Bill, already provided 
We live in an epoch marked by the early stages for in the Basic Law. As stipulated in the Basic 

of a closer integration of relations between states Law, such a bill would naturally have to reveal 
and peoples. German policy will nave to aa ee the financial sources of party funds. | 
the trend of events. It is not only the Eas a . 
will confront the German Federal Republic with (Lively applause from SPD and Zentrum) 
grave decisions. The West, too, has its problems. Perchance such a bill might cause some discom- 
There are, in the main, two powers that can aid fort in certain circles close to the Government. But 

' in rehabilitating Europe and in rebuilding it on [| remember with great satisfaction that, already in 
new foundations. The face of Europe was formed the Parliamentary Council, at least some political 
and shaped two thousand years ago by the inter- friends of the Federal Chancellor — regrettably 
play of Hellas and Rome. The spiritual tradition only some, not all — voted for the demand of my 
and the recognition of the worth of the individual, friends that financial sources be revealed. 

thanks to which the Occident reached its true This point in particular was welcomed as one of 
flowering, stem from Hellas. Rome contributed the ihe new constructive ideas of our Preliminary Con- 
capacity to establish public order and to form  gitution in the public discussion of the Basic Law. 
states. Out of these two forces Europe grew, en- It is obvious that Germany’s democratic develop- 

dowed with the gift to metamorphose Christian ideo- rent will be advanced decisively if the disclosure 
logy into a cultural zenith transcending national of the parties’ financial backers becomes a reality 

boundaries. The German people apart, Europes last =a, soon as possible. By taking this step, the Fede- 
but great chance is once again vested primarily in ral Government would dispel the distrust pervad- 
two nations, namely France and England, provided ing large sectors of the population. May I state for 
they become conscious of their great historical mis- my political friends that we will continue the 
sion and work for Europe’s integration in the spirit struggle initiated in the Parliamentary Council. 

of a true federation. That is why we support the cnouig the Government leave us in the lurch, we 
Government’s willingness to. work for European = 4y our part will take whatever parliamentary action 
unity. We are fighters for this European unity, i. necessary to strengthen the population’s con- 
because we believe that those Christian-Occidental fidence in parliamentary democracy by insisting 
cultural values still alive in Europe must be saved upon the disclosure of party finances. 
for all humanity. 

THE CONCEPT OF DEMOCRACY THE SPOILS SYSTEM 
| . . ; To take up another point, it would be disastrous Ladies and gentlemen, in the sphere of domestic if the Federal Government were to be staffed sole- 

politics we expect the Government to bring con- iy by officials belonging to the parties that make 

tentment to all the people through the establish- up the governmental coalition. Large parts of the 
ment of true democracy, and to recognize the neces- population, who already stand apart from the gov- 

sity for winning the collaboration of all construct- ernment, would then be further estranged from the 
ive forces. It does not seem sufficient to us to pay new Federal Republic whilst it should be the task 
lip service to the Federal State. It is far more of the Government to bind state and people to- 
important to know what ideas and convictions gether. Any cabinet change would seriouly dis- 
must become its driving forces. Their functioning turb the civil service. We raise no objection as 
will determine the fate of our democracy. For this long as the Government buttresses its political in- 
reason we would welcome it if the parties of the fluence within its ministries by utilizing State 
Opposition were conscious of their role. They may ‘Secretaries. We would consider that a welcome con- 
not be pillars of the government, but they are trol of bureaucracy. But State Secretaries should 
among the midwives of German democracy, We Ot become civil servants. They must remain, as it 

must not again gamble away this last chance of 18 the case in England, professional politicians who 
eg ae ace ase or “Y, Ane must therefore do oe this if the Cabinet is revamped. But in all other res- 

ing 0 ISCUSS our * OP pects, considerations of party politics should under 
House on an objective plane. no circumstances carry any weight in the choice 
We deem it equally wrong to assume that the of civil servants. The civil servants of a ministry 

definite pattern of the young state may be deduced should be headed by a completely unpolitical civil 
from the election results of 14 August. We are still servant. Only thus can a clear line of demarcation 
living through a provisional stage. Constant inner be drawn between political responsbility and ad- 
turmoil and the process of social restratification ministrative work. Such a division of functions is 
keep our people from settling down. The character in the special interest of a career civil service, the 
of the German people has undergone so thorough- preservation of which is backed by the Zentrum. 
going an upheaval that it could not emerge with 
immutable features corresponding to its inner DENAZIFICATION OF THE CIVIL SERVICE 
nature. The Federal Government should certainly 

steer clear of any effort to compensate for its hate can assune ee ederal Chancellor that we 
slender majority by playing the strong man. By ‘5S#@/i keep a watchfu eye on the role played by 
proposing laws that will have the support of those the lackeys of the Nazi regime. On the one hand, tside the coalition. the Go ernment is always att the disastrous denazification has rehabilitated outsi¢ woe coalition, the Vv han that ne , People whose honest intentions toward democracy erty WO win a larger majority than that on which we could never and under no circumstances trust. 
it is based. I emphasized earlier that my political On the other hand, it has sent uncounted small friends and I, although not bound to the coalition, and harmless Party members into the wilderness. 
are willing to support any measure which, in our Too long the petty criminals have been hanged 
opinion, will serve the common good. while the major gangsters got away. Under no 
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circumstances do we want to see these latter attain these duties to be taken over by self-governing . 
high and highest office. . scone pote. which, in the nea analysis are 

& ” | ominate y the employers. e broad laboring 
(“Hear, hear!” from Zentrum and the Lett) masses of our people feel excluded from such bodies. 

Ladies and gentlemen, it seems to be a fact that Rather, the self-governing economic bodies must 
in Europe the sudden changeover from monarchy be organized along democratic lines, with the 
to republic poses nearly insoluble problems in the workers’ right of co-determination established as 

_ Civil service sphere. Officialdom as such is a child soon as at all possible. Once this has been brought 
of absolutism. It seems of necessity to degenerate about, the most essential prerequisite for the reduc- 
into bureaucracy when the monarch goes while tion of economic bureaucracy will be at hand. 
the royalist officials remain. What I was already 

, privileged to explain with regard to future German ANTISEMITISM 
diplomats also holds, in this respect, for the Civil . + eg. 

service generally. We must do better than the b hadies an¢ aT perreed Rig ane susie must 
Weimar Republic. If the Federal Government wants © Me Dasis for all actions of the eral Govern- | 
to reach this goal, one cannot strongly enough ent. Equality of all citizens before the law must 
recommend the utilization of the services of those net remain a paragrape of the Basic Law, but must 
steadfast civil servants who, even in the days of © 4 recurring dally experience for every citizen. 
the Hitler state, remained true to the democratic Specially because I am the Zentrum spokesman ideal of freedom : I should like to emphasize here that democratic 

° equality holds good for our Jewish fellow citizens 
(Lively applause from Zentrum and the Left) as well, a fact already stressed by the Federal 

I want to make it clear that the issue here is Chancellor in his Statement. of Governmental 
not the restitution claims of these officials, which Policy and by several other previous speakers. 
are a different matter altogether. It rather con- When confronted by resurgent antisemitism, any 
cerns the state as such, and the creation of a civil government violates law and justice, and acts . 
service that is reliable in the democratic sense. against the interests of our people, if it does not 

Much was neglected in this respect in Weimar make it crystal clear what a curse antisemitism 
times, but we expect the younger generation to see proved to be for the German people as a conse- 

| to it that a badly-needed fresh wind will blow quence of everything inflicted upon the Jews in 
through some offices. Germany and Europe. | 

(Appiause from Zentrum and Left) 

PERSONNEL SLASHES _ We also welcome the amnesty announced by the 
Finally one should not neglect the consideration Federal Chancellor, for which my Delegation has, 

that the whole machinery of public servants and as you know, already submitted a motion in this 
employees must not be at total variance with the House. 
impoverishment of our people, as has also been , EXPELLEES 

pointed out by previous speakers. During the Like the Federal Government, we have the care 
recent election campaign a great deal was said by  ¢,,. expellees very much at heart. In this con- 
all parties about reducing the administrative aP- nection we should like to see not only a settlement | 
paratus. We would therefore have preferred it had 4¢ the pension claims of expellees who were civil 
the “Small Coalition” not been presented to us in servants, as provided for in the Governmental 
the form of thirteen ministries, a large figure. To ¢tatement of Policy, but also the release and con- 
the one hundred and eleven Lander ministries we version of expellees’ savings and bank accounts as 

already have in the West Zones, fourteen have won as insurance policies at a rate similar to that 
been added by the formation of the Federal Gov- of the native population | 
ernment, if we count the Federal Chancellery. : " 

Whether the impoverished German people will, (Applause from Zentrum and Lei 0 
in the long run, be able to afford 125 ministers . | 
solely in the Federal area of Western Germany is DISTRIBUTION OF EXPELLEES 
a question that should certainly be pondered. It We will also assist the Government in its endeavor 
is symptomatic, incidentally, that the smaller to bring about a redistribution of excess refugees 
Lander have the ambition of keeping as many among the Lander of estern Germany. In this 
ministers as possible. connection we deem it desirable to give more con- 
We cannot help feeling that, in forming the Sideration than shown up to now to the cultural 

Federal. Government, the aim of meeting the nd denominational affiliations of the refugees, as 
wishes of the Coalition partners was one of the this will avoid much tension between refugees and 

determining factors. We do not believe that the the indigenous population. In this connection I 
impoverished German people will show the neces- ‘Should also like to point to a suggestion by our 
sary sympathy for this generosity of the Federal Dr. Stricker in the Frankfurt Economic Council, in 

Chancellor when dealing with his Coalition buddies, Which he advocated separate settlements for refugees. 
eae . This would preserve such crafts as, for instance, 

My political friends and I would therefore wel- ip, glass industry, but would also buttress the 
come it if the Federal Government were to estab- expellees’ community feeling. 
lish the Federal administration as an outstanding : 
model for a tightly-knit and streamlined operation. FREEDOM AND TOLERANCE 
After all, a reduction of the administrative ap- 
paratus cannot be achieved by firing some em- Ladies and gentlemen, the Government will have 
ployees at random. Areductionin the-administrative sovereignty to the extent it earns it, and will enjoy 
apparatus is always contingent upon a reduction the people’s trust to the extent it gains it. Laws : 
in administrative functions. Without a doubt the and ordinances must be in keeping not only with 
state has arrogated unto itself, especially in the the letter but also the spirit of the Basic Law. 
economic sphere, duties which should rather be Their nature and implementation must make it 
handled within industry and trade, We are very possible for every citizen to grasp their justifica- 
much in favor of abolishing government-controlled tion and purpose. We expect the individual to be 
economic bureaucracy. However, we do not wish granted the greatest measure of freedom possible; 
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such freedom does not need to restrict the freedom formed by Hugenberg, which he used to bring the 

of others. Nothing that smacks of totalitanianism newspapers under his thumb. As in all other 

shall survive in Germany! It is our goal to make spheres so also in the sphere of the press — 

tolerance the rule of our conduct in all those capitalistic degeneration jeopardizes democracy and 

matters that transcend the interests of individual freedom. 

and nation, and, within Germany, of the Land. It (“Very good!” from the Zentrum and Left) 

must equally be our goal to guarantee unabridged 
equality to everyone, be he ever so big or ever so SOCIAL POLICY 

little. es “ “ 

The German Federal Government must set such 4,0" PSLU Coat Giterenes that separate us from 
a good example of democratic government not only the concepts of a large part of the Government 

to ae inpepitents of Wester Seri but also parties in the economic sphere. But this does not 

te fe, uaet German povulation,,1t wil manage mean that we, wil dace the Government with, oe 
. oe 3 : conceived notions; rather we will wait and see 

onal or pets ponies eae feung aside eet whether the differing concepts will bear fruit in 

erences, S anne : the practical measures of the Federal Government. 

close touch with the people and conscious of their The” Federal Chancellor has advanced the thesis 

Soca colien. b Pees oT sable eeheme that the best economic policy is also the best oe 
" . : * policy. That is only correct when an employer 

Waveney Gon ine dese: ee P Gaes oe: thinking and acting along lines of social conscious- 

tions are realidad ness confronts bis workers as a partner. 

LEGISLATION DEVALUATION 

The Federal Government has to accomplish a vast It is our impression that already in the near 

amount of legislative work. The universal uncer- future decisions will have to be made that will 
tainty about the validity of former laws must be force the Government to show its hand as to its 
ended. The extirpation of National Socialist ide- feelings about the social responsibility incumbent 
ology necessitates a refurbishing of laws, especially upon it. At this moment we still deem it premature : 
those promulgated during the years from 1933 till to speak about the social repercussions of the new 

1945. We further consider it urgently necessary to currency situation. ‘Doubtless this new situation 
enact a Federal Law for the Maintenance of the has arisen at a most unfortunate moment for the 

War-Disabled, their Widows and Orphans, a law Federal Republic. The administrative machinery of 
animated by the idea of justice and care for these the Federal Government is in part still in the 

people. process of organization and in part in the process 

Applause f: the Z , di of moving. In the currency question we should 
(App 6 aromiLhe ‘Aeninum ane bert) nevertheless like to ask the Government to set the 

a The Federal Chancellor spoke, in very vague ‘rate of devaluation as low as possible, so as not to 
Wi heen pan ane eT ee to upset poeniet in te aed of ihe currency. 

: ; efinite i m no account mus’ e currency become an 
oe nace ue reference to "ine necessity, of social instrument of party politics in order to gain con- 
ciples we should h tres t te e guiding prin- fidence as its material backing decreases. If that 

diamitn short fe mammet ia sich the Covesse, e'iyeyea ep cue woud dois os en 
5 : Bors debs NS ; VEER itn e wake of every politica: luctuation, In 

ment visualizes: (the realization jot the equality co Germany we have always undergone the sad ex~ 

and aims of the new marriage lewislation andthe pee wat eerain tee ployers nye exploit 
; : SOM such situations for eir own profit. Certain 

feform of evening] lng and lagiaion rogues) metnoies of Wetmar furriit food for thought 
; . z 2 is respect. We do not put too mw stock in 

do fet grow amok ae hee oiake: fener appeals to pica considsrations bales such appeals 

that here also internecine differences of opinion on are hacked oy Ane aaa oe ee a 

parental rights have raised their head among the emergency. It is quite possible, ladies and gentle- 

oalition parties. men, that within the next few weeks already the 
PRESS LAW Federal Government will have to demonstrate to 

. the population that it will not give a chance to 
Let me point out that we badly need a press po = ot ce 

law. It was Lassalle who demanded that working- financial pobher arons, Shouts it fall a Ae ae 
class newspapers should refrain from printing ad- us di e e duty © ul AS eure ee autt in 
vertisements. He contended that papers carrying ederal Government of its great responsibility 
advertising are no longer free. Today the greatest "0 Uncertain way. 
threats to the freedom of the press lie on a dif- 
ferent plane. Generally speaking, anyone who has PRICES AND WAGES RELATIONSHIP 

ye feet oe sone a he fis Chancellor has only tousherl upon one asec 
I . It is rm, 01 of this very serious problem by emphasizing the 

ye a ere a me dateee  eae 5 i i Ye 
the contemporaries, or only understood at later (feos, week ae at ie fae wil Have: On oad 

oars oS ee ee eee eat imports. We Revie a also to encourage savings, 
“ Ws 2 . at ithe Federa! overnment take all steps 

should see to it that it helps the writer and does prevent an increase in living costs, especially of 
not hinder him. the workers and the less affluent sections of 
May I also state that a subsidized press would the population. We hope the Federal Government 

not serve the freedom and independence of our will do everything to bring about an increase in 
people. Under no circumstances must we again real wages, the best way ‘to safeguard the stability 

have newspaper trusts and combines such as those of prices and wages. 
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REVALUATION OF SAVINGS ACCOUNTS In connection with the housing problem one 

The Governmental Statement of Policy further- ie ar re news Se ere 
more speaks of the necessity of restoring to the should “not be aided when they cannot rebuild 
People who had been, saving their money for many ‘with their own resources, We expect the Gov- years (Altsparer) confidence in national legislation, ernment to find ways and means enabling the 
SO as to induce them to save again and inspire Gymer of a bomb-damaged house to. rebuild it them with confidence. We are of the opinion that and make a profit, without necessitating any sub- 
for these people a revalorization of the so-called stantial increase in rents. An important contri- . 
“shadow quota” should be brought about. Further- bution to the solution of both problems seems to 
more it should be pondered whether, in spite of  Grrar itself through the provision of apartments everything, a better devaluation ratio than ten to in such bomb-damaged houses by way of the 
ene could be effected. Article 2 of the Currency «equalization of financial burdens” and: revalori- Reform Law provides for such an eventually. zation of old-time savings accounts. 

The Frankfurt days unfortunately presented us The Federal Chancellor has justifiably stressed with a spectacle which makes us rather distrustful, the special importance of housing construction. We especially where the Minister of Economics himself hope the Federal Government will vigorously 
is concerned. Months of birth pangs have gone by, tackle a planned housing drive serving the common but in Frankfurt the Anti-Trust Law has not yet good. It will be the special task of this House to 
seen the light of day. We hope that the atmosphere cooperate constructively in laying the legal 
of Bonn will prove more salubrious. This law foundations for a really generous housing program. 
would be an indispensable measure in the struggle Tf 9 lack of work has lately made itself felt in the against the symptoms of liberalistic-capitalistic building trade, of all things, then such a situation 
degeneration. We would take up the gauntlet —I is in grotesque contrast to the housing needs of 
would like to make that quite clear — if the the German population. The stimulation of con- 
influence of the tycoons ruling certain cartels and struction is the most suitable means for promoting 
trusts should delay the Anti-Trust Law stillfurther. economic recovery and raising living standards in 
At this early stage I already point to the Law’s general, All the Federal Government’s exertions in 
importance, because I do not wish to be accused housing and every other economic sphere will not of negligence later. We are afraid that all kinds of be for the common good unless it is willing to 
hearsay stories might crop up if, perhaps, even inter- curb the egotism of capital. 
national difficulties should be precipitated by Ladies and gentlemen! In ‘the election campaign 
further procrastination in promulgating the Anti- atmosphere we have quite unnecessarily talked 
Trust Law. ourselves apart wirth all kinds of economic slogans. 

UNEMPLOYMENT It was pretended that planning and control meant 
My Party Faction has watched the rising curve nothing but a relapse into a Nazi-controlled 

of unemployment with great apprehension. Without economy, or even an imitation of Communist state 
going into the dispute about the choice of acapital, capitalism. Now that the election campaign is over, 
I should like to point out that the close proximity and even politicians can again converse as normal 
of the Rhenish-Westphalian industrial region may human beings, one should put an end to these be very useful to the Federal Government. It might election campaign acrobatics. 
develop an organ more receptive to the preoccu- 
pations and difficulties of the working population ECONOMIC PROBLEMS 
than was the case with the Frankfurt administra- If we draw the Minister of Economic’s special 
tion. The Federal Government must remain aware attention to a well-planned distribution of credits of the fact that, after all, wide circles of the and even more of ‘the entire flow of capital, we 
industrial workers feel themselves set apart from know ourselves to be above suspicion of having 
the Coalition by virtue of which the Cabinet was succumbed to Nazi or Bolshevist inclinations of formed. This should be all the more reason for any sort. On the contrary, we know that we are 
the Federal Government to give its closest atten- in complete accord with the Research Advisory 
tion to the task of eliciting working-class support. Council that aided the Minister of Economics when Tt is no pyeratatement wher I say teat meee he was still Director of Economics. ment and short shifts have already greatly disturbe 1 4 
the Ruhr area. This results in lack of purchasing (Hear, heat! from ‘the left) 
power, which in turn affects business. Once again, and at this early stage already, we 

witness in Germany a disastrous concentration of 
capital and economic power in the hands of 

TAX REFORM individuals, not by any means always the owners 
Without going into details I should like to state but also the trustees or managers of those assets. 

for my Party Delegation that we will welcome We do not wish that the fate of our people be and support the tax reform announced by the determined by the gentlemen holding these Federal Chancellor, provided it helps the little guy, economic key positions. 
the artisan, the small and medium-sized business- May I mention in this connection that it seems 
man. Any tax reform will have to take into ac- desirable to us to safeguard the interests of count the problem of families with several children. artisans by establishing within the Ministry of 
Tn any case we expect that the level at which Economics a Secretariat of State for Handicrafts, 
incomes become liable to. taxes will be pushed We think it is equally imperative that the Federal upwards. Government devote special attention to land reform 

HOUSING and to its sequel, the creation of homesteads. Both 
We also think it necessary that the Federal re issues affecting all of Germany. 

Government do something to alleviate the distress . 
of many of those who were bombed out. There LABOR LEGISLATION 
is not only such a thing as the plight’ of the ex- My political friends have directed me to announce - 
Pellees but also that of the bombed-out. It is nec~ here, at this early stage, our demand for labor 
essary to realize this, legislation that safeguards each worker in his 
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rights and duties. We do not merely mean that women are to the reconstruction of German democ- 
certain committees should have a voice in manage- racy — the Federal Chancellor had not contented 
ment, or the chance to express their opinion .More himself with appointing a woman as Chief of Sec- 

is at stake. The guarantee of a fair and adequate tion in the Ministry of the Interior, but would have 
| wage is at stake, respect for labor and the un- awarded her a cabinet portfolio. We should have 

abridged free choice of one’s employment. As else- | welcomed this all the more, gentlemen, as the gov- 
where, there is a scale of values in the economic ernment has to prepare very important laws which 
field. Again and again the high-sounding phrase impinge upon the basic rights of women, both 

| rolls off the tongue — as it did in this House — married and unmarried. 
that the human being is at the core of the economy, 
that it is the mission of economic life to serve the CULTURAL QUESTIONS 
individual. Fine-sounding speeches are not good I . . 

enough, however. The workingman must see their ,},Conelusion T would like to say @ word about 
application to everyday life. Labor is the basis of very brief reference to them. He emphasized th at 
our natural social order; labor is not merchandise, they fell within the compet ad 
s,s eo aay . ies : petencies of the Laender. it is the individual’s deliberate tribute to society. May I briefly note that this opinion was not ex- 

The rights of labor must not remain a dead letter. pressed, at least in the election speeches of many 
Among other things we demand far-reaching regu- spokesmen of the t y ; : ee - tes ge he party the Federal Chancellor 
lations governing dismissal, and consider it indis- belongs to. For this reason I do not think his state- 
pensable that the rights of the workingman take jy ont to be correct that the result of the elections 
precedence over profits. | of 14 August — at least with respect to the CDU 

We equally reject any compulsory employment. W— constitutes nothing but an endorsement of Er- 
We would like to make it crystal clear right away  hard’s economic policy. 
that any kind of Labor Service, even on a volun- 
tary basis, will meet with our opposition. (Applause from Zentrum and SPD). 

(“Quite right!” from Zentrum and the Left) I think that in the case of many voters, especially 

Within the framework of a well-organized works of ical a nd cult wn gave their vote to CDU, ideo- 
council, an adequate right of co-determination in nares “ch cu me yoeer ations were more im- 
social, employment and economic questions should P°rtant than Erhard's economic policies. 
be granted to the workers. Ladies and gentlemen, (Lively applause from Zentrum and SPD) 
may I quote from Franz Hitze who, I assume, is | | 
not too far removed from the Federal Chancellor. THE CONCORDAT 

_ Hitze writes in “Kapital und Arbeit” (Capital and These voters, ladies and gentlemen, would at 

Labor): . ; | least have welcomed it, but, more than that, un- 
The private ownership of the means of pro- — doubtedly expected the Federal Government to 

duction is balanced by the rights of labor, by make clear its recognition of the validity of the 
the right of co-determination with respect to (Concordat. In addition, we from the Zentrum con- 
the means of production, by the right of shar- sider it imperative that treaties similar to the Con- 
ing in the fruits of labor. Unless my voice is cordate be concluded with the Protestant Church, 
heard, I won’t lend a hand’. so as to buttress the legal foundations of the rela- 

My political friends would welcome it warmly tionship between State and Church. : 

if the Federal Chancellor were to add ‘Kapital und 
Arbeit” to his favorite books. CONCLUSION 

We also wish to expand the social insurance Ladies and gentlemen, I am coming to the end. 
system, the creation of which was, at 'the time, ac- We all know that the path of the German nation | 
complished with the active cooperation of Zentrum is long and difficult after the terrible collapse that 
Party politicians. Social insurance, accident insur- —=_ we experienced in 1945 as part of the ups and downs 
ance and old-age insurance should be reorganized of our history. There is much suspicion to be eli- 
and adapted to present conditions. Insurance in- mjinated in the world, even more among our own 
stitutions must be expanded, with equal participa- people. It is, therefore, the task of the Govern- _ 

tion by employers and workers. They should ad- ment and of the Opposition to face the responr 
minister themselves according to democratic prin- sibilities and problems of our time vigorously and 
ciples. open-mindedly, to find the proper means to shape 

7 EQUAL RIGHTS FOR WOMEN : the German people’s state. | 

May I finally make short reference to another Once before, after a world war, the German 
question. In his Statement of Governmental Policy nation had started on that path, but it did not cast 

the Federal Chancellor mentioned the status of aside the spirit of arrogance and presumption. | 
women, specially of single women workers. It is After having paid for our political folly with the 

| our. wish also that Article 3 of the Basic Law, Nazi regime, we know today how hard the path 
which guarantees the equal rights of men and _ is which we have set out to follow. This knowledge | 
women, should not remain a beautiful statement will save us from arrogance and bumptiousness, : 
on paper. We would have appreciated it if — and will in the end lead us to the real fountain- 
prompted by the realization of how necessary heads of the German character. 

* * . 

* 
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Comment on the Statement of Policy of the German Federal Government 

| delivered in the Bundestag on 22 September 1949 by 

Dr. Franz Richter of the German Reich Party | 

| | / (Deutsche Reichspartei — DRP) : oo 

ROLE OF RIGHTIST OPPOSITION GERMAN NATIONAL ANTHEM 

Ladies and Gentlemen: One point, however, should be emphasized: we 

In his Statement of Policy, the Federal Chancellor "Sider this State, towards which we take an af- ent OF FONcy, ; _ firmative stand, as only a first step on the road to 
asked that the Opposition should show its true” 4 German Reich. All Germans desiring it shall find 
colors in Parliament. After yesterday’s meeting I a home in this Reich, but it shall not impair the _ 
have a feeling that the impression was to be individuality of the various German regional stocks. 
created in this House that only one Opposition However, I think it is shameful that an assembly 

party exists. I emphasize today that this is not of elected German representatives could meet here 
true. However, our conception of Opposition does Without pledging itself to Unity, Justice and 
not exhaust itself in striving for purely negative Liberty*) through an anthem which should, and 
goals. We believe that the value of the democratic 40es, grip the hearts of all Germans. 
regime lies precisely in the fact that the Opposition (Applause from the Right) 

can draw the Government’s attention to deficiencies ; | 
and shortcomings, enabling it thereby to avoid such naither unity nor sustice OP pone ts anthem want 

mistakes and shortcomings henceforth. | | RELY: 

We are not here to condemn the Government (“Hear, hear!” on the Right) 
‘from the very start just because we are an Op-_ Like all men inspired by honest conviction, we are 
position party. In this respect I agree with Rep- dead set against such an attitude. 
resentative Loritz who asserted that the Govern- 

ment should be judged by its actions. However, I “DEMOCRATORSHIP” : 
should like to draw your attention to one fact at. syed | 
this stage already. In view of the difficulties that pipvce oor tre ee lity towards the German 
will undoubtedly confront the German Federal ure. For the last time, the German people has 
Government, it is necessary to point out: that it been given an opportunity to demonstrate its 

. us aopmeiaane . : ; creative powers. We call the system we now have, 
might possibly be driven into a situation making qemocracy. This word should be used with more 
it impossible to perform certain tasks demanded by caution. In 1945 already democracy was apostroph- 
one side or the other. After the events that have ied very frequently indeed, but I have gathered the 
unrolled in Germany, particularly during the last impression that up to this day we have more “de- 
few years, it is my ovinion that sometimes — and  mocratorship” (“Demokratur”) than democracy. | 
that must remain valid in future too — an honest | oe . . ge . 

“Nay” is preferable to a dishonest “Yea”. At any fron esi ane ald yon wan belie ee tion 
rate, the Government should not allow itself to be you mean by that?”) clang us ‘wha 
maneuvered into a tight spot from which it cannot " : 
find a way out. for which it cannot assume respon- Once upon a time there was a man who, had he 
sibility towards the German people. | remained a philosopher, would undoubtedly have 

retained his world-wide reputation of being a great 
NUMBER OF MINISTRIES democrat. His portal acts however, were at 

cross-purposes with his philosophical ideas. T. 
Certainly the Government itself, as well as its man was Masaryk. Masaryk ones said that Senn 

Statement of Policy, are open to criticism. For racy is discussion, and in my opinion the extent 

instance, we do not like the great number of to which Germans may call themselves democrats 
ministries either. We could have imagined that is contingent upon their ability to engage in dis- 
additional responsibilities might have been found cussion. There can be no democracy without per- 

for the gentleman administering that somewhat sonal freedom, which this “democratorship” in- 
strange Foreign Ministry for German Domestic particular was forever endeavoring to restrict. And 
Affairs (Aussenministerium fiir innerdeutsche An- what ailed that concept which people in Germany 
gelegenheiten). The situation of the German people were bold enough to call democracy? According to 

requires the greatest economy in all fields, in My conviction, it was the fact that the party was. 
particular in that of public administration. This placed above the people. Tocqueville once called 

requirement is disregarded when the number of democracy “a vast, desolate, treeless plain where 
ministries is increased beyond the classical figure. Very bush looks like a tree”. How could he arrive 
The one exception I would allow for is the Ministry th us t far trom ey Judgment? I believe 
for Refugees, the creation of which I demanded ,,° ans ° s. erhe oh ar eey h alrea ae furnished 
from the Federal President even before the Federal 0) Alle to en ee outst a et adi ‘dual. by t 
Chancellor was appointed. If the number of minis- clandesti at o every iy, Standing individual, ve 1 
tries is diminished, this will not necessarily lead | . inely or open ye oo ; ; 

to inferior work on the ministerial level. On the Ladies and gentlemen, it is at least in certain | 
contrary, it must be expected that the multitude Pat's of Germany that this danger is acute once 
of ministries will lead to overlapping, contradictions ™0°'©: They speak of democracy, but think of party 
and to paralysis of their work. However, we will *) Key words of a strophe of the former German 
wait and see how things are going to come out. national anthem, ‘Deutschland, Deutschland tiber alles. .” 
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dictatorship, even though they outdo each other I presume the matter could be made more palat- 
in mouthing democratic phrases. In this context it akle if we state for the record that we would never | 
is well to emphasize what the Swiss Professor approve of a “desocialistification” any more than 
Zbinden has said: “Once human society fails to we do of denazification. 
strive towards a regime of the elite, it becomes a. «antic, | _ | 
regime of beasts”. I believe the best example is ent om the Heth — Applause on 
furnished by the “people’s democracies”. They call 
themselves democracies, although they neither have 
the faintest inkling of real democracy, nor care to EQUALIZATION OF FINANCIAL BURDENS 

: have it. It violates all feeling of justice that victims of 

war and bombing have received hardly any aid to 
GERMANY — A GEM this day. These people want not charity but their 

But I must stress again and again something that Tishts. We therefore consider it a mockery if they 
is also applicable to certain parts of Western Ger- are compensated by some. sort of relief payments. 
many, something Bodenstedt put in these words: -We demand an equalization of financial burdens, 

. ; with fixed, definite quotas. This is the only way to 
| (Interruption from the Right: “Do you happen live up to the idea of justice. All other theories 

to own a dictionary of quotations?” — Hilarity) would only dilute it. 

“Dust, though raised heavenwards by a We commit injustice when we put off with star- 
high wind, remains but common dust, vation pensions our disabled veterans, war widows | 
Even though buried in the soil, a gem and war onphans. Even after a lost war it is a 
forever remains a gem.” nation’s debt of honor to render economic support 

. . to its war victims. Whatever we do, we cannot 
| I hold that this gem is the German people. It ; +s — an | . 

must be cleansed of the dust that dulled its sparkle, relieve them of their immense burden of suffering. 
dust stirred up these last few years. To restore the : 
sparkle of this gem, we demand a state founded on § PENSIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL SOLDIERS 
us i we . . . 

such a state, with judges who are fully independent. A® injustice has been done, and is being done, 
and with a system of impartial career civil servants even today , to all former Pp rofessional soldiers. They 

"are officials like any civil servant, and have legal 
_Though we have taken our seats at the extreme claims which cannot be invalidated from one day 

right, I should like to add one remark: It was not jo the next by a state that would like to be guided 

our intention, as had been asserted by some py principles of justice. For that reason we certain- 
parties and reported in some newspapers, to remain ly cannot concur with the drawing of a 1936 dead- 
standing, hor do we deny that we are actually of line. We demand pensions for all professional 
the Right wing. It is true that our name has often soldiers, including German officers and officials of 
been misunderstood. We do not go around beating the former Austro-Hungarian army. | 
our breast and announcing that we are the party 
of the rigid and exclusive Right; we are rather the 
party of right. SOCIALIZATION AND PRIVATE PROPERTY 

(“So that’s it” from the Left — Hilarity) tus is re suiered by ine worker as long 
. . as he does not share in the profit of the enterprise 

| We demand that the rights of the small parties he works for, in one form or the other. Nationaliza- 
be recognized as unreservedly those of the major tion alone does not aid him. It would not increase 

ones. his take-home pay or improve his working condi- 
: From the very beginning I should like to point tions substantially. This is demonstrated by the ex- 

out that we reject radicalism of every description, ample of the nationalized enterprises in England. 
no matter whence it comes. We shall never make In the same way in which man and machine co- 
the mistakes of those who think they can take up operate, both factors, labor and capital, should 
their careers again at the point where they were share in the result, in the profit of an enterprise. 
forced to interrupt them. But because we base our In Germany, there are enterprises which have fur- 
stand on justice, we demand speedy abolition of all nished examples worthy of imitation. Through 
injustice inflicted upon the German people. profit-sharing the worker comes to consider the 

Retention of millions of German prisoners of war ‘business as if it were his own. This could be a 
four years after the end of war violates the rules practical solution of the social question. Once the 
of land warfare. We shall not cease to inveigh Class struggle no longer exists, the whole Marxist 

| against this brutality before the world, until the poisoning of the people’s mind is brought to an 
last German soldier has been released from the end. 
East. It is an injustice against popular sentiment We will never recognize the policy of rapine 
when the whole nation is held responsible for the followed in the Soviet Zone. We know very well 
crimes of individuals, or when Germans are clas- that over there loafers and scum have often ap- 
sified into one, two, three and more categories. propriated assets accumulated by the work and 

. = | sweat of generations, assets of which their owners 

DENAZIFICATION were stripped from one day to the next. We, on the 
What misery did denazification bring into our contrary, take our stand on the principle of private 

. | : mz . | property honestly acquired, and will always call 
people in the hour of its dire distress! That is why a theft a theft. We find much food for thought in 
we demand categorically that all discrimination | } ° rs | Bt 1 

. oe a phrase such as this, coined by an SPD deputy in 
against any German, save for criminals, be finally the Land | . An 

| - . , e Landtag of Lower Saxony: “The change of 
and definitely th. sennated. we lk neh nowever, social structure in the Eastern Zone cannot vanish. 
net paper am “ties. Dut compl: te and umaualified OD the contrary, if we want to win a future for 
q es tite ‘tion for everythin: thes» - - ls have had to our people, we will have to tackle this change with 
endure | ylhing peop e political passion and political serious-mindedness, 

. in the Western Zones also.” I am impelled to state 
(Protests from the Left) . that here, too, we cannot regard these circles as 
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anything but precursors of Bolshevism, perform- ARGUMENTS SUPPORTING GERMAN CLAIMS 
ing the same role as that played by. the Socialist Tt is mv peli . . . 

. nal, . no: oR y belief that the basis for advocating our 
partes on rovand, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Ro demands is by no means an unfavorable one. lnter- 

’ i ~ national law, the 1907 Hague Rules of Land Warfare, 
the Geneva Convention of 1929 and the Atlantic 

MISDEMEANORS AGAINST HUMANITY Charter, signed by all those concerned in this | 
In the past few years some fools have stooped question, furnish us with arguments of which we 

to confronting the German people with elaborately OUsht to make extensive use. Some months ago — 
dressed-up bills of particulars about misdemeanors the American General Taylor stated that in these 
committed by isolated individuals of our people, days international law remains as valid as ever, 
misdemeanors of a sort that might occur among even though that might inconvenience certain 

any people. I repeat — committed by isolated POWEFS. | 
individuals. It is my point of view that one can History furnishes one example in which a country 

and may never convict an entire people for the was saved by having recourse to international law. 
misdemeanors of isolated individuals. But as long Talleyrand accomplished this feat at the Congress 

as we are discussing crimes against humanity, of Vienna in 1815. We might say that he represented 
then, ladies and gentlemen, I believe we might a completely defeated country arrayed against a | 
also present a counterclaim. Let us begin with, victorious Europe. He confronted this block of . | 
say, Hamburg, Cologne, Mannheim, Munich, Stutt- victors with the question: “Is this Congress based 
gart, Hanover, and end with Dresden. That claim on present laws?” To avoid the world-wide stigma . 
would hardly be an insubstantial one. of the lawbreaker, the Congress had 'to answer in 

| the affirmative. I hold the first. question to be 
asked at the beginning of talks on foreign policy 

REVILEMENT OF SLAVS is whether the Allies, and other parties also con- 

When discussing the general question of crimes cerned, recognize the validity of international law. 

against humanity, then, I hold, one must first Article 43 of the Hague Rules of Land Warfare 
begin by emphasizing the biggest crime ever com-_ entitles the Occupying Power to restore public 
mitted against humanity. I mean ‘tthe brutish ex- order and public life, once it has taken over actual 
pulsion of millions of Germans from the arch- authority. In the process, the Occupying Power. 
German Eastern territories.. should observe the laws of the country. The Hague 

(Applaus from the Right and in the Center) Rules of Land Warfare provide that the Occupying 
| ] Power may not perform any act within the 

The history of these areas is a German one. For, prerogatives of the sovereign. In our case, the 

at a time when the exponents of this super- sovereign would be the German people. Any an- 
civilisation from the East were still primitive nexation of German territory is therefore not in 
nomads roaming the lower reaches of the Volga, accordance with the principles of international law 
our ancestors, whose exceptionally high culture is and violates not only Article 43 of the Hague Rules 
acknowledged by every scientist, were already of Land Warfare, but also the Atlantic Charter. 
settled in the territory that reaches from Memel This applies, for instance, to the Saar territory 

down to Austria. | and to other territorial adjustments in the West, 

This territory is German on the basis of its as well as to all of the Eastern territories. The 

culture, German by dint of the work that has gone Government’s Statement of Policy indicated that 

into it. Even though no German word resounds we might possibly be willing to renounce certain 

today through the streets of Memel or K6énigsberg, rights of sovereignty. In this context we would 

of Danzig or Breslau, of Reichenberg, Aussig, Eger like to ask the Federal Chancellor not to renounce 

or Krummau, the stones continue to speak an any rights unilaterally. In every case he should 

eloguent German. The cultural monuments, all the insist that an equivalent concession be made by 

assets of those countries, testify to the local the other power with whom he negotiates at that 

achievements of Germandom. In these areas this moment. | 

testimony contrasts with the achievements of the 
favorites of certain big powers, achievements CLAIMS TO SUDETENS AND AUSTRIA : 

symbolized amid the ruins of villages and towns 
by houses stripped of their roofs, by windows and There has been much talk about the Oder-Neisse 
doors torn from their sockets. Those achievements Line. Statements have been formulated on Austria 
speak an eloquent language also, albeit a Slavic- with which we identify ourselves wholeheartedly. 
Eastern one. , But there is one thing we regret deeply. There 

wg ge a: has been too much beating around the bush on 
(Interruption: The victims of Lidice and the Sudeten German question. At that, the situation 
Lodz!) is no more obscure here than where the other 

We must therefore address a request to the Eastern territories are concerned; its complexion 
Speaker. I believe that the greatest part of this is merely somewhat different. I take the liberty 

- House feels, in spite of everything, sufficiently of referring to some few facts that can under no 

German to pledge its unqualified solidarity with circumstances be dismissed lightly. On 8 January 

these ancient German Eastern territories (Ostland). 1918 Wilson told the American Congress that “the 

Our request is that, in addition to the flags of the peoples of Austria-Hungary” — and therefore also 

Lander displayed in front of the Federal Building, the Germans — “shall be granted freest opportu- 

the emblems of East Prussia and West Prussia, nity for their autonomous development. Every nation 

of Pomerania, Danzig, Silesia and of the Sudeten wishing to live its own life shall be protected 

region be flown, together with those of the Laender against violence and assault’. And Point 10 of his 

that want to be German but are not yet allowed famous declaration of 14 points read: “It is our 

to be, namely Saxony, Thuringia, Anhalt, Branden- wish that the peoples of Austria-Hungary, whose 

burg and Mecklenburg. It is for this reason that place among the nations we want to see protected 

we cannot consider either Bonn or Frankfurt a and assured, be given an opportunity for free 

final location. Now as before we consider Berlin autonomous development’. On the basis of this 

the capital of the German Reich. and of numerous other promises and assurances 
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from the Allies, the German People’s Council of Granted that there has been much talk already 
Austria unanimously and resolutely demanded the about the brutal expulsions which ‘have driven 
full and unrestricted right of self-determination of Eastern Germans out of their homes. Ait a time | 
nations on 6 October of the same year. when Germans are being tried, not always by unas- 

It is true that Germandom within the Austro- ‘sailable methods, we look in vain for the institution 

Hungarian monarchy had to realize very soon that Of international courts to convict those responsible 
these promises were but empty words held out as for the brutalities suffered by Germans in the 

bait. On 11 November 1919, the National Assembly East. But on the contrary, there are individuals at 
of the Sudeten and Alpine territories resolved large in Germany even today, who have since had 
unanimously — take good note of it — that Ger- to leave their countries posthaste, but who have 

man Austria was part of the German Reich. This not had to face the courts for their crimes. To date 

meant that the Sudeten territories had joined the mo space has been found to accommodate the oldest 
Reich by virtue of a legal political act. Acceptance German university, the Charles University from 
of the preliminary peace treaty by both sides ob- Prague. But a Czech university has already been 

ligated them to accept Wilson’s points, among them founded ‘for the poor, persecuted Czechs. 
the right of self-determination, as binding basis 

| for any treaty. Czechoslovakia, recognized as a CLAIMS TO EASTERN TERRITORIES 
belligerent state, was also bound by this preliminary It happens to be our standpoint that the expellee 

_ ‘peace agreement. At that time, the rape of the question cannot be solved by a fairer distribution 
Sudeten Germans constituted an almost incredible of population, much as we would welcome such a 

violation of a _treaty. The notorious | world con- step to alleviate present misery. We are under no 
science, So’ easily aroused by any trifle at other ij}lusions about the equalization of financial burdens. 

occasions, ignored it. Unless bold measures are taken for once, it is not 
As late as 11 February 1919, Wilson declared that inconceivable that in the end expellees will have 

nations and territories could not be bartered from to chip in to make up the kitty .for equalizing 

‘one sovereignty to another as if they were chattels. financial burdens. Our standpoint allows for only 
‘It became apparent very soon, however, that people one solution of the Eastern question — returning 
were actually being treated like chattels. Without the Eastern German territories to those who belong 

awaiting a decision by the Peace Conference, pilfer- there. If a peace treaty should be concluded leav- 
ing Czech soldiery advanced into the Sudeten ter- ing our Eastern German homeland to the tender 
ritory at that time already. The intention was to mercies of the murder gangs of a Bierut, a Gott- 

create a fait accompli. Disregarding all vacuous wald or a Zapotocki, then we do not hesitate to 

talk about the peoples’ right of self-determination declare openly that we will not consider true peace 

and of international law, the Allies, too, acknowl- to have been achieved. I do hope that the great 

edged this fait accompli. | majority of the German people will concur. 

It was typical that the right of the ‘groups and (Excited interjections from KPD: “That’s in- . 
: peoples concerned to be invited to the peace negofti- sulting and vrovocative!”) 

ations in the suburbs of Paris was evaded at that | * ° 
time. A few examples will demonstrate what crimes . 
were committed in these suburbs in drafting the DISMANTLING 
so-called peace treaties. A huge, economically inte- As for the story of dismantling, all we have to 

grated entity like the Austro-Hungarian monarchy do is to refer to Article 54 of the Hague Rules of 

was broken up. Even the senior Czech historian Land Warfare. It does authorize the Occupying 

Palacky once remarked that, if this state did not Power to demand ‘deliveries in kind as far as is 

exist, then it would be necessary to invent it. Of necessary to meet the requirements of the Occupy- : 

this state the American writer Ingrim wrote in his ing Power. However, these deliveries must not be 

book “From Talleyrand to Molotov” that the de- disproportionate to the resources of the occupied 

struction of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy was country. Well, you know yourselves to what an ex- 

one of the chief reasons for the Second World tent deliveries in kind have exceeded the limits 

War. This should be taken to heart by certain one might perhaps consider justified for the needs 

people who fancy themselves experts in historical of the Occupation Power; I do not have to dwell 

developments of this sort. That is why we advance on it. We know well that there are people prompt- | 

the demand — and submit it to the Government ed by propaganda motives pure and simple who, 

also — that East Germans be invited as represen- all of a sudden, assail dismantling with great vigor 

tatives to the peace negotiations. We hove they will today, but who until recently were unsure of them- 

take place very soon. selves whether this sort of thing was permitted or 

| Representative Dr. Josef Baumgartner, Bayern- not. ; , . . 
partei: “My dear colleague, don’t you feel you Certain people’s attitude towards these subjects 

| are not sticking to the subject?” could be gauged most clearly last spring, when I had 

. . an opportunity to hear a Social Democrat put a 

By no means, I am speaking of that which was question to the English minister, Lord Henderson. 
unfortunately omitted in the Statement of Policy. He asked about the status of dismantling, which 

At that time, under Allied pressure, German was, after all, caused only by competitive envy. 

Austria was prohibited from joining Germany. You should have seen in what high dudgeon the 

This brought the Sudeten territory under the rule Socialist comrade Lord Henderson lashed out 

of a nation which from the very beginning was against the German Socialist as soon as this term, 

| about to slight all treaties, as was clearly intimated “competitive envy”, had been pronounced. I admit 

by the Czech Professor of Political Science Weyr. frankly I would never have imagined that a British 

We, however, still pledge our solidarity with the lord might throw such a tantrum. He remonstrat- 

text of the last proclamation issued by the Sudeten ed with him and said: “How can you, as a Socialist, 

German local governments: “Our people will never accuse us of ordering dismantling solely for reasons 

renounce its claim to self-determination. It will of competitive envy?” Well, I hope we are all quite 

never recognize the violation of its legal rights, certain that all dismantling only serves German 

never cease to wage the struggle for its national reconstruction, that we must be deeply thankful for 

freedom with all means available.” being relieved of our industry, which is, God 
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knows, so unnecessary. After all, the newest eco- by the people on 14 August, namely the smashing 
nomic slogan being demonstrated to us here in Ger- defeat suffered by the exponent of the agricultural 
many is called Reconstruction by way of Destruc- policy followed hitherto. It does not constitute a 
tion (Aufbau durch Abbau). change in policy when one iterates once more the 

The value of the Eastern territories for Germany ‘Slogan already repeated a thousand times, that 
is so great that I declare frankly: without them agriculture must produce more. 
Germany can never exist. However, if we are In the general declaration on prices one state- 
deprived of the Eastern territories, then at least ment that might have brought about some progress — 
our industries should be left to us so that we can was missing. Farm prices must reach a level enab- 
export as much as we absolutely need to live. | ling the agricultural apo to receive a wage 

But it happened that our incipient exports were Commensurate with that paid by trade and industry. 
attacked by those circles who, for reasons of So- We will keep pounding this demand home, because 
cialist brotherhood, should have supported our We consider a harmonious balance between the 
effort to improve the living standard of the Ger- ™ajor branches of national economy the most 
man people, namely the British trade unions. Last effective safeguard against economic crisis. The D- 

_ February they demanded that German exports be Mark problems causing furrowed brows these days 
restricted because they threatened British exports. Gemonstrate once again what happens to a people 
Well, if we cannot export sufficiently to enable us that becomes too dependent upon the world market 
to pay for our imports, then we will have to rely for its food supply. We well know that any increase ~ 
forever on the charity of those who might possibly 0f food prices would be unbearable for the poorer 
still give us a handout. classes, but that must not serve as pretext for per- 

petuating the underpayment of agricultural labor. 
DEVALUATION The thing to do is to use subsidies, or to establish 

a special price level for the poorer classes. However 
On the heels of the first assault wave against that may be, it is intolerable that present discrimi- 

German exports we watch the devaluation of the nation against agriculture should continue. I imag- 
pound, a wholly unilateral measure carried out ine the new Minister of Food and Agriculture will 
without regard to others. Once again not only have his say about it later on. Right away, how- 
we but other countries also, are harmed in a way ever, we should like to ask him to make it quite 

that cannot be condemned strongly enough. The clear whether he intends to continue following the 
“Rhein-Zeitung” rightly commented: policy he has gone along with in Frankfurt, or 

“The British Labor Government, entangled in Whether he will try a new tack. How does he visu- 
the terrible failures of its planned Socialist lize the elimination of our two-faced economy? 
economic policy, and for some time already at What are his plans for enabling agriculture to 

a loss to find a solution has struck the world a achieve equality with the other branches of our 

bad blow. economy, 
Through his peremptory devaluation of the 

~ pound, Sir Stafford Cripps compels the peoples DEMAND FOR EQUALITY 
of Europe to share Britain’s wretchedness. No No doubt quite a few topics remain to be dis- 

attempt was made in London to achieve ' an cussed. We will leave that to later debate on 
organic adjustment of all currencies by in ent individual issues. One thing I may state at this 
national agreement. In a manner veny. the stage already. We approve implicity of much that 

| of dismantling Mm Western aie ae ‘ine we have heard in the course of this debate. I will 
thought only of themselves, only of the fe te not fail to mention that we, as Germans, consider 

| party S difficulties, which are their own mute ourselves members of the European family. An 
They did not give a thought to the ett mY Englishman once told me that only a good German 
of resigning and passing the ray no: lity ON can be a good European. I believe that this point 
to the Opposition, just as they ‘did not care of of view needs no elaboration. It hits the spot. 
the least for the others, for the community of  trowever, knowing that Europe cannot exist with- 
Europe that had just been toasted again in out Germany, we demand absolute equality with 

_ Strasbourg. the others. A phrase was coined yesterday which | 
I believe that the Federal Government will be we feel tempted to endorse: Europe means 

confronted by peculiar and very difficult tasks in equality. I would be glad if the party who coined 
this field. We are quite willing to support it in any that phrase for once used its good offices to spread 
steps taken to preserve the value of our currency. this knowledge among British Socialists. As re- 

cently as last spring I listened to a speech by 
AGRICULTURAL POLICY Denis Healey of the Executive of the Laber Party. 

; | He uttered phrases overflowing with sweetness and 
It is with particular expectancy that we looked ight about the equality that awaited Germany 

. forward to the Federal Chancellor's exposition of in the European community, but followed it up 
his intentions with regard to agricultural policy. by qualifying his statements. Ladies and gentle- 
The Federal Chancellor was right in saying that men, I believe we think too highly of ourselves 

on 14 August the German people had opted for €@ to assume obligations in such a combination, as 
free-enterprise economy. But while the Federal long as we do not have the equal rights which 

Te eeolge, oes cheneeTin agriculture pouey ‘he, ofBers Justy claim will be abolished, no change in agricu ‘po. . . as 

appears to be contemplated as yet. This seems indi- ,, The"e, 1s so much ‘sik shout security. 1 believe 
cats ‘00 by ihe individual chosen as Minister of the threat to security presented by the demilitarized 

ooa an: Agricu ure. German people whenever Germany puts forth some 
(Interjection from CDU: “Ni, that isn’t the case demands that are by no means unjustified. We 
at all!’”’) are ready to grant others the same security they 

I should therefore like to draw the Federal Chan- © willing to grant us. | 
cellor’s attention to a more limited verdict within (Interjection from KPD: “Remember Greater 
the framework of the larger verdict pronounced Germany!’’) 
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Gentlemen of ‘the Left, it seems to me that you and simply in a few Biblical verses. With regard , 
are hankering not only for a Greater Germany — to this same “Man(n)”, the same Swiss in his 
though of a rather monolithic nature — but capacity as a Swiss citizen expressed the hope that 
probably for an even greater Russia this “Man(n)” would no longer be regarded as 

eg. . 6 ” Germany’s teacher (Praeceptor Germaniae). I must 

(interjection from KPD: “Sez yout”) say it has really been a disgrace for Germany that 
all honors were heaped on this “Man(n)’. Even 

BROADSIDE AGAINST THOMAS MANN today we still have German poets who, God knows, 
Living as we do in the Goethe year, I should ought to have been granted more recognition than 

like to mention one other issue. Goethe has been this “Man(n)”. 
talked about a great deal in this year which is Having just upheld the idea of Europe, I should 

dedicated to him who upheld Power and Greatness, like to quote the words of a really great poet, | 
who coined the words: “To resist, come what may’ \Kolbenheyer, for the benefit of those powers who 
(Allen Gewalten zum Trutz sich erhalten). I believe have paid such persistent lip service to their 
it was not an auspicious idea to make a “Man(n)*) intention of saving Europe: “Is it Europe you want 
the center of celebrations who actually is no Ger- to save? — Save Germany first, then you shall be 
man at all. At a time when a stimulating, en- able to save Europe!”’ 
couraging word would have meant so very much . 4 , tee . . . 

for Germany, he poured out the stinking manure seers from KPD: “Sieg Heil! Sieg Heil! 

of his biting scorn over the German people. A leg Heil") 
Swiss once said about this man that he would not Speaker Dr. Kéhler, CDU: ‘May I inform the 

rise to the stature of a great poet by making two gentlemen who used this term just now that it . 
big tomes out of a narrative told clearly, distinctly has lost its official character. I presume that it 

TO | was meant ironically.” — 
*) A play on words. In German, the translation of . 

“man” or individual is “Mann”, the same word as the General merriment — unrest) 
last name of novelist Thomas Mann, who was awarded —_—_—_-—— . 

the City of Frankfurt’s Goethe Prize. **) A Nazi slogan used after speeches. 
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~ Comment on the Statement of Policy of the German Federal Government 

delivered in the Bundestag on 22 September 1949 by 

Hermann Clausen of the South Schleswig Electoral League 

| (Stidschleswigsche Wahlervereinigung — SSW) , | 

As representative of the smallest ‘recognized SELF-DETERMINATION FOR SOUTH 
political party, the SSW (South Schleswig Electoral SCHLESWIG 7 
League), and at the same time as representative | 

South Schleswig, permit me to say a few words Federal Republic, in the Government’s Statement 

| about the Government’s Statement of Policy. of res ane propan’y, in the cepate alto. ; miss 
. | _ one thing, though. Nothing was said about a border 

ter lection of the Feders! Chancellor, I real” Population’s right of self-determination. » We do 
man Party Delegation, may have in parliamentary demand this right Hy Our platform. The Atlantic 

life. A newspaper reported that it had learned from Charter is explicit with regard to it. This right of 
the well-known reliable sources that Clausen of self-determination, and the right to work for the 

SSW had cast the 202nd vote for Dr. Adenauer. implementation of this right by democratic means, 
I was almost saddled with the entire responsibility. or intinles ane an actions most pasic Sante. The 

if onl , ony, inte ae unatle te oottond the planer? future will show whether the Government will 
sessi y in question Pp have to take care of minority rights in border 

0 a ion. areas. In our section, the Land Government of 
| | Schleswig-Holstein is concerning itself with that 

_ THE PLATFORM OF SSW matter and we do hope that it will be settled 
Nor is the newspaper report correct that I joined satisfactorily. Should the Federal Government 

CDU. In other words, I am not a member of the assume the task of caring for minority rights in 

governmental Coalition. As representative of the the border areas, I would ask it to be generous 

Danish-thinking part of the population, or, if you and to lay down rights that actually correspond 

prefer, of the Danish minority in South Schleswig, to the demands of liberty. Such rights should be 

my attitude towards the Federal Government is above the petty pinpricks of chicanery that were so 

open-minded. It will be influenced by the degree common in the past. In solving the problems of 

to which the Federal Government will comply with border areas, where different cultures overlap, a 

the wishes and alleviate the difficulties of this government may best prove that it takes democracy 

South Schleswig border area. There may be objec- _ seriously. 

tions to the discussion, within the framework of 

this debate, of proklems concerning one segment ADMINISTRATIVE AUTONOMY FOR SOUTH 

of the Federal Republic. However, the members SCHLESWIG 

of my political organization and my constituents | 

are confined to the border area of South Schleswig. I will also mention that administrative autonomy 
I therefore ask this House to bear with me. for South Schleswig is one of the prerequisites of 

The ‘Federal Chancellor mentioned a fairer complete liberty in our border area, a prerequisite 

distribution of expellees among the various Lander. demanded by my organization in its platform. We 
By this time it has become well-known that South believe that the three existing cultures — German, 
Schleswig — and as a Landtag member I also Danish and Friesian —- can develop equally and 

speak for Holstein — suffers most from the pres- With complete freedom only under self-administra- 
sure of overpopulation. For that reason I would tion. This should have been taken into account 
like to tell the Government from this rostrum: not When the Lander were formed. Even Prussia 
only the equalization of financial burdens is an repeatedly considered the advisability of making 

urgent necessity, the equalization of population is the area of South Schleswig a separate Admin- 

just as essential. Tackle a fair distribution of ex- istrative District. Nothing was ever done about it. 
pellees seriously and speedily! In that way you will From the historical point of view this demand is 
render a service not only to the native population, Justified. | 
which suffers from this overpopulation, but also To preclude any misinterpretation, I wish to 

to the expellees who will never to be able to make conclude with the assurance that you will find 

a living in our border area, and who cannot find the Danish-thinking part of South Schleswig’s 

apprenticeship positions or work for their children. population, and myself as their elected represen- 

At the same time you will eliminate an injustice tative, wherever the principles of democracy are 

done to South Schleswig. to be cultivated, implemented and defended. 
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Comment on the Statement of Policy of the German Federal Government 

delivered in the Bundestag on 22 September 1949 by 

Dr. Eduard Edert (non-partisan) ” 

THE SCHLESWIG GERMANS AND SSW Two or three figures furnish striking proof of 

Ladi d this. The number of the old Danish minority was 
adies and Gentlemen . estimated at 8000. On 1 January 1946 it jumped to 
May I, as the German representative of Flens- 44 800, and by 1 July 1947, that is to say in one 

burg, the citadel of the Danish movement, the Joear and a half, to 75000 members. The number 
| town ruled to this day by a Danish lord mayor ¢ Danish votes amounted to a little more than 

and a predominantly Danish city administration, 4309 jn the whole Duchy of Schleswig at the last 

have your permission to discuss the statements -ooret elections in 1932. In 1947 it increased to 
made by the honorable member, my neighbor in gq 99. In the meantime it dwindled to 92000 in 
this House, who preceded me at the rostrum.  j948 and to 75000 in 1949. The number of Danish 
Herr Clausen stated that he is interested in im- schools rose from 13 to 66, that of Danish teachers 

plementing the right of self-determination, and = trom 24 to 217, that of pupils from 800 to 14000 — 
especially in bringing about the administrative 44 all that in two years! No one will believe that 
separation of Schleswig and -Holstein. We Germans such a sudden change of mind stems from a change 

do not consider this demand as primarily an ad- of nationality. The great Danish historian Aage 
minstrative measure. We have reason to believe Friis commented on these figures not long ago 

that it is the first step on the road to final with the remark that no Dane and no German 

_ annexation. The speeches and meetings of SSW changes his whole outlook on life overnight. This 
(South Schleswig Electoral League) have forced us South Schleswig movement — people in our area 

to conclude that the ultimate goal of this South call them the “New Danes” — still lacks any inner 

Schleswig movement As a separatist one. That relationship to Danish language and culture. It 
emerges from the petition presented to the Allies intends to acquire this culture in future. They 

by SSW last May, and from many. speeches made speak German at their meetings. Their election | 

by the leaders of th *8 party. In actual fact, all posters are in German. It is a movement about 
major political meetings in Schleswig are more Or J nich another Dane, Nis Nissen, once remarked: 
less keynoted by the slogan: Back into the Danish = «7,, goal is not to join Denmark but to leave 
Kingdom! We Germans from all German parties, Germany.” a 
however, believe the present border to be the final " 

solution. It was determined by the plebiscite of THE ISSUES 

1920 which, after all, took place under Allied The attitude of Germans of all parties towards 
| control. It took place under conditions that were the border problem is clear ‘and unequivocal. We 

diately sean ee tira wee e " ost os at es will grant the genuine Danish minority all cultural 

at least thirty thousand Germans remained as a rights, hoping that the same rights will be accorded 
minority in Denmark, and about seven or eight to the sorely afflicted German minority in North 

thousand Danes stayed in Germany. Both were Schleswig. 
genuine minorities whose numbers hardly changed We are not opposed to the official Denmark. 

in the years from 1920 to 1945. We acknowledge with gratitude that the present 
Minister President Hedtoft himself is not interested 

THE SCHLESWIG GERMANS AND DENMARK in the territorial demands of the Danish activists. 

Ladies and gentlemen, the fixity of this Northern . We Germans at the border urgently wish for peace 
border was never in doubt, in Germany or in with Denmark. We Germans have paid in blood 

Denmark. Even Hitler did not change it. When the for an excess of nationalistic thinking. We stand 
Danish Diet met for its first plenary session after at the threshold of a new Europe. Because of these 
the collapse of 1945, the Danish Minister of State reasons the old dispute with the Nordic neighbor, 
Buhl declared solemnly: the border is final. We who is so closely related to us, seems to us obsolete. 
hoped that this spelled the permanent end of the The dispute has been imposed on us by the 

old struggle between the two neighbors. nationalism that swept across the border from the 
- But what happened in Schleswig between 1945 north. It is our opinion that borders should be 
and the present time, the developments termed by bridged, not moved. 

the Danes a re-awakening of dormant Danish We defend ourselves against the Danish nation- 
national feeling, has little bearing on a conflict of alists located north of the border — the Danish 
nationalities as it is usually understood. We see Border Association alone has 200000 members _ 

it essentially as a consequence of the lost war, of 114 especially against our own compatriots south 
the spiritual collapse, of the escape from the of the border. They fall into two classes. There are 

responsibilities all Germans must assume, of the 1... who have succumbed to a misunderstood 
Shove from me “honey or Germany ie a country ideology. And there are the others who believe that, 
where mux and honey are supp by becoming part of Denmark, they can escape 

*) To present a united front against the Danish-minded the tremendous economic misery of our Land, the 
part of the local population and prevent a splitting-up shortage of elbow room, the overcrowding and the 
of the German vote, the | German anes wos ity gigantic unemployment resulting therefrom. In the 
Fl e r. ert as a non-partisan un . : 

candidate. After his election, he joined the cDu/csu districts represented by me and the honorable 
Faction as a guest member (Hospitant). member who preceded me at the rostrum, the 
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number of expellees in most villages and towns is Holstein expects the new Federal Government to 
as great as the number of natives. aid it speedily and effectively in two ways. In the 

Thus the issue in this border conflict is whether first place I agree with the speaker who preceded 
the native German population is to be gained or me that the refugees must be fairly distributed 
lost. The struggle is so arduous because of the and decently housed elsewhere. In the second place 
tremendous subsidies with which the Danish move- our constructive cultural work, and our defense 
ment in South Schleswig is supported from the measures against Danish nationalism, must be sup- 

Kingdom; we estimate that they amount to be- ported. We intend to fight this struggle with intel- 
tween 18 and 20 million Danish crowns annually. lectual weapons. We beg off all chicanery, all com- 

Compared to this sum, the expenditures of the pulsion, any intervention by the state. We must 
completely impoverished Land Schleswig-Holstein know, however, that all of Germany backs the 
are small. In this emergency our Land Schleswig- border population in this arduous cultural struggle! 

% * 

% | | 
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Reply to Comments on Statement of Policy of the German Federal 

Government delivered in the Bundestag on 29 September 1949 by | 

Federal Chancellor Dr. Konrad Adenauer of the Christian Democratic Union 

| (Christlich-Demokratische Union — CDU) , | 

Ladies and Gentlemen: . 

The debate on the Government’s Statement of towards the Government and to the Government 
| Policy has extended over so many days and coalition. If I refer to speakers of the Opposition 

brought forth such a multitude of suggestions that parties I am purposely using a somewhat cautions 

you will understand it if I refrain from comment- term for as yet I am a little uncertain just who 
ing in detail on all the speeches and criticisms that constitutes the Opposition. 
were made. Be assured, however, that everything (Hilarity) 
said will be carefully examined and that the | | ; 

Federal Government will draw the necessary thom Hers Schmid for the Social Democrats, stated 
consequences where it thinks fit to do so. today that they are prepared to cooperate con- 

: structively when bills are introduced with the 

WORKERS WELFARE ORGANIZATION tenor of which they agree. At present I shall there- 
It has been critizised that I did not express my fore merely underline, and I do so with great 

thanks to the Workers’ Welfare Organization pleasure, the words uttered by Dr. Schumacher and 
(Arbeiterwohlfahrt). I believe if you were to study Herr Ollenhauer as well as by Professor Schmid 
my speech not only in the Federal Gazette (Bundes- concerning the fundamental relationship between 
anzeiger) but also elsewhere you would find that Opposition and Government. That the Opposition 

I expressed thanks only to those organizations operates along these lines is, I believe, of the 
having made special efforts on behalf of our greatest significance for the democratic sentiment 
prisoners of war. In the meantime I have learned of the German people. In fact, I would not mind 
that the Workers’ Welfare Organization participated if opposition were a trifle more emphatic occasion- 
in this labor of love. I do not hesitate to express ally. . 
the thanks of the entire German nation for this (Hilarity) 

work to me Workers Welfare Organization as well. I do not hesitate to state that every government, 

note to He nermore pera times be true “May I especially the one headed by myself, can and will - | _ TT | : ] : ise O ‘tion, 

request that you read up on what I actually said learn a good deal from a wise Opposition . : | > 
in this respect SHIPPING 

TRADE UNIONS I should now like to stress several items of im- 
It has been criticized that I did not stress the portance to us. First of all I should like to talk of 

discipline and the loyalty towards the state the restrictions imposed on our shipping. If the 
demonstrated by the trade unions during the past German people are supposed to be in a position 
few years. I do not hesitate to state that I fully to stand on their own feet by 1952, then the restric- 
recognize the trade unions as necessary and ap- tions that block the development of German 
preciate that during the years now behind us they shipping must be lifted. I believe we are all agreed 
realized and fulfilled their duties towards the that through the weight of your votes you will 
people as a whole. If I did not mention this and support the efforts of the Federal Government in 

did not express any special gratitude to them, the this direction. | 
omission was due to the obligation I would thereby | 
have assumed of thanking very many others as FRONTIER ADJUSTMENTS 

wert ne sadies and Bee pong pac at I should like to say a word on the subject of the 

iT h ve to the ik wn wourds f c all th A Ot so-called frontier adjustments in the West that 
a ef ved o d o chi vod ousewives tor a ey nave took place in the course of the last few days. I 
suttered and achieved. regret it deeply that the Dutch government has 

undertaken a so-called frontier correction — that 

LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT is the term they used — without first communica- 

It was further noted that I did not say anything ting with the Land North Rhine-Westphalia or, 

on the subject of local self-government. But surely more correctly still, with the Federal Government. 

my personality guarantees my unqualified warm Ladies and gentlemen, such a procedure is utterly 

sympathy for local self-government. | impossible and completely intolerable to us. 

(Hilarity — (Applause from the entire House except for 
| Representative Heinz Renner, KPD: “Self- KPD) 

government as I understand it!”), The people of the Netherlands desire to maintain 
I myself regret that the Basic Law has so little good economic relations with us. Economic rela- 

.to say about local self-government. I should have tions are not possible without mutual respect. It 
welcomed more explicit references, for I look upon 8, however, a sign of disrespect towards the Ger- 

the strengthening of self-government as an impor- ™an Federal Republic and the Federal Government 
tant component of the Federal idea. if such things occur as have just happened. 

ATTITUDE OF THE OPPOSITION NO SPEAKING OUT OF TURN 

I was extremely pleased by the statements of In the course of the debate a few romantic 

the Opposition speakers concerning ‘their attitude speeches — I beg the gentlemen concerned not to 
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take offense at this expression — were made con- you to take a look at the Basic Law and you will 
cerning Bohemia, Moravia, Austria, etc. see that such votes of confidence are explicitly ex- 

Representative Heinz Renner, KPD: “Nice cluded by the phraseology of the Basic Law. 

romanticism!” | (Protests from SPD-Representative Dr. Carlo 
hmid: “ her!’ — 

Ladies and gentlemen, I request all those who Schmid Not altoget et . 
spoke from this platform to bear in mind that dis- Representative Dr. Heinrich v. Brentano, CDU: 
trust against Germans remains strong in all for- “It is not proscribed!” — 

eign countries. Everyone making a public speech Interjection from the SPD: “Pl 
should therefore carefully weigh his words lest shorthand transcript!”) case read the 
they lend themselves to misinterpretation in a way 
designed to intensify that distrust. This question whether a vote of approval of the 

Government’s Statement of Policy could and should 
AUSTRIA be held, and vice versa, whether disapproval or 

— something along these lines could or could not be 
I have been told: “You did not mention Austria!”. expressed, was the subject of very detailed debates 

Well, ladies and gentlemen, if any one is and has jin the Main Committee of the Parliamentary 
been Austria’s friend for very many years, it is I. Council. This possibility was distinctly denied by 
But is there any point to discussing Austria in this  s9 eminent a jurist as Minister of Justice Katz, 
House, and would she want us to? whose qualifications are recognized particularly by 

(“Very true“ from CDU benches — Vigorous yourselves. 
assent in the Center) (“Hear, hear!” from the Center — 

Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “I do 
SUDETEN EXPELLEES not think your memory is correct, Mr. Chan- 

A meeting of expelled Sudeten Germans took cellor!’? — 
place in Cologne. Ladies and gentlemen, each one Representative Heinz Renner, KPD: “His own 
of us can share and understand the sentiments of interpretation!”) 
the Sudeten Germans and everyone will agree with 
them if they desire to return to their homeland I must tell you that I was not present, 
once it is free. | Representative Schmid: “But I was!” 

(Cheers and applause from the Center and put, dear colleague Schmid, the present Minister 
Right) _ of Justice Dehler was present and took part in 

But let me stress that this has nothing to do with the debate. Minister of Justice Dehler at the time 
the plans, ideas, and ideologies prevalent among voiced the opinions that approval or disapproval 
the Pan-Germans of another day, and later on could be expressed; he told me, however, that Mr. 
among National Socialists. It is merely an expres- Katz in particular insisted in a very outspoken 
sion of love for the native soil, nothing more. manner that this was impossible and must not 

be permitted to happen again. 

VOTE OF APPROVAL . (Hilarity — Interjections from SPD) 
Our colleague Ollenhauer was good enough to Ladies and gentlemen, the main point is that I 

suggest at the end of his speech that I might like have no intention to put this question and that I 
to ask this House whether it approved of my Gov- have to leave it to you, my dear colleague Ollen- 
ernmental Statement of Policy. hauer, to draw any consequences you like from 

Representative Dr. Carlo Schmid, SPD: “You rs abstention. But I doubt that you will draw 

won't do it!” ~ JUDGING BY DEEDS ‘Correct, I won’t do it. - oo 
oo. You have long days filled with many speeches 

(Great hilarity — behind you and in store for you, and you will 
Representative Dr. Schmid: “That is easy to therefore probably welcome it if I keep my speech 
understand!” — short. I intend to do just that and in conclusion 

eye . or would like to ask the following of you, reaffirming 
Additional interjections from SPD) a request of some spokesmen of Party Factions 

You see, ladies and gentlemen, our fellow Repre- outside the Governmental Coalition: Please judge 
sentative Schmid knows me quite well after having the Federal Government according to its deeds. 
worked together with me for a year, Give the Federal Government a chance ‘to show 

: eae cK . 9 whether it can achieve something or whether it 
Representative Schmid: “I should think so! will fail. I ask you all to try and cooperate in 

and he was aware of what my reply would be like. crucial matters and in questions of importance to 
He would not even have asked such a question. the German people, so as to make at least some 
Herr Ollenhauer, however, has not known me for’ progress in ‘the interests of our people in these 
so long a time. But, ladies and gentlemen, I beg of times that try men’s souls. 
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| GLOSSARY | 
| (See also Note on Political Parties, p. 13, and Biographies, p. 15) 

A | 

ADVISORY COUNCIL (Zonenbeirat) — BONN — 
a German advisory body to the British provisional capital of the German Federal 
Control Commission 1946—1948, representing Republic. University town in the British 
the four Lander of the British Zone. Zone, pop. approximately 110,000. 

AHLEN PROGRAM — BP — 
platform adopted at Ahlen (Westphalia) by see Bayernpartei. 

the British-Zone CDU in February 1947. It 
opposes both private and state capitalism and BREMEN — . . tgs 
advocates a greater share for labor in the an American Zone enclave in the British 

: management of basic industries. Zone of Occupation, and one of the four 

ALTSPARER — | ander in the American Zone, pop 550,000 

owner of prewar savings accounts who saved BRIDGE THEORY — 
money for many years. | the thesis that Germany, rather than ranging 

vs herself on the side of the Western or Eastern 

AUSWARTIGES AMT — powers, should strive to form a “neutral” 

German Foreign Office. bridge between them. 

B BUND (Federation) — 

| the German Federal Republic. 
BADEN (formerly Stidbaden) — ; 

| Land in the French Zone, pop. 1,300,000. BUNDESRAT (Federal Council) — 
BASIC LAW Upper House of the Federal Parliament. Its 

~ oo | forty-three delegates are appointed by the | 
the provisional Constitution of the German Lander Governments. 
Federal Republic, adopted in May 1949 at . 
Bonn. | BUNDESREPUBLIK (Federal Republic) — 

BAVARIA (Bayern) — the Western German state, consisting of the 

largest Land in the American Zone, pop. eleven Lander of the US, British and French 

9,350,000. | Zones. 
BAVARIAN PEOPLE’S PARTY (Bayrische Volks- BUNDESTAG (Federal Parliament) — | 
partei) — . | | Lower House of the Federal Parliament. 402 

Catholic party, Bavaria’s biggest 1920—1933, representatives were elected on 14 August 
sister party of Zentrum. 1949, approximately 60 per cent by majority 

vote in single districts, about 40 per cent on 

BAYRISCHER BAUERNVERBAND — 7 the basis of proportional representation Land 
the Bavarian Farmers’ Association. lists. 

BAYERNPARTEI (BP) — C 

the strongly federalistic Bavarian Party (sé@ = @py/csu (Christlich-Demokratische Union / Christ- 

Bt). lich-Soziale Union) — 
BERECHTIGUNGSWESEN — the major Government Party, composed of 

a system in which certain rigid and partly the Christian Democratic Union in ten, 

irrelevant academic qualifications, or a back- Lander and the Christian Social Union of 
grote of non-commissioned officer status Bavaria (seé p. 13). | 

ring a twelve-year army enlistment, are 
almost indispensable for civil-service ap- CENTER PARTY (Zentrum) 7 . wg: 

- pointments which then guarantee lifetime Fon “t re fer cbse (s, the i. hen 
tenure and ial social 944 ; one, to e leit 0 . Séé p. » De- 

4 nd special social prerogatives fore 1933, when CDU/CSU did not exist, one 
BIZONAL AREA — of three major parties and the sole Catholic 

Area of the combined US and British Zones one, outside Bavaria. 

of Occupation (1946—1949). COMMUNIST PARTY (KPD) — 

BIZONAL ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATION — see p. 13 

: supreme German economic agency in com- 

: bined Anglo-American Zones from 1947 to CONSTITUTION _ oo 
1949. The provisional Constitution or Basic Law of 

the German Federal Republic adopted in 
BIZONAL ECONOMIC COUNCIL — May 1949 at Bonn. P P 

see Economic Council. COUNCIL OF STATES 

BIZONAL LANDERRAT — } en 
- | sée Landerrat. 

see Landerrat, Bizonal 

: BLOCK POLITICS — D 

Soviet practice of making all political parties DEMOCRATIC PARTY (Deutsche Demokratische 

and semi-political groups part of a catchall Partei) — 

: organization dominated by Communists; pre-Hitler middle-of-the-road democratic 

specifically, the forced cooperation of all party, one of FDP’s predecessors changed its 

political parties and semi-political groups in name to State Party (Deutsche Staatspartei) 

the Soviet Zone of Germany. in 1929. 
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DEUTSCH - HANNOVERSCHE PARTEI (German FEDERAL COUNCIL (Bundesrat) — | 
Hanoverian Party) — | | Upper House of the Federal Parliament. Its 

pre-1933 political party representing the forty-three Delegates are appointed by the 
Guelph (9. v.) monarchist movement. | Lander Governments. | 

DEMOKRATISCHE VOLKSPARTEI (DVP) — FEDERAL PARLIAMENT (Bundestag) — 

the Wurttemberg-Baden branch of FDP. Lower House of Parliament. 402 represen- 
DEUTSCHE PARTEI (DP) — tatives were elected on 14 August 1949. 

the right-wing German Party, member of the FEDERAL REPUBLIC (Bundesrepublik) — 
Governmental coalition (see p. 13). the Western German state, consisting of the 

DEUTSCHE RECHTSPARTEI (DRP) — even Lander of the US, British and French 

the strongly nationalistic German Rightist m 

Party (see p. 13). _ FEDERATION (Bund) — 

_ DEUTSCHE REICHSPARTEI (German Reich the German Federal Republic. a 
Party) — _— FLURBEREINIGUNG — | 

, Extremist nationalistic party founded at a type of land reform in areas where fields 

Kassel in January 1950 (see p. 13). -pelonging to one farmer are too scattered for 
DEUTSCHE VOLKSPARTEI (German People’s economical cultivation. In such cases it is in- 

Party) — tended to make farmers exchange their 
a pre-Hitler right-of-center middle-class marginal properties among themselves, so 
party, led by Foreign Minister Gustav Strese- _ that the fields belonging to any one farmer 
mann until 1929. | will be adjacent to each other. : 

DEUTSCHE WAHLERGESELLSCHAFT (German FRANKFURT ECONOMIC POLICY — 
Electoral League) — | the free-enterprise policy pursued by the 

‘an independent citizens’ group opposed to Frankfurt Bizonal Economic Administration 

proportional representation and the secret under the leadership of its Director, Profes- 
ballot in Parliament. sor Ludwig Erhard, now Minister of Econo- — 

mics. It was opposed to planned economy. 
DEUTSCHE WIRTSCHAFTSPARTEI (German 
Economic Party) — FREE DEMOCRATIC PARTY (FREIE DEMOKRA- — : 

right-of-center pre-Hitler splinter party rep- ‘LiISCHE PARTEI, FDP) — 
| resenting middle-class groups. a middle-of-the-road party, member of the 

DP Governmental Coalition (See p. 13). 

_ see Deutsche Partei. FRIIS, AAGE — 
: ‘ famous Danish historian (b. 1870). 

DRP — | 
seé Deutsche Rechtspartei. G | — 

DUSSELDORF THESES (Diisseldorfer Leitsdtze) — GEHEIMRATSGEWERBE — | 
principles of CDU/CSU economic and social Domain of Geheimrate. Geheimrat (privy 
policy, as formulated at a Diisseldorf con- — counsellor) is an honorary title conterred 
terence in July 1949. upon certain outstanding citizens prior to 

lyl¥. The term “Geheimratsgewerbe” implies 
DVP “se D kratische Volk tei Oo that a sphere of activity is a sinecure or the 

| ee Memokratisene Vvorsspartel. preserve oi ‘“striped-pants” snobs. 

E , GEMEINDE — 
ECONOMIC COUNCIL (Wirtschaftsrat) — community; municipality; township. 

bizonal parliament with economic legislative | 
authority (1947/1949). Its 104 members were GERMAN BOHEMIA (DEUTSCH-BOHMEN) — 
elected by the eight legislatures of the US/UK see also Sudetenland. A term implying that 
Zones. the Czechosiovak province of Bohemia (part 

| ot Austria-Hungary ‘betore World War 1) 15s, 
ECONOMIC RECONSTRUCTION PARTY (ERP) — or ought to be, German. | 

the Wirtschaftliche Aufbauvereinigung (WAV), a —_ 
a Bavarian political group founded and led GERMAN PARTY (DEUTSCHE PARTEI, DP) — 
by Alfred Loritz. | : a right-wing party (séé p. 18). 

EQUALIZATION OF FINANCIAL BURDENS GERMAN RIGHTIST PARTY (DEUTSCHE , 
(Lastenausgleich) — | | KHCHYSPARTEL, URP) — 

| financial help to be accorded people who a strongly nationalistic party (seé p. 18). 
suffered direct losses due to the war, e. 8, GODESBERG TALKS — 
expellees, refugees, air-raid victims. Neces- Meeti ‘Ga ti . blic lif 
sary funds to be raised by a capital levy on h ag ings OF Germans active im puplic ie 

' those who were spared such losses. | eld in Bad Godesberg near Bonn in March 
and June 1949 to discuss Germany’s role as 

F . | “mediator” and “bridge” between East and 
_ oS West. First meeting was sponsored by Rudolt 

F ACTION — oe Nadolny, former German Ambassador to 
Parliamentary Group or Parliamentary Dele- U.S.S.R., reported to be in close touch with 
gation; the representatives of a major polit- Soviet Military Administration; among partic- 
ical party in a parliamentary body. ipants were Andreas Hermes, Chairman of 

FDP — | the German Peasant League; Franz Bliicher, 
See Free Democratic Party. 7 now Vice-Chancellor and Minister for the 
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| Marshall Plan; Professor Ludwig Erhard, now LOWER SAXONY (Niedersachsen) — 
| Minister of Economics; von Prittwitz und Land in the British Zone, pop. 7,000,000. | 

- -° Gaffron, former German Ambassador in | 
Washington. The second meeting was report- M | | 

: edly convened by Joachim von Ostau, ex- 7 | 
treme-nationalist manufacturer and politician. MINISTERIALDIREKTOR — . 

~ Co top-level civil servant, two steps below the 
GRUNDGESETZ — . oo Cabinet Minister one step below the State 

Basic Law; the provisional Constitution of Secretary. | : 
the German Federal Republic, adopted in | 
May 1949 at Bonn. MINISTERIALDIRIGENT — 

NTtTt | high-ranking civil servant, one step below _ 
GUELPHS (Welfen) — Ministerialdirector. 

the ancient Royal House of Hanover, de- . 
throned in 1866; monarchists in the Hanover MINISTERIALRAT (Ministerial Councillor) — 
area who advocate its restoration, consider- high-ranking civil servant, one step below 

ing the British Royal House the legitimate Ministerialdirigent. In descending order, civil 
descendants of the Guelphs, or who at least | service ranks continue as follows: Regierungs- , 

favor the re-establishment of a separate direktor; Oberregierungsrat; Regierungsrat. 
. Land of Hanover. Prior to 1933, the Deutsch- 
Hannoversche Partei was the political arm of N 

. this monarchist movement. It was recon- | _ | 
stituted as Niedersdchsische Landespartei (¢. NATIONALDEMOKRATISCHE PARTEI (NDP) — 
v.) in 1945, when the breakup of Prussia and in the US Zone, the extreme right-wing 
creation of Land Lower Saxony (Hanover, National Democratic Party. | 
Oldenburg, Brunswick, etc.) gave it new im- | | ret : so gs | 

.. petus. Niedersdchsische Landespartei merged Pee ALE RECHTE (NR), (National Rightist | 
with non-monarchist nationalist groups out- arty) a former parliamentary group consisting of 
side Hanover to form Deutsche Partei (q. V.). the National Democratic Party and the Ger- 

H man Rightist Party (now Deutsche Reichs- 

7 partei). - 

AMSURG ~ the British Zone. ¢ ly a Hanse. NIBDERSACHSEN (Lower Saxony) — 
and in the British Zone, formerly a Hanse- . wy } | 

atic City, pop. 1,600,000. a Land in the British Zone, pop. 7,000,000. 

HESSE (Hessen) — nr Hanoverian monarchist party (ct Guelbhs) . . We | n m . ! 
Land in the American Zone, pop. 4,350,000. in Lower Saxony 1945—1947, nucleus of Deut- : 

K . sche Partei. . , 

NORTH-RHINE/WESTPHALIA (Nordrhein-West- — 
KOMMUNISTISCHE PARTEI DEUTSCHLANDS falen) — | 
(KPD) —. a Land in the British Zone, pop. 13,000,000. ) 

' the German Communist Party (see p. 18). NR — . 

KORPSSTUDENT — | see Nationale Rechte. | 

member of certain pre-Hitler student frater- | : 
nities, oftén snobbish and chauvinistic. O : 

KPD — OBERSCHULRAT — . | | 
seé Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands. School Superintendent. | 

L. OCCUPATION STATUTE — : | 

ie me —~ instrument governing the relationship be- : 
LANDERRAT — | tween the three Western Occupation Powers 

usually referred to as Stuttgart Landerrat; and the German Federal Republic. Became . 
Council of States in the US Zone, with head- effective 21 September 1949. 
quarters in Stuttgart (1945—1949). Charged OSTLAND - 

with co-ordination of legislation within the ue a , 
US Zone. | Eastern territories. 

LANDERRAT, BIZONAL — - OSTMINISTERIUM (East Ministry) — 

Council of State representatives who met in colloquial reference to the Federal Ministry 
Frankfurt 1947—1949 to co-ordinate mainly for the Reunion of Germany. | 
economic legislation of the individual Lander 
in the US/UK Zones of Occupation. P 

| LAND (PLURAL: LANDER) — PARLIAMENTARY COUNCIL (Parlamentarischer 

: | German states. Eleven Lander make up the Rat) — a . 
| . German Federal Republic. a constituent assembly elected by the Lander 

parliaments to draft the Basic Law (Septem- 
LANDRAT — ber 1948—May 1949). | 

| Country Supervisor; an elected government , 
| official. R 

. LANDTAG (PLURAL: LANDTAGE) — REICH — 
| State legislature; the legislative assembly of Germany as an entity, particularly as con- 

a Land. : stituted 1871—1945. —



REICHSBANNER SCHWARZ-ROT-GOLD — ~ STURM- UND DRANGPERIODE —~ 

militantly republican pre-Hitler paramilitary — era of storm and stress, a period in German 
organization, staunch supporter of the demo- literature during the second half of the 18th 
cratic Weimar Revublic. century. | 

REICHSTAG — SUDETEN TERRITORY — _ 

| German parliament before 1945. ' part of Czechoslovakia bordering on Germany. 
Mainly inhabited by ethnic Germans who 

REICHSVERSORGUNG — | were expelled after World War II. 

scheme for supporting disabled war veterans, ; _ | 
in effect from 1921—1945. SUDBADEN 

seé Baden. 

Reich Association REICHSBUND (Republican sUDSCHLESWIGSCHE VEREINIGUNG (South 
. -. vas Schleswig League) — — Oo 

| canietion ty republican pre-Hitler or- cultural and social association of the pro- 
a | Danish part of the population in Schleswig- 

RHINELAND-PALATINATE (Rheinland-Pfalz) — Holstein; antedates Hitler. _ 
a Land in the French Zone, pop. 2,900,000. SUDSCHLESWIGSCHE WAHLERVEREINIGUNG 

. | (South Schleswig Electoral League) — 
RUHR — eye wo 

area in the British Zone where Germany’s political party of the pro-Danish part of the i lation in Schleswig-Holstei 3 . . 
coal fields and heavy industry are concen- Population in Schieswig-Holstein (see p. 13) 

a trated. — ; SUDWURTTEMBERG-HOHENZOLLERN — 

| RUHR STATUTE — | see Wirttemberg-Hohenzollern. , 

Charter promulgated on 28 April 1949 by the | . 

three Western Occupation Powers and Bene- V 
lux States in London, governing the status of | | : 
the Ruhr Area within the West European VEREINIGUNG 

. | Association of Executive Employees in Trade | 
Ss : and Industry 

SA VOLKSGERICHTSHOF (People’s. Court) — 

AR Nazi Court for the trial of political offences. 
_ autonomous industrial territory between | 
France and Germany (984 square miles), | | | 

formerly German, incorporated into the Ww , . 
- French economy after World War II. Final WAV — | 

fest mation of its status awaits peace see Wirtschaftliche Aufbauvereinigung. 

SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN (Sleswig-Holstei WEIMAR REPUBLIC — 
ian G eswis- 0" ein) . the democratic German Republic (1918—1933). 

a Land in the British Zone, bordering on — Its constituent assembly convened in Weimar 
- Denmark, pop. 2,750,000. in 1919. 

SENATE — =. WIRTSCHAFTLICHE AUFBAUVEREINIGUNG 
elective municipal governing body in Ham- (WAV) — oo 

burg and Bremen. Economic Reconstruction Party, Bavarian 
political group founded and led by Alfred 

_ the parties forming the present government, 
i. e, CDU/CSU, FDP and DP. Term is used WURTTEMBERG-BADEN — 
to distinguish the “Small Coalition” from the a Land in the American Zone, pop. 3,950,000. 
discarded plan for a “Great Coalition” of _ 
CDU/CSU and SPD. WURTTEMBERG-HOHENZOLLERN — 

a Land in the French Zone, also referred to 

see Siidschleswigsche Wahlervereinigung. 1,200,000. | 

SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY (Sozialdemokra- 7 
tische Partei Deutschlands, SPD) — | 

major Opposition party, moderately left-wing ZENTRUM (Center Party) — | 

(seé p. 13), now a small Catholic party in the British 
Zone, to the left of CDU/CSU (see p. 13). Be- 

SOFORTHILFE (Immediate Aid) — fore 1933, when no CDU/CSU existed, one 
measures for expellees. of Germany’s three big parties, and the sole 

spp | | : Catholic one, outside Bavaria. | | 

see Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands. ZONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL (Zonenbeirat) — 
| | a German advisory body to the British 

SSW — Control Commission 1946—1948, representing 
see ‘SUudschleswigsche Wahlervereinigung. — the four Lander of the British Zone. 
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